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New design 50 ohm attenuator

0 to 132 db in 1 db steps
DC to 500 MC

;4 db accuracy full range for low attenuation
values. Maximum error at full attenuation 2 db.
"One -knob" control. Super compact design-size
approximately 214" x 21/2" x 6".

These are characteristics of the new, rugged, sim-
ple -lip- 355A/B attenuators.

-hp- 355A provides 0 to 12 db in 1 db steps. -hp-
355B provides 0 to 120 db in decade steps. To-
gether, 132 db of attenuation from DC to 500 MC
is available, with simplest possible controls, pre-

-hp- 355A/B Attenuators

mium accuracy, and no complex setup. A solid -
shield 50 ohm connector may be used to intercon-
nect the two attenuators.

These new -hp- attenuators have balanced capac-
ities and completely shielded sections. They are en-
closed in a sturdy metal case, yet weigh only 1
pounds.

Ask your -hp- representative to show you these prac-
tical, minimum -space attenuators this week.

.hp. at IRE, Top of Escalators As You Enter Show

SPECIFICATIONS

Attenuation: -hp- 355A, 12 db in 1 db steps. -hp- 3558, 120 db
n 10 db steps

Frequency Range: DC to 500 MC

Overall Accuracy: -hp- 355A, ±0.25 db, DC to 500 MC. -hp-
3558, ± 1 db, DC to 250 MC, ±2 db, 250 to 500 MC

Nominal Impedance: 50 ohms

Max. Insertion Loss: 0 at DC, 0.4 db at 60 MC, 1 db at 250 MC,
1.5 db ot 500 MC

Power Dissipation: 0.5 watt average; 350 v peak
Connectors: BNC

Size: 2-3/16" wide, 2-5/8" high, 6" long. Net weight 11/2

pounds

Maximum SWR: 1.2 to 250 MC, 1.5 to 500 MC Price: -hp- 355A, $125.00. -hp- 3558, $125.00

Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4643A PAGE MILL ROAD PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

CABLE "HEWPACK" DAVENPORT 5-4451
FIELD ENGINEERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS

4'

offers over 350 quality electronic test instruments
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Sine- and square -wave outputs
Wide frequency range
Readily swept with G -R Dial Drives
Small size
Fast responding AVC
Calibrated output control
Output constant with frequency
High output
Precision frequency control
Compact and rugged
Inexpensive

UNIT

R -C OSCILLATOR
20cruce- SCO KILOCYCLES

Type 1210-C Unit R -C Oscillator, $180.00

The NEW General Radio 1210-C Unit Oscillator is the only oscillator in its
price range to offer three separate output systems. Square waves and high- or
low -impedance sine waves are yours at a turn of a knob.

This oscillator is unmatched in its class for all-around versatility. In addition
to its usefulness as a source of sine and square waves for work at audio, ultra-
sonic, and low radio frequencies, the 1210-C can be employed as a modulator for
r -f oscillators, and as a trigger for pulse generators.

Specifically designed for this instrument are two accessory Synchronous -Dial
Drives that readily attach to the oscillator frequency control, allowing auto-
matic plotting and display of amplitude frequency characteristics. Laborious
point -by -point measurements are eliminated by this inexpensive sweep -driven
oscillator system used with conventional recording equipment.

Frequency Range: 20-500,000 cycles in 5
ranges.
Frequency Controls: Range selection switch
and 4 -inch precision gear -driven dial.
Dial has two scales, 2-20 and 50-500,
and is geared to a slow-motion knob
that covers each decade in about 41/2
turns.
Frequency Accuracy: ±3%.

Output Control: Logarithmic, calibrated
0-50 db.

Power Requirements: 6.3 v
ac or do at 1 amp;
300v dc at 50 ma; Type
1203-B Unit Power Sup-
ply ($40.) recommend-
ed for operation from
115 v, 50-60 cycles.

Fastening Power Supply: The Type 1210-C
Oscillator can be firmly and perma-
nently attached to any G -R Unit Power
Supply by using the two stainless -steel
locking strips supplied with oscillator.

GENERAL RADIO Company

NEW YORK AREA: Tel. N. Y. WOrth 4-2722. N. J. WHitney 33140 CHICAGO: Tel. Village 8-9400
PHILADELPHIA: Tel. HAncock 47419 WASHINGTON, D. C.: Tel. JUniper 5-1088

SAN FRANCISCO: Tel. Whitecliff 8-8233 LOS ANGELES 38: Tel. H011ywood 9-6201
In CANADA, TORONTO: Tel. CHerry 62171

Low -Impedance (5C 1.2) Output for Loads of 500
Ohms and /Other: No load output is 0-7 v.
constart to within 1 db up to 200 kc:
co -load distortion less than 1% from
200 c ro 10 kc, less than 1.5% over
entire frequency range: hum at least
60 db below output -voltage level.

High -Impedance L12.5 K.!) Output for Loads of 10
Kllohms and Inigser:84o-load output is 0.45 v,
constant tc within db from 200c to
150 kc; no load distortion less than 5%
from 200c to 200 he (distortion reduced
under loads; hi -n at least 50 db below
maximum output level.

Square -Wave (2,500 ..I)Vutoat: 0-30v peak to

.least 60db below output -voltage level.
overshoot approximately 1%; hum at
peak; rive One approximately I/3µ sec;

ACCESSORIES

Type 908-P1 Syrchecnojs Dial Drive, sweeps
through one frequency decade in 50 sec;
908-P2 takes 6% sec per decade, $29.00
'or either.
Type 480-P4U3 Relay, rack Panel for mounting
both 1210-C OscilEator and 1203-B Power

-. Supply in one panel, $10.85
Type 1210-P1 De:ec:or and Discriminator pro-
vides necessary vo takes for convenient os-

- cillograph display, $80.00

WE SELL DIRECT. Our District Sales
Offices are stated by engineers especially
trained to help you in the selection of instru-
ments and measuring systems best suited
to your needs. We welcome your inquiries -
will help solve your problems.

CIRCLE 1 READERS SERVICE CARD



New low reflective absorbents
makes free space tests more reliable

Ten times lower reflection is now
available with all B. F. Goodrich
Microwave Absorbents. This 0.1%
material gives reliability to measure-
ments previously unattainable for test-
ing of guided missiles in a free space
chamber.

You can now be sure, by selecting
the proper B. F. Goodrich material,
that you will get this 0.1 perform-
ance at any point on the microwave
frequency spectrum.

In addition to this outstanding
quality, the B. F. Goodrich absorbent
is light -weight, fire -retardant easy to
install. It will not deteriorate in per-
formance when walked upon and has
excellent water and weather resistant

List of B. F. Goodrich Broadband Absorbents

Lowest Maximum
Designation Frequency* Thickness Reflection

12 CM 2500 mc 11/2"-2" 2%
12 CM - 1% 2500 mc 11/2"-2" 1%
12 CM - 30db 2500 mc 11/2"-2" 0.1% at X -band.

2% elsewhere.
6 CM 5000 mc 1" 2%

30 CM 1000 mc 31/2"-4" 2%
30 CM - 1% 1000 mc 31/2"-4" 1%
60 CM 500 mc 7"-8" 2%
60 CM - 1% 500 mc 7"-8" 1%

100 CM 300 mc 10"-11" 2%
200 CM 150 mc 26" 2%
600 CM 50 mc 69" 2%

8 CM-glass 3600 mc 1"-11/2" 2%
fiber

4 CM-glass 7500 mc 3/4, 2%
fiber

Most of the above absorbents can be furnished
with 0.1% maximum reflection at selected points
in the frequency band.

*All perform up to 30,000 mc

properties. For darkroom use, a special
white compound can be applied to
the surface of the pads to increase
light reflectance

When you're investing thousands,
start right-specify B. F. Goodrich-
the company with the longest experi-
ence and record for consistently high
quality microwave maternal. For new
bookie:: on these absorbents write The
B. F. Goodrich Company, 486 Derby
Place, Shelton, Connecticut.

B.F.Goodrich
microwave absorbents

4 CIRCLE 2 READERS SERVICE CARD May 9, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition



Model MA28-125
Output: 28 VDC nominal at 125 amps.
Regulation accuracy of 0.2%.
Ripple: < 1% RMS.
Response time: < 0.1 second.
Choice of input voltage: 208, 230,

or 460 VAC, 3 -phase.
Weight: 225 pounds.
$1160 in cabinet.

Model MR36-30
Output current, 0-30 amps, output

voltage, 5 to 36 VDC continu-
ously adjustable with regulation
± 0.25% against line or load
change.

Response time of 0.2 second.
Input voltage: 105 to 125 VAC,

single-phase.
Weight: 175 pounds.
$890 in cabinet.

Also supplied, as Model MR36.15,
with output current 0.15 amps,
otherwise similar.
Weight: 100 pounds.
$495 in cabinet.

EgWg High Current DC Supplies

st Response ...High Amps ... External Sensing

Two new high output power-packs-with response time
ranging from 0.2 second down, and with transistorized

power reference and magnetic amplifier power control
circuits for trouble -free performance-that's just

part of the story on these Sorensen DC power supplies.
One model supplies an output of 18 to 36 VDC at 125

amperes; the other provides 5 to 36 VDC at 0 to 30 amps.
Zener diode reference circuit assures sharper regulation,

and the external sensing provision puts this precise
control at the load. Silicon power rectifiers and complete

tubeless design increase durability with reduction
in weight-and greater saving in size.

Get the full story from your Sorensen representative.
Or write for technical data.

CONTROLLED POWER FOR RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY

SORENSEN & COMPANY, INC.
Richards Avenue, South Norwalk, Connecticut

In Europe, contact Sorensen-Ardag, tichstrasse 29, Zurich, Switzerland, for all products including 50 cycle, 220 volt equipment

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - May 9, 1958 CIRCLE 3 READERS SERVICE CARD 5



RAYTHEON

,,2N660

0.335'
max.

111
-7 -26o

-max

111

actual size

New

RAYTHEON

RELIABLE

COM PUTER

TRANSISTORS

switch 1 ampere

HEE controlled at high currents

Temperature range -65'c to +85°c

Type

Punch
through
Voltage

max.

fob
ave.

Mc

Hee,

ave.
In = 1 mA

VcE = -0.25v

1 -ire

ave.
1B = 10 mA

VcE = -0.35v

Ico
at -12v

AA

rb'

Ic = -1mA

ohms

Cob

VCR = -6v

ppt

2N658 -24 5 50 40 2.5 60 12
2N659 -20 10 70 55 2.5 65 12
2N660 -16 15 90 65 2.5 70 12
2N661 -12 20 120 75 2.5 75 12
2N662 -16 8 25 min. 50 2.5 65 12

Typical values at 25°C unless otherwise indicated Dissipation Coefficients: In air 0.35°C/mW; Infinite Sink O. 18°C/mW

These new PNP Germanium Computer Transistors made by Raytheon's reliable fusion -alloy
process add to the already comprehensive line of Raytheon Reliable Computer Transistors
which include several in the Submin (0.160" high, 0.130" dia.) package. Write for Data Sheets.

RAYTHEoN, SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
Silicon and Germanium Diodes and Transistors  Silicon Rectifiers

Newton, Mass ..55 Chopel St., Blgelow 4-7500
New York. 589 Fifth Ave., Plaza 9-3900
Chicago: 9501 Grand Ave., Franklin Pork, NAtional 5-6130
Los Angeles: 5236 Santa Monica Blvd., NOrmandy 5-4221
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
RUSSIA'S THIRD SPUTNIK, not yet launched

at press time, reportedly weighs 5 to 6 tons.
Its orbit around the earth may take it to the
dark side of the moon. This was recently re-
ported from Moscow by a Polish correspondent.
He said the new Soviet sputnik will be put into
orbit by a rocket much bigger and more powerful
than those used in launching the first two. Its
speed, he reported, will be great enough to
put it in an orbit so far away that it will circle
both earth and moon.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
AGENCY recommended by President Eisen-
hower should have a three-part, comprehensive
program, in the opinion of Hugh L. Dryden,
director of the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics. These would be: (1) an ade-
quate research effort on space technology prob-
lems; (2) development and use of unmanned
vehicles capable of carrying necessary scientific
data -gathering apparatus; (3) development and
orderly use of man -carrying vehicles in the ex-
ploration of the solar system.

RELIABILITY must be engineered into weapons
systems projects from the outset, Air Force
Gen. C. S. Irvine told the 1958 Electronic
Components Conference in Los Angeles last
month. He declared that (1) advanced find-
ings of electronics research should be applied
as quickly as possible and early test results fully

and carefully analyzed; (2) materials engineer-
ing should assure that metals, alloys, ceramics
and plastics will withstand environmental
stresses; (3) mechanical engineering must not
be a weak link in the chain. Irvine cited the
need for automatic testing tools, checking
equipment and more efficient instrumentation
generally. In the case of the Atlas program,
he said that only 30 percent of its cost went
for missiles, with 70 percent for support gear.
Firms that produce reliable, reasonably priced
components should get a fair share of the $7
billion annual Air Force outlay for hardware.

SOVIET SINGLE -STAGE ROCKET which rose
to 294-mi height Feb. 21 (ELECTRONICS, May
2, p 19), carried a barium titanate transducer
to study micrometeor density. The Russians
report that micrometeor movement was reli-
ably determined up to 186 mi, with 268 colli-
sions registered between 78 and 186 mi.

NEW MATERIAL FOR HIGH TEMPERA-
TURE operation "could play a major role in the
solution of severe reentry problems." That's what
engineers John H. Lux of Haveg Industries and
Norbert H. Noland of Reinhold Engineering
and Plastics told last month's Canada -United
States Chemical Engineering Conference in
Montreal. Nose cones are already being made
of the new material, described as a new class of
compounds neither metal, plastic nor ceramic.

ELECTRONICS PRODUCTION INDEX

400

300

200

1111111111111MOTIMMI '°'
OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APRIL

RECEIVER PRODUCTION

0

FIGURES OF THE WEEK FIGURES OF THE YEAR Totals for first two months

RECEIVER PRODUCTION 1958 1957

(Source: E(A) Apr. 18, '58 Apr. 11, '58 Apr. 19, '57 Receiving tube sales 56,466,000 82,031,000
Television sets, total 76,118 76,954 78,269 Transistor production 6,061,955 3,221,000
Radio sets, total 158,588 183,461 266,707 Cathode-ray tube sales 1,178,046 1,489,223
Auto sets 42,605 61,024 94,406

Television set production .... 804,396 914,887
STOCK PRICE AVERAGES Radio set production 1,903,418 2,350,294
(Source: Standard & Poor's) Apr. 23, '58 Apr. 16, '58 Apr. 24, '57 Tv set sales 1,030,213 1,148,796

Radio-tv & electronics 45.49 44.76 51.27 Radio set sales
Radio broadcasters 58.73 58.31 68.74 (excl. auto) 954,705 1,088,392

Percent Change
-31.2
+88.2
- 2.1
-12.1
-19.0
-10.3

-12.3

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - May 9, 1958 7



Electronic memory unit (left) activates paddle system (right) to
belt as railroaders . . .

Use Electronics To Sort
New transistorized system employing

techniques solves costliest mail problem

TRANSISTORIZED SYSTEM using dig-
ital techniques for sorting parcel -
post mail has been installed at
Pennsylvania Railroad's Philadel-
phia terminal.

Railroaders say the new system,
installed by Stewart -Warner, solves
the costliest, most time-consuming
problem of railway mail handling.

Problem: To sort parcels too
large for mail sacks, and route them
to the proper train.

Solution: Unsorted packages,
ranging in size from egg crates to
hand luggage, are placed on a 220 -
ft conveyor belt. As each item
passes a coding station, two opera -

Polaris Telemeter

First photo of Polaris hardware shows
Polaris test missile's telemetering unit
getting check out before being sent to
Lockheed's test facility at Cape Can-
averal for firing

unload conveyor

digital

tors signal memory system to indi-
cate at what point each parcel
should be unloaded. System con-
tains 39 removal points.

Code information is entered into
a buffer storage unit as binary coded
bits. An electric eye beamed across
the conveyor belt senses passage of
the parcel and transfers its coded
unloading destination to a tran-
sistorized shift register.

As the parcel moves along the
belt, coded information moves
along the shift register. A decoder
which is a large "AND" gate syn-
chronized with the travel rate of
the conveyor belt awaits the proper
timing pulse.

When this occurs, a transfer
mechanism in the form of a paddle
is activated. The paddle pushes the
parcel off the belt on to a right-
angle conveyor. Waiting baggage
trucks then pick up the parcels and
move them to the proper train plat-
form.

Manual sorting generally re-.
quires 15 men. This system does
the job with five.

Previous practice allowed about
25 truckloads of mail to pile up
before sorting. Crews worked at
other tasks, rather than stop each
time a truck arrived.

The new process allows sorting
to complete itself once the main
conveyor belt is loaded. Pennsy
officials say arriving mail now makes
the first train out.

It is reported several system pro-

posals are being studied by other
railroads, warehouses, and mail
order companies. It is expected
the system will be used on sacked
mail now processed manually.

Installations may appear in New
York, Chicago and Washington.
System is also under consideration
in Los Angeles, Boston. and some
large midwest cities.

Transistor Output
Up, Prices Down
TRANSISTOR'S TENTH ANNIVERSARY

next month prompts a look at its
growing market and dropping price
levels. The trend to increased out-
put and lower unit production cost
continues this year.

Some 13 million units valued at
$37 million were sold in 1956. By
1957 sales of more than 28 million
units were worth $70 million. This
year, as volume continues to rise,
a number of price reductions have
been announced.

At least two companies have re-
cently cut prices ranging up to 25
percent on entertainment type ger-
manium transistors. One says re-
ductions are the result of increased
output and new economies in pro-
duction on some germanium types.
The firm believes price cuts will
spur use of germanium transistors
for home entertainment sets.

Another firm cut prices about
eight percent on seven pnp alloy -
junction types used primarily for
audio -frequency amplifier, inter-
mediate -frequency amplifier, broad-
cast -band converter and push-pull
amplifier service.

Conservative estimate of ELEC-
TRONICS researchers for 1965 is a
market for 400 million transistors
worth 5200 million.

Satellite's Eye
Needs Tv Retina
ASTRONOMERS at the Princeton
University Observatory told ELEC-
TRONICS in a recent interview that
telescopic observation of the
heavens from a satellite will require
extensive tv camera tube re-
search. The problem, they say, is

that light gathered from faint astral

8 May 9, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition



C-800 Lambda Com-Pak Power Supplies used in the
Eglin Air Force Base installation require only 7"
front panel height.

Easy servicing. All wiring, tubes and other corn
ponents are readily accessible. You can reach them
easily, service them fast.

COM-PAK5 SUPPLIES SAVE PANEL SPACE
Models through 1.5 amperes

Three voltage ranges: 0-208, 125.325, 325.525 VDC

C-200 series- 200 MA -51/4" panel height-from $159.50
C-400 series- 400 MA -51/4" panel height-from 244.50
C-800 series- 800 MA -7" panel height-from 315.00
C-1500 series -1500 MA -83/4" panel height-from 550.00

Digital Computer Intervention and Display
System designed and fabricated by Stromberg-
Carlson Company, a Division of General
Dynamics Corporation, for the Air Proving
Ground Center (ARDC) Armament Division, Eglin
Air Force Base. The system is built around the
CHARACTRON* Shaped Beam Tube, designed by
Stromberg-Carlson for high-speed Information
display and micro -film recording.

Where power supply dependability is vital

Stromberg-Carlson specifies

standard Lambda power supplies

for Air Force Digital Computer

Intervention & Display System
Standard Lambda power supplies are components of the Digital Com-
puter Intervention and Display System associated with the UNIVAC
Scientific Computer at the Air Proving Ground Center (ARDC) Arma-
ment Division, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.

Available for immediate delivery, Lambda power supplies from stock
are being used in major rocket and missile programs, among other
military projects. They are specified also for more industrial and re
search applications than the ten next -most -popular makes combined.

Send for the current Lambda catalog. It covers the complete new
Com-Pak series, as well as other rack, bench and portable models,
for all needs through 1.5 amperes.

LAMBDA Electronics Corp.
11.11 131 STREET  COLLEGE POINT 56, NEW YORK

INDEPENDENCE 1.8500 Cable Address: Lambdatron, New York

CHARACTRON is a trade -mark of Stromberg-Carlson, a Division of General Dynamics Corporation, registered in the U.S. Patent OffiCiLl
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bodies cannot be detected using
available tubes. What is needed is
an image -orthicon tube with a high -
gain semiconductor target that can
build up a charge over a period
of an hour and a half before scan-
ning without appreciable leakage
from globule to globule in the
mosaic, the astronomers say. If
such a tube can be developed, it
is planned to use tv techniques to
aim the telescope, focus the image
received, and photograph the image
from a ground installation.

In the Navy's Stratoscope proj-
ect (ELECTRONICS, Jan. 10, p 24)
also under direction of Princeton
University Observatory, the entire
servo system, used to compensate
for telescope motion and relative
movement of the sun, and the
camera are contained in a balloon
gondola. Since space and weight
are at a premium in a satellite, how-
ever, it is more feasible to use a
telescope in conjunction with a tv
camera and transmit the field of
view to ground observers.

Telescope positional errors will
be detected on tv monitors and cor-
rected from the ground. Instead of
using a satellite -borne camera whose
film might be affected by spurious
radiations, the monitor screen will
be photographed. According to
plans, the mosaic in the tv camera
will be read at a rate of one scan
per sec. This will permit use of
conventional telemetering channels
for data transmission.

[ clauccucc,m.
17rrinrch,,,07nnivi

Wide variey of transducers feed sig-
nals to this control board, making
the . . .

A -Plant Control
Bill $1.9 Million
INSTRUMENTATION and controls for
the new full-scale civilian power
reactor at Shippingport, Pa., cost
$1.9 million, according to West-
inghouse Electric Corp.

The instrumentation has four
main jobs: providing information

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
MANY MILITARY aircraft electronics contractors are complaining about
Pentagon fiscal restrictions. There's talk about stretchouts in delivery
schedules, requests for delayed billings, postponed contract awards and
payment delays.

Defense Dept. spokesmen deny that slow payment measures are in
the works. They dismiss the charges as a campaign to force the Pen-
tagon to boost progress payments back to last year's 100 percent rate on
cost -reimbursement type contracts. Current rate is 80 percent.

The Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics, however, is having serious fiscal
problems. The agency is up against a tight budget ceiling, is trying
to slash cash outlays between now and June 30. It has put into effect
a new policy holding back contract awards unless the contractor agrees
to forego progress payments at least until July 1.

 The Air Force denies talk of slow payments to contractors. "We
are paying on time," says Asst. Air Force Secy. Lyle Garlock
(Comptroller). "In fact, we're probably paying too promptly.
In many instances we're paying the same day bills are tendered."

Nevertheless, there seems little doubt that the Pentagon has
been forcing some aircraft electronics contractors to carry a heavy
financial load ever since last year's budget -cutting drive. And
despite the speedup in defense production scheduling and con-
tracting, there's no sign that the Defense Dept. will relax the
restrictions on progress payments.

 No one denies that Defense Secy. McElroy has set up expendi-
ture targets for the military services. In effect, these are ceilings
on spending; but Pentagon budgeteers stress their flexibility. The
sum for fiscal 1958, ending June 30, is now $39.1 billion-increased
for the fourth time from the initial $38 -billion estimate.

Fiscal 1958 expenditures through March totaled $28.8 billion,
which leaves $10.3 billion as the spending target for April -June.
The $10.3 -billion figure is slightly more than April -June 1957
spending.

The target for fiscal 1959, starting July 1, is now $40.4 billion.
This includes $7 billion for aircraft, $3.4 billion for missiles and
$904 million for communications and other electronics. The
target, however, is almost certain to be raised again.

 The Air Force's Garlock has sounded a warning to contractors.
He has asked companies to project long-range billing plans based
on existing development and production projects. If projected
expenditures forecasts are "out of line," the Air Force "would
have to change" production schedules, he says. So far, this
hasn't been done.

 Navy officials are touting the virtues of a new management con-
trol system. They give it part of the credit for the fact that the
Polaris missile -and -submarine weapons system is two years ahead
of schedule.

Electronics contractors are among those in industry that are
studying the management control system for their own use, Navy
men say. Similarly, other military services and the Pentagon's
new Advanced Research Projects Agency are seeing whether they
can use the system to keep control of their own research and
development projects.
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NOW! END READOUT CONFUSION...
with the new KIN TEL digital voltmeter

ANOTHER FIRST FROM KIN TEL! Here is a digital voltmeter that
shows numbers on a readable single plane! With KIN TEL'S new
design, there are no superimposed outlines of numbers in the
picture... no confusion caused by dials and old style numerical
readouts. This digital readout uses a simple projection system -
provides 7,000 to 8,000 hours of lamp life, compared with 100 to
200 hours for ordinary readouts.

FIRST OF A COMPLETE LINE OF DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS! Others
include: Converters for measuring AC, ohms, ratios ...multiple
input scanners . . . serial converters to drive typewriters and
punched tape units.
WIDE APPLICATION! KIN TEL digital instruments are ideal for
automatic check-out systems for missiles and rockets; computer
measurements; process control monitoring; production testing;
test system calibration; strain gage, thermocouple and other
transducer measurements, and calibration of laboratory and
industrial electronic instruments.
Talk to your local KIN TEL representative. Sales and service
everywhere. Or write us direct for further information,

See the difference!

ORDINARY READOUT

KIN TEL READOUT CLEAR AND SHARP, ANY WAY YOU LOOK AT IT

 100 Microvolt Sensitivity
 Automatic, Continuous Standard

Cell Calibration
 High Reliability
 0.0001 to 999.9V-Plus Automatic

Decimal and Polarity Indication

SPECIFICATIONS

Display...Four (4) digit with automatic polarity
indication and decimal placement. Total display area
2" high x 7.5" long, internally illuminated.
Individual digits 1.25" high.

Automatic Ranges...0.0001 to 999.9 volts covered
in four ranges.

Accuracy...0.01% or 1 digit, whichever is larger.

Counting Rate...30 counts per second, providing
average balance (reading) time of 1 second, maximum
balance time of less than 2 seconds.

Reference Voltage...Chopper-stabilized supply, referenced
to an unsaturated mercury -cadmium standard cell.

Input Impedance...10 megohms, all ranges.

Output...Visual display, plus print control.
Automatic print impulse when meter assumes balance.
No accessories required to drive parallel input printers.

Input...115 volt, 60 cycle, single phase,
approximately 75VA.

Dimensions...Control unit, 51/4" high x 19" wide x 16"
deep. Readout display, 31/2" high x 19" wide x 9" deep.

Weight...Approximately 40 lb.

Price...$2,100

Over 10,000 KIN TEL instruments in use today!

IS I NI TE L,

A Division of Cohu Electronics Inc.

5725 Kearny Villa Road
San Diego 11, California
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to the operators, running the safety
circuits, providing reactor design
information and protecting people
in and around the plant from radia-
tion hazards.

The nuclear reactor itself has
two instrumentation systems. One
monitors the core's neutron flux
level with three independent chan-
nels, each provided with a propor-
tional counter and a compensated
ion chamber. These channels pro-
vide control data.

The other reactor system pro-
vides information on core condi-
tions: temperature data from ther-
mocouples, flow and differential
pressure data, location of failed fuel
elements and presence of fission
products in the coolant.

A second group of instruments
covers all the "conventional" meas-
urements of the water system.
Shippingport is a pressurized water
reactor. Signals for control and
alarm circuits are also supplied by
thermocouples, thermometers and
pressure instruments.

Molten zone of a gallium arsenide rod
is examined at Bell Labs during crystal
growing

Labs Pushing
Intermetallics
IN TERMETALLIC COMPOUNDS this
year are showing new research
promise for specialized device de-
velopment. Indium antimony and
gallium arsenide are among the
compounds that may eventually
find more widespread use in certain
specific diode and transistor appli-
cations, ELECTRONICS learns.

One recent research success,
floating zone refining of inter-
metallics, was announced last
month by Bell Telephone Labora-
tories. Basic work was done on
gallium arsenide, but scientists be -

MILITARY ELECTRONICS
 Why Atlas' radio -inertial guid-

ance system is virtually jam proof
( ELECTRONICS, Apr. 25, p 14) has
been further illuminated exclusively
for ELECTRONICS.

Solution, according to a General
Electric official, lies in the use of
coded antijam filters which reject
interference.

R. L. Shetler, manager of the
company's Missile Guidance Sec-
tion, said the highly -selective filters
of a space, time and frequency na-
ture make enemy jamming exceed-
ingly difficult since the antijam
devices arc unique for each ICBM.

He added that jamming is made
even more difficult because radio
signals controlling the Atlas guid-
ance system are only transmitted
during the first few minutes of the
Atlas' flight, while the missile is
over friendly territory.

 Support equipment for ballistic
missiles and interceptor aircraft
provides bigger business than do
the actual weapons.

"Aproximately two-thirds of the
money being spent on the IRBM
and ICBM programs will be spent
on the equipment required to han-
dle, transport, test, check-out and
repair the missiles.

"In air defense, an ever increas-
ing proportion of the money is
going into radar, communications
and control systems as opposed to
the actual interceptor weapons,"
Gen. Thomas D. White, Chief of
Staff, USAF, told the American
Ordnance Association in St. Louis
recently.

Construction of two ICBM sites
-one in the Offutt AFB, Omaha,
area and one near Fairchild AFB,
Washington-is scheduled to be-
gin before Oct.

The cost of each is estimated at
S25 million.

Technical design of the missile
facilities will be tinder control of
the AF Ballistic Missile Division,
Inglewood, Calif. Other aspects of
the design and all construction will
he accomplished through the Army
Corps of Engineers.

 ARDC's Hyfinder crash lo-
cator beacon, equipped with para-
chute, automatically ejects itself
from a doomed plane before crash,
sets itself up for operation on land
or sea, transmits SOS and homing
signals on vhf and h -f transmitters,
and flashes a stroboscopic light 30
times a min that is visible for 25
mi. Produced by Hvcon Manufac-
uring, the instrument package meas-
ures 3 ft by 8 in. and weighs 56
lbs. The telescoped antonna shoots
up 124 ft. A rubber raft inflates
for landing in water and three heavy
metal legs extend for ground opera-
tion.

 SINS (Ship's Inertial Naviga-
tion System) for the first two
Polaris submarines will be designed
and built by Autonetics div. of
North American. Sperry, which
has responsibility for its SINS for
the USS Compass Island and USS
Observation Island, will, according
to a high-ranking Navy pokesman,
furnish several sizable items in the
Autonetics system.

lieve the method should he appli-
cable to a variety of componds
that are thermally unstable at their
melting points.

In the technique, a heat source
such as an r -f induction coil is

moved relative to a vertically sup-
ported rod, melting a liquid zone
as it moves. Surface tension sup-
ports the liquid zone. Usually, says
Bell, a single crystal can be grown
and purification achieved during

this zone refining process.
Complicating factor in inter -

metallic crystal growing and puri-
fication is that composition of the
liquid phase at the melting point
is strongly dependent on the par-
tial pressure of arsenic. In the zone -
refining process, this is controlled
by a sealed system containing ex-
cess arsenic and by regulating its
minimum temperature.

Experimental crystals are corn -
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Tonotrou picture of the Los Angeles Yacht Harbor

The Hughes TONOTRON tube presents a complete spectrum of grey shades. Result: high-fidelity picture reproduction. The

illustration above, for example, is an unretouched photo of a typical radar display as viewed on the face of a TONOTRON

E.I.A. Type 7033 Tube.

Additional outstanding characteristics of the TONOTRON tube are high brightness (in excess of 1500 foot lamberts with

full half tone range) and controllable persistence. The family of TONOTRON tubes is ideally suited for ground mapping,

weather radar displays, slow -scan TV, "B" scan radar, oscillography, armament control radar, optical projection systems,

and miniature radar indicators.

Other Hughes cathode-ray storage tubes: The MEMOTRON® tube displays successive transient writings until intention-

ally erased. The TYPOTRON® tube, an exceptionally high-speed character writing tube, displays any combination of 63

letters or symbols until intentionally erased.

Creating a new world

*Trademark of Hughes Aircraft Company
 Registered Trademark

For complete technical data please write Hughes Products, Electron
Tube Division, International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California

with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES PRODUCTS
L _J

1950. HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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parable in size to germanium or
silicon crystals. Right now, purity
level is somewhat below that of
silicon, at about one part of im-
purity per million.

Technique should be most use-
ful with binary compounds in
which only one component element
has a considerable vapor pressure
at its melting point, scientists be-
lieve. They add that the compound
must have a high enough electrical
conductivity to permit heating by
r -f induction. Furthermore, sur-
face tension and density of the
molten material must be able to
support a molten zone during the
refining process.

Sound Cleans
Surgical Tools

DRII D BLOOD, bits of tissue and
other soils on surgical instruments
are removed by cavitation caused
by ultrasonic sound waves (upper
photo) generated in a new medical
washing machine (lower photo)
manufactured by Acoustica Associ-
ates, Inc., of Mineola, N. Y.

The washer will clean 75 instru-
ments in only 13 min. By hand
scrubbing, 45 min are necessary to
clean the same number.

The 25-kc magnetostriction-gen-
crated ultrasonic signal unit differs
from other ultrasonic units in that
the output is pulsed; peak power is
over 1,000 watts while average
power is 400 watts.

FINANCIAL ROUNDUP
 Reduction in interest rate

charged by commercial banks to
prime borrowers from 4 to 3/ per-
cent in last fortnight is of more
than passing interest to electronics
industry. Rate reduction should
speed up tempo of banks' buying
of electronic equipment (ELEC-
TRONICS, May 2, p 15). Savings
in operating costs possible through
electronic automation will be more
attractive than ever with future
gross revenue headed for a drop
under impact of lower interest
rates. Actually only an exclusive cir-
cle of top credit risks quality to bor-
row money at prime bank interest
rates. But the interest rates charged
to other customers usually drop
with the prime rate.

 Technitrol Engineering, of
Philadelphia, and L & 0 Research
and Development, Wayne, Pa.,
plan to merge sometime this year.
Technitrol and L & 0 will ex-
change common shares. Further
financial details were not disclosed.
A. F. Carey, L & 0 president, has
become vice-president of Techni-
trol, the acquiring company which
makes data processing equipment
and components. The to -be -

acquired firm is in the data record-
ing and facsimile fields.

 Ampex Corp., Redwood City,
Calif., plans to split common stock
21 to 1. Split, voted by board of
directors, is subject to approval by

shareholders in August. Stock was
recently quoted at 571 bid over-
the-counter. There are 734,265
shares outstanding. Redwood firm
manufactures magnetic tape re-
cording equipment. It owns a 25
percent interest in Orradio Indus-
tries of Opelika, Ala., magnetic
tape manufacturer.

 Itek Corp., of Boston, and
Vectron Corp., Waltham, Mass.,
will submit merger plans for stock-
holder approval in next two weeks.
Merged firms will operate under
name of Itek Corp. and plan,
within a year, to consolidate all
activities in Vectron's Waltham
plant. Itek does engineering re-
search in graphic information proc-
essing. It recently acquired facili-
ties and staff of Boston University's
Physical Research Labs. Vectron
manufactures electromechanical and
electronic equipment.

 I T & T plans to issue $28.7
million of 25 year convertible sub-
ordinated debentures. Terms of
proposed financing call for stock-
holders to be offered right to sub-
scribe to debentures at rate of $100
principal amount for each 25 shares
of capital stock. Interest rate, com-
mon stock conversion prices and
subscription price will be deter-
mined shortly before the offering
is made. Kuhn, Loeb & Co. of
New York City will head the un-
derwriting group.

Aircraft A -Power
Program Widens
AEC EXPECTS to make first tests
late this year of nuclear reactor sys-
tems being developed for rocket
propulsion. Flight tests of atom -
powered rockets would come after
1960.

Buildings to house the instru-
ments associated with the field
testing are now being constructed
in atomic weapons test areas.

Unofficial sources predict the
project will culminate in missiles
able to circle the earth constantly,

except for maintenance landings.
The same sources say electronic
guidance for such a weapons sys-
tem is feasible.

The rocket program is part of
the AEC's aircraft reactor propul-
sion program, which cost AEC $87
million in research and develop-
ment in fiscal 1957.

National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics is building a reactor
for its study of nuclear aircraft
problems. Rated at 60,000 kilo-
watts, it will be one of the most
powerful research reactors ever
built.

The $250,000 control contract
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CERAMIC JACKETED

FOR POSITIVE

MOISTURE PROTECTION

MADE TO MEET

ALL MIL -R -10509B

REQUIREMENTS

PILIMINSTC151
CARBON FILM RESISTORS
PROVIDE THE STABILITY
YOU WANT UNDER THE
TOUGHEST LOAD AND

HUMIDITY CONDITIONS

SPRAGUE 404E
4ASG:f1

%

TPADF,AAP,

IMEGO
41%1

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

-SPRAGUE 4c$31-

434v0=44N- -

WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. 70/0

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY

35 MARSHALL STREET

NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS: RESISTORS CAPACITORS MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TRANSISTORS

INTERFERENCE FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE PRINTED CIRCUITS
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has been awarded to Leeds &
Northrup. Among the instruments
NACA will get are a thermal com-
puter to measure the reactor's heat
output and a power limiting sys-
tem made with both transistors and
magnetic amplifiers.

Phototube Control
Sets Printed Page
HIDING OUT in a print shop during
World War II, two members of
the French underground, with
plenty of time to watch and ob-
serve printers and typesetters, came
to the conclusion that something
should be clone about applying
modern technology to the print
shop.

And they set to work to update
Gutenberg.

These men, Louis Moyroud and
Rene Higonnet, eventually came
to America and contacted Vannevar
Bush. He sent them to MIT.
From that point, they began to
perfect an automatic typesetting
machine.

A matrix disk contains the type
fonts. Electronic gates fire the
matrix for rough positioning, and
a thyratron trigger from a photo -
tube controls the type image,

Gnat Gyros for Small Missiles
Tiny gyros, used in guidance of Army Hawk and Navy Sparrow III missiles are in
mass production at Raytheon. Each gyro gets 100 assembly and test operations

which is recorded on film. The
automatic typesetter sells for S 50,-
000 and may cut composing -room
costs in half.

Shown in New York, this auto-
matic typesetter and composer is
manufactured by Photon, Inc., of
Cambridge, Mass. The company

already has a backlog of orders.
The typist can set 16 fonts in
twelve point sizes. Computers take
care of complicated area composi-
tion, type justification and the vast
numbers of hand operations for-
merly required to prepare type for
the printed page.

MEETINGS AHEAD
May 12-14: Instrumental Methods of

Analysis, ISA Annual Symposium,
Shamrock -Hilton Hotel, Houston,
Texas.

May 12-14: National Aero & Nay. Elec.
Conf., PGANE, Biltmore Hotel,
Dayton, Ohio.

May 12-15: Eighth Annual Research
Equip. Exhibit and Instrumentation
Symposium, PGME-IRE National
Institute of Health, Bethesda. Md.

May 13-15: Comumnications Section
of the Assoc. of American Rail-
roads, 34th Annual Meeting, Hotel
Muehleback, Kansas City, Missouri.

May 13-15: Radio Tech. Comm. for
Marine Services, Spring Assy, Ben
Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia.

May 13-15: East Central District
Meeting, AIEE, Pritchard Hotel,
Huntington, West Virginia.

May 19-21: Electronic Parts Distribu-

tors Show, Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.

May 19-23: International Convention
on Microwave Valves, Institute of
Electrical Engineers, contact secre-
tary, Savoy Place, London.

May 21-23: Energy Instrumentation
Conf., Automatic Controls Applied
to Gas, Electric and Steam Systems,
ISA, New York City.

May 27-28: Second EIA Conf. on
Maintainability of Electronic Equip.,
Univ. of Penn., Phila.

June 2-4: National Telemetering Con-
ference, AIEE, ISA, ARS, Lord Bal-
timore Hotel, Baltimore, Md.

June 2-4: Automation and Computers,
Short Course and Conf., Univ. of
Texas, College of Engineering, Aus-
tin, Texas.

June 4-6: Armed Forces Communica-
tions and Electronic Assoc., Exhibit,

Hotel Sheraton Park, Washington,
D. C.

June 5-6: Second Natl. Conf. on Pro-
duction Techniques, IRE, PGPT,
Hotel New Yorker, N. Y. C.

June 9-13: Technical Writers Institute,
Sixth Annual Symposium, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y.

June 9-13: Automation Seminar, Fourth
Annual, Penn. State Univ., Penn.

June 10-13: Sixth Annual Meeting, Hu-
man Engineering Institute, Stamford,
Conn. Contact Roland C. Casper -
son.

June 16-18: Electrical Contact Seminar
Div., Penn State Univ., Penn.

June 16-18: Military Electronics Sec-
ond National Convention, Sheraton
Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.

June 17-27: Two-week Special Sum-
mer Program in Switching Cireuits,
MIT, Cambridge, Mass.
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Now, Tung -Sol offers designers a complete line

of high reliability Germanium PNP Transistors!

EIA TO -9
Out;ine Package

L EIA TO -3
Outline Package

Tung -Sol types and
ratings are listed below
with the types they replace.
From these, spot your
needs! Then, for long -life
operation, specify
Tung -Sol!

TYPE APPLICATION MAXIMUM RATINGS (25° C) TYPICAL VALUES (25° C) SIMILAR TYPE REFERENCE

MEDIUM POWER AUDIO TYPES (To9 Outline)

2N381 Output Amplifier
2N382 Output Amplifier

2N383 Output Amplifier

2N460 General Purpose Industrial
2N461 General Purpose Industrial

HIGH FREQUENCY TYPES (To9 Outline)

2N404

2N425

2N426

2N427
2N428

2N413

2N414

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer
Computer
RF Amplifier
RF Amplifier

2N416 RF Amplifier
2N417 RF Amplifier

HIGH POWER TYPES (To -3 Outline)

2N242 Audio Amplifier

2N378

2N379

2N380

2N459

Power Switch

Power Switch
Power Switch

Power Switch

Pc

mw
Vce
volts

Vcb
volts

Ic

ma

Tj

°C
MAX. lcbo Hfe tab Ge

mc db

200 25 25 200 85 20 36 1.2 31 2N61, 2N186/A, 2N187/A, 2N266

200 25 25 200 85 20 54 1.5 33 2N60, 2N180, 2N181, 2N185,
2N188/A, 2N226, 2N311, 2N403,
2N408

200 25 25 200 85 20 72 1.8 35 2N59, 2N224, 2N241/A, 2N265,
2N270

200 25 1.5 39 2N44

200 - 45 400 100 15 50 1.5 41 2N43

100 24 30 400 85 5 30 12 - 2N581

100 20 30 400 85 5 30 4 - 2N394, 2N578

100 18 25 400 85 5 40 6 - 2N269, 2N395, 2N579

100 15 20 400 85 5 55 11 - 2N123, 2N315, 2N396, 2N580

100 12 15 400 85 5 80 17 - 2N316, 2N397, 2N582

100 15 - 200 85 5 - 3 2N111, 2N135, 2N410

100 15 - 200 85 5 - 5 - 2N139, 2N112, 2N136, 2N218,
2N412

100 15 - 200 85 5 - 10 - 2N113

100 15 - 200 85 5 - 20 - 2N114

Pc Vce Vcb Ic Tj MAX. lcbo Hfe fob Ge
w volts volts Amps. °C ma mc db

15 45 - 2 85 1.0 50 0.4 34 2N155, 2N176, 2N250, 2N257,
2N301/A, 2N350, 2N351, 2N554,
2N555

15 20 40 3 85 0.5 35 0.3 24 2N255

15 40 80 3 85 0.5 30 0.3 23 2N158/A, 2N251, 2N296, 2N297

15 30 60 3 85 0.5 60 0.4 29 2N156, 2N256, 2N387

15 60 105 3 85 0.5 40 0.3 24 2N375

NOTE: Similar type references are listed at time of printing and should be interpreted as approximate equivalents.
This reference does not necessarily imply exact electrical or mechanical interchangeability.

To fill your special transistor requirements or for full
facts on any of these standard Tung -Sol types, write or
phone: Semiconductor Division, Tung -Sol Electric Inc.,
Newark 4, New Jersey. Sales Offices: Atlanta, Ga., Co-
lumbus, Ohio, Culver City, Calif., Dallas, Tex., Denver,
Colo., Detroit, Mich., Irvington, N. J., Melrose Park, Ill.,
Newark, N. J., Seattle, Wash. . . . Canada: Toronto, Ont.
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93/4"

Stock Sola Constant Voltage Power Supplies are assembled
on a chassis for standard relay rack mounting . . . fin-
ished in cadmium plate with a protective indite coating.

COMPACT, regulated DC power supply

Looking for a source of regulated dc power
that fits into a little space? If so, then you'll
find the Sola Constant Voltage DC Power
Supply is just what you want.

You'll also like to know that this space -
saver is a top performer too. It's ideal for
intermittent, variable or pulse loads. It
delivers current in the "ampere range",
regulates within ±1% with up to 10% line
voltage variation, has less than I% rms
ripple, and even tolerates dead shorts.
This de power supply is 80% efficient and

has an output impedance which is very low.

How's it done? Well, the answer is a
unique combination of three components.
A special Sola Constant Voltage Trans-
former is teamed up with a semiconductor
rectifier and a high -capacitance filter. The
Sola transformer's electrical characteristics
maximize most of the advantages of the
rectifier and filter, while virtually eliminat-
ing all their disadvantages. The resultant
regulated dc power supply is simple, highly
reliable, compact and moderately priced.

Write for Bulletin 7E -DC -235

Fixed output - six rat-
ings available from stock

Adjustable output -
six ratings from stock

Custom - designed units
produced to your specs

Sola Electric Co., 4633 W. 16th St., Chicago 50,111., Bishop 2-1414  Offices in Principal cities  In Canada, Sole Electric (Canada) Ltd., 24 Canmotor Ave., Toronto 14, Ont.

CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS REGULATED DC POWER SUPPLIES MERCURY LAMP TRANSFORMERS FLUORESCENT LAMP BALLASTS
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COMPARATOR

iNIMNTRODUCTION TESTING
of Coils, Capacitors, and Resistors!

SPECIFICATIONS

OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY RANGE: 200 Kc. to 70 Mc.
in 11 ranges, using 6 plug-in inductors.

INDICATING SYSTEM: Large 5" cathode ray tube,
calibrated in % Q on the vertical axis and /.
L -C on the horizontal axis.

TOLERANCE LIMITS: ±25% 0, calibrated in incre-
ments of 5%; ±5% and ±20% L -C, calibrated
in increments of ±1% and ±5% respectively.

RANGE: 50 to 500

INDUCTANCE RANGE: 1 Microhenry to 10 Milli -
henries.

CAPACITANCE RANGE: 2 MMF. to 1000 MMF.

RESISTANCE RANGE: 1000 to 500,000 Ohms.

POWER SUPPLY: 105-125 Volts, 50-60 Cycles.

PRICE: $750.00 F.O.B. Boonton, N. J.

00" SAVES VALUABLE INSPECTION TIME

Gives you instantaneous readout

00' EXTREMELY SIMPLE TO USE

No operator training required

00' NO TUNING OR ADJUSTMENT NECESSARY
Gives simultaneous indication of both Q and LC

11 ELIMINATES OPERATOR MEASUREMENT ERROR

Single readout on large CRT screen

Write for complete information

ORPORATION

Boonton, New Jersey
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TWO channels for ONE
with NORTHERN RADIO...

NEwM11\11U CONIUNICflIION UNITS

This Twinplex communication system makes possible a
2 -channel radio circt.rt whereby 2 non -synchronous or syn-
chronous telegraph transmission s modulate a single radio
carrier wave by causing the carrier to assume one of four
specific frequencies with 400 cps separations.

The transnitting equipment consists of the Twinplex Com-
biner Type 177 Model 1 and an RF Frequency Shift Keyer
such as the Northern Radio Type 105 Model 4 Tie Com-
biner co -,vests the four possible conditions of two tele-
graph signals (Ml -M2, Ml -S2, Si -M2, S1-52) respectively
into one of four voltages related in a 0-1-2-3 manner.
The Combiner output voltage modulates the FS Keyer.

The receiving equipment consists of the Twinplex Con-
verter Type 178 Model 1 and a single or diversity receiver

 provide 2 channels of FS
communication with existing
single channel transmitter
and receiving facilities-
with performance compar-
able to the existing single
channel system

such as the Northern Radio Type 110 Dual Diversity Re-
ceiving System. The Converter demodulates and separates
the four audio tones from the radio receiver(s) into two
channels each carrying the originally transmitted intelli-
gence. The Twinplex Converter replaces the standard FS
Converter for this purpose.

The two telegraph channels provide the same operational
flexibility as that of two separate single channel FS sys-
tems. One can, for example, simultaneously use channel
#1 on 60 wpm teletype and channel #2 on high-speed
Morse or Time Division Multiplex. It further permits the
reception of channel #1 signals on all standard FS con-
verters (tunable to 400 cps shift) without need for a Twin-
plex Converter: this is valuable for "Forked Circuit Op-
eration" where the intelligence of channel #1 is intended
for pick-up by other receiving stations which are not
equipped for Twinplex Reception in addition to the main
receiving stations which are so equipped. Reception of
chcnnel #2 (or of both channels) requires the receiving
end to be equipped with a Twinplex Converter.

Write Frequency Shift Keyers

a
M er Oscillatorsfor
DiversityMaster Receiverscomplete  Frequency Shift

information. Converters

Multi -Channel Tone
Systems

 Tone Keyers
 Demodulators
 Monitors

 Radio Multiplex
Systems

 Tone Filters
Line Amplifiers

 Twinplex Equipment

147 WEST 22nd ST., NEW YORK 11, NEW YORK
Pace -Setters In Quality Communication Equipment

IN CANADA Northern Radio Mfg. Co., Ltd., 1450 Bank St., Billings Bridge, Ottawa, Ontario.
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"BEST IRON WE'VE HAD in the plant," says William Fish, a pro-
duction supervisor of General Radio, Cambridge, Mass. This
company has switched to G -E Midget irons for soldering both

delicate and heavy joints in their Type 1862-B Megohmmeters
-jobs which formerly required both a heavy and a light iron.
G -E Midget iron's light weight also helps reduce fatigue.

50 G -E Midget irons do work of 100 former irons

at General Radio Co., boost production 25%

FASTER HEAT RECOVERY and lower
maintenance of G -E soldering irons
have been proved by many manufac-
turers under their own production con-
ditions-along with competitive solder-
ing irons. If you would like to compare
General Electric irons with the irons you
are now using, call your G -E distributor.

DELIVERY TODAY is now possible on pop-
ular soldering irons and other Gene -al
Electric heaters and devices from a local
distributor near your plant. Your replace-
ment inventory may be reduced. For the
name of your nearest stocking distributes
for G -E heaters and devices, call your
General Electric Apparatus Sales Office.

SAVINGS ACHIEVED by several users
and information about the construction
features of General Electric soldering
irons are included in a new bulletin,
"Save While You Solder," GED-3553.
For a copy, call your G -E distributor
or write Section 724-3, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, New York.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
CIRCLE 15 READERS SERVICE CARD



Direct, automatic
power readings

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Range: 5 ranges, front panel selector. Full scale readings of

.1, .3, 1, 3 and 10 mw. Also continuous readings from -20 to +10
dbm. (0 dbm = .001 watt). Power range may be extended with
attenuators or directional couplers in microwave system.

External Bolometer: Frequency range depends on bolometer mount.
Bolometers can operate at resistance levels of 100 or 200 ohms
and can have positive or negative temperature coefficients. Any dc
bias current up to 16 ma is available for biasing positive or nega-
tive temperature coefficient bolometers. Dc bias current is con-
tinuously adjustable and independent of bolometer resistance and
power level range.
Suitable bolometers are:
Instrument fuses: -hp- G -28A and G -28B 1/100 amp fuse.
Barretters: Sperry 821, Narda N82113 or N610B, PRD 610A, 614,

617 or 631C.
Thermistors: Western Electric D166382, Victory Engineering Co.

32A3, 32A5, Narda 333, 334.
Accuracy: ±5% of full scale reading.
Power: 115/230 v -±-10%, 50/1,000 cps, 75 watts.
Dimensions: Cabinet Mount: 73/8" wide, 111/2" high, 14" deep.

Rack Mount. 19" wide, 7" high, 121/2" deep.
Weight: Net 14 lbs. Shipping 32 lbs. (cabinet mount).
Price: $250.00.

Data subject to change without notice.

CW or pulsed power

Wide frequency range

No calculations

Assured accuracy

Operates with wide
variety of bolometers

-hp- 430C
Microwave Power Meter

Here is the finest, most dependable source of instan-
taneous microwave power readings available today.
The -hp- 430C gives you power readings direct in db
or mw and completely eliminates tedious computa-
tions or troublesome adjustment during operation.
The instrument measures either pulsed or CW power
on either waveguide or coaxial systems. Operation is
entirely automatic, stability is extremely high, and the
meter may be used with a wide variety of bolometer
mounts having either positive or negative temperature
coefficients. The broad nominal measuring range car.
be extended to higher powers by means of directional
couplers and attenuators.
For measurements of CW or pulsed power, -hp- 430C
uses either an instrument fuse, barretter or thermistor
as a bolometer element. Operation may be at either
100 or 200 ohms. Power is read direct in milliwatts
from 0.02 to 10 mw, or in dbm from -20 to +10 dbm.

ELECTRONIC TEST INSTRUMENTS for
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Use these precision -hp- instruments with
-hp- 430C for greater coverage, convenience

-hp- 752 Multi -Hole Couplers-For measur-
ing average power 1 watt to 1 kw (with at-
tenuator) in waveguide systems. Models cov-
er all frequencies 2.6 to 40 KMC. Coupling
factors of 3, 10 and 20 db available most
bands. Directivity better than 40 db full
range; accuracy within db full range.
Primary guide SWR less than 1.10. $375.00
to $75.00.

-hp- 764-767D Dual Directional Couplers-
For wide band coax reflectometer and power
measurements. Four models cover frequen-
cies 216 to 4000 MC. 20 db attenuation,
coupling accuracy 0.5 db, max. primary
SWR 1.1 to 1.25; max. secondary SWR 1.2
to 1.5. Minimum directivity (216 to 940
MC) 30 db; 26 db at higher frequencies.
50 watts CW capacity, 10 kw peak. Low
insertion loss. $125.00 (any frequency).

-hp- 382A Precision Attenuators-Formeas-
urements up to 5, 10 and 15 watts, this rev-
olutionary new broad band instrument may
be employed. -hp- 382A attenuates from 0

-hp- 477B Coaxial Mount - Thermistor
mount providing full frequency coverage 10
MC to 10 KMC with SWR less than 1.5.
Requires no tuning, uses long time constant
elements for accuracy even on low duty cycle
pulses. For use with 430C or other bolome-
ter bridges providing negative temperature
coefficient operation at 200 ohms. Requires
13 ma bias. Power range 0.02 to 10 mw.
Uses Type N rf connector. $75.00.

-hp- 485 Detector Mounts - Single tuning
control accurately matches waveguide section
to bolometer element; instrument also de-
tects rf energy with crystal substituted for

to 50 db, full range, independent of fre-
quency. Phase shift constant with attenua-
tion. Accuracy within ±2% of db reading.
Models cover frequencies 3.95 to 40.0 KMC,
maximum dissipation 5 to 15 watts. SWR
less than 1.15. $500.00 to $250.00.

-hp- 370 Waveguide Attenuators - Wave -
guide sections providing fixed amounts of
attenuation. Used to extend power range of
-hp- 430C. Models for frequencies 2.6 to
18.0 KMC, power dissipation 1.0 watts (1
kw peak), SWR 1.15; 3, 6, 10 or 20 db
attenuation. $75.00 to $55.00.

-hp- 487B Thermistor Mounts-Simplify set-
ups, save time and insure maximum accuracy
in waveguide power measurements. Models
cover frequencies 3.95 to 26.5 KMC with
full range SWR of less than 1.5 (except
K487B, 2.5). Permanently installed nega-
tive temperature coefficient thermistors. No
tuning, large overload factor makes burnout
virtually impossible. $95.00 to $75.00.

-hp- 4878 Thermistor Mounts

bolometer element. Models for frequencies
2.6 to 18.0 KMC, SWR 1.25 to 1.5. All
models employ crystal or barretter except
P485 (thermistor only) and S485 (crystal
only). $125.00 to $75.00.

-hp- 476A Bolometer Mount-Universal bo-
lometer mount requiring no tuning, no ad-
justment. Frequencies 10 to 1,000 MC, in-
stantaneous, automatic power readings 0.02
to 10 mw. SWR less than 1.15, 20 to 500
MC; less than 1.25, 10 to 1,000 MC. Uses
four 1/100 amp fuses. Uses Type N rf con-
nectors. $85.00.

Prices f.o.b. factory. Data subject to change without notice.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4651A PAGE MILL ROAD  PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.

Cable "HEWPACK"  DAvenport 5-4451
FIELD REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS

-hp- 382A Precision Attenuators

-hp- 764/7D Dual Directional
Couplers

COMPLETE COVERAGE, HIGHEST QUALITY
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Cat. No. 867-A

HIGH Output

WIDE Range -

CONSTANT Output

0 40..,,73 :0 I 25

1.0 V rms into 70 ohms

15-470 mc all at
Fundamental Frequency

fast -acting AGC circuit

 New Wider Range -15-470 mc in 10 Bands

 Fundamental Frequency-Stable Narrow Band
Sweeps

The new Vari-Sweep Model 400 is a highly versatile labo-
ratory sweeping oscillator and signal generator. Its wide
range of continuous frequency coverage from 15 to 470 mc
is combined with a measure of accuracy and level of per-
formance previously associated with limited, fixed -frequency -
band oscillators only.

It provides frequency sweeps that are flat, wide, and
linear. The RF output voltage is high enough for testing lossy
networks without using additional amplifiers. Over the entire
range, the RF output is a fundamental frequency held constant
by a fast -acting AGC circuit to assure a high degree of fre-
quency stability and the absence of spurious beat signals. The
variable sweep rate goes down to 10 cps for checking high -Q
circuits.

In addition, the Vari-Sweep Mode/ 400 is a source of ac-
curately calibrated CW signal with the same high-level output
AGC'd to be constant over the frequency band. This eliminates
the need for readjusting output voltage when changing fre-
quency, and permits the rapid testing of diverse frequency
circuit elements under CW conditions.

HEW icsair

Cot. No.

Frequency Range: 1-350 mc center. 10
switched bands with fixed center frequen-
cies set to customer specifications.
Sweep Width: 70% of center frequency
from 1 to 100 mc. From 100 to 350 mc,
60 to 70 mc.
Sweep Rate: Variable around 60 cps. Locks
to line frequency.
RF Output: 0.5 V rms into nom 70 or 50
ohms, higher for lower frequency units.
Output held constant to within ±0.5 db
over widest sweep by AGC circuit.

Dept. E-5

HEW
KAY

Puri -Sweep
MODEL 400

Wider Range, All -Electronic

Sweeping Oscillator, or

(with sweep off) Continuously

Tuned CW Signal Source
Direct Reading Frequency Dial

 Highly Accurate Attenuators
 Sweep Repetition Rates Down to 10 cps

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Range (CW or Sweeping Operation): Fundamental
frequency, 15-470-mc, continuously variable in 10 switched,
overlapping bands with direct -reading frequency dial.

Sweep Width: 60% of center frequency to 50 mc; at least
30 mc max from 50-400 mc; approx. 20 mc max above
400 mc.

Sweep Rate: Continuously variable, 10 to 40 cps; locks to line
frequency.

RF Output: 1.0 V rms (metered) into nom 70 ohms (50 ohms
on request) to 220 mc; 0.5 V rms to 470 mc. Output held
constant to within ±0.5 db over widest sweep and fre-
quency range by AGC circuit.

Attenuators: Switched 20, 20, 10, 6 and 3 db, plus continu-
ously variable 6 db.

Sweep Output: Regular sawtooth, synchronized with sweeping
oscillator. Amplitude 7.0 V approx.

Power Supply: Input approx. 100 watts, 117-V (-±-10%), 50-60
cps ac. B+ electronically regulated.

Dimensions: 91/8" x 191/2" x 13".
Weight: 34 lbs.
Price: $795.00, f.o.b factory.

A' ada- Sweep Sr.
Single Unit Sweeping Oscillator in 10 Switched Bands
for Sweeping Radar IF's up to 350 mc Canter.

386. SPECIFICATIONS
Zero Reference: A true zero -base line is
produced on oscilloscope during retrace
time.
Attenuators: Switched 20, 20, 10, 6 and 3
db plus continuously variable 6 db.
Markers: Up to 30 crystal -controlled positive -
pulse markers at customer -specified fre-
quencies. Accurate to ±0.05%. Up to three
markers per band (more at lower frequencies)
are available; no individual switches on
markers.
Marker Amplitude: Continuously variable,

Write for 1958 Kay Catalog

zero to 10 V approx.
Sweep Output: Regular sawtooth synchro-
nized with sweeping oscillator.
Power Supply: Input approx. 150 watts, 117
V (±10%) 50-60 cps. ac. B+ electronically
regulated.
Dimensions: 834" x 19" rack panel, 13"
deep. Supplied with cabinet; suitable for
rack mount.
Weight: 34 lbs. approx.
Price: $795.00, f.o.b. factory. Add $15.00
per crystal marker ordered.

KAY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Maple Avenue, Pine Brook, N. J. CApital 6-4000
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TOO
TOUGH
TO
DIE
YOUNG

the LONGEST- V1NG 'CA

TEST CONDITIONS
El-Menco Dur-Micas

and Conventional
Molded Units .

(some capacitance
value, same case size)

Subjected to life test under same voltage and temperature

conditions for same period of time.

DM30, 10,000 MMF, regular production
"Undebuggecr El-

Menco Dur-Mica
Capacitors ..

Subjected to life test of 10,000 hours at 8.5"C with 150% of

the rated DC voltage applied.

DM30, 10,000 MMF, "Debugged" El-Menco Dur-Mica Ca-

pacitors ...
Subjected to life test of 10,000 hours at 85°C with 150% of

the rated DC voltage applied.

DM30, 10,000 MMF, "Debugged" El-Menco
Dur-Mica Ca-

pacitors ...
Subjected to 257,000

hours of life at 8

ute
.

d.
rated

with 100% of the

rated DC voltage applied . . . comp

II1.1.4

41411,

'ant Electronic Brains
to Wv1

Ito`'
0%0'

C1TORS

-1,040t-
e

PERFORMANCE
El-Menco Dur-Micas yielded

1/25 the number of failures

that occurred in molded units.

Approx. 2.8 cumulative fail-

ures or 1 failure per 357,000

unit -hours.

0.6% cumulative failures or

only 1 failure er 1 670 000

Approx. 0.6% cumulative

failures or 1 failure

per 43,000,000 unit-hrs.

Systems on Land, at
Sls o,

'4,e

es

111

Lon /40
sko

Et-MENCO OUR -MICAS GIVE LONGEST
LIFE TO ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

El-Menco Mica Capacitors can be debugged to eliminate early fail-
ures, thus insuring the highest dependability and an assured long life.

El-Menco Dur-Micas OUTPERFORM ALL OTHERS under accel-
erated conditions of 11/2 times rated voltage at ambient temperatures
of 125° centigrade . . . are test -proved to have longer life, most potent
power, smaller size, excellent stability, peak performance.

DM15, DM20, DM30 . . . perfect for extreme miniaturization; ideal
for new miniatured designs and printed wiring circuits.

New "hairpin" parallel leads insure easy applications in radios,
TV, guided missiles, and other printed circuits. El-Menco Dur-Micas
meet all humidity, temperature, and electronic requirements, includ-
ing military specs. Write for FREE sample and catalog on your
firm's letterhead.

* Removal of Early Failures by Subjecting Mica Capacitors to a Short
Life Test at Elevated Voltage and Temperature.

THE ELECTRO J' G. CO., INC
Manufacturers of El-Menco Capacitors

WILLIMANTIC CONNECTICUT

 molded mica  mica trimmer  dipped paper
 tubular paper  ceramic  silvered mica films  ceramic discs

Arco Electronics, Inc., 64 White St., New York 13, N. Y.
Exclusive Supplier To Jobbers and Distributors in the U.S. and Canada
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Digital indicator (left) can display a possible 16 characters and is about half
the size of the Alpha -numerical indicator (right) which displays 64 characters.

UNION INDICATORS
permit direct readout

UNION Digital and Alpha -numerical indicators are
controlled by binary code signals employing a minimum
number of control wires, and respond to simultaneous
binary switching combinations.

These indicators are electro-mechanical, D.C.-oper-
ated, readout devices for displaying characters in ac-
cordance with a predetermined code. The character dis-
play may be made to suit user's requirements.

Indicators are designed for plug-in mounting in a row
so that data or messages of any desired length can be
stored, displayed or transmitted at will. The indicators
can be applied to the output of digital computers, tele-
type receiving equipment in conjunction with a buffer
storage unit, telemetering systems, or wherever data
needs to be displayed.

Two important features of these indicators are their
inherent storage and transmitting characteristics which
provide for data entry and retransmission. The indi-
cators can be used to accept data from a source, free the

ESDIVISION OF WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COMPANY
PITTSBURGH 18, PENNSYLVANIA

of binary data
source for other programs, and disseminate the data from
one indicator to another as required. For each binary bit
stored, an external relay can be eliminated.

UNION indicators have provided economic and re-
liable advantages in data display applications asso-
ciated with Air Traffic Control, Navigation, Telemeter-
ing, Fire Control and similar Airborne and Surface
Instrumentation displays.

Write for Bulletin No. 1015 for complete information.

CO*
KEYBOARD

a
INPUT

INFORMATION

-

CHECK AND
STORAGE OF
INPUT DATA

TRANSFER
RELAY

1 t

INDICATORS

--I. DIGITAL
COMPUTER - INDICATORS

NDICATION OF
COMPUTED

RESULT

Typical application of
indicators in computer systems.

UNION SWITCH & SIGNAL
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FIT 12 OF THESE RECTANGULAR POTENTIOMETERS

IN A PANEL AREA OF 1 SQUARE INCH!t

You can pack 12 Bourns TRIMPOT® potentiometers in the

1 -square -inch area occupied by the average single -turn rotary.

Fit the TRIMPOT into corners - between components-flat against

a chassis or printed circuit board. Mount them individually or in stacked

assemblies. Any way you use them-Bourns potentiometers save space!

You can adjust Bourns potentiometers more accurately, too.

The 25 -turn screw -actuated mechanism gives you 9000° of rotation

instead of 270°. Circuit balancing and adjusting is easier, faster.

Repeatability is assured every time. Furthermore, adjustments are

self-locking-shock, vibration and acceleration have no effect!

Write for new Model Summary Brochure

OLT R.,1\TS
Laboratories, Inc.

P.O. Box 2112-A Riverside, California

ORIGINATORS OF TRIMPOT® AND TRIMIT®
PIONEERS IN POTENTIOMETER TRANSDUCERS FOR POSITION, PRESSURE AND ACCELERATION
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If it's worth engineers' time...

...it's worth engineered cable

Belden
TV CAMERA

CABLE
Belden quality built to

exacting specifications
for black-and -white or
color cameras. Harmo-

nizing color-lightweight
for easier handling.

MICROPHONE
CABLE

A type for every require-

ment, designed for high-

est efficiency, easiest

use, longest service life.

"Items from the

Complete Belden Line"

(WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY
SINCE 1902
CHICAGO

Belden
Magnet Wire Lead and Fixture Wire Power Supply Cords, Cord Sets and Portable Cord Aircraft WiresWelding Cable Electrical Household Cords Electronic Wires Automotive Wire and Cable

5-8
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Smaller Size
. . . is an Eimac Ceramic

Eimac ceramic tubes provide reliable power in small

packages. The stacked ceramic 4CX1000A shown above
- conservatively rated at one-thousand watts plate dis-
sipation - is less than 5 inches high and 31/2 inches in
diameter. Compare it with the conventional glass tetrode
of the same plate dissipation shown beside it.

The exceptional chemical and mechanical stability of cer-
amic material at high temperatures makes this compact,
powerful tube possible. The higher temperature ratings
of Eimac ceramic tubes make heat transfer more efficient
and reduce cooling air requirements.

Write our App. Intion Engineering Department for a copy of

the new book t Advantages Of Ceramics In Electron Tubes".

Fourth is a series describing the advantages of ceramics in
elecron tubes. Previously discussed: Impact, Heat, Vibration.

Tube Extra

EITEL-McCULLOUGH,

High power in a snial packcge is just one of the many
advantages of Eimac's stacked -ceramic design which now
encompasses I/3 of the Eimac product line. Other advan-
tages are: resistance to damage by impact, vibration, or
high temperature. In addition, the ability of ceramic tubes to
withstand rigorous high temperature processing techniques
leads to high tube reliability, uniformity and longevity.

In this incomparable line of ceramic tubes Eimac has the
answer for the design engineer who needs a compact
vacuum tube with high power handling capar-aillitles.

S A N BRUNO C A L RN NI A
lot-az 7"Orde with ceramic tubes that can take it

Eimac Designed and Manufactured Products

Negative Grid Tubes

Ref ex and Amplifier Klystrons

Ceramic Receiving Tubes

Including more than 40 ceramic electron tubes.

Vacuum Tube Accessarie...-

Vacuum Switches

Vacuum Pumps



)

Now,

a college education

for just a few dollars a year!
Some time ago, a man called your name, and you
walked across a stage, and were handed a di-
ploma. Were you proud! You were educated. The
world was your oyster.

You promised yourself then that you would
keep your education alive. That you'd go back
and earn that graduate degree. Or brush up at
night school, or some summer seminar. But then
you met that pretty girl. A few years later - the
stork, the new house on Cedar Road . . . every-
thing seemed to happen at once.

Meanwhile, back on the job, you were busier
and busier. Company expanding. New products.
New problems. Nights when you got home, you
were really beat. After dinner, you'd park your-
self in your easy chair, find your mind wander-
ing to the future - "Am I slipping? Is manage-
ment passing me by?"

May we help you help yourself? May we sug-
gest a method for moving ahead, a proved road
to new opportunity? Do you know that you can

D
...... ......._... .---

still get that advanced education you promised
yourself - and for just a few dollars a year?

Yes, you can get it right here in the pages of
this publication. The currency of news and fact
about your industry as only McGraw-Hill's edi-
torial facilities and competence can bring it to
you. The knowledge that is the power of author-
ity. For here you learn the most efficient, adult
way - by active participation. You share com-
mon problems, objectives, and job interests with
men just like yourself.

If you are so fortunate as to have a personal
subscription to this McGraw-Hill magazine, the
few dollars it costs you will return you many
thousands in greater distinction in your present
work - richer dividends in promotion. If you
happen to share your copy on a routing list . . .

please consider the advantages of your own sub-
scription. But no matter whose copy you read,
really read it! Every extra minute you put into
it is preferred stock in your own future.

McGRAW-HILL SPECIALIZED PUBLICATIONS
The most interesting reading for the man

most interested in moving ahead
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L\ TwilvVir

from SYLVANIA

Announcing the
Sylvania
Framelok Grid

...Introducing a
New Receiving Tube Era



Sylvania's revolutionary Framelok
construction marks the era of mass

produced "Frame Grid" Tubes

Frame grid history is a Sylvania history

Beginning with its earliest handmade frame grid,
Sylvania has concentrated engineering effort on
frame grid design and development. From this
experience, comes the Framelok Grid, a revolution-
ary design which makes it possible to mass produce
frame grid tubes for the first time.

First tube to incorporate the Framelok Grid is
the Sylvania Type 6FH6-a beam power pentode
designed for Horizontal TV Deflection.

Framelok Grid is self -aligning

In the Framelok Type 6FH6, grid alignment is
accomplished with unprecedented ease and preci-
sion. Sylvania's unique construction draws grid
laterals taut; grid wires are arranged in a ladder
sequence, normal to the axis of the grid. Precise
frame construction and close mica tolerances make
perfect alignment automatic.

Higher Plate -to -Screen Current Ratios

Framelok tubes are more efficient as a result of
precise grid alignment. Plate -to -screen current ratios
substantially greater than those of present types

can be achieved-requiring less screen power for
optimum performance. Thus improved horizontal
scan performance can be realized.

Higher Dissipation

Less required screen grid power for a given plate
power automatically reduces the dissipation re-
quirements of the Framelok Grid. And since the
Framelok Grid has greater mass it is more capable
of dissipating heat. These factors, contributing to
inherently lower grid emission, make it possible to
achieve higher peak plate currents before dissipa-
tion becomes a limiting factor.

Mount is more rugged

Unlike ordinary grids, strength of the Framelok
Grid comes from its rigid frame and is independent
of the grid wires. This rigidity is transferred to the
mount assembly, reducing life failures resulting
from grid warping or bowing.

More uniform transfer characteristics

More precise grid construction, more uniform ele-
ment spacings, and more rugged mount assembly,

vHere are a few highlights of the mechanical

A Straight line geometry of grid
side -rods in present grids is considerably
weaker than the double -box configura-
tion formed by frame grids. Distortion
due to mount "twist" is virtually non-
existent in the frame grid structure.

B Sylvania's new Framelok construc-
tion eliminates brazing and adapts the
frame grid to automatic production. Grid
halves are perfectly flat-free from ther-
mal strains.



Many grids look like one! The in-
herent alignment capabilities of
Sylvania's Framelok Grid are demon-
strated by the ease with which the
laterals of any number of separate grid

add up to closer control over tube transfer character-
istics. Narrower control of limits of course means less
critical circuitry, and a more stable and reliable
performance in the end product.

Application potentials are wide

To meet the heavy operational requirements of
horizontal deflection tubes, the first Framelok tube
to be announced is the Horizontal Deflection Type
6FH6.

The adaptability of this grid is such that applica-
tion of Framelok tubes should quickly extend to
vertical TV deflection, video, audio, and a wide
range of low and medium power uses in the frequency
range below UHF.

halves can be lined up. Perfect align-
ment means higher efficiency-greater
flexibility in the selection of grid wire
diameters for optimum performance.

  
ORDINARY GRID

FRAMELOK GRID

FRAMELOK TUBE

in
ORDINARY TUBE

Uniform transfer characteristics of the Framelok Grid tube
result largely from greater control of both major and minor
dimensions of the grid. Above is a graphic representation of
variations in characteristics which result from distortion of
the minor dimensions in wound grids. Since both major and
minor are fixed in the rigid frame grid, these variations are
virtually eliminated.

superiority of the Framelok Tube

C Self -alignment is accomplished in
the Framelok Grid through precise con-
trol of the distance between the mica
and the first grid lateral wire. These
tolerances in the frame grid are held in
the order of one tenth of one thousandth
of an inch-considerably tighter than
ordinary grid tolerances.

D Mica sloth are designed with flat
alignment surface and channel index to
position grids with much greater pre-
cision. Closer element spacings are
possible where extra Gm is required.

Sylvania's unique technique of
frame grid construction makes it pos-
sible to duplicate grid after grid. More
uniform spacings produce a more uni-
form electrostatic field in the tube.



The SYLVANIA

FRAMELOK
TYPE 6FH6

Highly efficient horizontal deflection tube

Proved in pilot and now being planned for mass production, the
Framelok Type 6FH6 is the most efficient tube ever designed for
horizontal deflection service.

It provides design engineers with a new flexibility in cir-
cuit design because of the high zero -bias plate -to -screen current
ratio. This permits the tube to be driven harder at a lower
screen dissipation.

The 6FH6 supplies increased power output because plate volt-
age can swing to a very low value without encountering unduly
high screen grid currents. Higher screen voltages can be main-
tained at lower dissipation levels resulting in higher output peak
current and power.

TYPE 6FH6
DESIGN MAXIMUM RATINGS

Maximum D. C. plate supply voltage (boost + DC power supply) 770 volts
Maximum peak positive plate voltage volts
Maximum peak negative plate voltage 1300 volts
Maximum plate dissipation 17 watts
Maximum D.C. grid #2 voltage 220 volts
Maximum peak negative grid #1 voltage 300 volts
Maximum grid #2 dissipation 3.6 watts
Maximum average cathode current 155 ma
Maximum peak cathode current 500 ma
Maximum grid #1 circuit resistance Self -bias 1.0 megohm
Maximum bulb temperature (hottest spot) 240 °C

AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS

Pentode operation with Eb=250 V; Ec2=150 V; Ecl= -22.5 V;
Plate current 75 ma
Grid #2 current 1.7 ma
Transconductance 6000 umhos
Plate resistance 12,000 ohms
Zero Bias with Eb=60 V; Ec2=150 V; Ec1=-0; (instant values)
Plat* current 300
Grid #2 current 15
Cutoff: For 11)=-1.0 ma with Eb=250 V; Ec2=150 V.
Grid #1 voltage (approx.) -53 volts
Triode Amplification Factor with Eb=Ec2=150 V and Ecl= -22.5 V . 4.1

For additional information on Framelok Tubes
and the Type 6FH6 mail this coupon to:

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
1740 Broadway
New York 17, N. Y.

Name

Company

Title

Street

City

State
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Framelok type 6FH6 plate -to -screen
current ratios are compared to those of
comparable existing tubes.

\b

100
60 VOLTS

CONTROL POINT
TypeePH6

Avg. Plat* Charadmieles
Eftotied Voltage

150 200 250 300 350 -

PLATE VOLTAGE
Ec2----I50 V DC

Ic2=61.146 Framelok Structure
Ica ttonal Structure

vl SYLVANIA
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd., Shell Tower Bldg., Montreal
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8 circuit miniaturized filter for wide band
RF Interference Suppression.

Miniature 3 amp. -125 VAC -400^, filter -hermetically sealed -
size 11/4" x 1" x 1%6"

IS amp. -28 VDC filter, size 2" x 2" x 1I/A", with pressurized
AN connectors -high attenuation from 150 KC to 400 MC.

RF INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION FILTERS FOR:
Motors
Generators
Inverters
Electronic

Controls

Dynamotors
Power Plants
Actuators
Gasoline

Engines

And other RE Interference producing equipment

iffic74T-A,Whe

MUST YOUR

EQUIPMENT BE

RADIO INTERFERENCE FREE?

IF YOURS IS A TOUGH RF
INTERFERENCE PROBLEM-LET
FILTRON SOLVE IT . . .

FILTRON'S engineering department, cooperating with engi-
neers of leading companies, has solved RF Interference
Suppression problems throughout the country.

If your equipment must meet the RF Interference limits set
by the military specifications, consult with FILTRON'S engi-
neers in the earliest stages of design. FILTRON can furnish
RF Interference Suppression Filters whose size, weight and
overall configuration will fit into your equipment.

FILTRON has custom designed over 1000 different types of
RF Interference Suppression Filters for equipment that
meets military RF Interference Suppression limits and
specifications.

FILTRON'S completely equipped screen rooms are
always available for the RF Interference testing
of your units and equipment.

An inquiry on your company letterhead
will receive prompt attention.

FILTRON can best solve your RF Interference problems because:

 FILTRON'S engineering, research and design divisions are staffed by
experienced RF Interference Suppression filter engineers.

 FILTRON'S modern shielded laboratories are equipped to measure
RF Interference from 14 KC to 1000 MC in accordance with
military specifications.

 FILTRON'S production facilities, comprising a capacitor manufactur-
ing division, coil winding division, metal fabrication shop,
metal stamping and tool and die shops, are exclusively
producing the highest quality components for FILTRON'S
RF Interference Suppression Filters.

 FILTRON'S extensive production facilities permit us to meet your
delivery requirements. NOW!

LOCKHEED XF-90

Send for your copy of our NEW CATALOG on your company letterhead.

-Airdrie:Mr CO., INC.
FLUSHING, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK

PLANTS IN FLUSHING, NEW YORK, AND LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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NOTABLE ACHIEVEMENTS AT JPL

THE ARMY'S NEW SERGEANT

JPL is proud to have the responsibility of designing
and developing the U.S. Army's newest operational
missile system-the Sergeant. This weapon is America's
first truly "second generation" surface-tosurface
tactical missile and, when paced in production will
eventually succeed the Corporal which was also a JPL
development.

The Sergeant, especially designed as an extremely
mobile tactical weapon, utilizes a solid propellant rocket
motor which provides better field handling and storage
capabilities than those of many other weapon systems.
It can deliver a nuclear blow deep into enemy territory

CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES

NOW OPEN IN
THESE FIELDS

and its highly accurate guidance system is invulnerable
to any known means of enemy countermeasure.

All elements of the Sergeant are particularly designed
for active field use with emphasis on reliability, mobility
and the use of standard U.S. Army vehicles wherever
possible. The erectorlauncher, for example, is capable
of rapid movement over rough terrain. These character-
istics place in the hands of the U.S. Army an important
new tactical Element of extended range.

The basic activity at JPL continues to be- research
into all scientific fields related to the development of
weapons systems and space research vehicles.

ELECTRONIC, MECHANICAL, CHEM+CAL AND AERONAUTICAL

ENGINEERING  PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS

JET PROPULSION
LABORATORY

A DIVISION OF
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
PASADENA . CALIFORNIA
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MODEL 372 SLIDING COAXIAL TERMINATIONS
This equipment, available only from Narda, provides the
most convenient means for evaluating the residual VSWR of
coaxial slotted lines. VSWR of the element is 1.05 or less;
covers range from 2000 to 12,400 mc.

N Connector, male or female $110 C Connector, male or female $116

MODEL 371 FIXED COAXIAL TERMINATION
This Narda coaxial termination is the first and only to cover
the entire frequency range from S to X band Same range and
element VSWR as above.

N Connector, male or female $55 C Connector, male or female $58

3, 6, 10 and 20 DB

40 DB HIGH POWER

HIGH DIRECTIVITY COUPLERS
The 40 db High Power Coupler is another exclusive Narda
product. Similar to standard types, except that coupling irises
are in the narrow wall, it may be used at full rated power
of the waveguide size. Nominal coupling value is 40 db;
directivity 40 db. Directivity for 3, 6, 10 and 20 db couplers
is also 40 db. Standard cover flanges on primary line; low
VSWR termination and standard cover flange on secondary.
All bands covering frequencies from 2600 to 18,000 mc.

111111111115MININIENIME'

STANDARD REFLECTIONS
Narda offers five values of reflections for each of six dif-
ferent waveguide sizes ... the most complete choice we
know of! Provides calibrated reflections or VSWR's for use
in standardizing reflectometers or calibrating slotted line
impedance meters.

SPECIFICATIONS

Reflection
Coefficient 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

Accuracy 0.002 0.0025 0.0035 0.0045 0.007
VSWR

Equivalent 1.00 1.105 1.222 1.353 1.50

Models for 2.60 to 18.0 kmc, from $ 25 to $300

Microwave engineers

Where can you use
these exclusive features
offered by narda?

Waveguide and Coaxial IMPEDANCE METERS
Exclusively in Narda Waveguide and Coaxial Impedance Meters, the
carriage mounting and drive mechanism are integral with the precisely
machined transmission line casting. This insures permanent accuracy
and freedom from slope errors-no more tedious adjustment or possi-
bility of misalignment.
Other features include angle -mounted scale and vernier for optimum
visibility; readily removable supporting pedestal; and smooth carriage
travel action. Waveguide models, accurate for VSWR's of 1.01, are
available for complete coverage from 2600 to 18,000 mc; N or C Con-
nector coaxial models, from 1500 to 12,400 mc.

WAVEGUIDE IMPEDANCE METERS COAXIAL IMPEDANCE METERS

Frequency
(kmc)

Narda
Model

Residual
VSWR Price

2.6 - 3.95 224 $425

3.95- 5.85 223 350

5.3 - 8.2 222 1.01 325

7.05-10.0 221 270

8.2 -12.4 220 250

12.4 -18.0 219 270

Complete Coaxial and Waveguide Instrumentation for Microwaves and UHF-including:

DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS

TERMINATIONS

FREQUENCY METERS

HORNS

TUNERS

ECHO BOXES

SLOTTED LINES

BENDS

ATTENUATORS

STANDARD REFLECTIONS

BOLOMETERS

THERMISTORS

04412 the narda
microwave corporation

160 HERRICKS ROAD, MINEOLA, N.Y.  PIONEER 6-4650

Connectors
Frequency

(kmc)
(One Male,

One Female)
Narda
Model Price

1.5 to 12.4 Series N 231 $360

1.5 to 12.4 Series C 232 390

MIN MI EMI
MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR

FREE CATALOG AND NAME OF

NEAREST REPRESENTATIVE

The Narda Microwave Corporation
160 Herricks Road
Mineola, N. Y.

Dept. E-1

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY 70N STATF

111111 11111111 NM Ell 11111
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Cambion® coil forms with Perma-Torq*Qt, Tensioning Device are designated PLST, PLS-6, PLS-5, PLS-7, PLS-8 and
are factory assembled to mounting studs. The units are completely interchangeable with Cambion's 1ST, LS -5,
LS -6, LS -7 and LS -8.

Reliability is their family resemblance

Here's a reliable family of coil forms
ready to meet your specifications. These
Perma -Torq Tensioning Devices on
Cambion coil forms allow locking of
tuning cores while still tunable - and
you can depend upon them to do their
job well.

This built-in dependability is a result
of Cambion's unique design plus quality
control - that meets or betters govern-
ment specifications.

Perma -Torq is a compression spring
of heat treated beryllium copper, that
has a very high resistance to fatigue
and keeps coils tuned as set - even
under extreme vibration and shock.
The device also allows for immediate
readjustment - without removal or
loosening of any mounting nut or lock-
ing spring.

Quality control and features like the
above are just two of the reasons why
Cambion can offer you guaranteed
standard or custom electronic com-
ponents - whose performance you can
rely upon.

Cambion researchers and practical
experts are always available to help you

solve your component problems. For
all specifications and prices, write
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation,
437 Concord Avenue, Cambridge 38,
Mass. West Coast stocks maintained
by E. V. Roberts and Associates, Inc.,
5068 West Washington Blvd., Los
Angeles 16, and 1560 Laurel St., San
Carlos, Calif.
Cambion's new printed circuit coil forms are ideal
for high temperature work and horizontal mounted
panels. Equipped with Perma-Torq locking device
for set tuning, the tuning core is affixed to the form
at one end through a brass housing, thus eliminat-
ing internally threaded forms and cores and result-
ing in a more precise element with finer tuning.
The coils, 2550, 2540, 2530 and 2525, are ceramic
units with silicone fiberglas collars which have
terminals for mounting on printed circuit boards.

'Patent pending.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION

Makers of guaranteed electronic components, custom or standard
32H CIRCLE 69 READERS SERVICE CARD May 9, 1958 - ELIECTRONICS engineering edition



VERSATILE
Multi-channel-telegraph Al or telephone A3

STABLE
High stability (.003%) under normal operating conditions

RUGGED
Components conservatively rated. Completely tropicalized

.o

os

)N41°

° Here's the ideal general-purpose high frequency
mitter ! Model 446, suitable for point-to-point or ground-
to-air communication. Can be remotely located from
operating position. Coaxial fittings to accept frequency
shift signals.

This transmitter operates on 4 crystal -controlled
frequencies (plus 2 closely spaced frequencies) in the
band 2.5-24.0 Mcs (1.6-2.5 Mcs available). Operates
on one frequency at a time; channeling time 2 seconds.
Carrier power 350 watts, Al or A3. Stability .003%.
Nominal 220 volt, 50/60 cycle supply. Conservatively
rated, sturdily constructed. Complete technical data
on request.

Now! Complete -package, 192 channel, H.F., 75 lb.
airborne communications equipment by Aer-O-Com!
Write us today for details!

AER COM

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - May 9, 1958 CIRCLE 27 READERS SERVICE CARD
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The Visicorder charts pressure fluctuations
in a supersonic inlet

A Model 906 Honeywell Visicorder wrote this record
of pressure fluctuations ..."buzz"... for the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics at the Lewis
Flight Propulsion Laboratory in Cleveland. Buzz is the
term used to describe unsteady variation in pressure
and airflow characteristics of a supersonic aircraft or
missile inlet.

The purpose of these Visicorder studies is to de-
fine the buzz -free operating limits of the inlet, and to
provide the designer with structural load information
in case the inlet is inadvertently caused to operate on
buzz during flight. This is particularly important be-
cause inlet buzz can result in fluctuating structural
loads of the order of 1000 psf. Depending on the inlet
design, this could cause structural failure of the inlet
and loss of the airplane.

High response pressure transducers are used to
measure these fluctuating pressures and the resulting
electrical signal is fed into the Visicorder. Records
such as this are also necessary in the determination of
the inlet dynamics such as delay time. This informa-
tion is then used to design inlet control systems.

Pressctre at

/nit 74 throat'

NACA Engineer examines Visicorder record
The HONEYWELL VISICORDER is the first high -
frequency, high -sensitivity direct recording oscil-
lograph. In laboratories and in the field every-
where, instantly -readable Visicorder records are
pointing the way to new advances in product de-
sign, rocketry, computing, control, nucleonics
. .. in any field where high speed variables are
under study.

To record high frequency variables-and
monitor them as they are recorded-use the Visi-
corder Oscillograph. Call your nearest Minne-
apolis - Honeywell Industrial Sales Office for a
demonstration.

Honeywell
H
114.111Ill -1--ftd2ataD4gis(stk,

Reference Data: Write for Visicorder Bulletin

Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co., Industrial Products Group, Heiland Division, 5200 E. Evans Ave., Denver 22, Colorado
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1

ALLIED'S NEW ADDITIONS TO THE

KH SUBMINIATURE LINE
Types KHJ and KHY
GENERAL FEATURES:
Contact Data:
Contact Arrangement-DPDT
Contact Rating-

Low-level up to 2 amps at 29 volts d -c,
1 amp at 115 volts a -c 400 cps
non -inductive or 0.5 amp inductive.

Life -100,000 minimum at 125°C

Also available 3 amps at 29 volts d -c,
2 amps at 115 volts a -c 400 cps
non -inductive or 1 amp inductive.

Life -100,000 at 3 amps or 500,000
minimum at 2 amps at 125°C.

Initial Contact
Resistance -0.05 ohms maximum

Contact Drop -1 millivolt maximum
at low level rating, initial and during
low level miss test

Operate Data:
D -C Coil Resistance-up to 10,000 ohms
Nominal Power -1.2 watts
Pull -in Power -240 milliwatts (standard)

100 milliwatts (special)
Operate Time -5 milliseconds max.
Release Time -3 milliseconds max.
Dielectric Strength:
1000 volts rms at sea level
500 volts rms at 70,000 feet
350 volts rms at 80,000 feet

Insulation Resistance:
10,000 megohms minimum at 125°C

ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES
Vibration:

5 to 10 cps at 0.5 inch double amplitude
10 to 55 cps at 0.25 inch double amplitude
55 to 2000 cps at 20 g
Shock: 100 g's operational  200 g's mechanical
Ambient Temperature: -65°C to -I-125°C

MECHANICAL FEATURES
Weight: 0.5 ounces
Terminals:
Hooked Solder  Plug-in  Printed Circuit
Mountings:
2 or 4 hole brackets at base or center of gravity
1 or 2 stud on top or side of housing

MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
MIL -R-25018  MIL -R -5757C

ACTUAL SIZES

Type KH
First

Subminiature
Relay

ORIGINATED BY
ALLIED IN

1952

Type
KHY

Type
KHJ

Allied's type KHJ and KHY subminiature relays were
developed to meet the present "Automation" need for
relays with incremental grid spaced terminals and with
improved performance. These relays have a higher contact
rating and are designed to meet the increased vibration
and shock requirements of the latest MIL specs. They
are available with mounting brackets that are interchange.
able with Allied's present type KH subminiature relay.

BOO

MAX

TYPE XHJ-60

1.000

096 DIA. HOLE
4 FOR MOUNTING

TYPE KHY-60

125

359 MAX

32
MAX

797
MAX.

T.0111

/4--- 743
(CRY)

HJ

1_

I. 975 MAX

312 MAX

DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES: ON FRACTIONS±4 ON DECIMALS 1..010

ALLIED CONTROL
ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC., 2 EAST END AVENUE, NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

AL -let



The 6116/11-39 ruppedized Reflex Klystron
thermally tunes a band of 8500 to 9660 MC
by means of a diode within the vacuum envelope.
Tuning speed over the required frequency range
is 0.7 seconds min. to 3.0 seconds max.

The 6940/TE-58 is identical to the
6716, but has special characteristics
limiting spectrum width and spectrum
continuity under adverse load conditions.

The 6845/71.59 is similar in electrical and
mechanical characteristics to the 6116 but
may be operated under pulsed conditions
with minimum frequency modulation.

BENDIX RUGGEDIZED REFLEX KLYSTRONS

WITH THERMAL TUNING

The 6116/TE-39 Klystron tube
combines ruggedized construc-
tion and thermal tuning. The com-
bination provides a desirable tube
for use in air -borne radar and
similar applications. Ruggediza-
tion makes possible a frequency

jitter of less than ± 1.3 MC . . . at
vibration levels up to 10 G at 50
cps. Thermal tuning provides a
twofold advantage. It permits

tuning the tube over its entire
operating frequency remotely with-
out mechanical means-and the
tube can be repeatedly cycled
throughout its tuning range with-
out damage or deterioration.

These Reflex Klystrons are but
one example of how Bendix Red
Bank technology can help you
meet specialized tube needs. For

Red Bank Division

information on these tubes . . .
and on backward -wave oscilla-
tors and traveling -wave tubes . . .

write RED BANK DIVISION, BENDIX
AVIATION CORPORATION, EATON-
TOWN, NEW JERSEY.

West Coast Sales & Service:
117 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif,

Export Sales & Service: Bendix International Division,
205 E. 42nd St,, New York 17, N.Y.

Canadian Di 'butor: Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd.,
P.O. Box 508, Ottawa 4, Ontario

AVIATION CORPORATION
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CERAMICS
HIGH PRECISION 'TOLERANCES

SHAFT

Diameter . . .

Taper Ile i
Camber 4...
Out-9fRourtlr.--

ACTUAL SIZE

0.000015
0.000010
0.000010
rs nftrIni n

BUSHINQ,

-Diameter . . . .-±0.000050
Taper: t 0.000010
-Camber f. . V.000010

- i'f'.000030

BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION SHAFT AND BUSHING ASSEMBLY

VERY CLOSE TOLERANCES AND CLEARANCES
ON ASSEMBLY PROVIDE FRICTION FREE ACTION

Coors Alumina Ceramic is used in
production quantities by the Bendix
Aviation Corporation for a shaft and
bushing assembly that has tolerances as
close as ±0.000015. From one bushing
to another, Coors holds the diameter to
.=!_- 0.000050. Between one shaft and an-
other, Coors holds the diameter to
±0.000015. On both bushings and
shafts, taper, camber and roundness of
individual parts are held to 0.000010
total.

Extremely close, match -fit sets of
this assembly are made by selective fit-

ting. Finishing within a few millionths is
required to provide proper fits-exact
clearance must be withheld.

These very close tolerances and
clearances provide friction free action
between the shaft and bushing. This,
combined with the hardness and chemi-
cal inertness of the alumina ceramic,
gives the assemblies long, trouble free
service.

Guaranteed precision on a produc-
tion basis permits the engineer to use
Coors ceramics in applications where
the physical properties of metals and

plastics are unacceptable. Tolerances
and finishes which can be obtained by
Coors are:
Diametrical within 0.000030" total.
Taper 0.000010" per inch of length*.
Camber 0.000010" per inch of length*.
Out -of -roundness 0.000010".
Surface flatness - less than 1 light band.
Equivalent surface finish -

3 to 4 r.m.s. microinch.
*(in lengths up to 3 inches)

For a complete description of phy-
sical properties of Coors High Alumina
Ceramics, write for Bulletin 1055A.

COORS PORCELAIN
COMPANY

Manufacturers of High Strength Alumina Ceramics
GOLDEN, COLORADO

COORS PORCELAIN CO., 616 9th St., Golden, Colo.
Please send me detailed Bulletin 1055A on Coors High Strength

Alumina Cerainics and Coors manufacturing facilities.

Name Title

Company

Address

City State

Please refer to our 12-poge catalog in Sweet's Product Design File



CLEVITE 'BRUSH'

REDUCED BUFFER STORAGE EQUIPMENT, FASTER DATA
ACCESS, EARLIER RELEASE OF MAIN COMPUTER

Clevite "Brush" Flux -Responsive Heads respond to the magnitude of signal
flux instead of the rate of flux change. Output of flux heads is independent of
tape or drum speed and, therefore, independent of frequency or pulse repetition
rate. The signal reproduced by the flux -responsive head is an accurate facsimile
of the recorded flux pattern and of the original recorded information.
The output of a computer, recorded at high speed, can be played back later at
much slower speeds with a flux -responsive head to exactly match the relatively
slow processing rate of typewriters, card punching machines and other output
devices. Clevite Flux -Responsive Heads can also operate in the conventional
manner.This permits one head to search recorded data at high speed, locate it, and
then be switched to flux -responsive operation for operating of output devices.
Special flux -responsive heads have been developed by Clevite to meet specific
customer applications. They are now commercially available in 1 to 32 channel
form in a variety of mechanical configurations. These designs, slightly modi-
fied, may fit your present requirements. One of our specialists will be pleased
to discuss your application by detailed correspondence or personal visit. Write:
Product Manager, Magnetic Heads, Clevite Electronic Components, 3311
Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio.
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A-Flux Responsive System
1. gap angle 45 degrees
2. gap angle 90 degrees

B-Conventional Head
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WAVE LENGTH IN INCHES
2 3 4

Typical Clevite multi -channel
flux -responsive head, with .032
in. track and .070 in. spacing.

Clevite 'Brush' Flux -Responsive Heads for low speed or static read-
out of digital information  reproduction of high frequency analog
recording at low tape speeds  extended -period process control
reproduction of low frequency recording  measurement of low angu-
lar or low linear velocities and recorded transients* position control

CLEVITE
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

DIVISION OF

CLEVITE

MAGNETIC HEADS
TRANSDUCERS
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS,
CERAMICS AND ELEMENTS
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DELCO

HIGH POWER

TRANSISTORS

are made from

In the center of the quartz housing, a germanium crystal
is being grown. A "perfect crystal lattice," it will be cut
into wafers 3/10ths of an inch square and less than
1/100th of an inch thick to become the heart of Delco
High Power transistors.

DELCO RADIO
Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana

BRANCH OFFICES
Newark, New Jersey Santa Monica, California
1180 Raymond Boulevard 726 Santa Monica Boulevard
Tel.. Mitchell 2-6165 Tel.: Exbrook 3-1465

because it alone combines these 5 advantages:

Lower saturation resistance - Germanium gives Delco High
Power transistors a typical saturation resistance of only
3 / 100ths of an ohm. No other present material offers this
characteristic, which permits efficient high -power switching
and amplification from a 12- or 24 -volt power supply.

Higher current gain -Gain with germanium is not only
higher but is more linear with current.

Lower distortion -In many applications, distortion require-
ments can be satisfied only with germanium transistors.

Lower thermal gradient -As far as deliverable power of
present devices is concerned, germanium meets the need
and, in addition, provides a thermal gradient of only
1.2° C/ watt.

Greater economy-More power per dollar.

Examine Delco High Power germanium transistors and see how practical
it is to go ahead with your plans now. For high current applications there is
no better material than germanium, or Delco Radio would be using it.
All Delco High Power transistors are produced in volume; all are normalized
to retain their fine performance and uniformity regardless of age. Write
for engineering data and/or application assistance.
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Panel light indicates when radar's ring time exceeds predetermined standard.
Other checks can be obtained with frequency indicator and relative power meter.

New portable radar tester
makes fast "go, no-go" check

Tests all radars aboard aircraft, requires no training to operate

Here's the fastest means yet developed
for testing aircraft radar on the flight -
line or in the field. It's the new Sperry
Microline® Radar Performance Tester
and anyone can use it-no special train-
ing is required.

Weighing only 24 pounds (30 for C -
band) , this tester is self -powered (stand-
ard batteries) and is easily carried about.
It prevents costly delays by providing a
quick, over-all check of all aircraft

radars in only minutes.
This is the only performance tester

that checks the alignment between trans-
mitter and receiver positively and accu-
rately by flipping a single switch. Inter-
changeable plug-in echo box cavities
permit checking either C or X -band
radars. Transistorized circuits with built-
in testing feature contribute to light
weight and reliable performance.

If you'd like to know more about the

new Sperry Microline Radar Perform-
ance Tester, write our Microwave
Electronics Division.

MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS DIVISION

sPERRY 6780SCOPE COMPAVY
Great Neck, New York

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

BROOKLYN CLEVELAND NEW ORLEANS LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE. IN CANADA: SPERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, MONTREAL. QUEBEC.
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How to write 10,000 -cycle data on a pen recorder
A tape tie-in banishes frequency -response limitations and saves paper

We will cancel the laws of physics, throw out inertia, and
behold here is a pen recorder writing out 10,000 cycles per
second ready to read. Don't scoff. There is a way. Assuming
visual data is really what you want, keep your eye on the oscil-
lograph or pen recorder, and think of the tape recorder as an
ingenious "frequency -response extender" or "data stretcher."

A SLOW-MOTION LOOK AT TRANSIENTS
When an aircraft manufacturer was having shock prob-

lems from the firing of an experimental plane's armament,
nothing could be seen in real-time data. For a better look,
shock waves were recorded on tape, slowed down, recopied
and then written out in visual traces. A thousandth of a sec-
ond was stretched out to a full second. The exact extent and
nature of the shock pattern and its manner of transmittal
through the plane's structure became clearly evident - and
with it the design solution.

100-T0-1 DATA STRETCHOUT (and more)
Compared to any visual -trace recorder, an Ampex instru-

mentation tape recorder has virtually unlimited response.
Frequency components as high as 10,000 cycles per second
(and much more) are easily recorded. And tape has decided
advantages too at 1000 or 2000 cycles. A tape speed of 60
inches per second captures any of these higher frequencies
and has tremendous room for slowdown on playback. Repro-
ducing the tape at OM in/sec. reduces 10,000 cps. to a mere
100. Connect a direct -writing recorder to the tape recorder
and 100 cycles response is all that you need.

Actually Ampex has a wide range of tape speeds and tape
slowdown ratios available. Tapes can be recopied once or
even twice multiplying these ratios accordingly.

TYPICAL TAPE SLOWDOWN (OR SPEEDUP) RATIOS

AMPEX MODEL
Basic
speed
ratio

First
recopy

Second
recopy

FR -1100 a to I 64 to I 512 to I

FR -I00 32 to 1 1024 to I 32,7613 to I

FR -1600 multirange
(many versions available: 100 to I 10,000 tO I 1,000,000 tO I

24 TIMES AS MUCH RECORDING TIME
On 5000 -cycle data, an ordinary 101/2 " reel of 1 -mil mag-

netic tape will record 24 minutes. On a visual -trace recorder
writing 100 cycles per inch, a 250 -foot magazine of expen-
sive paper would last just one minute! When you record data
first on tape, you will seldom recopy the whole test onto pa-
per. With an oscilloscope or other scanning device, you find
the important parts of the tape and copy as little as a few
seconds onto the visual medium. The tape can be stored for
future reference, cut into loops for analysis or can be erased
and reused. It saves hundreds of feet of paper.

Because magnetic -tape data is an "electrical analog", it can
also be used for automatic frequency analysis, computer in-
put, simulation of phenomena and scanning, counting and
correlating techniques. We have told the whole magnetic -tape
story in a well illustrated and diagrammed 16 -page brochure.
For your copy, write Dept. E13.

AMPEX INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION 934 CHARTER STREET REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
Phone your Ampex data specialkt for personal attention to your recording needs. Offices serve U. S. A. and Canada. Engineering representatives cover the tree world.
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Teleprinted Communications... on the double!
The Kleinschmidt teletypewriter set sends teleprinted messages
from tape at speeds up to 100 words per minute.
AT THE SAME TIME, on the same unit, the operator perforates and
prints other messages for transmission.

Day after day, Kleinschmidt teletypewriters and
related equipment at U. S. Army Communication
Centers receive and transmit thousands of
teleprinted messages. This tremendous communi-
cations traffic, accelerated by multiple -function
Kleinschmidt equipment, developed in cooperation
with the U. S. Army Signal Corps, flows smoothly
and precisely. Both sender and recipient receive

a teleprinted original, identical in every respect.
Since the century began, the Kleinschmidt

name has been associated with every major devel-
opment in teleprinted communications. Now a
member of the Smith -Corona family, Kleinschmidt
looks ahead to new attainments in broadening
the field of electronic communications for busi-
ness and industry.

KLEINSCHMI T
KLEINSCHMIDT LABORATORIES, INC., DEERFIELD, ILLINOIS

Pioneer in teleprinted communications equipment  A subsidiary of Smith -Corona Inc
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... and everywhere in between we'll serve you well
We have the experience and resources to take an idea-
yours, ours or a combination of both-and to build
that idea into a complete weapons, guidance and control,
or inertial system. Bridging this gap effectively and
within budget and time limitations is our business-has
been for 18 years. Perhaps we have the very research,
engineering and manufacturing talents you're looking

CIRCLE 37 READERS SERVICE CARD

for. We'd like to tell you more about them-and about
how the military and industry use them in projects which
require creative thinking and painstaking accuracy.

WRITE: MECHANICAL DIVISION of GENERAL MILLS
Dept. EL -5, 1620 Central Ave. N. E.
Minneapolis 13, Minnesota

(Genera
MECHANICAL DIVISION PATHS

Intelligent Engineering and Precision Manufacturing



AC -new direction for gyro engineers
Now you can aim your career in a
new direction . . . with a long-range
future. For AC offe-s experienced
gyroscope engineers the opportunity
to work in design and development
of gyros for some of the most ad-
vanced and far-reach_ng projects in
America's defense and industry.
At AC you can work on floated gyro-
scopes for inertial guidance systems
. . . inertial navigation systems . . .

combination navigation and auto-
matic pilot systems. You can grow
with a company that's already a
leader in the production of highest
quality gyroscopes and other electro-
mechanical devices.
This is worth thinking about: an AC
future in which you can apply your
talents to the fullest . . . on long-
range projects of great importance
. . . in an atmosphere of personal

security and progress.
If you are a graduate engineer with
three to six years' experience in
floated gyroscope design and devel-
opment . . . or in the field of precision
instruments . . . you should talk with
the people at AC -Milwaukee. Just
write Mr. Cecil Sundeen, Supervisor
of Technical Employment, Dept. A,
1925 E. Kenilworth Place, Milwau-
kee 1, Wisconsin.

SPARK PLUG '' THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS

Producers of: AChiever inertial Guidance Systems Afterburner Fuel Controls Bombing Navigational Computers
Gun -Bomb -Rocket Sights  Gyro -Accelerometers  Gyroscopes  Speed Sensitive Switches  Speed Sensors  Torquemeters
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FINITE
12+ WATT

High power handling capability for small size

Newest addition to the Ohmite line of vitreous -enameled
rheostats is the new Model "E" miniature 121/2 -watt
rheostat. This new unit is smaller than many one- or two -
watt potentiometers. It provides time -tested Ohmite all -
ceramic and metal design features for uses where as much
as 121/2 -watt dissipation is required and space is extremely
limited. Built to operate at a maximum hot spot temperature
rise of 300° C at an ambient of 40° C, Model "E" is also
useful for operation at high military ambients, derated
linearly to zero at 340° C, attained. Rugged, lasting, power
rheostat performance is thus available in such small size
that new possibilities in miniaturization and dependability
are afforded the apparatus designer.

Like the larger Ohmite rheostats, Model "E" has a ceramic
base and ring -shaped ceramic core. Vitreous enamel holds
the turns of wire against shifting, and fastens the base and
core together. Also, the Model "E" has a ceramic hub
insulating the shaft; a metal -graphite contact; folded spring
arm; independent compression spring; slip -ring; a stop
directly connected to the shaft. The entire assembly is a
miniaturized, dependable version of the time -proven
Ohmite power rheostat design. Mounting is by a 1/4"-32
threaded bushing. The shaft is 1/2" in diameter. Resistance
range: up to 5,000 ohms with 23 stock values; higher
values available with OHMICONE inorganic coating. Re-
sistance tolerance: ± 10%. Torque: 0.1 to 0.2 pound -inch.
A small finger -grip knob, in keeping with the rheostat di-
mensions, is available.

Special length shafts and bushings, screwdriver shafts, lock-
ing type bushing, tandem mountings, enclosures, etc., sim-
ilar to the variations available on the larger rheostat, can
be provided upon specific request.

MINIATURE

RHEOSTAT
ACTUAL SIZE
Model "E"
Only %" Diameter
Weight: 0.52 Ounce

7"
BUSHING

32 THD.
WITH 1/16"--\
THICK HEX.
NUT

DRILL 1/8 HOLE
IN PANEL

3/64"X 3/ 32"HOLE\

.;32
8 16

64

INDUSTRY'S MOST COMPLETE

LINE OF RHEOSTATS

tt4
4141,

ORMEITEF
QUAL TY
Componer ts

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 157

Now 11 Sizes! -121/2 to 1000 Watts
All sizes available from stock in a wide range of
resistance values, including the NEW Model "E."
Ten sizes are available to meet MIL -R -22A require-
ments in each of the 26 type designations.

RHEOSTATS RESISTORS RELAYS

TAP SWITCHES TANTALUM CAPACITORS

R. F. CHOKES VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 3610 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois
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How Magnets Help Solve
Your Measurement Problems

This is a review of how magnets, magnetic devices
and magnetic phenomena can be used to solve
certain measurement problems, to improve pro-
duction efficiency and to cut manufacturing costs.

Highly accurate and efficient measure-
ment is an essential part of modern
manufacturing. Today's mass produc-
tion techniques require speedy analysis
of conditions and dimensions of parts
and materials. Literally hundreds of
measurement problems are being solved
effectively with instruments and devices
that employ magnets.

ELECTRICAL
MEASUREMENTS
Most common of the uses of magnets in
measurement is in electricity-in such
devices as ammeters, voltmeters, volt-
age protectors, KVA meters, power
factor meters, arc -back indicators, limit
and flow switches, frequency meters,
galvanometers and oscillographs. In the
ammeter there is either a stationary
coil and a magnet that rotates when a
current is passed through the coil, or
a stationary magnet and a moving coil.
The voltmeter is similar, with a high
resistance in series with the coil.

Also similar is the galvanometer, but
it is much more delicate and sensitive.
An oscillograph is a special form of
moving -coil galvanometer. Potentiom-
eters, which measure small electromo-
tive forces, consist of a circuit of resist-
ances and a galvanometer. Frequency
meters depend on the effect of the
currents in two shunt circuits on a
moving coil. One circuit contains in-
ductance and the other capacitance.

Magnets in galvanometers and oscil-
lographs combine with electromagnetic
waves and electrons to provide integra-
ted and recorded measurements, often
remote from the locations of the meas-
urements.

LINEAR MEASUREMENTS
Even the most simple linear measure-
ments are assisted by magnets - by
magnetic bases on height gauges, indi-
cators, dials, roundness gauges, carpen-
ter levels and magnetic plumb -bob. The
thickness of a non-magnetic coating on
iron can be determined by measuring
the gap between the magnet in a tester
and the iron object.

Radar sends out a high -frequency
electromagnetic wave which is reflected
back from the target to a receiving
antenna. Speed of the wave is known,
so that distance can be determined by
measuring the time between emission
and reception of the wave. The heart
of this instrument is the magnetron
vacuum tube, which depends on a
high -intensity, uniform, permanent
magnet field. Sonar is similar to radar
except that its energy is in ultrasonic
waves of 10 to 40 kilocycles.

Distance is also measured by proxim-
ity fuses and switches. The fuse de-
pends on a permanent magnet genera-
tor for energy. It sends out a signal
which is reflected by the target to
actuate a firing mechanism; thus, a
direct hit is not necessary. In the switch,

0
a magnet is attracted to any iron or
steel that comes near, closing the switch.

Direction can be measured by the
aircraft direction indicator, the compass
and the remote -reading compass trans-
mitter. All these devices depend on
magnets.

AREA MEASUREMENTS
Applications of magnets in land meas-
ure are numerous. We have magnetic
maps, charts and markers, and vast
areas are surveyed and measured by
radar and sonar.

In the future it is likely that televi-
sion, which uses magnets for focusing,
ion traps and loudspeakers, will be used
to measure areas.

VOLUME
MEASUREMENTS
Liquid -level indicators and float
switches often transmit the motion of
a float to the indicating mechanism by
magnetic attraction. In flow meters,
volume of liquids and gases may be
measured through a seal by such de-
vices as a permanent magnet rotor
turning in a venturi, a rotor in a liquid
cutting flux lines of a magnet, molten
metal flowing through a pipe and cut-
ting magnetic flux, a magnetic clutch
between a float and a recording mech-
anism.

TIME MEASUREMENTS
Permanent magnets are contributing
much toward accuracy and ruggedness
in actuators, clutches and brakes in
clocks, timers, timing motors and traffic
signals.

TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENTS
Magnets are used extensively in pyrom-
eters, which are thermocouples con-
nected to galvanometers calibrated in
degrees. The optical thermometer em-
ploys a magnetic ammeter and in other
thermometers magnets indicate the
maximum or minimum temperature in
a period. In many thermostats, magnets
accelerate the contacts to increase
accuracy and life.

SPEED MEASUREMENTS
Two of our best known modern instru-
ments are the speedometer, based on

eddy currents generated by a rotating
magnet, and the tachometer, which is
simply a permanent magnet generator.
Magnetic couplings are used to connect
tachometers to such machines as high-
pressure turbines and other sealed
equipment.

NEW MEASUREMENT
INSTRUMENTS

There are possibilities for the
development of new measuring
instruments, based upon the fol-
lowing magnetic phenomena:
1 Magnetostriction effects, such

as the change in length and vol-
ume of a rod when magnetized;
the bending of a magnetized rod;
the twist in a rod in a magnetic
field; the change in magnetic in-
duction of a rod under stress in a
magnetic field.
2 The production of character-

istic sounds and vibrations of
bodies in a magnetic field; changes
in period and frequency of vibrat-
ing bodies in a magnetic field.
3 Changes in apparent resist-

ance of conductors introduced
into a magnetic leld.
4 Changes in thermal conduc-

tivity of metals when exposed to a
magnetic field; changes in perme-
ability of magnetic materials;
changes in boiling points and spe-
cific heats of some substances in a
magnetic field.
5 The plane of polarization of

light can be rotated by a magnetic
field; double refraction of light
has been observed in several me-
diums subjected to a magnetic
field; similar effects occur with
electromagnetic waves.
6 Transformations that occur

in pure metals and alloys are
affected by magnetic fields.

THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY

VALPARAISO, INDIANA

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

OF PERMANENT MAGNETS

The foregoing discussion is condensed
from an article which appears in "Ap-
plied Magnetics," Vol. 2, No. 4. Write
for your free copy. If you would like
to explore any of the possibilities dis-
cussed in the article, Indiana's engi-
neering staff will be glad to offer rec-
ommendations and consultation.

NEW CATALOG
AVAILABLE
Send for your free copy of the new
"Cast and Sintered Alnico Magnet
Catalog No. 19," which describes and
lists typical sizes and shapes of these
two most popular types of magnetic
materials for experimental use. Also
shown are permanent and electro-mag-
netizers and demagnetizers. Address
Dept. A-5.

69

INDIANA

PERMANENT

MAGNETS

IN CANADA. The Indiana Steel Products Company of Canada Limited, Kitchener, Ontario
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Expanding aircraft performance creates new problems in protect-
ing electronic equipment under extreme altitude and ambient
conditions. Eastern's long experience in he Feld helps you to
recommend electronic gear with confidence tfat performance will
be reliable at temperatures frcm - 55°C to -55°C; from zero to
over 7C,000 fee:.
Cooling Units, Kith o7 without refrigeration cycles, provide safe
operating temperature limits :n electronk equipment. Pressuriza-
tion Units that meet government specifications maintain proper
operating pressures at various altitudes, and utilize dehydrators
that remove moisture and dust from ambient air. A program
of research and development continually expands perform-
ance ranges to provide customized units to meet your needs.
When your problem is to make your electronic equipment
perform efficiently under tough conditions, meet the challenge
by ask,ng Eastern for complete and creative engineering help.

.tpSTER*.r

I-
c.)

Arlo%

Write for Eastern
AVIONICS BULLETIN 340

West Coast OftIcor 1608 Cinnamic A

REFRIGERATION COOLING UNIT

1500 SERIES PRESSURIZATION UNIT

INDUSTRIES, INC.
100 Skiff St. Hamden 14, Conn.

Inglowood 3, California - non* OR.9on 8-3958
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SX

21 different basic insulations

84. different insulation constructions

100,000+ different types and sizes
(in round, square and rectangular fabric and film coated magnet wires)

Add them up! EXTRA care in drawing and annealing-EXTRA care in insulating
techniques! EXTRA rigorous "in -process" testing of wire from every machine

each day plus 100% final inspection! EXTRA quick identification of size and type
, on easy -to -read, color coded labels ... and EXTRA attention to packaging

(spool, reel, and Magna -Pak®) at each of the four plants.

MAGNET WIRE DIVISION, Essex Wire Corp., Fort Wayne 6, Indiana
Manufacturing Plants: Birmingham, t labama; Anaheim, Califprnio. Fort Wayne, Indiana; Hillsdale, Michigan

NATIONAL NETWORK OF WAREHOUSES AND SALES OFFICES CALL YOUR LOCAL "ESSEX MAN"
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GENERALO ELECTRIC _

NEWSTUBE DESIGN NEWS 11:__r
FROM THE RECEIVING TUBE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

General Electric Low -Noise 1025 AF -Amplifier Tube

Major Step Toward Improved Hi-Fi Reproduction!

Scope Trace at Right Shows Superiority of New 1025 Twin Triode
You can see by comparison the greatly reduced noise output of the new General Electric
amplifier tube. A single, identical tap was applied externally to a 12AX7 and to a 7025,
both representative tubes from current production. Vertical measurement is plate volt-
age . . . horizontal measurement is time. Conditions: Eb: 250 v, R1: 10 K, Ec: -2.5 v.

Military Equipment Builder Finds G -E 7077 Ceramic

Triodes Have Mean Noise Figure Below 5 db !

Using a high-performance test circuit
of advanced design, the research
laboratory of a large manufacturer of
military equipment has found that a
sample lot of G -E 7077 RF-amplifier
ceramic triodes show the mean noise
figure of 4.6 db at 16 db gain. Tubes
were operated at 500 megacycles.

The new 7077 is rated at 5.5 db
noise at 14.5 db gain, 450 megacycles
under power -matched conditions.
Therefore, the test performance
underscores the tube's suitability for
military use, where low noise and
high gain are vital.

Intended primarily for communi-

cations, radar, and navigation equip-
ment, the new 7077 is a high -mu
triode of planar construction. Altitude
rating is 100,000 feet. It is economi-
cal in price, dependable, and rugged.

Ceramic construction gives the
7077 exceptional heat resistance. The
tube is expected to be useful up to
300 C. It is designed for optimum
mounting in grounded -grid UHF am-
plifier circuits. Size is extremely small
-less than inch long and wide.

Orders are being accepted now for
delivery this year. See page that fol-
lows for average characteristics and
typical -operation data.

Modern sound -reproduction tech-
niques put a premium on low back-
ground noise. The richness of today's
high-fidelity tone calls for circuitry
and tubes that reduce hum, micro -
phonics, and other noise to a level
approaching silence.

General Electric, long a pioneer in
audio research-originator of the
famous variable -reluctance cartridge
and other basic aids to sound repro-
duction-now assists circuit design-
ers with an outstanding low -noise
amplifier tube, the 7025. This new
twin triode promotes hum -free, noise -
free reproduction of both disk and
tape sound recordings.

In equipment now being designed
or in production, the 7025 will direct-
ly replace Type 12 NV.

New Snubber Mica Holds Cathode Tight.

Special Low -Hum Heater Employed.

The new 7025 features a spring snub-
ber mica applied to the top of the
cathode, which exerts a damping
effect on any movement of the cath-
ode caused by shock or vibration.
This cuts microphonics substantially.

Also, a new tube heater of special
design reduces hum by virtually elimi-
nating heater magnetic influences on
plate current and consequent hum in
the plate circuit.

High -precision General Electric
manufacture has been called on to
achieve extremely close fits of all tube
parts-a third, important factor in
low -noise performance.

For best audio, apply the new Gen-
eral Electric 7025 AF -amplifier tube!
Complete information about this low -
noise twin triode is available from
any G -E Receiving Tube office listed
on the following page.



Tear off and keep this sheet for reference. It contains useful tube -application data.

GENERAL ELECTRIC 7077 RF-AMPLIFIER CERAMIC TRIODE
AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS

Plate Supply Voltage 250 Volts
Resistor in plate circuit (by-passed) 18000 Ohms
Cathode -Bias Resistor 82 Ohms
Amplification Factor 80
Plate Resistance, approximate 8900 Ohms
Transconductance 9000 Micromhos
Plate Current 6.4 Milliamperes
Grid Voltage, approximate

= 50 Micromhos -5 Volts

TYPICAL OPERATION
GROUNDED -GRID AMPLIFIER -450 MEGACYCLES

Plate Supply Voltages 250 Volts
Resistor in plate circuit (by-passed) 18000 Ohms
Cathode -Bias Resistor 82 Ohms
Plate Current 6.4 Milliamperes
Bandwidth, approximate 7 Megacycles
Power Gain, approximate 14.5 Decibels
Noise Figure (Measured with power -matched input, using argon lamp noise source), approximate 5.5 Decibels

Lower supply voltage and a lower value of resistor may be used in the plate circuit with some sacrifice in uniformity of
performance.

TYPICAL GROUNDED -GRID AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT USING THE 7077

RFC

INPUT 7-

6.3V
0

+250

I 8K

RFC

OUTPUT

Disclosure of the foregoing examples of the tube applications does not convey to purchasers of tubes any patent license,
nor is it to be construed as recommending the use of such tubes in the infringement of patent claims.

For further information, phone nearest office of the G -E Receiving Tube Department below:
EASTERN REGION

200 Main Avenue, Clifton, New Jersey
Phones: (Clifton) GRegory 3-6387

(N.Y.C.) Wisconsin 7-4065, 6, 7, 8

CENTRAL REGION

3800 North Milwaukee Avenue
Chicago 41, Illinois

Phone: SPring 7-1600

WESTERN REGION

11840 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles 64, California

Phones: GRanite 9-7765; BRadshaw 2-8566

Progress- Is Our Most Important Product

GENERAL ELECTRIC
12.11-102



GRANT'S
0

THINSLIDE

Yes, you asked for it. Design engineers throughout the nation asked for it ... a con-
tinuous ball bearing action slide to fit standard cabinets, without cabinet modification!

THE MARK II THINSLIDE. Of extruded aluminum, only 1/2" in overall width...
whose inner and intermediate members pass smoothly through the space between
sliding unit and standard rack. With stainless steel balls, accurately fitted to mem-
bers, the Mark II is quietly, quickly extended fully from rack ... exposing all parts
immediately and with almost no effort!
WRITE NOW FOR COMPLETE DATA ON THE MARK II THINSLIDE ... the slide that you've been waiting for!

IF THE QUESTION IS ACCESSIBILITY... THE ANSWER IS GRANT.

%GRANT
PULLEY & HARDWARE CORPORATION

23 High Street, West Nyack, New York 944 Long Beach Avenue, Los Angeles 21, California

al

The MARK II offers tilt and locking devices as
well ... your unit can be pivoted to plus 45
and 90 degree positions for greatest accessi-
bility. And you'll be amazed at the moderate
cost of the Mark II ... how quickly it will pay
for itseleby allowing your equipment to be
serviced and maintained in jig -time instead 01
down -time!

SEE THE MARK II, BOOTH 480,
DESIGN ENGINEERING SHOW
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"WE USE BUSINESS MAGAZINES
TO PIN -POINT

INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING PROSPECTS"

"Industrial lighting," states Garlan Morse, General Sales Manager
of Sylvania's Lighting Division, "forms an important segment of
our potential market. To insure reaching all the buying influences
in this market, we choose business magazines that are read by
purchasing agents, plant engineers, electrical contractors and plant
management. At Sylvania, we recognize such business media for
its support to our field sales activities."

IF WHAT YOU MAKE OR SELL is bought by business and
industry, you can "mechanize" your selling by concentrating your
advertising in one or more McGraw-Hill publications serving your
markets. "Mechanized selling" will help create interest and pref-
erence for your products . . . give your salesmen more time to make
specific proposals and close sales.

McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Incorporated t

330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N.Y.

6 STEPS TO
SUCCESSFUL
SELLING

AlAROUSE
CREATE

AMAKE CONTACT INTEREST
PREFERENCE

MORE ADVERTISING HERE MEANS

CLOSE

MAKE A I THE

PROPOSAL i ORDER

KEEP

CUSTOMERS

SOLD

MORE SALES TIME HERE

AMMISSOMMEN011111MUlinum
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TIMERS...SPECIAL DELIVERY
Standard or

special-
Industrial Timer

makes

rapid deliveries

on all models

Sometimes you need a standard
model timer ... other times you
need a special. Either way we
can give you the extra rapid
service you may need because
of the efficient way we design,
manufacture and stock timers
for industrial applications.

To meet all of the widely
varying needs of our customers
we manufacture a complete line
of timers in the four broad clas-
sifications illustrated here:

1. TIME DELAY TIMERS
2. INTERVAL TIMERS
3. RE -CYCLING TIMERS
4. RUNNING TIME METERS

From these we have already
developed 20 basic types which
can be combined in endless
number of ways . . . to date,
our engineers have combined
them into over 1000 diffefent
models. So what might seem to
be a special timer requirement
to you, will very often be a
standard timer in our large
stock, and that is the reason we
have the ability to fill special
orders so quickly. And as far
as standard timers are con-
cerned we can give overnight
service if necessary.

So, for the utmost in all-
round service depend on us for
this outstanding combination:
deliveries,"Immediate on Stan-
dards . . . First on Specials".

Timers that Control
the Pulse Beat of Industry

AIM
e be ay

Speed up your

automatic

control projects-
profit by our

timing application

experience

No need to let timing problems
delay you in your automatic
control projects when you can
place them with us and get
faster solutions. Even though
no two automatic control jobs
are ever exactly alike, and even
though the timer requirements
of each are very different we
have established an excellent
record in helping out in these
situations.

20 years of experience in an-
alyzing complex timer applica-
tions has provided us with the
special knowledge required to
give our customers the right an-
swer in near -record time.

Our large stock of standard
and combination timers enables
us very often to fill orders for
these requirements without any
time loss because we have al-
ready developed so many new
combinations specifically for
automatic control functions.

Extra special automatic con-
trol timer - this calls for
original designing. Our engi-
neers will go right to work and
get the job done. That's the way
we grow and we like it.

Whatever your control prob-
lem, you have everything to
gain by submitting it to our
timer specialists. They'll come
up with the answer - almost
with the speed of automatic
control itself.

AFFILIATE-LINE ELECTRIC COMPANY

IMUUkINIAL
Te ge3<c> INDUSTRIAL TIMER CORPORATION

1409 McCARTER HIGHWAY, NEWARK 4, N. J.
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MID -PACIFIC TROPO
A new link in America's communications for

defense is the Pacific radio circuit under
construction for the U. S. Army Signal Corps.

One type of propagation utilized for this important
system will be tropo scatter. The choice was

quite naturally REL radio equipment-driver exciters,
klystron amplifiers, and diversity combiner receivers.

RE L's acknowledged world leadership in tropo scatter
reflects the unequalled performance and reliability

of REL equipment. More kilowatt miles of tropo apparatus
have been developed and manufactured by REL

than by all other companies combined.

All your specialized communications problems deserve the
imagination and experience of REL.

Radio Engineering LaboratoriesInc.
29-01 Borden Ave  Long Island City 1, N Y
STillwell 6-2100  Teletype: NY 4-2816
Canadian representative. AHEARN & SOPER CO  384 BANK ST  OTTAWA
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Diode Manufacturer uses

Electro Instruments X -Y Recorders

to plot Zener diode

characteristics

INCLUDES PLOT WITH EACH DIODE

International Rectifier Corporation, manufacturers of Zener diodes,
plots the reverse breakdown characteristics of each diode. These plots
accompany the diode to the customer and provide an immediately
useful graphic description of the individual unit's transfer character-
istics. As shown below, the plots are made with an Electro Instruments
Model 100 X -Y Recorder.

These proven recorders fulfill the most demanding operational and
performance requirements. They possess such advanced design features
as transformer -isolated servo -controlled cable drives to eliminate back-
lash, an internal vacuum hold-down and carriage slewing mechanism
for easy paper insertion, and a positive paper indexing provision for
measurement repeatability. Operating controls are kept to a minimum
and are logically grouped for maximum operator convenience.

the complete line
of X -Y Recorders

and Data Reduction
Accessories

The Model 200 (Computer Output), the
Model 215 (Potentiometric Input), Model
225 (General Purpose Plotter) are larger
(11" x 17") machines. The basic precision
recording capability of these machines is
readily expanded to cover more complex
input/output data reduction tasks. For
this purpose E -I offers a series of auxil-
iary equipments-Integral Curve Follower,
Model 275 Medium Speed Digital to Ana-
log Converter, the Model 250-A Symbol
Generator and the Model 260 Time Base
Generator.

All E.' X -Y Recorders
can be rack mounted

Model 100 Specifications
Axes: Independent X and Y isolated axes.
Accuracy:±0.2% full scale.
Scales: 16 ranges, both axes, from 0.5

my /inch to 50 volts/inch, my /inch: 0.5.
1, 2.5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250 and 500;
volts/inch: 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25 and 50.

Input Resistance:0.5 my /inch, essentially
infinite at balance with low resistance
source: 1.0 my thru 500 my /inch, 200
kilohm/volt; 1.0 volt thru 50 volts/inch,
2 megohms.

Zero: Full scale zero control with one full-
scale length zero offset provided by
10 -turn pots.

Reference: Internal mercury battery.
Paper Size: 8.1 /2" x 11°.
Stewing Speed: Pen 13" sec.; carriage

19' sec.
Power Input: 115v ±10v, 60 cps., 60 watts

standby; 125 watts operating.
Dimensions: 10' (max.) high x 12.3/8' wide

x 18" deep.

For complete
specifications,
send for new
4 -page brochure

FLECTRO'INSTRUMENTS
1N O.

3540 Aero Court  San Diego 11, California
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These SEC Polystyrene Capacitors have
an accuracy in the order of 0.1% or
better and longtime stability in the order
of 0.03%. Natvar Styrollex film is used
as the dielectric.

Natvar Products

 Varnished cambric-cloth and tape
 Varnished canvas and duck
 Varnished silk and special rayon
 Varnished-Silicone coated Fiberglas
 Varnished papers-rope and kraft
 Slot cell combinations, Aboglas
 Isoglas s sheet and tape

 Isolastane sheet, tape, tubing
and sleeving

 Vinyl coated-varnished tubing
and sleeving

 Extruded vinyl tubing and tape
 Styroflex '1 flexible polystyrene tape
 Extruded identification markers

Ask for Catalog No. 24

OUTHERN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, Burbank,
California, manufactures precision capacitors for

applications where difficult specifications have to be met,
such as computer integrators, test equipment, secondary
standards and certain weapons programs.
Because polystyrene comes closest to meeting specifica-
tions for a perfect dielectric, various polystyrene films were
tested. Natvar Styroflex film was selected because of its
uniformly excellent pliability, freedom from faults, high
shock resistance and excellent dielectric characteristics.
Natvar Styroflex film is available in standard thicknesses
From _0004" to .006" in widths from 1/2" to approxi-
mately 10" or in special put -ups to meet manufacturing
requirements.

NATVAR CORPORATION
FORMERLY THE NATIONAL VARNISHED PRODUCTS CORPORATION

TELEPHONE CABLE ADDRESS

FULTON 8-8800 NATVAR: RAHWAY, N. J.

201 RANDOLPH AVENUE  WOODBRIDGE, NEW JERSEY
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The ORGANIZATION and RETRIEVAL
of INFORMATION

The organization and retrieval of large volumes of
diverse types of information is rapidly becoming one
of today's more serious problems. Major areas where
the problem exists include business and industry, the
military, the government, and the scientific and engi-
neering community itself.
In its simpler forms, the problem may involve, for
example, the automatic handling and analysis of busi-
ness data such as payrolls, sales and manufacturing
figures, insurance premiums, and other essentially sta-
tistical data. At the other extreme are certain complex
military situations which require the concurrent inter-
pretation, analysis, and integration on a very short time
scale of data from a wide variety of sources, including
field reports, photographs, news reports, estimates of
industrial activity, and the like. In many of these situa-
tions, there is the additional requirement to translate
the information from a foreign language into English.
The development in recent years of electronic data
handling equipment is now making possible the
practical solution of many of these problems. Such
equipment has the capability to perform arithmetic
operations, make decisions among alternatives, store

and retrieve large quantities of information, and at
high speed automatically perform long, complex
sequences of operations.
At Ramo-Wooldridge, work is in progress on advanced
information handling systems that are characterized
by large volume and widely different forms of infor-
mation, short time scales, and a variety of uses and
users. The scope of the work includes the planning of
systems and procedures, programming various types of
data handling equipment, and formulation of require-
ments for new equipment. Research is also under way
on the machine translation of foreign languages into
English.
Engineers and scientists with experience in the follow-
ing fields are invited to explore the wide range of open-
ings now available:

Systems. Engineering
EDP Systems
Computer Programming
Console Design
Display Development
High Acuity Optics
Photo Interpretation

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation
5730 ARBOR VITAE STREET . LOS ANGELES 45. CALIFORNIA
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INTRODUCING
Fenwal's New Hermetically Sealed

Miniature THERMOSWITCH Unit

VERY

SMALL

HIGHLY
SENSITIVE

EXTREMELY

RUGGED

r VERY SMALL
- three units are as small as a common sugar cube. Light,
too - weighs less than oz.!

HIGHLY SENSITIVE- it has an inherent sensitivity of less than 1°F. And its
thin wall case has low thermal mass to give extremely
fast response to temperature variations.

EXTREMELY RUGGED
- when vibrated per MIL -E -5272A, Procedure 1, there
are no resonant frequencies between 5 and 500 cps. Even
when tested at 500 cps with 10G acceleration it maintains
normal control characteristics!

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Crystal and transistor ovens

Missile batteries

Computers

Electronic instruments

Small industrial machinery

Medical and dental equipment

Airborne instrumentation



HERE'S THE REST OF THE STORY-

Here are more features!

Hermetically sealed, yet field adjustable. Soft solder sealing of
the adjusting screw permits field adjustments without destroying
the hermetic seal.

Accurate, easy field adjustment, due to fine pitch adjusting screw.

Corrosion Resistant - type 305 drawn stainless steel case.

Fast Response
time constant.

- thin wall case has low thermal mass and low

ADJUSTMENT

HERMETIC

ACCURATE

_

CORROSION RESISTANT FAST RESPONSE

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS!
Differential expansion of metals - that's the operating
principle of Fen wal's new Miniature THERMOSWITCH unit.
Temperature changes expand or contract the stainless steel
outer case.

This activates the inner assembly, making or breaking the
totally enclosed contacts. This means fast reaction time,
since the heat sensing area is the outer case itself which always
is in contact with the medium to be controlled.

HERE ARE THE PARTICULARS!
Fenwal Hermetically Sealed Rectangular THERMOSWITCH unit.
Model 32400.

Temperature Ranges - Continuous Operation

Exposure limits: -65°F. to 220°F.
Adjusting range: -20°F. to 200°F.
Setting tolerance: ±5°F.
(Note: ±3°F. tolerance available on
special order at extra charge)

Current rating - 2.5A, 115 VAC; 2.0A, 28 VDC. Resistive ratings.

Contact action - close on temperature decrease.

Dielectric strength - 1250 VAC, 1 minute, either terminal to ground.

Insulation resistance - 20 megohm minimum, either terminal to ground.

Material - type 305 drawn stainless steel case. Cadmium plated when temperature is fac-
tory set; copper plated case and cover when not factory set.

I 2501030

SOWER SEAL ADJ SCREW
AFTER TEMP SETTING

175
Ole

.250 MAX.MAX HEIGH
ADJ. SCREW AT

ROOM TEMP

026-
'1440 NC 2A

THREAD

Ordering instructions - when temperature setting specified, unit will be shipped with hermetic
seal. If not specified, hermetic seal must be accomplished by customer in accord with instructions
provided.

Mounting - standard mounting configuration is illustrated. Screws provided. For special ar-
rangements, consult factory.

OTHER MINIATURIZED CONTROLS

156 DIA HOLE
BOTH MTG CLIPS

078 DIA HOLE
BOTH TERMINALS

125 MIN 172

562
MAX

_L
Fry

078

251_t

NOTE:

For certain short -life appli-
cations, specifications may be
exceeded. Consult factory.

Fenwal offers round and cartridge style designs for particular applications. Write factory for full details.

FENWAL INCORPORATED
205 Pleasant Street, Ashland, Massachusetts

Sales offices in principal U. S. and Canadian cities.

Export Dept. P.O. Box 1896, New Haven, Conn. Cable: WRIGHT-NEW HAVEN
CONTROLS TEMPERATURE

...PRECISELY Copyright 1958 Fenwal Incorporated 3/58 MC -167 Printed in U. S. A.



TRANSFORMERS INCORPORATED has consistently
designed and manufactured precision transformers

that solved the transformer problems of its
customers. How may we help YOU?

SIZE AND
WEIGHT

42C111110

PRECISION

Because of advances in transformer design calculation methods and tech-
nique, Transformers, Incorporated can accurately establish the size and
weight of the required transformer from your performance specifications,
without the expensive and time consuming construction and testing of

prototypes. These same advances in transformer design engineering have
enabled Transformers, Incorporated to produce the smallest and lightest
precision transformers available. This is particularly important in this
era of miniaturization, peculiar space envelopes, and rigid weight re-
quirements.

Transformers, Incorporated designs and manufactures transformers with
a measured voltage ratio accuracy of up to five parts per million (0.0005%)
at room temperatures and under no-load condition, with comparable ac-
curacies at other temperatures and loads. These accuracies can be main-
tained in all production quantities from one to one thousand-or any other
quantity that you may require. The ability of Transformers, Incorporated
to maintain specified accuracies has been consistently proven by samples
submitted to the U. S. Bureau of Standards Testing Laboratory.

Each and every transformer is individually inspected and electrically tested,
and samples are subjected to the required environmental tests, to ensure
the highest degree of reliability. These methods far exceed the usual sam-
pling techniques of most quality control systems, and enable Transformers,
Incorporated to guarantee that every precision transformer will meet or
exceed customer specifications.

Relieve your engineering department of the arduous task of designing
precision transformers. Phone ENDICOTT, NEW YORK 8-3311, collect.

Ask for Tres Park. There's no obligation.

Partial List of SATISFIED CIUNTOM ERS: Ballantine Laboratories  Bell .lircraft  Boeing
Airplane Company  Curtiss-Wright  Daystrom Instrument Dumont Laboratories  General
Electric  Hughes Aircraft  IBM  liollsman Instrument Link .1ciation  Leeds Northrup
Massachusetts Institute of Technology  Melpar, Inc. Norden-lietay  Raytheon  Sperry -
Gyroscope  Sylrania ... and others.

TRANSFORMERS, INCORPORATED
200 Stage Road, Vestal, N.Y.
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It's easy to obtain

Precise Measurements

with a D -B
Standing Wave Detector

-easy because D -B units are built without the
usual sources of error. You get perfect parallel-
ism between slot and waveguide axis... between
probe travel and waveguide axis. The waveguide
is precision -formed in one piece to provide a

uniform path for measured waves, thus minimiz-
ing residual VSWR. You can use any D -B slotted
line to measure adjacent frequency bands.
Merely substitute different -size waveguide
blocks and probes-the alignment accuracy is
guaranteed to remain unimpaired.

Check the unique features below for further
proof of D -B convenience and exceptional accu-
racy. Literature on request.

Superflexible miniature coaxial
probe cable eliminates 90% of noise
due to conventional cable.

Each broadband probe contains a
second harmonic trap which elimi
nates measurement errors.

Stainless steel ball bearings, pre.
cision ground and spring loaded for
perfect alignment.

Zero slope adjustment by means
of two adjusting screws.

0.B broadband probe requires no
tuning across its allocated band.
Exceptionally convenient operation.

DE MORNAY -B ON AR DI
780 SOUTH ARROYO PARKWAY  PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

5 -point kinematic carriage suspen-
sion assures maximum linearity of
probe motion.

Vernier scale permits reading of
probe travel to .01mm without mount.
ing costly accessories.

Lever control for continuously van!.
able speed drive. Changes knob
speeds from "vernier" to "fast,"
saving time during quick measure
ments.

Nonrocking instrument support On
3 leveling screws. Enables quick
alignment with other test equipment
in use.

Large, convenient tuning knob is
stationary, leaving eyes free to
watch indicator.

Interchangeable waveguide blocks.
Each realigns perfectly to probe
travel in a few seconds.
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flow the man from Tensolite can widen your safety margins on 2500 C. hook-up wire

10

8

7

6

5

MIL -W 168788

1 
TYPE E

EXTRUDED

(600V)

FLEXOLON WIRE

TYPE EE

EXTRUDED

(1000V)

FLEXOLON WIRE
\,..

)

88% EXTRA

MARGIN OF

SAFETY WITH

FLEXOLON WIRE

45% EXTRA

MARGIN OF

SAFETY WITH

FLEXOLON WIRE

AVERAGE IR) 7300V
STD. DEV. (a) 630 V

8300 V
333 V

8900 V
67 V

7800 V
200 V

BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE -EXTRUDED AND FLEXOLON WIRE

Test proves new FLEXOLON high temperature
wire highest in dielectric strength

Superiority of Tensolite's new FLEXOLON wire, manufactured to exceed the requirements
of MIL -W -16878B, Types E and EE, gives designers greater safety factor than ever before

If you want to widen the safety margins in your product or merely
maintain the present margins with smaller wire, Tensolite's new
FLEXOLON high temperature hook-up wire can solve your problem.

Rugged tests - In a series of extensive tests, FLEXOLON wire's
dielectric strength was charted against the strength of extruded wire.
Ten -foot samples, selected at random, were immersed in a water bath
containing a suitable wetting agent for 4 hours. Each piece was then
subjected to a high -potential test with voltage increasing from 0 at
the rate of 3 kv per 10 -second interval until breakdown was observed.

Results conclusive - In the type E category, extruded wire fell 45
per cent below FLEXOLON wire's minimum dielectric strength. In the
type EE category, the extruded samples were 88 per cent lower than
the minimum dielectric strength of FLEXOLON wire.

Extra advantages - Tensolite's unique process which permits appli-
cation of 21/2 times more layers of tape to FLEXOLON wire assures full
insulation protection and far superior performance. The new manu-
facturing technique also gives FLEXOLON wire perfect concentricity
which provides easier stripping, faster and cleaner cuts, and added
protection against strand damage.
Complete information - Ask the man from Tensolite for full details
on the many advantages of FLEXOLON high temperature hook-up wire.
Or write to Tensolite for informative FLEXOLON wire bulletin.

88 per cent extra margin of safety -This high
potential test proved that Type EE extruded wire
fell 88 per cent below FLEXOLON wire's minimum
dielectric strength.

realeVe& INSULATED WIRE CO., INC.
West Main Street, Tarrytown, N. Y.  Pacific Division: 1516 N. Gardner St., Los AngIss, Calif.

"FLEXOLON" is o trademark of Tensolite Insulated Wire Co.. Inc.
CIRCLE 57 READERS SERVICE CARD



For your Magnetic Shielding Problems ...
MUMETAL is the answer!

Write for your copy
"MAGNETIC MATERIALS"
This 32 -page book contains val-
uable data on all Allegheny Ludlum
magnetic materials, silicon steels
and special electrical alloys. Illus-
trated in full color, includes essen-
tial information on properties,
characteristics, applications, etc.
Your copy gladly sent free on
request.

ADDRESS DEPT. E-5

Mumetal shields will give instant
relief to interference caused by
extraneous magnetic fields. This
material can cure many troubles-
solve many a problem for you.

Use it where high permeability is
required at low flux densities, such
as in input and microphone trans-
formers, hearing aid diaphragms,
instruments, wire and tape record-
ers, etc. For properly heat treating
Mumetal, we can also offer commer-
cial hydrogen annealing facilities.

A fund of technical data on shields

and other applications for Alle-
gheny Ludlum Mumetal is available
-let us help with your problems.

In addition to Mumetal and other
high -permeability alloys, we offer a
range of magnetic and electrical
alloys and steels that is unmatched
in its completeness. Our services
also include the most modern facili-
ties for lamination fabrication and
heat treatment.  Let us supply your
requirements. Allegheny Ludlum
Steel Corporation, Oliver Building,,
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

STEELMAKERS to the Electrical Industry

Allegheny Ludlum
Warehouse stocks of AL Stainless Steels carried by all Ryerson plants
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Brush
rectilinear
recording

systems
...WHEN RELIABILITY
IS OF VITAL CONCERN

ASK FOR NEW CATALOG
Describes 2, 4, 6 and 8 channel systems-rack
and mobile-ink, electric and thermal writing.

The circuits, mechanisms, components and materials in
this 8 channel recording system have already proved their
reliability in Brush instrumentation now in use in the most
critical applications-such as radar surveillance, computer
readout, missile checkout on remote test ranges . . . in
extremes of temperature, humidity and other abnormal
conditions. At Brush, the high reliability factor is always
a basic consideration in design.

In this particular system, trace presentation is recti-
linear. Thermal writing provides clear, sharp traces,
excellent for reproduction. Eight chart speeds, stepped
from .4 to 100 mm/sec., operate by pushbutton controls.
The system readily adapts to pertinent MIL specs.

With their wide measurement ranges, Brush Ultralinear
Recording Systems may be used for development and
checkout of industrial as well as military equipment.
Factory branches, service and warehousing at Arlington,
Va., Boston, Cleveland and Los Angeles; engineering repre-
sentatives in all key locations.

brush INSTRUMENTS
3405 PERKINS AVENUE

DIVISION OF

CLEVITE
CO.PolacT,on

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
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MALLORY
P. R. MALLORY EL CO. Inc.

...the Complete Line of Batteries
for All Applications
Mercury Batteries ...
Mallory pioneered and developed the mercury battery-now
makes a complete line of single and multiple cell units for all
major requirements. Electrically, the mercury battery is
ideally suited to transistorized circuitry ... mechanically, the
mercury battery provides the smallest power unit for mini-
ature and portable equipment of all types.

Zinc -Carbon Batteries ...
Mallory makes a complete line of zinc -carbon batteries that
serve most requirements of portable radios, instruments,
flashlights, photoflash equipment, and special services. Avail-
able in "A", "B" and packs, these Mallory Batteries give
dependable service wherever they're used.

Solidion® Batteries
One of several more recent Mallory developments is the new
solid-state "Solidion" battery. Having an indicated life of
15 years or more, this is a truly dry battery, with no liquid
electrolyte whatever. A 50 -volt stack occupies less than 0.2
cubic inches-weighs less than 0.3 ounce. Voltage is stable
even at extreme temperatures.

Long -Life Chargeable Cell ...
Developed by Naval Ordnance Laboratory, and now avail-
able from Mallory in limited production quantities, is a new
lead oxide silver cell with unique properties. It is manufac-
tured as an inactive cell and charged when ready for use. It
can be stored indefinitely in the inactive state at any tem-
perature likely to be encountered. Service life is exceptionally
long. Voltage discharge is constant over a wide range of
temperatures and discharge rates.
Look to Mallory for all your battery requirements-and look
to Mallory Batteries for most dependable service in any
equipment. Write to us today for technical data and consul-
tation on your specific applications.

In Canada, Mallory Battery Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto 4, Ontario

Parts distributors in all major cities stock Mallory
standard components for your convenience.

Serving Industry with These Products:

Electromechanical - Resistors Switches Tuning Devices Vibrators
Electrochemical-Capacitors  Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries
Metallurgical-Contacts  Special Metals  Welding Materials

MALLORY BATTERY COMPANY  CLEVELAND, OHIO
a division of

R 8.

MALLORY
R. MALLORY CO.Ine.

P. R. MALLORY & CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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Author tunes information circuit of radiation powered transistor receiver. Operating
voltage for information and audio amplifier circuits is provided solely by r -f energy
extracted by and stored in power circuit

Radio Waves Power
Transistor Circuits

Energy storage system supplies all power requirements for specially de-

signed transistor circuits. Operation consists of receiving and rectifying r -f

radiation, storing resultant d -c energy and releasing the energy as required

to associated circuits. Unique dipole rectifier provides efficient antenna -to -

receiver coupling for frequencies above 50 mc. Energy sources can be spe-

cial purpose transmitters or commercial broadcasting stations

By L. R. CRUMP, Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories, Washington, D. C.

RAPID ACCEPTANCE of transis-
tors is largely the result of

their low voltage and current re-
quirements-a few microwatts
being sufficient power for many ap-
plications. The system discussed
here derives all power required
to operate various types of tran-
sistor circuits from electromag-
netic energy radiated by distant
sources.

Although system details depend
somewhat upon the intended appli-
cation, certain design features are
common to any application. These

are: one or more circuits for the
reception and storage of electro-
magnetic energy, a circuit for the
detection and amplification of an
information signal and a load to
use the stored energy.

Power Circuit
A transistorized receiver using

a radiant energy power circuit is
shown in Fig. 1. All input signals
are applied to information coupling
coil Li and power coupling coil L2

simultaneously; however, each cir-
cuit can be tuned to the same or

different operating frequencies.
After being detected by a

parallel resonant circuit consisting
of coil L, and variable capacitor C1,
the incoming r -f signal is rectified
by diode D, and the resultant d -c
voltage applied to storage capaci-
tor C2. When charged, capacitor
C2 becomes the sole power supply
for the receiver.

The storage capacitor should be
of the high quality, low -leakage
type. For maximum power absorp-
tion and use, the power circuit
should be broadband tuned, tightly
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INFORMATION CIRCUIT AUDIO AMPLIFIER

4 0.00
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IN34
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C2-
4 -

POWER CIRCUIT

-
20K 2390K

J

K: X 1,000

FIG. 1-Broadcast receiver. Specially constructed tuning coils are used but can be re-
placed by standard coils. Antenna and power circuits are designed to operate at all
communications frequencies

coupled to the antenna and imped-
ance matched to the load. Addi-
tional storage circuits, tuned to the
same or different signal sources,
may be used to obtain increased
power at a common output.

Antenna Considerations
For signals below 50 mc, a con-

ventional antenna 50 to 150 feet
long, elevated as high as possible
and positioned perpendicular to
transmitter -receiver line of sight
is recommended. A radiant energy
power circuit fed by a 100 -ft an-
tenna which was 12 ft above the
ground, in a suburban area and ap-
proximately H miles from a 1 kw,
1,600 kc transmitter delivered 0.9
mw to a 9,000 -ohm resistive load.
The open circuit potential across
the storage capacitor was five volts.
A large loop antenna with one side
facing the transmitter is also
recommended.

For signal sources above 50 mc a
resonant folded dipole rectifier sys-
tem is used. Functionally, the an-
tenna system operates like the
center -tapped secondary winding
of the transformer in a full wave
rectifier circuit. This is done by
connecting two output terminals of
the dipole directly to the cathodes
of individual diode rectifiers as
shown in Fig. 1. The two anodes
are tied together and coupled to the
zero potential point at the back of
the folded dipole through an r -f
filter capacitor.

Since diodes D2 and 132 form a
partially reactive load, the antenna

is designed to resonate at the de-
sired frequency with the rectifier
circuit in place. Because the r -f
potential across capacitor C. is
essentially zero, unmatched lines
may be used to draw d -c power
without detuning the antenna.
High rectification efficiency is
necessary; therefore, the diodes
should have a low capacitance, high
back resistance and low forward
resistance.

Several radiant energy power
dipoles can be connected in series

Dual -circuit receiver shown here converts
radiations from strong local stations into
power necessary to amplify signals from
weaker or more distant stations. When
both the information and power circuits
are tuned to the same station, the signal
is amplified by the power derived from
the station's r -f carrier

or parallel to increase d -c voltage
or current as required. When such
a multiple system operates at the
same r -f signal frequency, the an-
tennas must be properly spaced
for maximum system gain. An ex-
perimental arrangement using
three dipoles is shown in Fig. 2.

An array of three series -con-
nected, three -unit dipoles feeding
the same load delivered a total of
3 mw and charged a two micro -
farad capacitor to 54 volts. Since
a lower voltage was desired for
transistor circuits, the units were
connected in series and parallel
across the capacitor to obtain an
8 -volt potential.

Information Circuit
Information receiving circuits

shown in Fig. 1 can be tuned to the
power signal frequency or to some
other selected frequency. In either
case the modulation of an incoming
signal is detected by diode D, and
fed into transistor amplifier Qr.
Basic information circuit require-
ments are high selectivity, low
power drain on the capacitor with
zero input signal and efficient
energy transference to the load.

High -Q circuit elements should
be used to provide high selectivity.

+0.001

1N34

LENGTH
OF DIPOLE

IN34
1/2 LENGTH

OF DIPOLE

1N34

IN34

IN34 IN34

t
DIRECTION OF PROPAGATION

FIG. 2-Multiple dipole antenna. This
combination delivered one milliwatt to
a 2,500 -ohm resistive load when tuned to
a 189 mc, 50 kw transmitter located ap-
proximately one mile away. A similar
array was capable of producing a total
of 3 mw of power and charging a 2-uf
capacitor to 54 v
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FIG. 3-Emergency receiver and alarm device. By pretuning in-
formation c;rcuit to ConelracFs 640 or I.240-kc emergency frequen-
cies. civil defense broadcasts can be received regardless of avail-
ability of local power sources

When the same antenna is used for
both power and information signal
reception, all signals should have
similar magnitude at the amplifier
input. To avoid saturation and dis-
tortion of the signal in a high -gain
amplifier, the signal having the
greatest field strength at the re-
ceiver is attenuated by absorbing
most of the signal strength in the
energy collecting circuit. Selectiv-
ity can also be increased by trap-
ping strong signals occurring near
the desired information frequency
being transmitted.

In switching circuit applications,
transistor Q, is biased for the low-
est collector current which will op-
erate the load device with a given
signal input. A minimum leakage
current is necessary for maximum
efficiency of energy storage and
use.

Large zero -bias collector cur-
rent limits the capacitor charge
and precludes use of low -current
relays which are desirable in cer-
tain applications. To further con-
serve power, audio amplifier Q2

should be operated class A at the
minimum collector current.

Load Considerations
An unmodulated carrier, trans-

mitted at the resonant frequency
of the power signal receiving cir-
cuit, will continuously charge the
storage capacitor. Remote switch-
ing of power is accomplished by
triggering the transistor amplifier
with a modulated power signal or
with a modulated signal trans -

5 -250F

>N77

O
R -F

CHOKE

I N 34

0.001

14

1N34

'VVNI

100K K = X 1,000

FIG. 4-Transponder. Power received at some specific frequency
is used to energize the transistor oscillator at a different frequency
thereby making it useful as a device for detecting position of
aircraft or any other object capable of housing such a device

mitted on a selected control fre-
quency.

Amplifier output, in most ap-
plications, is connected to a cur-
rent actuated device such as a re-
lay, headphone or loudspeaker.
When modulated transmission
ceases, power output to the load
also ceases.

Substitution of a transistor
oscillator for the information sig-
nal circuit permits d -c to be con-
verted into a -c of a selected fre-
quency having high -voltage pulses.
By applying the oscillator output
to a step-up transformer, a higher
voltage is developed which can be
rectified and stored in a capacitor.
A breakdown diode placed between
the storage capacitor and the load
could be used to dump the capaci-
tor charge across the load when
the required voltage level is
reached.

Remote Switching
A large number of unpowered

transistorized radio receivers, pre -
tuned to selected frequencies for
power and information, when dis-
tributed within range of a power
radiating source could be simul-
taneously activated by turning on
the transmitter. This arrangement
could be useful in public address,
alerting or civil defense alarm sys-
tems.

A circuit for an emergency re-
ceiver and alarm device is shown
in Fig. 3. When a signal is re-
ceived, the control switch applies
power to an alarm. During the long

standby time, no power is drawn
from the battery source.

Signals other than modulated r -f
can be used to trigger the switch-
ing device. For example, the out-
put of a magnetic -type microphone
energized by a car horn can be used
to operate garage door controls.

Transponder

Another application of the
energy storage principle is in the
transponder circuit shown in Fig.
4. This device can be used to
identify and indicate the position
of airplanes, harbor buoys, land
markers and the like.

Addition of a microphone to
modulate the output of the oscil-
lator extends the applications to
short range reception and trans-
mission used in wireless intercom-
munications, public address and
other systems. Also, the micro-
phone could be energized at a re-
mote location and used as a con-
cealed listening device.

By using a small receiver fitted
inside the ear in conjunction with
a fixed -tuned vest pocket transmit-
ter, the device could be used as a
personal radio or hearing aid.
Transmitter output could be modu-
lated by a microphone for hearing
aids and by a simple radio receiver
for personal radios.

Many applications may occur to
the reader within his own special
field of interest. Further research,
coupled with special-purpose com-
ponent design will undoubtably ex-
tend present applications.
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All functional controls appear on front
panel except power switched in rack

Readily -available parts are used and
wiring is conventional point-to-point

In -line mounting of plug-in components
improves appearance, simplifies service

Squelch Circuit Mutes
By DANIEL CRONIN Chief Engineer, Bell Sound Studios, New York, N. Y.

MAGNETIC
TAPES stored for

some time often exhibit
print -through, a magnetic signal
induced onto layers adjacent to the
original signal. The effect is a num-
ber of "echoes" before and after
the true signal, usually around 50
db lower in level, but sometimes as
little as 20 db down. The masking
effect of any continuing sound such
as orchestral music often makes the
effect unnoticeable, but during soft
passages it can be highly discon-
certing.

Speech material is much more
revealing of this defect, however,
and poetry readings and language-
instruction courses which leave
pauses for the student to repeat
the instructor's phrases are espe-
cially vulnerable. Some runs of tape
are more prone to print -through
than others, and high -temperature
storage can easily increase the
transfer level 10 or 15 db even on
the better oxide formulations.

Called a background -noise eraser,
a device which suppresses this
print -through with a semiconductor
diode circuit that rejects all sig-
nals below a certain threshold level
has been developed and is described
in this article.

Basic Squelch Circuit

The basis of the circuit is shown
in Fig. 1. Each diode is back -biased
by about 0.1 v. If program peaks

are about 10 v the diodes will be
non -conducting for all signals more
than 40 db below this peak. When
the input exceeds it the diodes will
conduct, the upper diode on positive
half cycles, and the lower one on
negative swings.

The tiny slice of signal, near the
zero axis, which is removed in this
process leads to severe distortion,
however. In Fig. 2 is shown the way
around this problem. Signals higher
than threshold are amplified, recti-
fied and filtered, and used to keep
the diodes in a conducting condition
throughout each word. Time con-
stants are chosen to make the dis-
tortion -removing voltage have a
rise time of about 1 millisec and
decay more slowly.

Theoretically the first millisec or
so of each word is still distorted,
but this is not noticed in practice.
The ear requires a little time to be-
come conscious of distortion and
a millisec is not nearly a long
enough period of time.

Psychoacoustic effects also make
the delay in recovery at the end of
a word permissible. There is a
carry-over of the masking effect for
a fraction of a second after the
end of each word, and background
print -through will therefore not be
heard even if it is present within a
few millisec of the end of a word.

The antidistortion amplifier has
one unusual requirement in that it

must produce a full output on a
small input signal, and little in-
crease of output with a 40-db in-
crease in input. More important,
there must be no tendency for cut-
off bias to accumulate on any of the
grids. This is avoided by the series
grid -isolation resistors shown in
Fig. 3.

One final detail is necessary to

15 V
PEAK IN

0.I V

OUT

FIG. 1-Elements of biased -diode squelch

IN

FIG. 2- Basic distortion -reduction circuit
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Biased -diode type of quieting automatic -volume -control silences audio chan-
nel whenever signal drops to 40 db below peak. To reduce distortion and
maintain diode conduction throughout modulation, a portion of the signal is
rectified and applied to the diodes through a delay circuit. Constant level
background noise is maintained by applying his signal to channel whenever
quieting occurs.

Magnetic Tape Echoes

make the operation of the device
smooth and unobtrusive. A back-
ground hiss must be inserted. Care-
ful listening to the output without
this added hiss gives the impression
of a severe case
The pauses between words have an
unreal -sounding silence to them,
and each word brings with it room
tone, tape hiss and tube noise.

120 K

The cure is shown in the sche-
matic of Fig. 3. Shot -effect noise
in a triode having only 4.5 v across
its filament is amplified and fed into
the output so that the overall signal-

ratio is not degraded. The
hiss voltage is applied in series with
a large isolating resistor between
the bottom of T, and ground. When
suppression takes place, there is no
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print -through suppressor. In -out switch permits operation as straight
switch shorts output of hiss generator for A -B test

significant input signal, the diodes
are an open circuit and the hiss volt-
age is fed to the output terminals
of the equipment.

In the presence of a signal the
conducting, ground-

ing the bottom of T, and shorting
the hiss voltage. Thus hiss is added
only when needed, making the ap-
parent background fairly constant.

Low -Frequency Noise

If the original program material
should contain low -frequency noise
such as low-level hum, rumble or
air -conditioner noise, this will be
suppressed also. Reinsertion of this
type of noise is neither necessary
nor desirable. Even though the
noise comes through during each
word, it is largely masked and the
subjective effect is more pleasing
if it is suppressed.

For operating convenience in ad-
justing the threshold gain a small
neon -bulb indicator is provided.
This lights when sufficient voltage
is present to decrease the bias on
the diodes sufficiently.

At the inception of this design,
5 db of print -through reduction
was considered to be a worthwhile
improvement. In practice at least
10 db is usually realized. Even
though some trailing sibilants are
somewhat shortened, tapes other-
wise inacceptaby echo -laden are
again usable.
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Specially designed cathode-ray oscilloscope permits selected laboratory tech-
niques to be applied in field maintenance of reciprocating engines used in in-
dustrial and marine service. Display on cro shows cyclic engine events in
time sequence. Instrument monitors ignition, vibration and pressure of
spark -ignited or diesel engines and presents data on five -in. screen. Ignition
mistiming can be detected within one degree of crankshaft position. Scope
connections are made without necessity of engine shutdowns

By EDWARD SAMMIS, Senior Engineer, Sperry Gyroscope Co., Div. of Sperry Rand Corp., Great Neck, N. Y.

OSCILLOSCOPES have been used
extensively in laboratories

and in commercial aircraft for com-
prehensive engine studies.' They
have been adapted to analyze igni-
tions systems in automobiles, moni-
tor engine operation in aircraft en -
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gine test cells, study detonation
characteristics and evaluate dy-
namic operation of valves.

Until recently, cro techniques
were not practiced in field mainte-
nance of industrial and marine
natural gas, dual fuel and diesel en -
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FIG. 1-Block diagram of cro engine analyzer. A sweep is driven across the crt in
time with the engine. Resulting trace line displayed is responsive, in the vertical
direction, to signals from ignition, cylinder vibration and cylinder pressure. Connections
are made to the flywheel, ignition primary circuit, and two to a power cylinder. Timing the
analyzer to the engine is done by a fifth pickup located near a mark on the flywheel

gines. The engine analyzer de-
scribed in this article is designed
for special use as a maintenance
tool to efficiently monitor these en-
gines without requiring expensive
shutdown. The 36 -pound, hand -
portable unit visually displays in-
formation formerly obtained from
as many as three electronic instru-
ments and it enables maintenance
personnel to check engine ignition,
vibration and pressure for possible
malfunctions with ease.

Design Requirements
In designing an analyzer for in-

dustrial engines the most difficult
problem to solve is weighing the
versatility factor with simplicity
of operation. These requirements
tend to be incompatible since an
extremely wide variety of types
and components of engines are in
common use. Some of the following
design requirements therefore be-
come apparent: select for analysis
important engine variables that are
common to the largest number of
engines, provide for simple connec-
tions that may be made without
stopping the engine, minimize the
number of operating controls and
use detent positioned controls
wherever possible and present the
results in a direct form that can
be read and interpreted easily.
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View of cylinder pressure pattern
with the reference line superimposed

Author is shown operating controls of
analyzer to check a large natural gas
engine. Ignition, vibration and pressure
data of the reciprocating engine are pre-
sented as simple patterns on five -in. screen.
No engine shutdown is required to operate
the 36 -pound portable unit-FRONT COVER

Reciprocating Engines
The features of particular inter-

est are the pickups used with the
instrument, the integrating and
linear amplifiers to accommodate
pressure and certain commercial
pickups, the provision for crank-
shaft timing signals superimposed
directly on the oscilloscope pattern,
and the method of comparing rela-
tive amplitudes of signals from
the integrating or linear channels
by superimposing a reference line
on the pattern. By using the cath-
ode ray tube as an indicator, ac-
curate measurements are made di-
rectly from the sources generating
the signals. This permits simpler
and less costly design of the linear
time base and vertical amplifier.

The choice of pickups to be used
has a significant effect upon the de-
sign of an engine analyzer. When
a transducer produces a voltage
that is a function of a cyclic en-
gine event, this event can be dis-
played on the engine analyzer in
terms of measured crank -angle de-
grees. Cyclic operation can then
be evaluated. Strain gage, mag-
netostrictive, variable reluctance,
capacitive and piezoelectric pick-
ups have been used in engine ana-
lyzer work to observe dynamic op-
eration of stresses in bolts, power
and compressor cylinder pressures,
diesel injection pressures, injector

valve motion, intake and exhaust
valve motion.

The choice of events for analysis
depends on the needs of the oper-
ator, the expense of the pickup and
the difficulty of installation. All
the transducers mentioned have
been used in the laboratory to ob-
tain answers to specific design
problems. One may have to impro-
vise, however, to make certain in-
stallations, such as the strain gage
instrumentation of an integral fuel
pump and injection nozzle. Gen-
erally, in the field, simple, inexpen-
sive pickups that give comprehen-
sive information and are easy to
apply should be used.

Display Technique
In the engine analyzer presented,

cylinder pressure, sounds in the
engine structure and ignition volt-
age are given in terms of crank -
angle degrees. This is done, as
shown in Fig. 1, by feeding the
pickup signals to the vertical deflec-
tion circuit of the crt while a linear
time base sweep generator, syn-
chronized to the engine -cycle fre-
quency, generates a horizontal de-
flection -signal that is directly pro-
portional to crank -angle rotation.

The phase of the synchronizing
signal can be shifted by a crank -
angle selector control to start the

horizontal sweep at any crank -
angle position. This position can
be read from the selector dial. To
provide even more accurate timing
and to enable the operator to read
crank -angle position directly from
the oscilloscope pattern, timing
marks generated directly from the
flywheel of the engine are displayed
as either vertical spikes or dots
superimposed on the oscilloscope
pattern.

Operation
Once the analyzer has been set

up, the pickup signal and the cor-
responding vertical channel are
selected by two switches. The
sweep, full engine cycle or one -
eighth of an engine cycle, is
selected by a rotary switch. The
crank -angle is selected by the phase
shifter control and the timing
marks, vertical spikes or intensified
dots, are selected by a toggle
switch. Pressures from respective
cylinders are compared by an ad-
justable reference line superim-
posed directly on the scope pattern.
Height of the reference line is read
from the adjusting dial.

One integrated package contains
the many components required to
present the respective signals to-
gether with a time base of constant
sweep length capable of operating
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over the complete range of engine
revolutions per minute.

Pickups

To simplify wiring and switch-
ing, self generating pickups are
used. The crankshaft timing pulse
pickup, illustrated in Fig. 2A, is
a variable reluctance type compris-
ing a magnet and coil. It responds
to magnetic discontinuities in the
flywheel and is polarized to produce
timing marks from /-in. diam holes
spot -faced in the flywheel. If vanes
or punchmarks are used, the leads
from the pickup must be reversed.
If the pickup output is passed
through the integrating channel,
a picture of the magnetic contour
of the flywheel is obtained so that
features such as flywheel runout
are shown clearly.

The pressure pickup is also a
variable reluctance type and con-
sists of a coil surrounding a mag-
net that is positioned close to a
special steel diaphragm. This pick-
up configuration, shown in Fig. 2B,
was made practical with the advent
of new, high -strength alloy steels
which produce sufficient deflection
without exceeding the elastic limit.

The pickup is rated at 1,000 psi
and responds to rate of change of
pressure. It is relatively inexpen-
sive to build, being little more com-
plicated than the electromagnetic
pulse pickup. The pressure pickup
will withstand rough use and oper-
ating temperatures as high as 350
to 400 F. An air-cooled adapter is
furnished for high output engines.

Figure 2C is a cross-sectional
diagram of the vibration pickup
which is magnetostrictive and re-
sponds to rate of change of acceler-
ation. It resembles a rugged micro-
phone that listens to vibrations in
metallic structures. This basic type
of pickup is simply constructed and
has been used commercially for
many years to indicate the presence
of combustion knock and metallic
impacts within an engine. To im-
prove s/n ratio, the pickup is used
with a tuned amplifier.

Ignition -System Analysis
No pickup is required for igni-

tion analysis because voltages de-
veloped across ignition system
breaker points or impulse gener-
ator coils yield a great deal of in -

(A)

CONNECTOR

FITTING FOR
CONNECTOR

COIL ---

COIL DIAPHRAGM'

MAGNET

PIPE FITTING

(81

FIG. 2-Crankshaft timing pulse pickup ( A )
flywheel. Pressure pickup (B) responds
magnetostriction pickup (C) responds to rate

formation about ignition system op-
eration. Since industrial engines
are large, ignition circuit constants
are affected and it is often neces-
sary to use individual coils for
respective cylinders and sometimes
even for individual sparkplugs.
Switching of ignition circuits must
then be provided. The same switch-
ing control is used to select multiple
vibration pickups. Multiple pickups
are used for permanent analyzer
installations such as marine diesels.

Synchronization
Synchronization of the sweep to

any crank -angle position through-
out the engine cycle is accom-
plished by a three-phase, two -pole,
permanent magnet generator
driven so that the rpm corresponds
with the number of engine cycles
per minute. The phase shifter con-
trol referred to previously and in-
dicated in the analyzer block dia-
gram operates in conjunction with
the synchronizing generator.

Synchronization of the sweep to
any sparkplug firing event is ac-
complished through the capacitive
pickup afforded by a simple battery
clip attached to the high tension
lead of a sparkplug. A pickup with
special fittings is required for
shielded ignition systems. This
type of synchronization is some-
times used for a quick, qualitative
evaluation of a particular engine
event. A position control is pro-

s'MAGNCr

FITTING FOR
CONNECTOR,

COIL ----

CLAMPED
MAGNET --

MOUNTING

(C)

responds to magnetic discontinuities in the
to rate of change of pressure, while
of acceleration

vided on the analyzer to parade all
the engine cycle events across the
cathode ray tube screen when this
type of synchronization is used.

Pressure -Time Diagrams

Field experience has indicated
that cylinder pressure is the
principal common denominator be-
tween piston engines. Pressure
analysis can be performed on any
engine equipped with cylinder
cocks that provide access to the
combustion chambers. Several
limitations of previously available
equipment were considered: a) me-
chanical pressure indicators re-
spond too slowly to show the rapid
pressure changes that occur in en-
gines, b) mechanical indicators do
not show clearly and continuously
the effects of cycle -to -cycle varia-
tions, c) electrical pickups have re-
quired associated equipment that is
too complex for use in general main-
tenance and d) electrical pickups
have been costly and delicate.

The use of an electronic indicator
removes limitations a) and b) . The
engine analyzer itself, being de-
signed as a self contained unit
especially for use with engines, re-
moves limitation c). To overcome
limitation d) the improved pickup
described in the previous section
of this article was designed.

To obtain the conventional pres-
sure -time diagrams associated
with piston engines, the pressure-
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rate pickup output must be
integrated and then amplified suffi-
ciently to obtain adequate deflec-
tion. To integrate at low engine -
cycle frequencies, 4 to 5 cps, a time
constant of 0.5 sec is required. Be-
cause of this time constant and the
output characteristics of the pick-
up, a gain of 100 db is necessary
to produce the desired deflection.
The low -frequency and high -gain
requirements make stability con-
siderations in the initial amplifier
stages important.

For the first stage, the most
critical, a 4JD1A17 transistor, in
common -emitter configuration is
used. See Fig. 3. The transistor
stage boosts the pickup output by
a factor of 60 without introducing
hum, microphonics or the low -fre-
quency drift that ordinarily results
from changes in cathode tempera-
ture when a vacuum tube is used.
A transistor is well suited to this
application because it facilitates di-
rect coupling to the low -impedance
pickup and because a high output
impedance is desired for the inte-
grating circuit that follows. The
stage is stabilized by feedback and
it operates over a temperature
range of 32 to 160 F with a change
in gain of less than 10 percent.

Amplifiers
The intermediate amplifier con-

sists of two sections of a 12AY7,
followed by a section of a 12AU7
that serves as a cathode follower
and acts as an input for the
chopped reference signal from the
level comparator. The 12AY7 was
selected because of its low noise
characteristic.

Filament current for the tube is
regulated by a ballast tube to mini-
mize the effect of power line varia-
tions on cathode temperature. The
first section of the 12AY7 has a
0.02-pf capacitor connected be-
tween grid and plate when the in-
tegrating channel is selected and
serves thus as a Miller integrator.
The second section of the 12AY7
is capacitance coupled to the first
and provides a gain of 20. The
gain control was placed at the out-
put of the first section of the
12AY7, rather than at the cathode
follower to permit higher signal
inputs before saturation occurs so
that the linear channel can accept

signals from pickup preamplifiers.
Power for the transistor stage

and for the plate supply of the in-
termediate amplifier is obtained
from batteries to isolate these
stages from line voltage variations.
Since the current demand is only
five to six milliamperes, battery life
of 80 to 100 hours is to be expected.

The vertical deflection amplifier
is a 12AT7 utilizing a cathode -
coupled paraphase circuit stabilized
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FIG. 3-Schematic of transistor pre-
amplifier, the first stage in the analyzer
pressure channel. This stage, stabilized
by feedback, boosts the pressure pickup
output by a factor of 60
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FIG. 4-Schematic of reference level
comparator, used to measure relative
amplitudes on crt. The comparator poten-
tiometer and dial permit reading of de-
flection in terms of linear scale divisions

by feedback. The ignition marker
pulse and the crankshaft timing
pulse are fed to the paraphase grid.
As shown in Fig. 1, d -c bias is in-
troduced automatically when the
integrating and linear channels are
selected. This depresses the verti-
cal position 1i in. to display pres-
sure patterns symmetrically. For
observation of other types of pat-
terns in these channels the vertical
position control may be used to
center the pattern.

The plate supply to the deflection
amplifier is not regulated because
the reference signal is mixed with
the pressure signal ahead of the de-

flection amplifier. When slight de-
flection changes occur as a result
of changes in power line voltage,
both the pressure and reference
line signals are moved by the same
amount and are not displaced with
respect to each other.

Pattern Amplitudes
The reference level comparator

measures relative amplitudes of
waveforms displayed on the crt in
terms of graduations on a dial. A
photograph of a cylinder pressure
pattern with the reference line
superimposed is shown. The refer-
ence level comparator circuit ap-
pears in Fig. 4. It consists of a
battery source of d -c reference po-
tential, a four pole on -off switch,
two potentiometers to define the
slope of the straight line relation-
ship between voltage and deflection
for the signals being displayed, a
precision potentiometer and dial to
permit reading the deflection in
terms of linear scale divisions and
a chopper.

The four -pole switch is shown
in the off position. The chopper
contacts are shown closed, which is
the condition for both contacts
when the chopper is inoperative.
The chopper mixes the d -c reference
level with the vertical signal 10 per-
cent of the time 120 times a second.
One pole of the on -off switch pre-
vents shorting the vertical _signal
to ground when the make -before -
break chopper contacts do not
vibrate.

The remainder of the circuitry
is generally similar to that de-
scribed previously.' The arrange-
ment of the circuitry in the new
configuration is indicated in the
block diagram. A principal objec-
tive of this circuit arrangement is
to provide suitable switching so
that the operator can perceive
analysis in terms of engine func-
tions.

The deflection amplifiers, the
sweep generator and length con-
trol, the squaring amplifiers, the
ignition synchronization amplifier
and the vibration amplifier are
contained in a printed circuit board
assembly.

REFERENCE

(1) V. C. Cetrone, Airborne Engine An-
alyzer, ELECTRONICS Mar. 1948.
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Saturable Reactors
Magnetic modulator uses saturable reactors to convert input sine wave into
narrow, high peak -power output pulses. Basic action of current -pulse com-
pression with magnetic modulators is explained. Polarizing and differentiat-
ing circuits, delay -line wave shaping, pulse permeability measurements, can-
celation effects and related features leading to improved design are discussed

By H. E. THOMAS
Senior Project Engineer, Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, Division of I. T. & T., Nutley, N..1.

HIGH-POWER, extremely narrow
current pulses in magnetic

modulators are generated from a
sine wave input by using saturable
reactors in resonant circuits.

In performing this operation the
saturable reactor functions first as
an inductive component, second as
a switch and third as part of a
resonant circuit. When used in this
trimoded capacity it may be called
a pulsactor.

Ti

INPUT A
TRANS.

II

VA.EiNzNi

FIG. 1 - Polarized two -stage magnetic
modulator with current and voltage wave-
forms for each reactor resonant stage
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FIG. 2-Switching and ringing waveforms.
Resonant input sine wave (1), flattened
by polarization first switching (2), ringing
which would occur due to first switch-
ing (3). second switching (4), ringing which
would occur due to second switching (5),
and output pulse (1)

The input current waveform is
compressed in a series of pulsactor
resonant circuits into narrow, high
power pulses of current. Pulses
obtained from magnetic modulators
using these reactors are sufficient
to modulate high -power magne-
trons. Recent advances in high
permeability nickle-iron alloys have
improved reactor switching action
and lowered core losses.

In the transient operation of a
modulator, a saturable reactor
cyclically changes inductance or be-
comes a short circuit. A single
physical coil winding can perform
many separate functions. Unsatur-
ated, it can act either by itself, as
an auto transformer, as a vari-
able circuit impedance or as part
of a resonant circuit. As a satur-
ated inductance it can act as a
switch, as a part of a resonant cir-
cuit, or as a multisection winding
acting at saturation as a delay line
or pfn. Since the inductance of the
saturable reactor may be part of a
resonant circuit, each change in
inductance may be considered to
create an independent passive net-
work with its own current and
voltage waveform.

Charging and Switching
In its most basic form the mag-

netic modulator is a series of satur-
able reactors in resonant circuits.
When the resonant frequency of a
stage is reached, the reactor
switches and shock excites the next
stage at a higher frequency. By
repeating the resonant charging

1a
6
4

1- 2

-0.6 -0.4 0.4 ; 0.6
:OERSTEDS

60-  400 -
CPS ;
A -C i,, A -C

FIG. 3-Magnetization characteristics for
high permeability iron

action and switching in several
stages, successively resonant ex-
cited currents are produced which
form a narrow, high -amplitude out-
put current pulse. A series of in-
creasingly higher frequency reso-
nant circuits make up a current
compression modulator. The opera-
tion is basically different from a
conventional line pulser which de-
velops its narrow output pulse in
one off and on switching cycle of
the thyratron which discharges a
pulse forming delay -line network.

Input for a magnetic modulator
may be either a sine wave or a trig-
gered pulse at radar repetition
frequencies. In the conventional
a -c case, using sine -wave input, the
magnetic circuits are polarized to
allow switching only once for
every sine -wave cycle. Charging
action for each resonant circuit
therefore occurs at the input fre-
quency.

In the two -stage magnetic modu-
lator shown in Fig. 1 the energy
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Fire Radar Magnetrons

Components for a small magnetic modulator include: charging reactor (1), first satur-
able reactor (2), polarizing coke (3), second saturable reactor (4), charging capacitors
(5), third saturable reactor (6) and pulse transformer (7)

transfer involves three different
resonant frequencies which are
determined by combinations of the
various capacitors and the unsatur-
ated and saturated inductances. A
graph of the current and voltages
waveforms at the particular fre-
quencies involved in the three in-
terrelated circuits is shown below
the circuit diagram. The rapid
switching of energy across the
resonant circuits produces a nar-
row high -power output pulse.
Energy transfer occurs at essenti-
ally equal voltages across the charg-
ing capacitors C, and Cs. A time -

wise compression of the successive
current waveforms results so that,
for a constant transfer of power,
they become increasingly narrow.

Design Considerations
The overall action may be divided

into four steps: (1) self resonance
of the modulator input components
at the prf of the sine -wave source,
(2) progressive switching in the
cascaded circuits, (3) successive
self resonance of the saturated re-
actors and their associated capaci-
tors and (4) the transfer and wave
shaping of pulsed energy from the
last resonant circuit to the load.
During the process all tuning ca-
pacitors that store the energy re-
main at a constant peak voltage.

Self resonance of the input cir-
cuit, which occurs at the sine wave

input frequency co, delivers a maxi-
mum voltage across C, equal ideally
to IT times the input voltage multi-
plied by the input transformer
ratio N,. The unsaturated induct-
ance L,u may be neglected and ca-
pacitor current it,, decreases to zero
at maximum voltage at point B.

At the instant the voltage VD
across C, reaches a maximum Li
saturates becoming Li, and acts as
a switch to transfer the charge of
C, to Cs through current flow ic..
After switching the network con-
sisting of L,,, C, and C, becomes
resonant to another frequency cos
and the current through C2 rises
rapidly causing the circuit to ring
at its natural frequency. As cur-
rent builds up in the resonant cir-
cuit, L returns to its unsaturated

APPLIED
VOLTAGE

VOLTAGE
PULSE

--F DB
-747

I

I MAGNET- I

IZING I FLUX
I CURRENT I I -1-B
I I I

MAGNETIZING
FORCE

FLUX
DENSITY

FIG. 4-Continuous plot of magnetizing
force and flux density before magnetic
conditions stabilize

state and the voltage at point B
decays.

The voltage V., across C, reaches
a maximum at the same instant L,
saturates, becoming L. The energy
stored in C, is then carried to the
load by current i3. During the
output circuit discharge action L,
remains unsaturated and has no ef-
fect on the output circuit. With
optimum energy transfer the cur-
rent through the load is a transient,
described by the equation : VD =
(0.73 it E N, Sin cos t) /2 where

--- (L,, x Cs) is the natural
frequency. VD is the voltage across
the equivalent magnetron load re-
flected across the primary of T,. It
has a maximum amplitude equal to
0.73 V.,.

Waveforms obtained in actual
operation are more like those
shown in Fig. 2. Resonant sine
waves of each stage are drawn with
dotted lines and the pulse, which is
actually developed, with a solid
line.

Basic Magnetic Considerations
Good saturable reactor action de-

pends upon the use of high -permea-
bility iron and the application of
polarizing fields. High permeabil-
ity iron works on a steep B -H curve
and therefore gives rapid flux
changes and high induced voltages.
With sharp cornered hysteresis
characteristics the switching action
of the pulsactor produces good cur-
rent pulse compression because of
the high ratios of unsaturated to
saturated inductances. Use of polar-
izing fields will increase the effec-
tive permeability beyond normal
values.

These generalizations appear
more vividly when the magnetic
properties of some modern high -
permeability irons are considered.
For instance, the d -c hysteresis
loop shown in Fig. 3 has a flat slope
or flux change from point 4 to 5.
The flux change is only a few gauss
under operating conditions com-
pared to an extremely high flux
change when going from point 3
to 4. Since inductance depends on
permeability, the flux changes give
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a high ratio of unsaturated to satu-
rated inductance. This high ratio
is ideal for switching action. The
reactor functioning as a switch has
a low impedance and the shunting
effect of the unsaturated coils upon
the rest of the system is reduced.
The resonant frequencies derived
from the low saturated inductances
of the switches are higher than in
poorly saturated circuits and give
greater current pulse compression.
In practice it is possible to achieve
saturated to unsaturated induc-
tance ratios of as high as 2,000 to
1 and to use coils in successive
stages with inductance ratios be-
tween 20:1 and 100:1.

Polarizing Fields
An important factor in the de-

sign of saturable reactor circuitry
is the polarizing field, sometimes
referred to as magnetic biasing.
When applied to magnetic compo-
nents carrying pulse voltages it en-
ables adjustments to improve over-
all performance. Chief effect of the
polarizing field is control of pulse
permeability. The pulse permeabil-
ity constant has different impli-
cations from the initial, average or
maximum permeabilities common
to conventional magnetic circuits.

To define permeability, suppose a
narrow voltage pulse, 1 to 5 µ sec, is
applied to a coil with a magnetic
core, as shown in Fig. 4. Examina-
tion of the magnetization curve be-
fore the associated circuits and the
magnetic conditions stabilize them-
selves, shows that the first flux loop
starts with unmagnetized iron at
point A and, as the magnetizing
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FIG. 5-Pulse permeability under the in-
fluence of a negative polarizing field

force increases, goes from A to B
and back to C where it remains at
the residual flux density until the
next applied pulse arrives. The sec-
ond flux loop, starts at C goes to D
and returns to its residual mag-
netization at E. The third loop
from E to F and so on. Forward
tips of the flux loops ascend the
basic magnetization curve.

Finally the flux arrives at a
closed stabilized loop M, N with
residual and maximum flux values
such that the decrease in flux when
pulse voltage is removed exactly
equals the increase in flux due to
applied voltage. Pulse permeability
pi/ of the iron is defined as the slope
of the axis of the last loop. It is
AB/AH or in terms of the mag-
netization curve in Fig. 4 it equals
the ratio of distances (n -y) / (m -x).
A plot of the flux density and mag-
netizing force during the changes
is shown in Fig. 4.

Pulse Permeability Figure

Permeability of the iron after
operating conditions have stabilized
is a constant which can be meas-
ured. It is used to calculate the
inductance of unsaturated reactors.
The pulse permeability figure is a
complex quantity which depends on
the value of the applied pulse volt-
age, on the ratio of the pulse width
to the prf and on other circuit con-
siderations such as Q or loading
and distributed capacitance. It can
be changed by magnetic biasing of
the core.

The pulse permeability µLi is not
the permeability determined by
the initial magnetization curve
either at its points of initial, maxi-
mum or minimum slope. In the
highest permeability irons, under
unbiased conditions, pulse permea-
bility runs around 2,000 as con-
trasted to the initial permeability
of 600 and a maximum permeability
of 250,000.

Pulse permeability under the in-
fluence of a negative polarizing
field, opposed to the field caused by
the applied pulse voltages, is shown
in Fig. 5. The flux loops start at
A and with a polarizing field Hp,
which is slightly less than the satu-
ration flux, the flux and magnetiz-
ing conditions immediately stabil-
ize. The final loop is ABCDEA.
It has a B -H slope corresponding

POLARIZING
CHOKE

3H
300
µH

.016

6µH 75µH

.016 .016

CHARGING REACTOR

PULSE
TRANS.

7:1

FIG. 6-Amount of polarization changes
with operating level making modulator
partially self-regulating

II
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CZ

I., co/1;3,1,14111"G

Lp
POLARIZING
FEED CHOKE

Lz

L.

CHARGING REAC
PULSE
TRANS

FIG. 7-Magnetic modulator with auto -
transformer primary resonance and can-
cellation feedback

to the axis AC. By adding a polar-
izing field so that the flux loops
always start at a negative flux
density equal to the saturation den-
sity, the slope in the final flux loop
exceeds that of Fig. 4, and, in
effect, the pulse permeability is
increased.

In actual practice the optimum
value is arrived at by adjusting the
polarization field and the applied
voltages to give stabilization at
some flux value slightly less than
the saturation value of the particu-
lar iron being used. In the case of
high-grade iron with a proper pol-
arizing field it is possible to use a
total swing approaching 30,000
gauss.

Operational Circuits
Figure 6 shows a circuit using

a combined autotransformer and
saturable reactor in the first stage
with self polarization. A portion of
the input energy is rectified and the
unidirectional current used to mag-
netically bias the core. The ar-
rangement saves a transformer as-
sembly, places the charging choke
on the primary side reducing its
size and produces an output which
is partially self-regulating since
the amount of polarization changes
with the level at which the device
operates. The autotransformer
must operate over wide ranges of
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permeability while still maintain-
ing resonance at the driving prf.

Fig. 7 is a variation of the auto -
transformer using the charging
capacitors in a slightly different
manner. First, some of the reso-
nant circuit is transformed from
the secondary to the primary by
connecting Co in series with L. Any
leakage between the primary and
secondary of the autotransformer
is cancelled out when Co is tuned.
It also allows C, to be placed in
series with L, adding to pulse sharp-
ening at this point because it re-
duces the second circuit total ca-
pacitance as well as acting as a
differentiator for voltages developed
in Li.

Polarization of an intermediate
stage shown in Fig. 7, serves two
purposes. First it cuts off the posi-
tive pulse developed by the differ-
entiating action of C, and second it
eliminates undesired feedback of
output pulses to input circuits.

The polarizing windings are sup-
plied through a tapped isolating
choke which offers additional ad-
vantages. The choke isolates the
polarizing supply from signal volt-
ages.

By sending the polarizing cur-
rent through a center tap to
buck out the d -c fields it relieves
d -c saturation and permits a
smaller feed choke winding for a
given inductance. Since signal volt-
ages appear across the choke, it can
be used simultaneously as a pulse
transformer which can be a -c polar-
ized so that the fields derived from
the output pulses can be made to
cancel the particular portion of
themselves which would be nor-
mally reflected back into the input.

Delay Line Waveshaping
Economy of parts and additional

waveshaping necessary to square
up the triangular pulse normally
generated in the last stage are pro-
vided by the delay line shown in
Fig. 8. By tapping the reactor
winding and adding capacitors to
ground, the network becomes a de-
lay line in addition to being a
switch and a high inductance. The
capacitors from the taps to ground
offer negligible effect to unsatu-
rated operation but at and during
switching produce an improved out-
put pulse waveform. The circuitry

provides better impedance match-
ing and helps to compensate for
effects produced by the output
transformer. It also allows easy
manual adjustment of the output
pulse width by adjusting the polar-
izing current control resistor. Some
effects of the polarizing field in the
last reactor are still present, even
at saturation.

Design Calculations
The basic design constants stem

from the conditions stated in Fig.
1 and from the required peak
power output, duty cycle and pulse

TRIANGULAR .,MAGNETRON
OUTPUT PHASE-. / FIRING VOLTAGE.........

(1....i P__
.POWER SAVED

IJF

PULSE SHAPE'
FROM DELAY LINE

RF

-- POLARIZING

zWINDINGS,

LP
POLARIZING
FEED CHOKE

PULSE WIDTH
ADJUSTMENT

BUILT-IN
DELAY LINE

I.

CHARGING REAC
PULSE
TRANS

FIG. 8-Built-in delay line squares up
triangular pulse normally generated in
last stage of magnetic modulator

width. From the values of Fig. 6
and with relationships shown in
Fig. 7 the value of the charging
capacitor voltage V, can be deter-
mined. Taking a set of typical con-
stants existing in a small modulator
used to fire a magnetron :

Vo - X0.73 2

1

0.73
5,6700

X - 1,100v
=

where Vo is the magnetron firing
voltage (5,600 v) and N, is the out-
put transformer turns ratio (7 :1).
From the basic energy equation,
PT = 1/2 CV' the charging capaci-
tor is

C= nX -1 X P T farads

2
X (1,100)6

X 9,000 X 10-i
9

= 0.016 of
where n is the output transformer
efficiency (0.9), T is the modula-
tion pulse duration (10' sec), P is

the peak power (9,000 w) and F is
the pulse repetition rate (2,000
cps).

Knowing the capacitor voltage
and size in terms of output power
and remembering that the first cir-
cuit is resonant at the pulse repeti-
tion frequency and since the first
reactor inductance has a definite
ratio to the charging choke, the un-
saturated inductance of the first
reactor may be calculated.

2

1
LA, = n2` (1 ± 0) X (2` Xf PT
where n, is system efficiency (0.33)
or or is the ratio of the reactor
inductance to the charging choke.
If n, X (1 + o) is combined into
a constant K which equals one then

1 1,1 y
Lp, - x

2 6.28 X«2,000

1 - 0.422h
9,000 X 10-6)

With this inductance, core sizes
and number of turns can be cal-
culated provided the pulse per-
meabilities available in the iron
core are known. The inductance of
succeeding reactors may now be
calculated with selection of suitable
ratios from which is determined
the current pulse compression when
working with practical ratios of
saturated to unsaturated induct-
ances.

The transient voltage waveforms
encountered after saturation, as
shown in Fig. 2 probably may give
some trouble. For instance when
L, starts to ring after saturation
it is found that although by dif-
ferentiating the pulse developed at
this point and thus preventing low -
frequency prf input energy from
passing on through the circuit, it
is in addition necessary to polarize
L, to eliminate the positive excur-
sions on the front corner of the
output pulse waveform. In some
cases, even with polarization, it is
necessary to place a diode across
the primary of the pulse trans-
former.

REFERENCES
(1) W. S. Melville, The use of Saturable

Reactors as Discharge Devices for Pulse
Generators, Proc IRE, p 185, 53, 1951.

(2) K. J. Busch, A. D. Hasley and Carl
Neitzert, Magnetic Pulse Modulators,
BSTJ, 34, p 943, 1955.

(3) R. A. Mathias and 119. M. Williams,
Economic Design of Saturating Reactor
Magnetic Pulsers, AIEE Trans, Communi-
cation and Electronics, p 169, 1955.
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High -Speed Tester
Production tube tester gives rapid indication of opens and shorts with direct-
reading localization by neon lamps. Memory circuit holds indication of inter-
mittent tap shorts. Seven tube types are covered, but others may be
accommodated with simple wiring changes. Most -used types are tested in
groups of four at a time. Minor changes allow tests of special tubes

By E. S. GORDON
Associate Engineer, Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, Illinois

TUBE TESTERS are not usually
convenient for rapidly locat-

ing shorts and discontinuities in
large numbers of electron tubes.
The short -testing function usually
has a four or five -position switch
and a single neon -lamp circuit.
For shorted elements the switch
positions at which a glow appears
are noted and a table is referred to
for pin -pointing the short. No per-

manent indication for tap shorts is
provided. The g,,, reading usually
serves as the only continuity indi-
cation, but this is not always con-
clusive nor does it localize the dis-
continuity.

The short -continuity tester de-
scribed here is a high-sensitvity de-
vice for rapid checking of up to
four tubes of a given type at a
time. It also contains a memory

feature for tap shorts. Although
designed for seven particular tube
types, the unit can accommodate
others with minor wiring changes.

Short Testing

The short -test circuit gives per-
manent indication of an intermit-
tent tap short. It also localizes pre-
cisely all sustained shorts, and
those tap shorts in which the time

LB MEG
540V

5696

7.5 MEGMEG

TUBE
UNDER
TEST

FIG. 1-Simplified short -testing circuit

3.6 3.6
MEG MEG

TUBE UNDER
TEST

6.3 V A -C
Three groups of four long -life tube sockets are used for most -required types. Octal adapter
is used for subminiature types. Cork hammer aggravates tap shorts ct;,-, FIG. 2-Simplified continuity testing
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Checks Tubes in Groups
is sufficient for the eye to sense an
indication on the panel lamps.
Localization is made by noting
which neon lamp or lamps are ex-
tinguished out of six normally
glowing. The memory indication
is given by the glowing of a
seventh normally - extinguished
lamp.

The maximum short resistance
for indication, hence the tester
sensitivity between any two ele-
ments of the tube under test, is
220,000 ohms for the memory and
approximately 400,000 ohms for
the six -lamp localization display.
A simplified schematic of the short -
testing circuit is given in Fig. 1.
The elements of the tube under
test are connected to the junction
points of the lamps. The voltage
drop across each of the neon lamps
is approximately 50 v. The current
is fixed at approximately 0.133 ma
by the source voltage and dropping
resistor.

approximately
400,000 ohms is placed between K,
and G for example, all of the V.
current would be routed through
the resistance and the lamp would
extinguish. This value of resist-
ance, which is the lamp voltage di-
vided by the series current, is thus
the basic localization sensitivity
of the short tester. If the shorting
elements are not adjacently con-
nected, such as K, and G V, and
V, would both extinguish and the
sensitivity would be proportion-
ately increased to 800,000 ohms.
Since one side of the heater is
grounded, a short between K, and
heater, for example, would cause
V, to extinguish.

The grid of the thyratron is con-
nected to the top of V through the
limiting resistor and is at a con-
stant potential in the absence of
shorts. The cathode is returned to
a fixed voltage to bias the tube be-
yond the firing voltage. When a
short of sufficient magnitude occurs
between any two elements of the
tube under test, the thyratron grid
becomes less negative, causing the
tube to fire and V; to glow. This
memory lamp continues to glow un-
til the reset button is depressed, re -
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gardless of the voltage at the grid.
The time constant of the grid cir-
cuit including stray capacitance is
such that a short of only 100 µsec
duration is sufficient at maximum
sensitivity to fire the tube. Thus the
circuit is fast enough for prac-
tically all tap -short defects en-
countered.

The change in grid voltage AE
resulting from an adjacent -element
short of the maximum design sen-
sitivity of 220,000 ohms can be
computed from the equation
AE = (ELR./R, + 6E,, - Es)/

(1 + R2/R,)
where EL = lamp voltage (approx
50 v), E. = supply voltage (- 540
v), R, = resistance of adjacent -
element short (220,000 ohms) and
R2 = series -dropping resistor (1.8
megohms).

The value of AE with the given
values is approximately 18 v. To
this value must be added the nega-
tive critical grid voltage of the
thyratron to obtain the grid -to -
cathode bias voltage necessary for
this sensitivity. The critical grid
voltage for the 5696 with suppres-
sor grid tied to cathode and plate
voltage of 300 v is - 2.5 v. Thus
the required bias is 20.5 v. Since
the nominal NE -51 voltage drop is
50 v the quiescent voltage at the
grid is close to (50 x 6) or - 300
v. The cathode must therefore be
returned to about - 280 v.

The sensitivity of the instru-
ment to tap shorts is calibrated by
adjusting the cathode potential
with a voltage divider. A 220,000
ohm resistor is switched across one
of the series lamps and the cathode
voltage is varied in a negative di-
rection until the thyratron fires as
observed by V,. The actual nega-
tive grid bias, as set by calibration,
measures close to the computed
20.5 v. A regulated high -voltage
power supply is required, as a 1 -
percent change in cathode voltage
gives roughly a 10 -percent change
in memory sensitivity.

Continuity Testing

The continuity -testing circuit is
quite simple. Cathode emission is
utilized, all tube grids and plates
being connected positive with re-
spect to the cathodes. The same six
neon lamps are used as with the
short -testing circuit and all lamps

Table I-Fault Location Chart for
Electon-Tube Type 12AU7

Discontinuity
Location Short Location

L amp Element
open

,
Tamp

Elements
Shorted

V, Grid 1 V1 Heater
V4 Grid 2 V2 Cathode 1
V6 Plate 1 Vg Cathode 2

Vg Plate 2 V4 Grid 1
V,, Vg Heater 1

or Cathode 1 Vg Grid 2
V4, V4 Heater 2

or Cathode 2 V6 Plate 1
V3, V4,
Vg, Vg

Heater
center -tap Plate 2

will glow with a nondefective tube
under test.

A simplified schematic of the
continuity -testing circuit is given
in Fig. 2. The cathodes of the twin
triode under test are grounded and
each grid and plate is connected to
+ 540 v through an individual neon
lamp and series -dropping resistor.
If continuity is not present to a
given element, its lamp will be out.
For simplicity of operation all neon
lamps which are not used for the
particular tube type under test are
energized by connection directly to
ground, as with V, and V2 of Fig.
2. Because of the large dropping
resistors the current through each
element and lamp is fixed at ap-
proximately 0.13 ma and all lamps
glow equally.

Complete Tester

This tester was designed for
seven tube types as shown sche-
matically in Fig. 3.

Four tubes of a given type are
plugged into the board and while
their heaters are being energized,
the operator throws a selector
switch from one to another for
testing. The 5670, 5718, 5840, and
6112 types have only one socket
each while groups A, B, C, and D
are four -socket positions for each
of the multiple -testing types 5654,
6101, and 6189 (see photo). A cork
mallet is the device used for tapping
tubes.

A 2 -position switch S1 throws
the operation from short test to
continuity test. Most of the poles
of this switch are used to switch
the six neon lamps from the series
operation of the former to the
parallel operation of the latter. A
6 -position, 8 -pole switch S. is used
as the tube -type selector, with one

position for each type except the
6189 and the 5670. These are both
miniature twin -triodes and are
combined in a single switch posi-
tion. Most of the poles of this
switch apply grounds to the lamps
not used in continuity testing.

Because of the maximum voltage
ratings of the various tube types
the order of connections between
the lamps and the tube elements
must be different for some of the
tube types. This requirement is
relevant to the short test but as a
result affects switching for the con-
tinuity test also. Charts are pre-
pared listing the tube defect as a
function of the neon lamp display
for both short and continuity test.
A typical fault location chart for
the 12AU7 is shown in Table I.

Special Circuit Details

Tube type 5654 has two cathode
connection pins. To test continuity
to both pins the two are connected
in series between V, and T72 in the
short -test mode of operation. A
discontinuity between the two pins
breaks the series circuit, causing
all lamps to be extinguished. For
tube types having a single cathode
terminal the connection between
V, and V2 is made by the tube -type
selector switch in the short -test op-
eration.

The 5840 has three cathode pin
connections. To test continuity be-
tween two of the three pins, the
same technique as for the 5654 is
used. Continuity of the third pin
connection is tested in the con-
tinuity -test operation. For this
test the selector switch removes
the ground from the first two cath-
ode connections and the continuity -
short switch grounds the third
cathode lead R as shown in Fig. 3.

Tube type 5670 has an electro-
static shield between the triode
sections which is brought out to a
pin connection. Continuity to this
shield is tested by connection S to

A limited amount of electron
flow from the cathodes to the shield
occurs in a nondefective tube, so
V, has a partial glow. The shorting
of the shield to any other element
is detected by a full glow of V, in
the continuity -test operation.

This work was sponsored by the
AMC, Wright Air Force Base, un-
der technical direction of WADC.
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FIG. 1-Vacuum-tube Q -multiplier circuits
use center -tapped coil or capacitor divider

Transistor Q -Multiplier
for Audio Frequencies

High selectivity and stability may be provided in audio -frequency equip-
ment that must be portable, or in which power is at a premium, by use of
transistorized Q -multiplier circuit. Series -resonant circuit is applied to var-
iable -selectivity a -f amplifier and multichannel selective -calling unit

By G. B. MILLER The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby, England

POSITIVE FEEDBACK to increase
the selectivity of a tuned cir-

cuit has been put to use on a sound
engineering basis only in recent
years. The literature gives all the
design data for tube -operated
Q-multipliers.1 This article indicates
what modifications must be made
when transistors are used.

Theory
Figure 1 shows the basic Q -mul-

tiplier circuit for either a center -
tapped capacitor or coil. The selec-
tivity of this stage is determined
by

Qeff149. = Ril(Ri - IRO (1)

where Qe is the effective Q of the
coil circuit, Q. is the Q of the coil
at the resonant frequency w, and
Rd = cooLQ.. The effective Q, and
thus the selectivity of the circuit,
increases as R, approaches i Rd.
When R, equals I Rd the effective

Q becomes infinite and the amplifier
is unstable; oscillations occur for
all values of R, less than I Rd.

Equation 1 is valid only on the
assumptions that the input imped-
ance of the tube is infinite, the out-
put impedance is negligibly small
and g,R, is much greater than
unity.

Figure 2A shows the form taken
by the circuit when a transistor re-
places the tube. Resistors Ri and
R2 provide bias to the base of the
transistor and C, prevents the bias
from being shorted out by the coil.
Since the input impedance to the
transistor will not be infinite, Eq. 1
cannot be used as it is.

The value of Rd as used in Eq. 1
is the dynamic impedance of the
parallel -tuned circuit at resonance
and is purely resistive. The input
resistance at XX in Fig. 2A, (with
R, and the tuned circuit discon-

nected is given by the following:
R, = 1/(1/R1 + 11R, + 1/Ri) (2)

where R, = fiR,, the input imped-
ance of the grounded -collector tran-
sistor; $ is the grounded -emitter
current -amplification factor.

The circuit of Fig. 2A can then
be replaced by that of Fig. 2B in
which the transistor is considered
ideal, with infinite input imped-
ance, and L and C are pure react-
ances. Resistance R, can be treated
as a damping resistor which lowers
the Q and reduces Rd to a lower
value R'd where

R'd = R,RdI(R0-1- Rd) (3)

Using R'd in place of Rd in Eq. 1

Qeff Rf
(4)

Q, RI - tied
Derivation of Eq. 4 is not de-

pendent upon the transistor having
infinite input impedance. Since the
grounded collector stage also has
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negligibly small output impedance
and g,R. >> 1 is easily obtained,
Eq. 4 can be used for the circuit
of Fig. 2A. This equation may be
used for circuits using either tubes
or transistors.

Stability
The formulas derived with regard

to the stability of tube -type Q mul-
tipliers all involve Q.. The effect of
the finite input impedance of the
circuit using a transistor causes a
reduction in the coil Q; this reduc-
tion must be taken into account in
assessing the stability of the cir-
cuit.

The greater the Q multiplica-
tion required to achieve a specified
selectivity, the lower the stability
will be. For maximum stability the.
value of Q. should be as high as,
possible; for s given coil this re-
quires that R, be large. Unfor-
tunately, maintenance of the cor-
rect operating conditions with
changes of temperature requires
that R. be as small as possible. The
design must therefore be a com-
promise between these two conflict-
ing requirements.

Temperature Effects
A change of temperature shifts

the operating point of the tran-
sistor and causes a change in the
current amplification factor 19.

Normal methods of temperature
stabilization cannot be used with-
out seriously affecting the amount
of stable Q multiplication which can

Table 1 -Conditions for Circuit
Instability

Freq.
(cps)

L
(h)

C
(/./f)

Ry
(ohms)

R,
(ohms)

R/ = *R'd
(ohmsx 1,000)
Cale Mess

0 6.8 6.8
82 6.6 6.6

190 6.8 0.1 840 180 6.45 6.3
235 6.3 6.23
500 5.7 5.63

0 5.5 5.48
82 5.23 5.15

216.5 4.5 0.12 790 180 5 4.85
235 4.58 4.57
500 4.25 4.2

0 3.88 3.85
82 3.73, 3.68

235 3.8 0.12 1,255 180 3.62 3.6
235 3.48 3.47
500 3.12 3.1

(A) (B)

FIG. 2 -Transistor equivalent of vacuum -tube version (A) and idealized circuit (B)

FIG. 3 -Series -tuned circuits overcome shortcomings of parallel -tuned versions

be obtained. It has been found de-
sirable to design the stage for the
largest signal possible consistent
with a minimum value of R,. This
minimum is easily derived from Eq.
3 and the stability requirement that
Q.,rf/Q. < Th.R.. Since Q,,, is
usually specified and g.,Rk is known,
Q. can be calculated.

Let the Q of the coil used in the
tuned circuit be Q. = Rd/co.L. When
R, is shunted across the coil the Q
is reduced to Q'. = R',/w,L. Sub-
stituting for Rd and R', in Eq. 3
gives

14 min = 041-4.470/(Q. - Q',) (5)

If the transistor stage is de-
signed for the largest signal pos-
sible consistent with the value of
R, given by Eq. 5 and then operated
at a much lower signal level than it
is designed for, a reasonable shift
in operating point can take place
without the transistor introducing
distortion.

Referring to Eq. 2, R, will be
reasonably independent of R, if R,
>> Ri and R,; this is the case for
most transistors if R. is kept rea-
sonably high. The value of /3 de-
creases with increasing tempera-
ture and thus R, will also decrease
with temperature.

A reduction of R, causes a re-

duction in R', and this reduces the
ratio Q.,,/Q.. An increase in tem-
perature will not therefore lead to
instability but will reduce the Q -
multiplication obtained. If this re-
duction is unacceptable, it is neces-
sary to allow R, to decrease with
temperature.

Parallel Operation
When two or more selective am-

plifiers tuned to independent fre-
quencies are to be operated from
the same signal source, as in fre-
quency -selective calling equipment,
the parallel -tuned configuration
shown in Fig. 2 is not suitable.
Each tuned circuit tends to inject
signals into the adjoining circuits,
reducing adjacent channel rejec-
tion.

This difficulty has been overcome
by the configuration shown in Fig.
3. The input is series -resonant, as
seen from the signal source, and
parallel -resonant, as seen by the
input to the transistor. In this
arrangement, each tuned circuit
at its resonant frequency effectively
shunts the input to all the other
tuned circuits greatly reducing
the breakthrough of signals.

Resistance R, in Fig. 3 is the
signal source resistance; it is ef-
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FIG. 4-Varying fif of selective a -f amplifier (A) changes circuit Q -multiplication (B)

fectively in series with the coil and
must be treated as part of the coil
resistance when calculating the
value of Q,. Thus, Q. = to.L/(R,
RL) where RL is the resistance of
the coil at the resonant frequency.

Practical Circuits
Figure 4A shows an audio -fre-

quency selective circuit suitable for
use either as a c -w note filter or as
one channel in a multichannel fre-
quency -selective amplifier.

When R, = Eq. 4 shows
that the circuit is unstable and will
oscillate. The value of resistor R,
to give this condition were calcu-
lated for four different coils and
for various values of generator re-
sistance R,. These calculated values
were then compared with the actual
measured values of R, in the circuit
for each condition and coil. The
results, in Table I, indicate a close
correlation between calculated and
measured values.

The coils in Table I were built up
into a three -channel a -f selective
amplifier and connected as shown
in Fig. 5A; Fig. 5B shows the
response of each filter. The unit
was driven from a generator with
an impedance of 500 ohms. In com-
parison with a similar parallel -
tuned unit, the adjacent channel
rejection is much better.

With a minor modification, the
circuit shown in Fig. 4A, can be
used as a variable selective c -w
filter; R, should be replaced by a
resistor and potentiometer in
series. The resistor and potentiom-
eter are each made equal to the
minimum resistance needed for the
maximum required selectivity.

This minimum value is calculated
from Eq. 4, but if maximum pos-
sible selectivity is wanted, this

value should be made equal to
d + 1 percent. The 1 -percent

margin is usually sufficient to en-
sure that the circuit does not
oscillate, but the value may have
to be adjusted. The potentiometer
acts as a selectivity control, with
maximum selectivity corresponding
to minimum potentiometer resist-
ance; Fig. 4B shows a typical set
of selectivity curves for various

TO OTHER 12V
CHANNELS 100K GT3CHANNEL 3

3.8H
.1

8.2K

OUTPUT.

&1K

CHANNEL 2 100K

4.5H

.12

GT3
12V

I OUTPUT

8.2K

-1A/V
4.2K

CHANNEL I 100K GT3

6.8H

INPUT

2
tu
2

12V

0.1 OUTPUT

8.2K

(A)

5.7K KrX1,000

1

216.5 CPS --
235

....CPS

10

190 CPS--
20

40
100 200

FREQUENCY IN CPS

(B)

FIG. 5-Three channels of multichannel
selective a -f amplifier (A) use coil and
capacitor combinations in Table I for stag-
gered resonant frequencies (B)

300

positions of the potentiometer.
The maximum Q -multiplication

that can be achieved with the
transistor Q -multipliers has not
been fully determined. However, a
Q of 1,000 at 200 cps was obtained
without any difficulty using a coil
with a Q of 10.

Factor R, appearing in the ex-
pression for R, covers a multitude
of troubles, especially when the
transistor circuit is to be used at
frequencies approaching its cutoff
frequency; for audio frequencies it
is generally sufficient to treat R, as
being purely resistive, but at higher
frequencies the complete expression
must be used and account must be
taken of the input capacitance.

Performance

An experimental parallel -tuned
circuit set up for maximum selec-
tivity at 200 kc gave an overall
bandwidth of 300 cps; although it
was completely stable against nor-
mal temperature and voltage fluctu-
ations, it was possible to shock
excite it into oscillation after which
it would continue to oscillate. Tests
indicate that it is possible to do
this at all frequencies with both
tube and transistor Q -multipliers ;
it is believed that this is due
simply to driving the tube or
transistor into a region of non -
linearity.

When the Q -multiplication is re-
stricted to less than I gmR the
shock excitation instability does not
occur. If this restriction on the
amount of multiplication is ob-
served and, in addition, the input
level is kept small enough to en-
sure that the transistor is not over-
loaded, trouble from this form of
instability should not be experi-
enced.

A temperature run was made on
the unit shown in Fig. 4A with the
temperature cycled from 20 to 60 C
and back. Between 20 and 47 C, no
measurable change in effective Q
was detected, but from 47 to 60
there was a reduction of Q multipli-
cation to I of its initial value.

The resonant frequency of the
filter was not affected when the
transistor temperature was raised
from 20 to 60 C.

REFERENCE
(1) H. E. Harris, Simplified Q Multi-

plier, ELECTRONICS, p 130, May 1951.
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Typical test setup for checking crystals. Crystal under test and cable of electronic null -indicating meter plugged into bridge unit
are next to right hand of operator. Counter -type frequency meter at left reads r -f output frequency of crystal impedance meter into
which bridge is plugged. With exception of frequency measuring unit, no auxiliary equipment is required

Plug-in Bridge Checks
Equivalent parameters of overtone crystals in range of 75 to 200 me are '
rapidly measured with technique that combines desirable characteristics of
both active and passive measuring systems. Bridge plugs into crystal socket
of standard crystal impedance meter and crystal plugs into bridge. Null -

indicating meter and frequency meter are only other instruments needed

By DOUGLAS W. ROBERTSON*
Research Engineer, Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia

TII E CRYSTAL PARAMETER bridge
described here combines the

characteristics of passive and ac-
tive measuring systems for piezo-
electric vibrators, by utilizing an
oscillatory circuit and a bridge
measurement configuration in such
a way that the crystal being mea-
sured controls the frequency sta-
bility of the oscillator.

The bridge circuit, including the
crystal under test, is inserted as a
series element in the low -impedance
feedback path of a self-controlled
oscillator suitable for exciting a
resonant frequency of a quartz
crystal operating in the series
mode. When the oscillator is tuned
near or at one of the crystal reso-

nant frequencies, it is stabilized by
the increased portion of the feed-
back that passes through the crys-
tal arm of the bridge. Therefore,
the oscillator may be considered as
supplying a crystal -stabilized sig-
nal for operation of the bridge near
the resonant frequencies of the
crystal.

Finding Equivalent Resistance
Operation of the crystal param-

eter bridge, shown schematically in
Fig. 1, may be best understood
when employed for the simple case
of determining the equivalent re-
sistance R, of a crystal operating
at resonant frequency fr. Capaci-
tors C,, and Ci are set equal near

minimum capacitance or removed
entirely from the circuit and all
stray reactances are balanced or
compensated. Resistor R, contains
no reactive components and R. and
R. are passive impedances of any
type but are matched in the fre-
quency range of interest for equiv-
alence in both magnitude and phase
angle.

Resistor R,. is initially set to its
minimum -resistance position and
the oscillator is tuned until crystal
control is effected. This point is
shown by a sudden dip in the bal-
ance indicator reading and is the
result of the change in degree of

Now with Federal Telecommunication
Laboratories, Atlanta, Georgia
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Top and bottom views of plug-in bridge unit. Slotted clear plastic rods permit adjustment of variable resistor and capacitors in bridge.
Crystal is at upper right, vhf resistor at upper left, C2 and C3 adjustments at bottom center and C, and C1 adjustments at lower leit
and right respectively in bottom view. Unit permits measurement of all equivalent circuit parameters of a quartz crystal

VHF Quartz Crystals
unbalance due to the lowered crystal
impedance near resonance. Increas-
ing Ro at this point decreases the
minimum reading as the voltage
drop across R, approaches that
across the crystal. Slight retuning
of the oscillator will further de-
crease the minimum as the two
voltages become more nearly equal.
Repeating this process of alter-
nately tuning the oscillator and R.
for a minimum reading will bring
each successive dip closer to zero
until the bridge is brought into
balance and the vector voltage dif-
ference is zero. At this time, the
crystal is operating at the minimum
zero -reactance impedance which de-
fines operation at the resonance
frequency f,. The resistance of R,
is equal to the equivalent resonance
sistance R. of the crystal and may
be read directly if R. is calibrated.

In a similar manner, the series
arm resistance R, and the series
resonant frequency f, may be de-
termined. This is accomplished by
initially balancing the holder ca-
pacitance C. with an equal capaci-
tance C. across R,. If C. is cali-
brated, the value of C,, may be

determined directly from the dial.
In the vhf range, the most severe

requirement of a practical bridge
system is that imposed on the
variable resistor R,.. This resist-
ance must have near zero reactance
over the frequency range of inter-
est. Resistances exhibiting a satis-
factory phase angle have been
developed.' These resistors cover a
frequency range of 75 to 300 me
and a resistance range of 20 to 200
ohms.

Determining Other Parameters
The following procedure for util-

izing the bridge and companion
oscillator of Fig. 1 can be used to
determine the desired parameters.
With R, and the crystal removed
from the bridge and with C, set
close to minimum, balance with C.
as the variable at a frequency near
the series -arm resonant frequency
f.; Co will then equal C,. Place the
crystal in the bridge at a frequency
adjacent to f, such that the ad-
mittance of the series arm is insig-
nificant when compared with that of
C.. Rebalance the bridge with C,.
Then C. equals C,.

With R, placed in the circuit, re-
balance with R, and frequency as
variables. This yields f. and R,
R,. Decrease C, by AC and rebal-
ance with R, and frequency as vari-
ables. This gives f, and R, = Ro.

The measured parameters C,,,
f. and 1, are now substituted in the
first equation for Q in Fig. 1, where
the figure of merit M is equal to
1/0,,C.R, and Af is equal to f,. - 1..
Although this equation is double -
valued, the correct value is obtained
by using the negative sign. With
this, values of L, and C, are now
readily obtained from the other two
equations for Q in Fig. 1.

Construction Details
Several developmental models of

the crystal parameter bridge have
been made. These models, contain-
ing suitable detectors, are con-
structed as small self-contained
units capable of being plugged into
the crystal socket of a suitable crys-
tal impedance meter oscillator. The
pyramidal shape of the bridge re-
sulted from an attempt to eliminate
cross -coupling by arranging all of
the components to be nearly per -
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pendicular within the limits set by
size, accessibility and lead length.

Capacitors C, and C5 couple the
unbalance output of the bridge to
the germanium diode detector.
Since these capacitors must be ac-
curately balanced they are made
variable. The required detector load
and filter are provided by Rz, Rz,
C, and the null indicator input im-
pedance.

The rectified output of the detec-
tor is fed by cable to a sensitive null
indicator. The physical separation
of the bridge and oscillator allows
use of the bridge with different
oscillators.

Crystal Impedance Meter
The possibility of using the tube

transit time and detuning to obtain
proper loop phase led to the con-
struction of the developmental crys-
tal impedance meter circuit of
Fig. 2.

Used primarily for a substitution
system in the very -high -frequency
range, this unit covers a frequency
range of 75 to 200 mc for equivalent
crystal resistances up to 200 ohms.
Two stages of amplification are
used to increase the loop gain. Two
difficulties associated with the
practical realization of the circuit
configuration are proper tracking
of the tuned circuits and the addi-
tional 180 deg phase shift normally
attributed to the addition of a
second amplifier.

A novel method was utilized to
eliminate the tunable interstage

0
Q

L5-12
,t4uF

Cv

1.5-12
F

CRYSTAL
IMPEDANCE
METER OR

SERIES -MODE
OSCILLATOR
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R.
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EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT OF

R2 CRYSTAL

1.5-12 2,200
50 AuF 0.001---C4

IN4SI 0
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±1-4/M2 )

L5-12 NULL-
AuF INDICATING

METER
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FIG. 1-Bridge circuit and equations used
with test results to give desired para-
meters. Bridge plugs into crystal socket
of impedance meter or oscillator

transformer required to compensate
for the additional 180 -deg phase
shift. Data on the magnitude of
transit time phase shifts indicate
that the 6AK5 exhibits a phase
shift of approximately 0.3 deg per
mc. At 150 mc the total transit
time phase shift for both tubes will
therefore be near 90 deg. It is then
immaterial whether or not a phase
reversal is provided by the inter -
stage transformer, as equal detun-
ing would be required in either case
to give zero loop phase shift. This
characteristic permitted a simple
resonant coil to be substituted for
the tunable interstage transformer.

The oscillator uses a three -gang
Mallory spiral Inductuner for the
variable inductances. The tuner
was modified by removing the last
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COUNTER

of to -0
igH v 1µ11

1,000

- 664
30 30

STANCOR
PC 8418

EA7 V
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turn of the central spiral section.
This modification provides the cor-
rect interstage inductance to track
satisfactorily with the other two
sections.

With the exception of the related
power and control circuits, the cir-
cuitry and components are mounted
on the modified tuner enclosure it-
self. To minimize ground -lead r -f
currents, the center posts of the
tube sockets are connected directly
to the tuner ground plane and these
two points are used as central
ground points where possible.

The successful operation of the
two -stage line -coupled oscillator
with its high gain is dependent to a
large extent upon the physical ar-
rangement of the components. This
arrangement permits extremely
short leads and proper shielding or
isolation by the various sections of
the circuit. Small disk ceramic ca-
pacitors were connected directly
from the tube -socket terminals to
the center post ground point for by-
pass purposes. All power and control
leads are bypassed at the tuner en-
closure with ceramic feed -through
capacitors, which serve as mounts
for the various decoupling resistors
and chokes.

The power supply converts the
115-v a -c to the required d -c plate
and screen voltages. These d -c
voltages are regulated by two volt-
age regulator tubes. An external
control is provided for adjustment
of the screen voltage as a method
of controlling the drive or power

FIG. 2-Circuit of development crystal impedance meter, which may be used conventionally with test crystal in position shown,
or in new method by inserting bridge in place of crystal. Rear view of instrument is shown alongside circuit
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dissipated in the crystal. The fre-
quency of the oscillator is varied by
tuning through a suitable gear re-
duction to provide the necessary
vernier adjustment. A sensitive d -c
meter is provided, with a variable
shunt, to indicate relative activity
at high as well as at low drives. A
coaxial jack provides a sample of
the r -f energy for frequency -mea-
suring purposes. The entire unit
is encased in a steel cabinet for
shielding and protective purposes.

Checking Accuracy
Because precise standards for

measuring crystal parameters
above 100 mc are presently unavail-
able, the probable accuracy of the
bridge method was determined on
a comparative basis. Measurements
on a number of representative crys-
tals covering a frequency range of
100 to 175 mc and a resistance
range of 20 to 120 ohms were made
independently with several differ-
ent substitution methods. These
crystals were then measured with
the crystal parameter bridge and
developmental oscillator. The crys-
tal parameter bridge measurements
were then compared to the substitu-
tion measurements which in each
case displayed the greatest devia-
tion from the bridge measurements.
The parameters compared were the
resonance resistance R the reso-
nance frequency f the series reso-
nance resistance R, and the series
resonance frequency f,.

Of a total of 26 frequency mea-
surements, 20 were at or within
0.001 percent, 4 were between 0.001
percent and 0.002 percent and 2
were above 0.002 percent, the high-
est deviation being 0.0031 percent.
Sixteen of these measurements
were at frequencies above 150 mc.

Of a total of 26 resistance mea-
surements, 21 were within 5 ohms
or 10 percent, 4 were between 10
and 20 percent, and one displayed a
difference of approximately 30 per-
cent (175 mc at 100 ohms). Twelve
of these were above 50 ohms.

Considering that the crystal
drive or power could not be accu-
rately determined or reproduced
and that the comparisons were
made to those having the largest
discrepancy, the deviations exper-
ienced were not unexpected. How-
ever, the results did indicate that

the measurement accuracy of the
bridge was comparable to that ob-
tained by other active methods.

Crystal Aging Measurements
Although the crystal parameter

bridge was developed primarily for
use at frequencies above 75 mc, its
effectiveness at lower frequencies
was adequately demonstrated when
used in connection with a crystal
aging program being conducted at
Georgia Institute of Technology.
The aging drifts under study were
obscured by the inaccuracies and
randomness of the frequency mea-
surements made with conventional
susbtitution measurement proced-
ures.

The crystal parameter bridge
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4

8

12

160

MC

4 8 12 16 20

AGING TIME IN DAYS

FIG. 3-Comparison of results obtained
with older substitution method and new
crystal parameter bridge method, when
checking aging of crystals. High accuracy
of new method gives smoother curve
more nearly representative of true be-
havior of crystal

measurements, consistently accur-
ate to one part in 107 at 16 mc,
matched the quality of the resona-
tors being produced and made pos-
sible studies of previously concealed
factors in the aging of quartz crys-
tal resonators. A typical aging
curve obtained with the bridge sys-
tem is compared in Fig. 3 with one
obtained by the substitution
method.

Because of the number of re-
peated measurements necessary on
a large number of crystals, an addi-
tional advantage was realized in the
rapidity and simplicity of bridge
measurements. A reduction in
measurement time from approxi-
mately 5 minutes to less than 2 min-
utes per crystal was obtained.

Although efforts were made to

develop a practical system using the
bridge method that would measure
crystals up to 200mc at 200 ohms,
the present models have definite
limitations. Primarily, the crystal
parameter bridge in its present
state of development is a lumped -
element bridge and, as in conven-
tional bridges, such construction is
generally unsatisfactory above 150
mc.

Another limitation that occurs
above 150 mc is due to the crystal
holder capacitance C. and its asso-
ciated bridge balancing capacitance
C,,. As the frequency is increased
the reactances of the feedback paths
due to C. and C. become lower.
This, in effect, decreases the pro-
portional amount of crystal -con-
trolled feedback and satisfactory
stabilization of the oscillator is not
obtained.

A third major limitation is that
the commonly accepted equivalent
circuit no longer adequately repre-
sents present vhf crystal units. The
holder appears to cause the primary
difficulty in that it contributes re-
actances and resistances at the
higher frequencies that can no
longer be neglected. The complexity
of the equivalent circuit is, there-
fore, greatly increased.

Several methods of overcoming
these practical limitations are pre-
sently being investigated. A hybrid
coaxial bridge using balanced di-
rectional couplers is being devel-
oped to eliminate some of the diffi-
culties of a lumped element
arrangement. A method of counter-
acting the feedback due to C. and
C,, with a plan similar to that used
in capacitance bridge oscillators is
under study.

The development reported herein
was supported by the SCEL under
Contract No. DA-36-039-sc-56730.
Reproduction in whole or in part is
permitted for any purpose of the
U. S. Government.
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Phase -Shift Curves
Curves permit quick determination of unknowns in phase, gain and fre-
quency interrelationship in lead and lag networks for feedback amplifiers.
Component values can then be selected by choosing one of three values

By RICHARD E. ENGELMANN
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio

LAD AND LAG NETWORKS of the
type shown in Fig. lA and

1B are commonly used for com-
pensation in feedback amplifiers.
The attenuation characteristics
of these networks are shown in
Fig. 1C using straightline ap-
proximation for convenience.

The maximum phase shift ob-
tainable from these networks is
a function of gain ( <1) of the
lead network at low frequen-
cies and of the lag network at
high frequencies. The following
method can be used for deter-
mining the amount of shift avail-
able for a given attenuation or
vice versa and the frequency at
which this shift occurs.

For the lead network in Fig.
1, the transfer function is:
E./Ec=a1[(1±,)(v)/wel)1/11-Fjai(cd/coa)1

where a, = R,/(R, R2), which
is the low -frequency gain; we, =

(A)

INPUT R, OUTPUT

(C)

'<kg

000
o

S

( R,

INPUT :If OUTPUT

+90°
LL

'0;

-90* 4

'vet .ct/../Zr, wci /a,

02",22 172 wc2 Wet

LOG SCALE)

0°

FIG. 1- -Lead and lag networks at (A)
and (B) result in gains shown at bottom
of C and phase angles shown at top
of (C)

1/R, Ci, which is the lower corner
frequency in radians per sec and
ahlai is upper corner frequency
in radians per sec.

The maximum phase shift is
given by:

0.1= tan -1(1/ Alai) - tan -1 1.1e7

and occurs at the geometric mean
of the corner frequencies, so that
co/c0,1 = 1/\/a. Figure 2 shows
0 and corresponding values of
co/041 compared to al.

For the lag network shown in
Fig. 1B, the transfer function is :

Eo/E': co.2)1/E1-k7(w/a2c0,2)1

where aU = R2/ (RI + R2), which
is the high frequency gain;
042 = 1/R2C2, which is the upper
corner frequency in radians per
sec and a2 r.o2 is the lower corner
frequency in radians per sec.

The maximum phase shift,
4)12, is given by 0,2 = -O., if
a2 is substituted for a,. There-
fore the maximum phase shift
curve in Fig. 2 is correct. g6,2

occurs again at the geometric
mean of the corner frequencies,
where co = we2 Va, or co/a, =
1/Va2. Since the ratio of the
frequency for maximum phase
shift to the lower corner fre-
quency is 1/N/a for both net-
works, the second curve of Fig. 2
is correct also.

Examples
Assume that a network is re-

quired to produce a phase lead of
50 deg at 600 cps. How much
gain will result and what com-
ponents can be used?

At 0, = 50 deg on the max -
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IX

0.03 0.05 0.07 0.1 02 0.3 0.5 07
LOW -FREQUENCY GAIN OF LEAD NETWORK OR
NIGH -FREQUENCY GAIN OF LAG NETWORK, a

FIG. 2-Relationship of phase shift to
gain enables user to determine w/,'

imum phase shift curve, a
0.135. With a, = 0.135, on the
second curve 000 = 2.7. Sub-
stituting, (0,1 = 273-600/2.7, which
equals 1/R, C,, and a, = 0.135 =
R,/ (R, R2) one variable can
be selected and the others de-
termined. If C, = 1 µf, then R,
716 ohms and R2 = 112 ohms.

If a lag network is required to
have a phase shift of 60 deg and
gain of 0.1 or more at high fre-
quencies, is a network of the type
shown in Fig. 1B possible?

From the curves, a phase shift
of 60 deg will produce a gain of
0.071. Therefore the desired net-
work is not possible. However,
if two networks are used each
with a phase shift of 30 deg and
isolated by a buffer stage, the
effective gain of the networks
will be 0.109. A cathode follower
could be used for the stage be-
tween the networks.
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KEEP UP-TO-DATE ON MAGNETICS

Now guaranteed practical inductance limits for regular
and frequency -stabilized permalloy powder cores

Call them frequency -stabilized or temperature stabilized, the
important thing about these new molybdenum permalloy
powder cores made by Magnetics, Inc., is our guarantee of
core inductance within realistic limits. You can write-right
now-for these guaranteed limits.

Filter circuit designers will take note that these guaranteed
limits for permalloy powder cores are far tighter than those
published before. Note also that they are guarantees on in-
ductance which is the parameter of chief concern to the core
user rather than on permeability.
This can save you dollars on your production line-by cut-
ting down on adjustment of number of windings on coils.

And you know, too, that temperature stabilization eliminates
difficult compensation problems.

But did you know that we guarantee these new inductance
limits for all of our permalloy cores, whether stabilized or
not? For all the facts, write us at Magnetics, Inc.,Dept. E-47,
Butler, Pennsylvania.

MIIIMETICS Inc.
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Transistor H -F Cutoff
Nomograph

When either alpha cutoff frequency fa or maximum oscillation frequency
fina. are specified, chart permits easy conversion from one to the other. With
value of fmas known, maximum power gain at any frequency can be found

By H. E. SCHAUWECKER GlifiIlan Bros. Inc., Los Angeles, California

TkNSISTOR ALPHA CUTOFF
frequency which results

from the finite diffusion time of
charge carriers through the base
region is one of two character-
istics that limit high -frequency
performance. The frequency
characteristic of alpha is repre-
sented approximately by

a = ao/(1 -Fico/(0.)
Collector capacitance C,,, the ca-
pacitance across the collector to
base junction, also limits the
maximum frequency of opera-
tion.

For most transistors, alpha is
approximately equal to unity
and maximum oscillating fre-
quency is approximated by

= (fa/25.1RBC,,)h/2
or in terms of f,

fa = 2514C,(fm..)2
Since some manufacturers

specify fa and others f., con-
version from one to the other
is desirable.

Practical Examples
When f, is 20 mc, RB is 40

ohms and C. is 10 1.44, f.,, is de-
sired. A straight line is drawn
between the two points f, = 20
mc and RD C, = 400 ppsec, or 0.4
millimicroseconds. The value for
f., is read from the left-hand
scale as 44 mc.

A transistor with an f .0. of
10 mc and an RD C. product of
2,000 pµsec or 2 mpsec is avail-
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Nomograph for converting transistor high -frequency parameters

able. It is desired to determine
the beta cutoff frequency for this
transistor for which f, is re-
quired. Referring to the nomo-

gram, a straight line is drawn
through = 10 mc and RD C,
= 2 mpsec. The line intersects
the center scale at f. = 5 mc.
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announcing

new vinyl plastic tape for total adhesion
IN spite of technological advances in electricity

and electronics that stagger the imagination, the
past few decades have seen little progress in the
science of insulating tape manufacture. The electri-
cal tapes of today have been, until now, substan-
tially the same as they were in 1920 . . . and some
of them are pretty good, no question about it.

In the 1940's, however, there was one break;
spurred by the needs of modern electronics, plastic
tapes - polyvinyl chloride sheetings, plasticized
and adhesive coated - came into limited use. Since
then, again, plastic tapes have improved but slowly.

Now, in 1958, Plymouth Rubber Company,
Inc., manufacturer of quality rubber and plastic
products since 1896, has at last broken the vinyl
tape barrier. After years of laboratory research and
months of testing in the field under the most ex-
treme conditions, SLIPKNOT #7 PLASTIC ELECTRICAL
TAPE is ready for use.

Here at last is a vinyl tape you know you can
depend on. ZF-90* inseparably fuses adhesive to
vinyl base; they cannot come apart, and therefore
will not dry out. This is total adhesion, making
splicing easier, swifter, surer than ever before. New
Slipknot =7 has a wider temperature working
range, too, than other plastic tapes.

There has been a great need, also, for a
method of cutting plastic tape easily, and eliminat-
ing the waste caused by stretching and thinning the
next several inches on the roll.

'Plymouth's formula for total adhesion

Plymouth solves this problem handily with a
new tape cutter (pat. pending) packed in every
66 -foot care It rides the roll of tape, and fits snugly
within the core when not in use.

All of SLIPKNOT #7 PLASTIC ELECTRICAL TAPE'S
properties so far exceed previous specifications for
vinyl electrical tape that it is truly felt to be revo-
lutionary in the field. It is available from stock at
your distributor's in 3/4" width, and can be had on
special order in any width. It carries the UL label,
of course. This new tape has successfully passed the
most rugged laboratory and field tests ever devised.
It will pass all of yours, too. Here are some
of the specifications:

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

Thickness .007"± .001" Dielectric Strength
ASTM Method

10,000 volts
minimum

Tensile Strength
25 lbs./
inch width

Power Factor at
60 Cycles

.07

Elongation At Break minimum
Power Factor at
106 Cycles

.03

Adhesion to Highly
Polished Surface

30 oz./
inch width

Dielectric Constant
at 60 Cycles

3.2

Adhesion to Backing i2nt ic o zw. /i Dielectric Constant at
106 Cycles

2.3

Transfer of Adhesive None Insulation Resistance
500,000
Megohms

Moisture Vapor
Transmission

gms./2.5Electrolytic
100 sq.in/
24 hours

Corrosion
Factor

1.0

Data given represents averages and should not be taken as maximum

or minimum for specification purposes.

'Limited time offer

You are invited to write for a generous trial roll
of SLIPKNOT #7, on your business letterhead, to

PLYMOUTH RUBBER COMPANY, INC.
Makers of SLIPKNOT FRICTION TAPE

DIVISION 21 CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

Crt Images Persist for Days
CATHODE-RAY oscilloscopes are char-
acterized by the disadvantage of
relatively short persistence. Evalua-
tion of transient phenomena is diffi-
cult because of the short time that
curves remain legible.

Toward the end of WW II, use
was made of blue -writing oscillo-
scopes. But these fell into commer-
cial insignificance in the post-war
years. German engineers dug out
old files and began production of a
blue -writing crt. It is to be incorpo-
rated into the design of a blue -

writing oscilloscope marketed by
Wandel & Goltermann, of Reutlin-
gen, Germany.

The rectangular front screen of
the tube is backed by a mica screen
coated on its inner side with a layer
of potassium chloride. The front
surface of the mica is covered with
a transparent current -conductive
erase coating provided with termi-
nals for connection to a source of
power.

As the beam of electrons gener-
ated by the electron gun wanders

across the screen, it will leave a
violet -blue trace because of the po-
tassium chloride changing color un-
der the influence of the electrons.
The trace will remain legible on the
screen for hours and days, it is
claimed. It can be erased at will
by passing current through the
transparent layer deposited on the
mica screen.

The recorder unit has a built-in
deflection amplifier (frequency
from zero to 10 kc) to give deflec-
tion factors up to 3.3 x 10' my per
cm. Sweep time can be varied be-
tween 0.01 and 3 seconds. The use-
ful recording speed is some 1,280
feet per second in ten lines spaced
5/16 inch apart.

The time required to erase the
complete image screen is about 30
seconds; single lines can be indi-
vidually erased one after the other'
so that continuous recordings can
be made.

Image definition is said to be
sharp enough to permit photo-
graphic records to be made.

Technique Finds Tube Resonances
By R. B. TATGE

Mechanical Engineering Lab.
General Electric Co.
Schenectady, N. Y.

VACUUM TUBES are often required
to operate in environments having
high vibration levels. This can
lead to two types of malfunction,
which may occur singly or together.

The first is generation of spuri-
ous signals (microphonics) because
of relative motion between the vac-
uum tube electrodes. The support
structures in the tube (particu-
larly mica spacers) loosen more as
the tube elements vibrate. Thus
electrode movement increases with
the same level of vibration as the
tube ages.

The second type of malfunction
is physical damage to the tube, such
as cracking of the envelope or loss
of oxide from the cathode. Such
failures may occur with little or no
warning.

These factors make it desirable
to choose tubes whose electrodes
have low mobility and whose reso-
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FIG. 1 --Accelerometer is used as a sens-
ing device to maintain constant accelera-
tion of shake table as it is swept in
frequency

nances do not coincide with vibra-
tion frequencies in the tube's socket
and mounting structure.

A direct measurement of the
response of a vacuum tube electrode
to a given forcing function applied
to the completed tube would be diffi-
cult, perhaps involving x-ray mi-
croscopy. An indirect measurement
technique has been developed using
commercially available equipment.
Relative response of an electrode

as a function of the applied fre-
quency can be readily measured.

Using this technique, the tube is
rigidly mounted on a shake table
whose acceleration is held constant
as frequency is swept. A feedback
loop is used with an accelerometer
on the table used as the sensor. The
tube filament is heated by a battery
to minimize hum pick-up.

A capacitance bridge, connected
to two tube elements, is balanced
with the shake table excitation off.
At this time, the bridge sees a ca-
pacitance, C., which is the sum of
the tube interelectrode capacitance
and the cable capacitance (which is
fixed) . When the table is shaken,
the tube elements vibrate, and the
capacitance seen by the bridge may
be expressed as

C = C. + AC sinoit
where AC is the peak change in
capacitance due to electrode dis-
placement and 0) is the angular fre-
quency applied to the shake table.
The bridge output is an a -c signal
proportional to AC.

Since the object is to locate reso-
it is

desirable that, in the absence of
resonances, the bridge output be
constant over the frequency range.
Since shake table acceleration is

Small Scale
Countermeasure

Unusual headgear is actually a horn an-
tenna mounted on a helmet for picking up
signals from aircraft navigation or bomb-
ing radars. It enables Ground Observer
Corps personnel to detect aircraft more
than 100 miles away. Output of eight -
transistor amplifier is supplied to earplug
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111P

for the most complete line of POWER SUPPLIES

0.15
REGULATION

and
STABILITY

(TUBELESS)

TRANSISTORIZED
SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTED

units mounted in
A-2

4 VOLTAGE REGULATED
POWER SUPPLIES

MODEL
OUTPUT
VOLTS

DC

OUTPUT
AMPERES

DC

OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE

DC-
INC

1KC
100KC

W

SIZE
H 0

PRICE

SC -18-0.5 0-18 0-0.5 .04 .4 81/8" 41/8" 135/8" $195.00

SC -18-1 0-18 0-1 .02 .2 81/8" 41/8" 135/8" 250.00

SC -18-2 0-18 0-2 .01 .1 81/8" 41/4" 135/8" 295.00

SC -18-4 0-18 0-4 .005 .05 19" 31/2" 13" 395.00

SC -36-0.2 0-36 0-0.2 .1 1.0 81/8" 41/2" 135/8" 275.00

SC -1836-0.5 18-36 0-0.5 .08 .8 81/8" 41/8" 135/8" 250.00

SC -1836-1 18-36 0-1 .04 .4 81/4" 41/8" 135/8" 295.00

SC -1836-2 18-36 0-2 .02 .2 19" 31/2" 13" 395.00

SC -3672-0.5 36-72 0-0.5 .15 1.0 81/4" 41/8" 135/8" 295.00

SC -3672-1 36-72 0-1 .08 .8 19" 31/2" 13" 395.00

Patent Pending

A 0.01% SERIES IS AVAILABLE IN 13 NEW MODELS
KEPCO OFFERS MORE THAN 120 STANDARD VOLTAGE REGULATED
POWER SUPPLIES COVERING A WIDE RANGE OF MAGNETIC, TUBE
AND TRANSISTOR TYPES. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.

SEND FOR BROCHURE B-585

KEPCO
LABORATORIES, INC.
131.38 SANFORD AVENUE FLUSHING 55, N.Y.

INDEPENDENCE 17000

REGULATION (for line or load) 0.1% or 0.003 Volts
(whichever is greater)

RIPPLE: 1 my. rms.

RECOVERY TIME 50 microseconds

r STABILITY (for 8 hours) 0.1% or 0.003 Volts
(whichever is greater)

 TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT 0.05% per °C. Am-
bient operating temperature 50°C maximum. Over -
temperature protection included. Unit turns off when
over -temperature occurs.

 SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION: NO FUSES CIRCUIT
BREAKERS OR RELAYS! Designed to operate con-
tinuously into a short circuit. Returns instantly to
operating voltage when overload is removed. Ideal for
lighting lamps and charging capacitive loads.

11 OVER CURRENT CONTROL can be set from 0 to
120% of full load.
REMOTE PROGRAMMING at 1000 ohms per volt.
REMOTE ERROR SIGNAL SENSING to maintain
stated regulation directly at load.

 Suitable for square wave pulsed loading.
 Continuously variable output voltage without

switching.
Either positive or negative can be grounded.
Units can be series connected.
Power requirements: 105-125 volts, 50-65 cycles.
400 cycle units available.
Terminations on front and rear of unit.
High efficiency. Low heat dissipation.
Compact, light weight for bench or rack use.

a Color: grey hammertone.
ORDERING INFORMATION:
Units without meters use model numbers indicated in
table. To include meters add M to the Model No. (e.g.
SC -18-1-M) and add $30.00 to price.
*Rack adapter for mounting any two 81/8" x 41/8" units is
available. Model No. RA2 is 51/4"h x 19"w, is $15.00
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FIG. 2-Comparison of recordings with
capacitance bridge between cathode and
plate (A) and between cathode and
screen grid (B) indicate frequencies at
which cathode vibrates

held constant, while the bridge
senses displacement, this may be
achieved by differentiating the
bridge output twice to get a new
signal proportional to the tube ele-
ment acceleration. This signal is
plotted on a high-speed level re-
corder which is synchronized with
the sweep oscillator.

The process is repeated using
one of the same tube elements and
one other element. A comparison
of the two plots discloses which of
the resonances are common to both
plots, and, therefore, caused by vi-
bration of the tube element common
to both tests.

A disadvantage of this technique
is the difficulty in determining ab-
solute response. In addition, output
of the capacitance bridge is a func-
tion of mode shape as well as peak
electrode displacement. For many
applications, these considerations
are secondary to the speed and ease
of analysis offered.

Feedback Stabilizes
Flip -Flop
By PHILIP CHEILIK

Federal Telecommunication Labora-
tories, International Telephone and
Telegraph, Nutley, N. J.

FEEDBACK enables a transistorized
flip-flop to operate on pulses of
3 volts with 0.5 microsecond fall
time. The flip-flop is very inde-
pendent of changes in voltage and
unbalance of transistors. The cir-
cuit was designed for use in a com-
puter.

Operation

The common emitter resistor R.
in Fig. 1 provides d -c degeneration.
For good trigger sensitivity, it is

heavily bypassed in order to in-
crease the gain around the regen-
erative loop. Resistor R, connected
between the bases of the two tran-
sistors provides negative feedback.

Assume that Q, is conducting and
Q. is cutoff. A negative pulse is
applied at the base of Qi cutting it
off. Its collector rises to +11 v,
and the rise is coupled to base B.
through the cross -coupling network.
As B. rises above B,, a current flows
in feedback resistor R,. This cur-
rent reduces the normal base cur-
rent of Q. and prevents B. from
rising too high. Base B,, in turn,
regulates the collector current
drawn by transistor Q,.

The flip-flop uses emitter follow-
ers in the cross -coupling network
in order to match the high collector
output impedance to the low base
input impedance. These emitter fol-
lowers also serve as low impedance
output coupling to drive gating
chains.

In the computer, the flip-flop is
triggered with the differentiated
trailing edge of a logic pulse to
avoid the use of interstage delays
for such circuits as shift registers.
Capacitor coupling with a large
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FIG. 1-Feedback resistor R, in flip-flop
makes it less sensitive to voltage varia-
tions and transistor unbalance

time constant is used in case the
logic pulse has poor fall time.

Attenuation is small even for
slow fall time. The partially differ-
entiated pulse is amplified, and the
output of the amplifier is differenti-
ated. Since phase reversal is un-
desirable, a grounded -base npn
transistor provides a negative pulse
to bring the amplifier into conduc-
tion from its normally cutoff state.

Design

For values of $ between 21 and
100, transistors 2N124, 125, 126
and 167 may be used. The voltage
swing required is six volts from +5
to +11. A self -biased multivibrator
is used to improve d -c stability.

For a 2N125 at an ambient tem-
perature of 55 C, 28.5 mw is max-
imum dissipation. With a collector
current of about 1 ma for a tran-
sistor of minimum $, a 6,000 -ohm
resistor is needed for R, in order
to get a 6 -volt swing. A 6,800 -ohm
resistor, the nearest standard 10-
percent value, is used.

When R, is considered discon-
nected, 50 pa of base current is
needed where I. =1 ma and = 20.
If the cross -coupling resistors are
large compared to the equivalent
Thevenin resistance R = (R,
R.)/R.R.. When R = 50,000 ohms,
the base input resistance of a tran-
sistor is very low in comparison.
The drop across the base -to -emitter
junction can be ignored, and the
total drop can be assumed to occur
across R. For I. = 50 /La, a positive
voltage swing of 2.5 v across R is
required. For a symmetrical peak-
to -peak signal of 5 v at the base,
the collector swing is 6 v so that
a = R,/ (R, + R,) = 5/6. Emitter
follower gain is assumed to be one.
Since R equals 50,000 ohms, R, and
R, will be 60,000 and 300,000 ohms,
respectively.

To obtain a base current margin,
somewhat smaller resistors in the
same ratio are used. Convenient
values are R. = 47,000 and R. =
220,000 ohms.

When Q. conducts, V. = 5 v and
V., = 5/6 x 19 - 14 = 1.8 v. R.
must be large enough so that the
voltage drop across it exceeds the
1.8 v necessary to cut Q, off. When

= 20, the base of Q, is at (11 +
14) x 5/6 - 14 = 6.8 v.

Since (V.. - ,8 13Q R,) /R = I.,
92 May 9, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition



Now...

VASS-PRODUCED

COVPUTER-TYPE

H -F TRA\SISTORS

For high-speed switching

For high -frequency amplification

Production of CBS high -frequency transistors
has been stepped up for a growing variety of
applications. The 2N438, 2N439 and 2N440 are
now available in quantity for multivibrator and
blocking oscillators ... gate and flip-flop circuits
. . . and r -f, i-f, and high-fidelity a -f amplifiers.

All three types are alloy -junction for greater
uniformity, higher voltage and current, flatter
gain and lower saturation resistance. They em-
ploy the standard JETEC TO -9 package welded
to achieve reliability never before approached
with NPN transistors.

Note the many desirable features. You may be
able to use these CBS transistors. Write for
Bulletin E-268 giving complete data and helpful
application notes.

CHECK THESE FEATURES
1. High frequency response:

2N4A8 2 5 to 5 mc.
2N439 5 to 10 mc.
2N440 10 mc and up.

2, High operating voltage up to 30 volts.
3. High switching speed .... below 0.2 psec.
4. High current amp. factor up to 100.
5. High dissipation rating up to 100 mw.
6. Low leakage current 2 pamps ay.
7. Low collector capacitance 10 ppf.

Reliable products
through Advanced -Engineering

semiconductors
CBS-HYTRON
Semiconductor Operations, Lowell, Mass.
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
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FASTER
FASTEST

automatic
toroidal winder
in the
industry

TW 200
a miracle of speed . . . fully
automatic . . . no manual coil
handling during winding . . .

constant dependability . .. per-
fect and uniform coils each
time . . . all the time.

FEATURE
segmental and 36o degree winding

FEATURE
predetermined turns counting

FEATURE
interchangeable shuttle heads

FEATURE
variable wire -spacing control

SPECIFICATIONS

Coil sizes: 0.218" ID through 5" OD
Wire sizes: #20 through #42 AWG
Wire types: enamel, silk, cotton, Teflon,

sleeve covered, filar
Winding speed: fixed - 950 and 1150 RPM

variable - 0-1200 RPM

B
BOESCH

You get the BEST from BOESCH

BOESCH MANUFACTURING

COMPANY, INCORPORATED
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT

/i = 89,5 pa and L. = 1.79 ma.
For $ = 100, the same procedure

is used. However, since a clamp is
present $ 1. R. will represent the
drop across R. only if it is less
than 5.

If V. is assumed to be less than
5 v, the formula indicates that
/b. = 31 1.4a. Checking, $ I. R. =
180,000 x 31 µa = 5.38 v. There-
fore, the drop is not completely
across R,. Substituting 5 for $ I.
R., = 45 /La. Collector current
/02 is therefore 4.5 ma.

The dissipation, V1.= 22.5 mw,
is within the allowable rating at
55 C.

Checking for stability for $ =
100, a = 0.99. S = (R. -I- R.)/
[R. ± Rb (1 a)] or 19.

The maximum 1.. for any of the
transistors previously mentioned is
2 /ha. The stability against run-
away is a function of S and of I...
The maximum allowable dissipa-
tion of 23 mw is not exceeded
for any value of $ previously indi-
cated. Clamp diodes used at the
emitters and the collectors to pre-
vent the transistors from saturat-
ing, speed the operation. The col-
lector diode also serves to fix the
lower level of the voltage swing.

The large emitter capacitor acts
somewhat like a bias battery in con-
junction with the emitter resistor.
The cross -coupling capacitors were
chosen so that the cross -coupling
time constant is larger than the
expected rise time but smaller than
the period.

Assuming the base input resist-
ance is small, the time constant is
given by RI C, = 6,800 x 100 pof =
0.68 ps.

The feedback resistor was picked
experimentally. It is possible to
analyze the circuit with the feed-
back resistor, to determine the op-
eration with the chosen value of
27,000 ohms.

The effect of the feedback re-
sistor R, is that collector current
varies by a smaller ratio, 2.08/1.08
or 1.93 as compared to 4.5/1.79 or
2.52. Also, the total collector cur-
rent is much smaller so operation
is within the maximum dissipation
rating.

V. never goes above 5 v so the
diode at the emitter can be elimi-
nated. Without the feedback re-
sistor, it takes 2.5 to 4.5 volts to
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have you checked this
Remote Actuator for jobs

under Shock and Vibration?

  OAK
ROTARY SOLENOIDS

(Mfd. under license from G. H. LELAND, INC.)

CUSTOM-BUILT FOR-

SLAVE   ." - ETC

PILL°aA N \
5 -WIRE CABLE CONTROLS

ETD. / I FILL \ 12 SWITCH POSITIONS
START STOP DRAIN OVER DISTANCES UP TO

SEVERAL HUNDRED FEET

* " MASTER

MASTER -SLAVE DEVICES
(Incremental Positioning)-

A, B, C, & D ARE DRIVEN BY SOLENOIDS

B C

4 DECADE COUNTER
ADDED SWITCHING ALLOWS

PRESETTING A FUNCTION TO OCCUR
AT ANY COUNT SUCH AS SHUT OFF

WATER AT 397 COUNT, ETC.

PRESETTABLE COUNTING DEVICES /

SOLENOID
ARMATURE

PLATE

TRIPPING DEVICES

I I

,PS PRECISION

I
TYPE SWITCH

SOLENOID
ROTARY

14)

PIN ON
ARMATURE

PLATE

SLAVE

+-SOLENOID

---VA LYE

ROLLER..

PIVOT

c,"

tj

CUSTOM
ARMATURE PLATE

ROTATION

CAM LIFTS

t
0
0

PUSHo atirrONS

0
ors

WIRE CABLE
INSTANTANEOUS POSITIONING OF

SLAVE BY PUSHING A BUTTON

AUTOMATIC SWITCHING-
MOTOR

COUPLING AND
SOLENOID BRAKE

LOAD
SHAFT

0 0
TART S OP

ACTUATORS i CLUTCHES and BRAKES
(When Modified for Straight Pull)

stepping torques from 6.4 to 64 inch -ounces

If you've been searching for an actuator that meets such specs as
MIL -S -4040A, and is remarkably small for the amount of work it can
do, investigate Oak Rotary Solenoids. They operate on DC and are
designed for intermittent service. Standard models give steps of 25°,
350, 450, 67.50, or 95° in either a left or right-hand direction. Self -stepping
or externally pulsed units are also built. Oak Rotary Solenoids find wide
use in both commercial and military equipment. Why not evaluate their
unusual capabilities for your next project. We will be glad to help you
engineer the job. Just send us a short description and sketch.

MODEL 5E
SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

OPERATES IN ANY POSITION

Snap -action
torque in
steps

Body remains
stationary

Armature plate rotates
through predetermined
angle then springs back
to original position.

Ratchet
mechanism is/ added to/ provide

stepped
progression

of an
"output"

shaft.

"Solenoid" shaft oscil-
lates with armature ...
can be supplied at front
or rear ...other power
take -off arrangements
also possible.

EXTREMELY ADAPTABLE

HERMETICALLY
SEALED

WITH SEALED
OUST CAP

ROTATES IN
BOTH DIRECTIONS

BUILT INTO
COMPLETE SUBCHASSIS

MFG.
Co.

1260 Clybourn Ave., Dept. G, Chicago 10, Illinois

Phone: MOhawk 4-2222

SWITCHES  ROTARY SOLENOIDS  CHOPPERS
VIBRATORS  TUNERS

SUBASSEMBLIES
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UNHAMPERED ...
by limitations to his creativeness and
encouraged to continually increase his professional
stature, the engineer of Vitro's Silver Spring
Laboratory is able to make increasingly important
contributions in the fields of guided missile
and underwater weapon systems.

If you are creative and value professional
recognition for your individual efforts, you will
want to find out more about us. Our
modern laboratory is located in a fine residential
suburb of Washington, D. C.

For detailed information about our present
openings, address your inquiry to:

Manager, Professional Employment
Silver Spring Laboratory, Dept. 101
Vitro Laboratories, 14000 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland

LABORATORIES
Division of the Vitro Corporation of America

trigger the flip-flop, while with
feedback, the range of voltage nec-
essary is from 1.5 to 2 volts.

Phase Shifter Range
Exceeds 180°
By W. G. SHEPARD

Physical Research Staff, Boeing
Airplane Co., Seattle, Washington

PHASE -SHIFTING circuits with
ranges greater than 180 degrees are
often useful.

The circuit shown in Fig. 1A is
often used to shift phase. With
perfect circuit components, with the
resistance variable to infinity and

FIG. 1-Constant output voltage is pro-
duced by simple phaseshifting circuit
with a theoretical range of 180 degrees

with no load, a 180 -degree phase -
shift range is theoretically possible.

A vector diagram, Fig. 1B, may
be constructed for this circuit by
noting that the voltages across X
and R are always 90 degrees out of
phase and that the addition of these
vectors always equals E45, the volt-
age across the transformer second-
ary. The locus of all intersections
of ER° and ER, forms a half circle.
The output voltage will be constant
for any value of R.

A circuit giving similar results
uses an inductor instead of a ca-
pacitor. Often the resistance is
fixed and a saturable reactor used
as the variable element. The satur-
able reactor may be controlled by a
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IN ACTION

MICROWAVE
SIGNAL
GENERATION
Complete Coverage
650 to 11,500 mc.
Each Polarad Microwave Signal Generator is equipped

with the unusually simple UNI-DIAL control that tracks
reflector voltages automatically while tuning
continuously. Frequency. accurate to ± 1%, is read
directly on the single frequency dial. These
rugged instruments include internal modulation,
pulse and FM; internal square wave modulation;

synchronization outputs, delayed and
undelayed; provision for multi -pulse
modulation input; provision for
external modulation and synchron-
ization; variable attenuator
calibrated directly in dbm;
engineered ventilation
to insure specification
performance over long
operating periods.

Model MSG 2

2,150-4.600 mc

Model MSG -1 t
950-2,400 mc

Model PM X

4,450 - 8,000 mc
6,950 - 11,000 mc

Model MSG -34

4,20011,000 mc

41/

Model SSX-A*

7,850-10,750 mc

Model SSM-A

4,450-8,000

0
C,

_416
, These Polarad Microwave

Model SSS 0 Signal Sources are direct
2,140-4,600 mc  0 reading and continuously tuned

with Polarad's UNI-DIAL control
0 0 P that automatically tracks

4103 - .qr the reflector voltage as the0 klystron cavity is being tuned.

r 0 Maximum power output is assured

4111

throughout the entire range of each
instrument by means of a power set control.

For improved stability, a klystron tube is
in an external precision cavity, All Polarad Signal

Model SSL

1,050-2,250 mc
Sources can be externally modulated with

m 14 416- either square wave or FM signals.
#11100

°

Model PMK

10,000 - 15.500 mc
15,000 - 21,000 mc

ill)
411r

G

a G
as

f

(Model gSXE 7.850-11,500 available on special order)

POLARAD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Model SSR 43-20 34 Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
650-1,300 mc Representatives in principal cities. See your Yellow Pages.



MICROWAVE
SIGNAL
GENERATION
Complete Coverage
12,400 to 50,000 mc
EHF Microwave Signal Generators Model G3540-1

1

Plug -In Tuning Unit

35.100-39.700 mc
7,4

 A completely integrated self-contained signal
generator covers 12,400 to 17,500.

ell ila.7 plug-in r -f tuning units and a basic unit cover
the frequency range from 18,000 to 39,700 mc. Plug -In Tuning Unit

Model 63336-1 0 Direct -reading calibrated output attenuator, 33,520-36,250 mc
accuracy ± 2 db.

----;---7-
 Frequency calibration accomplished by

..-..--

a ± 0.1% direct -reading wavemeter.  fa'-'
 Internal 1000 cps square -wave Plug-in Tuning Unit1

modulation. Model G3033-1
IS

 Capable of external modulation, 29.70033,520 mc 10
IDboth pulse and FM. '.;"

 Equipped with integral
electronically -regulated
power supplies.

Basic Unit
Model HU-2 and
Plug -In Tuning Unit
Model 62730-1
27,270-30,000 mc

Model 62427-1
24,500-27,500 mc

11
-In Tuning Unit

Plug -In Tuning Unit
Model G2225-1
22,000-25,000 mc

Plug -In Tuning Unit
Model 61822 -1
18,000-22,000 mc

Model SG -1218
Signal Generator
12.400 to 17,500 mc

*41*
ate

e
L

is%

tl

Plug -In Tuning Unit
Model S4150-1
41,700-50,000 Mc

Plug -In Tuning Unit
Model S3742-1
37,100-42.600 mc

.Model 53540-1
Tuning Unit

Model S3540-1
- '35,100-39,700 mc

Plug -In Tuning Unit
tr Model S3336-1

33,520-36.250 mc

'Si

EHF MicrowaveII" __-
I

Signal Sources

Basic Unit
Model HU-1 and
Plug -In Tuning Unit
Model S3033-1
29,700-33,520 mc

Plug -In Tuning Unit
. Model S2730 -I

27,270.30,000 mc

Plug -In Tuning Unit
Model S2427-1
24,500-27,500 mc

Plug -In Tuning Unit
Model S2225.1
22.000-25,000 mc

410 Model S1822-1
Plug -In Tuning Unit

tt 18.000-22,000 mc

I
a

Model SS -1218
Signal source
12.400-17.500 mc

I

 A completely integrated
self-contained signal source
covers 12,400 to 17,500 mc.
 9 plug-in r -f tuning units

and a basic unit cover the frequency
range from 18,000 to 50,000 mc.
 Internal 1000 cps square -wave

modulation.
 Capable of external modulation,

both pulse and FM.
 Equipped with integral electronically -

regulated power supplies.
 Frequency calibration accomplished by a

± 0.1% direct -reading wavemeter.

--.?'
i FREE LIFETIME SERVICE

ONiN SA TL RL Pm° EL NA TR SA D

POLARAD ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

43-20 34 Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Representatives in principal cities. See your Yellow Pages.



Gives you the background you need for precision work

1. NETWORK SYNTHESIS, Volume 1
By DAVID F. TUTTLE, Stanford University

A comprehensive, up-to-date, and highly
readable treatment of the most important
ideas used in the synthesis of networks.
This first volume of a two -volume work
covers the two -terminal (one -port) net-
work or one -terminal pair. Features a

three -step procedure to reach the final
aim of synthesis or design of networks:
-obtaining a working knowledge of the
properties of networks; investigating
ways of approximating desired behavior; and carrying out the actual
synthesis of networks to achieve such attainable ends.

1958 1176 pages Illus. $23.50

BOOKS
Provides methods and techniques . . .

2. ANALYTICAL DESIGN OF LINEAR FEEDBACK

CONTROLS By GEORGE C. NEWTON, Jr., LEONARD A.
of the Massachusetts In-GOULD, and JAMES F. KAISER, all

stitute of Technology

Shows you how to achieve analytical
solutions of practical control problems,
and demonstrates techniques through
use of simplified models and constraints.
Presents the results of the authors' exten-
sive research on the analytical design
method, showing how such factors as
input noise, disturbances, non -minimum
phase fixed elements, and saturation tendencies in fixed elements,
place definite bounds on the performance that can be achieved in
linear systems.

1957 419 pages 169 Illus. $13.50

Helps solve your radio problems . .

3. SYNTHESIS OF PASSIVE NETWORKS
By ERNST A. GUILLEMIN, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

A practical, complete, and consistent ap-
proach to network linear synthesis.
Covers both the approximation problem
and the realization techniques - two
essential parts of synthesis procedure. All
fundamental theory and methods are in-
cluded, with sufficient examples to make
their presentation clear and meaningful.

1957 741 pages 466 illus.

Explores the functions of closed circuit TV . . .

$15.00

6. TELEVISION IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY
By V. K. ZWORYKIN, E. G. RAMI3ERG, and L. E. FLORY, all
of the RCA Laboratories

Investigates the various possibilities of
closed-circuit or industrial television,
as distinguished from the broadcast func-
tion, and describes the tools which have
been developed to realize it. Analyzes
bath equipment and applications. Dis-
cusses closed-circuit color television and
improvements achieved by transistoriza-
tion; describes stereo television, specialized television methods in re-
search, television microscopy, etc.; and outlines the principal fields of
application of television in industry, research, medicine, education,
commerce, military affairs, home and farm.

1958 300 pages Illus. $10.00

4. PROGRESS IN SEMICONDUCTORS, Volume II
Edited by ALAN F. GIBSON, Radar Research Establishment, Mal-
vern, U.K.; P. AIGRAIN, Universite de Paris; and R. E. BUR-
GESS, University of British Columbia
The latest information on important
aspects of semiconductor research by
13 top authorities.
1957 280 pages Illus. $10.50

5. TECHNICAL REPORT WRITING
By JAMES W. SOUTHER, University of Washington
A brief, but thoroughly inclusive presen-
tation of the basic essentials of technical
report writing, emphasizing the func-
tional organization of material.

1957 82 pages $2.95

Techniques and their practical application . . .

1. LOGICAL DESIGN OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS
By MONTGOMERY PHISTER, Jr., Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge
Products, Inc.

Describes and interprets various tech-
niques, using synchronous circuit com
ponents almost entirely; and demon-
strates their practical application in the
design of digital systems by the logical -
equation method. Detailed discussion of:
the Veitch Diagram method of simplifi-
cation of Boolean equations; the -diffei-
ence-equation- approach to memory elements; the Huffman -Moore
model of digital systems; the complete solutions to flip-flop input
equations; and the systematic method for complete computer design.

1958 408 pages

Mail this coupon TODAY for ON -APPROVAL copies

I JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc. E-58

I
I

I
I

Ir

440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me the book(s) circled below to read and examine ON
APPROVAL. Within 10 days I will return the book(s) and owe nothing,
or I will remit the full purchase price(s), plus postage.

2 3 4 5 6 7

Illus. $10.50

of these valuable books!

Name

Address

City Zone ... State
SAVE POSTAGE! Check here if you ENCLOSE payment,

in which case we will pay postage. Same return privilege,
of course.
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VIM

NEWizOi

This special filament transformer has 400 cycles with 4 secondaries,
10 volts, 100 Amperes. Each secondary can be mounted in parallel series

or series parallel. The extremely close tolerance between
secondary potentials under load is of extreme importance in this design.

The filament transformer, a new member of the well-known family of NWL
custom-built Transformers, is made to fit the particular needs of the user.

Each Nothelfer transformer is individually tested for core loss, polarity,
voltage, corona, insulation breakdown and aging characteristics and

must meet all customer's requirements before shipment. We shall be
glad to receive your specifications and quote you accordingly.

ESTABLISHED 1920

NdlEMA

SAY: NO-TEL-FER

NOTHELFER WINDING LABORATORIES, INC., P. 0. Box 455, Dept. E.5, Trenton, N. J.
(Specialists in custom -building)

FIG. 2-Phase of output voltage can be
varied more than 180 degrees but output
voltage is not constant

vacuum tube or transistor, allow-
ing automatic control.

In the practical case, 180 -degree
range is not possible with the cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 1A.

Gne way to achieve 180 -degree or
more phase shift is to have greater
than 180 degrees between points
A and B. Fig. 2A shows a circuit
in which the phase at point A is
made to lag by an R -C combination
(R,,C,). This circuit has about 190 -
degree phase range at one kc.

To satisfy the right-angle con-
dition for E. and E, the locus

FIG. 3-Output voltage for these circuits
is more nearly constant
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A report to engineers and scientists from Lockheed Missile Systems-

where expanding missile programs insure more promising careers.

NEW LAB MEASURES ANTENNA PATTERNS; PROBES OUTER SPACE

A new laboratory at Sunnyvale, California today gives Lockheed scientists antenna
patterns, scattering and propagation data, and promises exciting new discoveries
in the problems of space communication. Laboratory studies include the effect of upper
space on radar and radio signals, the radar pattern presented by space vehicles
and missile shapes, and the design of antennas to survive the rigorous environment of
the upper atmosphere and hypersonic speeds. Findings could pave the way for
communication with manned space ships of the future or for the remote guidance of
unmanned space ships.

Research and development studies by Division scientists contribute heavily to the
projects that place Lockheed in the forefront of U.S. missile developers. These projects
include the Polaris solid fuel ballistic missile, Earth Satellite, Q-5 target ramjet,
and X-7 test vehicle. Positions created by expansion on these and still other programs
we cannot discuss offer unusual opportunities for advancement with our growing
young division. Besides Antenna and Propagation, openings are in Solid State
Electronics, Telecommunications, Instrumentation, Radar and Data Link.
Other openings include Information Processing, Reliability-Producibility,
Ground Support, Flight Controls. Qualified engineers or scientists may write to
Research and Development Staff, Palo Alto 27, California.

MISSILE SYSTEMS
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
SUNNYVALE  PALO ALTO  VAN NUYS  SANTA CRUZ  CALIFORNIA
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA  ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO

Mr. Emmanuel A. Blasi, right,
Manager of Antenna and
Propagation Department,
discusses results of radiation
performance after antenna
pattern measurements with stag
scientist Allen S. Dunbar.
Column bearing missile in
background is operated
automatically from laboratory.



MODEL 1295
DIRECT READING

Gaussmeter

This stable, all transistorized Gaussmeter operates on the Hall
effect and provides a conservative accuracy of ±3% over nine
full-scale ranges: 0.100, 200, 500, 1 K, 2 K, 5 K, 10 K, 20 K
and 20 K + gausses, using a single probe. Two standard
Alnico V reference magnets having 3/4% accuracy are sup-
plied. Unit is housed in an aluminum case, weighs 12 lbs. and
operates from 115 -volt, 50-400 cps line. Price $420.

MODEL 889A

STANDARD MAGNETS

WE CAN
HELP
YOU

13 years' magnet:by:rut:1r;

ing experience

data
s she.ets.

illustrated
for the asking-

for

Magnetreater°
Model 889A de -magnetizes saturated magnets
to any desired level of flux. Provides a pre-
cisely controlled method for rapidly treating
permanent magnets, including the new core -
type instrument mechanisms. Used with
Model 206A Booster Unit or Model 107A
Magnet Charger. Over-all size is 8" x 10" x
7". Weight 24 lbs. Price $163.

Standard Magnets
Laboratory standard fixed gap reference mag-
nets having flux densities from 100 to as high
as 20,000 gausses are now available. These
units are fully stabilized magnetically, mech-
anically and thermally and are used to cali-
brate fluxmeters and gaussmeters for engi-
neering or production testing. Certification
supplied for each magnet.

Performance of all models is rigidly guaran-
teed. Prices are net f.o.b. Boonton, N.J. and
subject to change without notice.

Radio 7requency
LABORATORIES,

INC.

Boonton, New Jersey, U. S. A.

FIG. 4-Use of tube in place of trans-
former permits phase shifter to handle
a wider band of frequencies

FIG. 5-More than 180 degrees of phase
shift and very constant output voltage is
provided by two -tube shifter

of the points for E does not fall on
the circumference of the circle
whose center is zero volts, E being
less in the center of the phase
range. A slightly more constant
output voltage may be achieved by
the circuits shown in Fig. 3.

The transformer may be elimi-
nated by using the circuit shown
in Fig. 4, which covers a wider
frequency band if suitable values
are used. Wide -band operation is
achieved because transformer reso-
nance effects are not present at
higher frequencies. At lower fre-
quencies the low inductive react-
ance of a transformer primary does
not shunt input voltage source and
cause loss of signal or high current
flow resulting in core saturation.
The values given are approximately
correct for 500 to 2,000 cps.

If more than 180 -degree range is
desired together with very constant
output voltage, the circuit of Fig. 5
is recommended. In this circuit,
two phase -shifting circuits similar
to that in Fig. 1A are cascaded.

Test results at 1,000 cps gave a
phase range of 255 degrees and an
output voltage constant within 1.5
percent.
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MI IN IN 1111 III IN NI

III

FOR UNVARYING PERFORMANCE
PRECIOUS METAL CONTACTS . . . for long operating life and

unvarying performance. Available in pure or alloyed forms

of Silver, Platinum, Palladium, and Gold. These contacts

provide extremely high resistance to atmospheric corrosion,

deformation, arc erosion, sticking and metal transfer. They are

supplied as wire, rod, sheet, and as fabricated forms.

Baker Contact Division, 207 Grant Avenue, East Newark,

Harrison P. 0., N. J.

NI MI III NI III IN MI MI NI NI

FOR CORROSION -RESISTANT SURFACES

RHODIUM PLATING . . . an economical, hard, white,

corrosion -resistant surface. Extremely well -suited for many

electrical and electronic applications. Resistant to corrosive

atmospheres, oxidation, arc erosion. Reduces wear on

moving surfaces, assures low noise level for moving contacts,

no oxide rectification, low and stable contact resistance.

Ideal when a low -resistance, long wearing, oxide -free

contact is required.

Chemical Division, 113 Astor Street, Newark 2, N. J.

 NI al NI III NI III III NI NI II  al
FOR PRODUCING NITROGEN
NITRONEAL' GAS GENERATOR . . . With a controllable

hydrogen content-produces oxygen -free gas consisting of

nitrogen, hydrogen and water vapor. Hydrogen content can be

varied and maintained as desired between 0.5% and 25%.

Economy is a major factor in this equipment. The cost of the

nitrogen produced is found to be many times cheaper than an

equal amount of cylinder nitrogen. Furthermore, the catalyst

lasts indefinitely-maintenance costs are practically nil.

Chemical Division, 113 Astor Street, Newark 2, N. J.

( ENGEL- /7'"q "7 0 / /V 0 ZlE /ES. //VG: )

A

1 1 3 ASTOR STREET
NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY
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COMPONENT DESIGN

Improved Tv Picture & Set Styling

Twenty-one inch picture tube ready for attachment of contoured twin panel (left); twin
panel sealed to tube forming integrated one-piece assembly (center); and (right) varied
TV styling which is not restricted to a few different cabinets designed around a safety glass

SINCE TV picture tubes are capable
of throwing quite a bit of glass
around if they implode, a safety
glass must be placed in front of the
tube. The price for safety is-a
dust gathering surface on the TV
tube face and the back of the safety
glass; two additional reflecting sur-
faces to cut down brightness and
definition; and very restricted cabi-
net styling, since the safety glass
is mounted in the cabinet.

Direct Connection

A twin panel safety glass which
is attached directly to the tube and
eliminates these three problems has
been developed by Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N. Y. It produces
a tube that is clean -for -life, since
dirt can never reach the picture
tube.

The specially curved glass face
panel is bonded to the panel skirt
of a finished television tube. A

transparent liquid with an index of
refraction the same as glass, is
sealed between both panels. The
liquid between panels is non-toxic,
non -contaminating and can with-
stand sudden temperature fluctua-
tions from -40 F to 160 F. It re-
tains its clarity indefinitely. The
twin -panel tube will withstand
more than 30 G's without failure.

Stylist Dream

With the safety glass and televi-
sion tube sealed into one unit, a
dust -proof assembly results, which
allows new freedom in the design
of smaller more compact sets. In
fact the flexibility of cabinet de-
sign is probably its most outstand-
ing feature. What the television
industry needs most now is a way
to sell more sets.

The panels can be easily attached
by either the set or tube manufac-
turer.

Transformer Epoxy Conducts Heat
A TRANSFORMER dip encapsulation
which will withstand extreme dy-
namic stress, vibration, and ther-
mal shock without cracking results
in a more reliable transformer and
a lower production cost.

Heat Barrier

The silicon rubber buffer mate-
rial-required with many trans-
formers because of the different
coefficients of expansion of core
material, copper wire and the epoxy
resin encapsulation-is not needed.
The heat barrier created by a sili-
con rubber buffer is therefore elimi-
nated. And the good heat conduc-

tion of the epoxy used results in a
size and weight reduction. The sur-
face finish is smooth and slightly
harder than most epoxies used with-
out cases.

No Can or Case

The encapsulation process de-
veloped by DuMont Laboratories,
Clifton, N. J. eliminates cans or
special cases and meets all Class
B MIL -T -27A specs. Low viscosity
of the epoxy gives exceptionally
good impregnation of the core ma-
terial. It also provides better heat
transfer and moisture protection.
Because of the high dielectric

strength of the epoxy, smaller wind-
ing margins can be used. More
turns per layer can therefore be
wound on the transformer coil.

Thermal Shock

The smooth epoxy covering is
able to withstand the stresses
(which occur at right angles to
each other) caused by different
thermal coefficients for the core,
copper wire, and epoxy resin at

Low viscosity of epoxy encapsulation ma-
terial gives exceptionally good impregna-
tion of transformer core. Better heat trans-
fer and moisture protection result from the
deep impregnation. Thermal shock from
-55 to +85 C will not cause encapsula-
tion to crack

thermal shocks from -55 to +85 C
without cracking. Thickness of the
dip encapsulation is from 1/16 to
is inch.

Cost

Production costs are lower be-
cause less time is needed in proc-
essing the transformers, and ex-
pensive dies and fabricating molds
are unnecessary.

High Speed
Computer Diode
A REVERSE recovery time of 5 mil
µsec compared with 25 mil µsec for
conventional computer diodes has
been obtained with special crystal
growing and bonding. The diodes
also have high forward conduct-
ance.

The computer diodes were devel-
oped by Qutronic Semi -Conductor
Corp., 525 Broadway, N. Y. 12,
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QUALITY PRODUCT

FROM GENERAL TRANSISTOR,

U

ACTUAL SIZE

new
complete line of

GENERAL TRANSISTOR IS NOW MAKING
GERMANIUM SUBMINIATURE GOLD
BONDED DIODES

You may be assured that this new product
line has the same high quality and reliability
that has made General Transistor the Fastest
Growing Name in Transistors. Experienced
design engineers, quality materials, proven
production techniques, and strictly enforced
quality controls are your guarantees.

These diodes have been designed for
computer, industrial and military applications
where high reliability is of prime importance.
They are hermetically sealed in a glass
case with tinned leads. Their rugged
construction makes them resistant to
humidity, shock and vibration, and impervious
to extreme environmental conditions.

Write today for Bulletin GD-10 showing
complete specifications, diagrams and
other engineering data.

C 0 R P 0 R A T I 0 N

9127 138th Place

Jamaica 35, N. Y.

In Canada: Desser EE Ltd.. 441 St Francis Xavier, Montreal 1. Quebec
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK. CONTACT YOUR NEAREST AUTHORIZED GENERAL TRANSISTOR DISTRIBUTOR OR
GENERAL TRANSISTOR DISTRIBUTING CORP. 95-27 SUTPHIN BLVD. JAMAICA 35, NEW YORK FOR EXPORT: GENERAL
TRANSISTOR INTERNATIONAL CORP. 91 :7 136TM PLACE JAMAICA 35. NEW YORK
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but no
danger!

AC DIELECTRIC
STRENGTH TESTER

 Conforms to ASTM
0.149 and Federal
Specification LP -406
Method 4031.
 Plug-in interchange.
able test jigs for all
ASTM tests.
 Automatic or manu-
al increase of voltage.
 Completely inter-
locked for personnel
safety.

 Self-contained test
chamber.

MODEL RANCE PRICE

PA -5-152 15,000 V rms. 2KVA 1600.00

PA -5-155 15,000 V rms. 5KVA 1950.00

PA -5-252 25,000 V rms. 2KVA 1650.00

PA -5.255 25,000 V rms. 5KVA 2020.00

PA -5-502 50,000 V rms. 2KVA 1675.00

PA -5-505 50,000 V rms. 5KVA 2050.00

PA -So -1005 100,000 V rms. 5KVA 4500 00

ARC RESISTANCE
TEST SET

 Conforms to ASTM
D-495 and Federal
Specification LP -406
Method 4011.2.
 Simplified opera
tion, includes aut0-
matic stepping and
timing.
 Improved electrode
holder for test jig.
 Operable by Un-
skilled personnel.

Price: Model ART -1 $2475.00

odie FOR

COMPLETE ELECTRONIC

TEST EQUIPMENT

CATALOG ...

Indusirial Instruments,,,.
89 Commerce Road, Cedar Grove,

Essex County, N. J.

N. Y. Angle of the gold wire to
the germanium surface, the time
of alloying, and the surface of the
germanium, are carefully controlled
in bonding. Temperature control,
purity of germanium, purity of
doping material, and rate of grow-
ing and dislocation of the crystal
are the factors contributing im-
provement in crystal growing.

Better Engineering
Symposiums
FEW THINGS ARE as potentially
worthwhile as a conference of elec-
tronic engineers, and yet even
fewer things have as many irritat-
ing and unrewarding aspects. The
Proceedings of the 1958 Electronic
Components Conference held in Los
Angeles on April 22, 23 and 24
suggests a practical solution to one
part of this problem-the obtaining
of information from conference
papers.

Complete versions of twenty-five
papers delivered at the conference
were bound in a hard cover book

Know what you're going to hear-and
know what you've heard

and distributed at the conference.
The book provided attending engi-
neers with the entire text of each
speaker.

Selective Information

If after examining the text of
a particular talk an engineer finds
it afield of his interest he can skip
the paper without fear of a hasty
decision. If on the other hand he
finds the paper particularly inter -

ENGINEERS
... cross new

frontiers in system
electronics at THE

GARRETT CORPORATION

Increased activity in the
design and production of sys-

tem electronics has created
openings for engineers in the
following areas:

ELECTRONIC AND AIR DATA
SYSTEMS Required are men of proj-
ect engineering capabilities. Also
required are development and
design engineers with specialized

experience in servo -mechanisms,
circuit and analog computer design
utilizing vacuum tubes, transistors,
and magnetic amplifiers.

SERVO -MECHANISMS
AND ELECTRO-MAGNETICS Complete

working knowledge of electro-magnet-
ic theory and familiarity with materi-
als and methods employed in the design
of magnetic amplifiers is required.

FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS AND
TRANSDUCER DEVELOPMENT

Requires engineers capable of analyz-
ing performance during preliminary
design and able to prepare proposals
and reports.

FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS
DESIGN Requires engineers skilled

with the drafting and design of light
mechanisms for production in which
low friction, freedom from vibration
effects and compensation of thermo
expansion are important.

HIGH FREQUENCY MOTORS,
GENERATORS, CONTROLS Requires
electrical design engineers with
BSEE or equivalent interested in
high frequency motors, generators
and associated controls.

Send resume of education
and experience today to:

Mr. G. D. Bradley
Npr

THE GARRETT CORPORATION
9851 S. Sepulveda Blvd.

Los Angeles 45, Calif.
DIVISIONS:

AiResearch Manufacturing
Los Angeles

AiResearch Manufacturing
Phoenix

AiResearch Industrial
Rex-Aero Engineering
Airsupply -Air Cruisers

AiResearch Aviation
Service

CIRCLE 80 READERS SERVICE CARD
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LIGHTWEIGHT
air conditionh4g for
missile suppOrt
systems

TYPICAL SCHEMATIC

CONDENSER

COMPRESSOR

FRESH AIRE,

FILTER

DAMPER

<7,
maRCULATED AIR COMPARTMENT

The mobility problem in cooling elec-
tronic equipment in vans and for mis-
sile pre -launching has been answered
by new AiResearch Freon air condi-
tioning units. One-fourth the weight
and one-third the size of conventional
equipment, these lightweight, air -
transportable units utilize highly
efficient AiResearch Freon compo-
nents (see diagram) originally
developed for commercial aircraft
applications.

Heat source for the circuit can be

THE

EVAPORATOR

EXPANSION

VALVE

either electrical, or exhaust gas from
an AiResearch gas turbine. When the
gas turbine assembly includes an
alternator, it supplies 400 cycle power
to run both the refrigeration unit and
all electronic gear in the van.

Easily operated manually or auto-
matically, this compact air condition-
ing unit provides from 5 to 12 tons
cooling capacity and up to 85,000
BTU'S per hour heating capacity. It
operates on 400 cycles, 208 volts. The
unit shown stands 54" high, 52" wide

GARRETT

SPECIFICATIONS
Performance Data:

Typical operation-cooling
Refrigerant
Evaporator tonnage
Ambient temperature
Condenser air flow
Condensing temperature
Evaporator air flow
External distribution

ducting pressure drop
Evaporating temperature
Electrical power

Freon 12
7.5
100F
5000 cfm
131F
1230 cfm

2 in H2O
48F
26KVA

and 27" deep, with a charged weight
of only 452 lbs.! Your inquiries are
invited.

ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES: AIRSUPPLY AND AERO ENGINEERING, OFFICES IN MAJOR CITIES

CORPORATION
AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions

Los Angeles 45, California  Phoenix, Arizona

Systems, Packages and Components for: AIRCRAFT, MISSILE, ELECTRONIC, NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
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45
TO

600
CPS

ROTRON

Dual Frequency
Without Switching
FANS AND
BLOWERS

Specifically for instruments and test consoles which must operate
on 50-60 cps in the lab and on aircraft 400 cps power supply. Con-
tinuous operation over a frequency range from 45-600 without
the use of switching components or duplicate power :onnectors.
Long operational life. Meets both military and federal specifications.

Model

OF

DFE

DFE

DRPP

DR

DR

KRS301

KRS-401

KRS-4501

KRS1504

KRS202

KRS-2501

Capacitor
MFD

Series Rated 220 vac

433A

434A

435A

433A

434A

435A

0.25
0.5
1.0

0.25
0.5

1.0

CFM
60 cps/400 cps

28 41

82

115

9

20
33

102

160
14

25

40

Total
Net

Pounds

1.1

1.7

2.7

1.2

1.7

3.0

Write today for detailed technical information to ...

ROTRO

Approximate
Dimensions

3"x3"x3"
4"x4"x31/2"

41/2"x41/2 "x5"

3"x3"x31/2"
4"x3 1/2"x4"

5"x41/2"x5"

mfg. co.,
inc.

WOODSTOCK NEW YORK

esting he can carefully prepare any
questions he would like to ask dur-
ing the Question and Answer
period.

Making Notes
When a person reads the text of

a talk he makes use of one sense-
sight. When he hears a talk de-
livered, many additional factors
can influence his understanding of
the paper. Inflection in the speak-
er's voice and his facial expression
either add importance to a sen-
tence or take away from its sig-
nificance. Gestures of the speaker
can make seemingly stupid text be-
come very understandable. If the
engineer in the audience has a
bound copy of all conference papers
he can write-in the necessary mar-
ginal notes to make the papers
meaningful to him. After the con-
ference, the book becomes a per-
sonal and worthwhile reference.

Ideal

The ideal situation is to have
bound proceedings available two
weeks before the conference. At-
tending engineers can then ade-
quately prepare for papers which
are particularly interesting to
them. It seems almost a natural
that conference sessions held under
such conditions will be more excit-
ing and interesting.

Copies of the Proceeding of the
1958 Electronic Components Con-
ference can be obtained from the
Engineering Publishers, GPO Box
1151, N.Y. 1, N. Y.

Smallest Molded
Mica Capacitor

Subminiature capacitor designed to help
reduce missile size and weight

A CAPACITOR 73 per cent smaller
and 69 per cent lighter than the
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A copy of this quick -reading, 8 -page
booklet is yours for the asking. It con-
tains many facts on the benefits de-
rived from your business paper and
tips on how to read more profitably.
Write for the "WHY and HOW
booklet."

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Room 2710,
330 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

theory * design * performance
of electronic circuits

ELECTRONIC SEMICONDUCTORS
Just Published. A rigorous and systematic introduction to semiconductor
Physics, developing the subject logically from simple concepts and giving
clear pictures of the conduction mechanism of electronic semiconductors
within the framework of the band model. Among the book's outstanding
features are the treatment of acceleration of electrons, the Zener effect,
etc. Book is a translation of the 2nd German edition of Elektronisehe
noildeiler by Eberhard Spenke. Translated by D. Jenny, H. Kroemer,
E. G. Ramberg, and A. H. Sommer, RCA Laboratories, 430 pp., 163 illus.,
$11.00

RANDOM SIGNALS AND NOISE
Just Published. An introduction to the statistical theory underlying the
study of signals and noises in communications systems. Contains an
introduction to probability theory and statistics, a discussion of the
statistical properties of the Gaussian random process, a study of the
results of passing random signals and noises through linear
and nonlinear systems, and an introduction to the statistical
theory of the detection of signals in presence of noise. By
William B. Davenport, Jr., and William L. Root, Lincoln,/
Laboratory, M.I.T. 393 pp., illus., $10.00

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Just Published. Covers the topics most directly needed for a
clear understanding of methods used in numerical solution of
differential equations, both ordinary and partial, and in the
solution of integral equations. Clearly explains the use of
finite -difference methods in obtaining numerical solutions to
problems-emphasizing procedures which can be most readily
programmed for an electronic digital computer. Many helpful
techniques such as the use of lozenge diagrams for numerical
differentiation and integration are supplied. By Kaiser S.
Kunz, Ridgefield Research Lab. 381 pp., 40 illus., $8.00

to do more jobs for you
. . . all described in the

NEW IRR CATALOG
Industrial Retaining Rings now
come in more types and sizes
... ready to ship from stock
immediately.

raet- wsi.0Al-
INDUSTRIACordierL RETAINING

1RING
CO.

uIo 57 St., Irvington 1, N. J.

Originators of modern
retaining ring dispensing

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 11104

INDUSTRIAL RETAINING RING COMPANY
57 Cordier Street, Irvington 11, New Jersey
Please send a copy of the new IRR catalog and free ring samples.

NAME TITLE

COMPANY

STREET

CITY ZONE STATE

CIRCLE 84 READERS SERVICE CARD

ELECTRON TUBE CIRCUITS
New 2nd Edition Just Published. Discusses and evaluates the funda-
mental properties of electron tubes and their circuit operations-analyzes
tuned and untuned amplifiers-and takes up in detail circuits essential
to modern electronic systems such as voltage, video, and power ampli-
fiers; waveform generators; oscillators; modulators, etc. Scores of prac-
tical examples show you best applications of theory. By Samuel Seely,
Case Inst. of Technology. 2nd Ed. 695 pp., 739 illus., $10.50

BASIC FEEDBACK
CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

Just Published. Bases the study of feedback control system design on
complex frequency plane analysis-the root -locus. A wide range of
servo transducers and components are covered. Recent advances covered
include a section of gyroscopes and force -balance transducers, inertial
navigation; analysis of nonlinear systems such as the describing func-

tion technique and phase plane analysis. Frequency methods,
such as Nyquist and Bode, are included. By C. C. Savant.
U. of Southern Cnl. 418 pp., Illus., $9.50

SEE ANY BOOK 10 DAYS FREE

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept. FL -5-9 327 W. 41st St., New York 36
Send me book(s) checked below for 10 days' examination on
approval. In 10 days I will remit for book(s) I keep plus few
cents for delivery costs, and return unwanted book(s) postpaid.
(We pay delivery costs if you remit with this coupon-same
return privilege.)

E Spenke-Elect. Semiconductors, $11.00 0 Kunz-Numerical Analysis, $8.00
0 Davenport & Root-Random Signals, $10.00 0 Seely-Elect. Tube Circ., $10.50

0 Savant-Feedback Cont. System Design, $9.50

Name Address

City Zone State

Position Company
For price and terms outside U.S., write McGraw-Hill Intl., N. Y. C. FL -5-9
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World's Finest Cored Solder!

THIS PROV
If You're

SOLDERING A 'TOUGH JOINT"...

And

CHANGE TO NEW MILTICORE 5 -CORE SOLDER

Being Nearer The ce Of 113$

THE 5 CORES OF ERS1111 FLUX

Melt F

WET THE SOLDER AND THE METAL FASTER...

And Presto...

YOU GET A THIN. WIDE JOINING NOT A BALL!

\ Made
of

wily:virgin metals

Coa 99 .9.5 °(.:, !truer

5--"Vk..

I.Ettl): 99 97 /

Conforms watt

Federal spewf c.atleaQQ-5-571b.ando.he

Remember that "dry"
or corroded joints, on
the production line,
lead to slow -ups,
rejects...
cost you money!

It's the only solder
with non -corrosive,
extra -active
Ersin Flux ...
5 cores to guarantee
uninterrupted flux in
every smallest piece
of the wire!

There's only.a
skin -thin wall of
solder between, the
flux and the iron ...
yet with less total
percentage of flux
than in many
single -cored solders!

The Ersin Flux spreads
from 5 areas instead
of 1, and the entire
solder is instantly
fluid... runs faster
and more evenly,
though its actual
melting temperature,
alloy for alloy, is
of course, the same
as that of any
other solder!

Pre -wetting, by
5 molten cores of flux,
insures instant
spreading and
gripping, even on
difficult metals. Yes-
it saves money ...
permits lower tin
content alloys than
you may be using in
other solders!

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

Address U S A andiCanadosn11110.11 les to Dept. 1111168

MILTICORE SALES CORPORATION, 80 Shcre Road, Port Washington, N. Y.
Inquiries regardiuC Cher eretros to

MUL-CORE SOLDERS, LTD., fdaylands AVE., Henel Hempstead, Herts, England

nearest comparable unit has been
produced by the Micmold Elec-
tronics Division of General Instru-
ment Corporation. It appears to be
a big stride in the search for a
way to make high -reliability com-
ponents smaller-especially in mis-
siles which use from 200 to 30,000
capacitors of various types.

Characteristics

The capacitor weighs one-half
gram and is .37 inches long, .19
inches wide and .11 inches thick.
Capacitance range is from 5 /lid
through 240 tkilf with tolerances
from ±2 to ±20 percent. It is avail-
able in C or D characteristics in
capacitance ranges below 50 lig and
in C, D or E characteristics in ca-
pacitance ranges from 51 wif
through 240 yid. Working voltage
is 300 volts at 85C and 200 volts
at 125C. Dielectric strength is 200
percent of rated voltage. The new
component, called A "Missil-Mite,"
is available in production quan-
tities.

Funnel Flange Eyelets
for Printed Circuits
MOUNTING EYELETS in printed -cir-
cuit board holes with a funnel
flange, instead of the rolled head
usually used to hold eyelets in place,
has two major advantages. It per-
mits faster and easier insertion of
a component lead in the eyeleted
hole whether done by hand or ma-
chine. And it provides a mechan-
ically stronger eyelet since the
underside of the funnel flange at-
tracts a generous solder fillet when
dip soldered.

Mounting
Circon Component Corporation,

Goleta, Calif. calls their new eye-
let a Funelet. Because the Funelet
is mounted in the printed circuit
board by merely spreading one end
of the eyelet-instead of the "roll-
over, pressdown" operation re-
quired with conventional eyelets-
rejected assemblies due to imper-
fect eyelets are practically nil.

Dependability
A quality test of over 300,000.

eyelets did not produce any imper-
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fect eyelets. The cost savings from
jammed equipment, down -time, and
damaged work caused by an im-
perfect eyelet helps offset the
slightly higher cost of Funelets.

Funnel Flange eyelet permits easier com-
ponent lead insertion (B); and solder fillet
(A) gives a more reliable structure than
rolled -head (C).

Strangely enough even though it
was developed as a precision part,
Circon claims many of the largest
volume users are manufacturers of
commercial low cost, competitive
printed circuits who willingly pay
the added price because of the re-
liability obtained.

Gold Shot -Burnished

A 24 carat gold, shot -burnished,
overlay inside and out is applied
with a technique which eliminates
"splatter" of plated metal when eye-
lets are machine set. Gold is first
plated to thickness of eighty mil-
lionths of an inch. The shot-peining
and burnishing process fuses the
gold in the surface pore structure
of the brass. The resultant surface
layer of gold is fifty millionths of
an inch thick, highly malleable and
will not peel, scale, blister or delam-
inate when the eyelet is machine
mounted.

Resistance

Contract resistance of the shot -
burnished surface is very low and
retains its characteristics in corro-
sive environments. It is highly
solderable even after adverse stor-
age conditions.

Eyelets are available in standard
increments of correct size to fit
hole diameters varying from .04 in.
to 136 in.

A New Complete Line
...COMPETITIVELY PRICED

...ONE OR THOUSANDS

...SINGLE OR GANGED

GIANNINI

Precision
POTENTIOMETERS

Ready for rapid

delivery... meet

rigid requirements

"Giannini Technical Notes" announces
various instruments and controls which

are available for 24 hour delivery.

Giannini measures & controls:

0 0

(1. h P AP T

Ts Ps Qc TAS

ITEM:
Model 1437 (NAS-710, style RRI5)
RESISTANCE: 100 to 160,000 2
LINEARITY: 0.5% to 0.1%
RESOLUTION: to 3900 wires

ITEM:
Model 1750 (NAS-710, Style RRIB)
RESISTANCE: 100 to 300,000 s2

LINEARITY: 0.5 to 0.1%
RESOLUTION: to 5,000 wires

ITEM:
Other Models from 7/8" to 3"
diameter. Ganged units are
externally phaseable.

PRECISION

INSTRUMENTS

AND CONTROLS

Giannini
G. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC., 918 EAST GREEN STREET, PASADENA, CALIF.
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Merry-go-round Steps Up Klystron Tube Output

Wheel -like machine simplifies hand sealing operation. Tubes are heated at operator's
left and cooled at right. Radioactive brush to clean mica windows is in foreground

ROTARY WINDOW SEALING machines
speed kylstron tube output, furnish
more positive control over produc-
tion and require less operator skill.
Varian Associates, Palo Alto, Calif.,
designed and built the machines for
$1,100 each.

Merry-go-round takes 16 kly-
stron tubes. At each station, a tube
nestles in block of metal which
concentrates the heat. Heat is sup-
plied by induction by paired coils
of a Lepel heating unit as the tube
approaches the operator.

The tube is covered with a small
glass bell jar with a hole in its top
to allow access by the operator.
Nitrogen gas is piped in to provide
an atmosphere which will keep the
tubes clean and prevent oxidation.
Sixteen flow meters in the center
of the wheel supply the bell jars.

A built-in cooling system directs

Glass seal is applied while tube is be.
tween heating coils. Tube at right is being
brought to sealing temperature

a blast of cool air on the operator's
hands, since she works directly
above intense heat.

Mica windows, which cover tube
apertures, are cleaned by passing
them between radioactive brushes
made by Nuclear Products Co., El
Monte, Calif. This removes static
electricity, freeing lint. The win-
dow is placed in the tube's metal
flange with tweezers.

The tube is placed under the bell
jar and brought to correct tem-
perature. Special glass is applied
around the window seat, which is
now hot enough to effect a seal. A
weight is placed over the hole in
the bell jar to maintain nitrogen
pressure while the tube cools.

The wheel is turned to the right
and the operations repeated on the
next tube, which has been heating.
As the sealed tubes make the cir-

Cards placed between nitrogen flow
meters provide permanent production his-
tory of each tube

Tubes are placed in metal heat con-
centrators after windows are positioned

cuit and cool, they are removed one
by one and replaced at a rate of 50
to 60 a day.

The glass used for sealing is
made by Corning Glass Co. The
flange is Allegheny Ludlum Steel
Co. Sealmet, an alloy developed for
glass sealing. The two have equal
coefficients of expansion.

Instruments Boxed On
Foam -cushioned Base
FREE FLOATING suspension method
of packing is employed by Ampex
Corp., Redwood City, Calif., to ship
tape recorders. The technique, the
firm reports, has reduced customer
damage claims to less than t per
cent.

Package, made by Crate -Rite
Mfg. Co., Oakland, Calif., consists
of a fir -plywood floating deck, ply-
wood -covered base framed with
lumber, and sides, ends and top
of inch plywood veneer overlaid
with paper and glue -laminated to
200 -pound corrugated board which
forms corners and lap joints.

The base is framed around its
perimeter with 2x4's with a 2x2
brace down the center. For fork-
lift handling, 3x4's are spiked to
the frame bottom. The 2x4's are
covered with inch, 5 -ply fir ply-
wood.

The floating platform is made
Of inch plywood for 600-1,000
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Sylvania IR IF- I F Transistors
Five new PNP Drift transistors, types 2N247, 2N370, 2N371, 2N372

and 2N544, for radio frequency amplifier service
Sylvania's new PNP Germanium Drift
transistors feature high output resistance
for increased gain at 1.5 mc to 20 mc,
low feedback capacitance and high alpha
cutoff frequency.

Designed for RF-IF circuits, they open
the door to more transistorized electronic
equipment operating from the broadcast
band to the higher frequencies.

The new Sylvania drift transistors in-
corporate a diffused base on an intrinsic
germanium layer for improved control
over base thickness, more uniform base
region, lower base resistance and reduced
collector capacitance. The end result is su-
perior performance at higher frequencies.

The new PNP drift transistors feature
Sylvania welded hermetic seal construc-
tion for maximum protection in rugged
environments. They are encased in a
modified JETEC class 30 case with four
flexible in -line leads. The additional cen-

ter lead is connected to the metal case
providing a complete unit shield and
interlead shield. Coupling to adjacent cir-
cuit components is reduced to a minimum.

Call your Sylvania Sales Representative
or write direct for information on new
Sylvania PNP drift transistors, types
2N247, 2N370, 2N371, 2N372 and 2N544

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (25°C)

Power Gain, PH
2N247 2N370 2N371 2N372 2N544 Unit

d b
VCE- -8, ma. Freq.-20.0 mc

Minimum 24 10 12 10 30.5

Typical 27 - - - -
Maximum 31.5 17 17 17 37.5

(VCE- -9
req, 1.5 mc)

(Vcc- -9)
(Freq.- 1.5 mc)
(RI -750 ohms)

(Neutralized)

Reverse Biased Collector Voltage, VCB
ua

V

Minimum -40 -20 -20 -20 -20

Typical
Maximum

Collector Base Capacitance, Cob

(I, -.050 ma)

uuf

VCB- -12, IE Freq, -1.5 mc
Minimum
Typical 1.5
Maximum 2.5 2.5 2-5 2.5 2.5

(VCB- -9)

SYLVANIA
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
Shell Tower Bldg., Montreal

LIGHTING TELEVISION RADIO ELECTRONICS PHOTOGRAPHY ATOMIC ENERGY CHEMISTRY -METALLURGY
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MwMMma 60-CPS MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER
c

Initial stand-off error (zero off-
set) of this Ferrac DC -to -DC
instrument type magnetic ampli-
fier does not exceed ±120 milli-
volts with changes in operating
and environmental conditions.

Magnetic DC Amplifier Has

High Stability and Long Life

For industrial automatic controls and ground
military tracking equipment, Ferrac magnetic

amplifiers provide exceptional stability. These
hermetically sealed units require no bias or

compensation; null balance is permanently built in.
They operate directly from 115 -volt 60 -CPS powerline. Standard units are available from current

production for general purpose, thermocouple
amplifier, integrators, and high gain

(5 volts out for 100 microamperes in).
sib ..... ars aft aft N..

1.1.. Mft.

MN, 
ft.. .1.4

MM. NW.
111ft ft.

MM. ft.
fte NM. 1/.. ft*

MIN aft .. aili
IA,Ptiz

Two independent
colltrol

windings
for reversible

DC.

0172717r;
Unfiltered

DC linear
over the range

± 7.S volts

into 1000-0,5in
lad.poscor

Arguraorzwz
Less than

3.S VA at

15 ,-11
ANS volts at 60 .t 6 CPS.

Ostd7V:
Gains

of steadard
Perrac

amplifiers
are expressed

as

trafisresistai2ce.

TO obtain
output,

multiply
iaput by

trarzgresistaace.

Tre sresistance
TransresistanceSerypeConn tro 1 A

Control ft

tif-S284

25x 101
2S x 103

57
5 x 10'

100 x 10'

68
50.x 10'

50 .x 10'

-S285
5 x 10"

6.4 x 10'

ildual gains
are held

within 40.2
volt of nominal

values

at 5 volts out and are stable within 40.5
volt at 5 volts

output
with changes

in ambieDts.7VPIRONNZWT:

Ferrac amplifiers
ate from

-SS C

lb 7L8,5
C' withstand

10 G vibrations apt0
to 2000

PS,

and shocks
of 30 G for 11 milliseconds

along principal

dzes; they
ate he/Zell:Cagy

sealed

4
mpan

DESIGNERS

ENGINEERS

AWN: Prodimts Coy,
Seminole

Division,
Fort Lauderdale,

Florida

Floating base goes on foam blocks. Bolts
in base are capped with springs

pounds units, appropriate thick-
nesses for other weights and crate
sizes. The box used for most ship-
ments is 90x40x36 inches and is
shipped horizontal. It may contain
several units of smaller size.

In packing, the instrument is
first covered with a 1 inch padding
and a 4 -mil polyethylene bag left
unsealed to prevent interior con-
densation.

The platform is secured to the
base with 8 steel coil springs bolted
through base and platform. The
springs, to absorb shock, are
wrapped to protect the cabinet fin-
ish. Separating the base from the
floating deck are 2 inch pads of
polyurethane foam held in place
by the springs and distributed ac-
cording to the weight of the ship-
ment.

A pad is laid over the deck and
the instrument is laid on this and
strapped with 3 steel bands placed

Padded and bagged recorder is strapped
to padded base. Springs have been
padded also
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Sides and top of box are taped and
stapled in place

over double wrappings. The veneer
sides and ends are stapled in place.
End and side joints are taped and
the top is stapled. Battens of 1x4
inch lumber brace the tops.

Advantages over previous pack-
aging methods are reported as re-
ductions in cost, packaging time
and shipping weight, a clean sur-
face for printing identification or
advertising and standardization of
package size.

Plates Connect Ribbon
Cable to Terminals
PREPUNCHED supporting plates suit-
able for connecting ribbon cables
to printed circuit boards or mating
female terminals are employed in
a connector family made by Elco
Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ribbon cables with conductors
embedded in plastic or with con-
ductors printed on one or both sides
of plastic are joined by similar
methods. Any spacing or pattern
can be handled.

First step with the embedded con-
ductor type of cable is to remove
the insulation from inch at the

Bare conductors fed through holes of con-
tact plate

))

G -V
THERMAL

TIME DELAY
RELAY

TYPE R M-20
NEATER 28V
SET FOR 5 s

((Num N.O.

Glf CONTROLS

G -V thermal time delay relays...

protect cathodes in RCA's

TV microwave relay system

When the industry required a portable microwave repeater station
that behaved like a permanently installed, unattended unit, RCA
developed its Television Microwave Relay Station, Type TVM-1A. In
it, to protect the unit's cathodes, RCA design engineers rely on G -V
thermal time delay relays to delay the application of plate voltage.

In both industrial and military equipment, G -V thermal relays are
providing long, dependable, proven service in time delay applica-
tions, voltage and current sensing functions and circuit protection.

Write for extensive application, data and catalog material.

G -V CONTROLS INC.
24 Hollywood Plaza. East Orange, New jersey
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ATTENUATION
CHARACTERISTICS
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Choose from a wide
range of attenuation

patterns from
14kc to 10,000 mc.

Aerovox offers a complete selection of high
attenuation screen room filters in single,
double and triple section units to comply with
the rigid specifications of advanced type
screen room designs. Each filter is hermeti-
cally sealed and terminals at both ends are
shielded. Easy mounting arrangements plus
high attenuation performance assures you of
the finest equipment specifically designed
for screen room use.

Write for technical details to . . .
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S-1361 1

1,0 10 200
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L-A11ENUAIION IN DECIBELS-)

1000

AEROVOX CORPORATION
NEW BEDFORD  MASSACHUSETTS

end of the cable. Bared conductors
are placed on top of a prepunched
supporting plate to line up with
contact leg holes in the plate. Loose
ends of the conductors are pushed
through the contact leg holes.

Contacts on plastic strips fit into holes
in plate

After contacts are staked and excess con-
ductor cut off, plate is ready for solder

The required number of lower
tier contacts, supplied on plastic
strips, are inserted through the
corresponding holes of the support-
ing plate and staked to the board.
A pad presses the cable against the
supporting plate, fastening the
cable to the board. The contact leg
presses against the bare conductor
at the hole of the supporting plate,
bonding contact and cable con-
ductor.

After removal of the plastic
strip, the upper tier contacts are
inserted and staked. Excess con-
ductor material is cut off and the
supporting plate is dip -soldered on
the staked side.

The supporting plate has two
slots through which the free end
of the cable is fed. This secures it
to the plate, preventing strain at
connector joints.

Cables with printed conductors
already have bare conductors at the
points of connection with holes,
corresponding to the contact leg
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Other side of support plates, with taper
tab and stand-off contacts

location. The cable is placed on top
of the supporting plate so that the
conductors line up with correspond-
ing contact leg holes in the sup-
porting plate. Contacts on plastic
strips are inserted and staked as
described previously.

In both, the staking creates a
pressure connection between con-
tact tail and conductor. Soldering
gives a second independent con-
nection, thus increasing the re-
liability of the joint.

Peephole Packing Case
CORRUGATED cardboard cartons
used to ship portable television re-
ceivers made by Admiral Corp.,
Chicago, Ill., contain three knife
cut sections. Two viewing slots 5
by 7 inches provide access to the
picture controls and power cord.
Another, 4 by 1i inches, exposes a
portion of the picture tube. A
dealer can check out the packed re-
ceiver by merely pressing in the
knife -cut sections, eliminating the
necessity for opening and resealing
the carton. A heavier than normal
corrugated material is used to in-
crease the strength of the carton
for warehousing and shipping.

Acid Sharpens Files
WORN hand files and similar tools
may be sharpened in an electrolytic
sulphuric acid bath. Files are
placed as anodes in a 56 percent so-
lution of acid in a lead -lined tank.
Cathodes are stainless steel. As a
current of 100 amperes at 8 to 10
volts de passes through the bath,
the teeth of the files are eaten away
so that a new cutting edge is
formed on each tooth.

NOW... from Victoreen

CORONA TYPE HIGH VOLTAGE

REGULATORS WITH CURRENT

CAPABILITIES AND SLOPES

NEVER BEFORE OBTAINABLE

2200

2100

2000

1900

1800
0 1000 2000 3000

CURRENT (UA)

4000

Maximum currents to 4 ma
Peak currents to 9 ma
Regulation to 1.5%/ma
Voltages from 400 to 3000
9 pin and octal base tubes
In use by the military

Make Victoreen your headquarters for
high voltage regulation. Send for Form 2022A and

Form 2023A describing the GV6A and GV9A
line of corona type voltage regulators.

11 The Victoreen Instrument Company
Components Division

5806 Hough Avenue  Cleveland 3, Ohio

5000
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NtVV PRODUCTS

New Tape Equipment Arrives
1. OLYMPIC RADIO & TELEVISION CO.

Recorder -Reproducer

2. PRESTO RECORDING CORP.
Professional Tape Recorder

3. TELECTRO INDUSTRIES CORP.
Tope Transport

4. POTTER INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
Random Access Memory

5. LIBRASCOPE, INC.
Tape Demagnetizer

3

Industry, Military Benefit
BOTH entertainment and data recording keep interest in magnetic tape
and associated electronic and mechanical equipment high. Industrial
and military applications are constantly increasing.

Olympic Radio & Television Co., 34-01 38th Ave., L. I. C., N. Y.,
(300), announces model RX-118 magnetic tape recorder -reproducer. It
is adaptable for use in airport tower work, Naval sonar recording, FCC
broadcast monitoring and other applications. It records one or two
separate audio Channels simultaneously on one reel of tape for 24 hours
without reloading.

Now available from Presto Recording Corp., P. 0. Box 500, Paramus,
N. J., (301), is the 800 series of professional tape recorders designed for
radio stations and industrial users. They feature three motors, a 101
reel capacity and solenoid -actuated brakes, whose new design eliminates
frequent readjustment.

Telectro Industries Corp., 35-16 37th St., L. I. C., N. Y., (302), has
developed the TA -1085, a 14 -channel magnetic tape transport that
drives the tape with extremely low flutter. Modes of operation-
"record," "playback," "fast forward," "stop" and "fast rewind"-may
be remotely controlled.

Model 3270 miniature random access memory is offered by Potter
Instrument Co., Inc., Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, L. I., N. Y., (303).
It consists of a tape transport mechanism with transistorized drive
and programming circuitry. Each of the two reels on the transport
contains approximately 35 ft of one -in. tape.

Librascope, Inc., 40 E. Verdugo Ave., Burbank, Calif., (304), has in
production a large type tape demagnetizer for broadcasting and data
tapes. Reels up to 101 in. in diameter for tape widths up to 2 in. can
be handled. Rapid degaussing is accomplished through the automatic
turntable which eliminates the hand rotation method.

For more information use READER SERVICE Card

Electrostatic Source
for lab experiments
FOREST PRODUCTS, INC., 131 Port-
land St., Cambridge, Mass. A new
electrostatic generator, designed for
laboratory experiments requiring a
continuous source of static elec-
tricity, stands 171 in. high and
creates a usable charge of 150,000
v at 5µa.

Similar in design and operation
to the multi -million volt electro-
static generators used for atomic
research, the new generator is of a
size that makes it ideal for indus-
trial laboratories and other similar
uses. Circle 305 on Reader Service
Card.

(Continued on page 118)
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DRIVER -HARRIS ALLOYS AT WORK IN PRODUCT ADVANCEMEN

MANDR

LARGE
DISTRIBU

CAPACITA

RESISTAN
WINDIN

Phase Shift Compensation Eliminated
In New HELIPOT° Precision Potentiometers
SPECIAL D -H ALLOYS MAKE

AIR -CORE WINDINGS PRACTICAL!

Helipot's purpose in designing its new, air -core wound series 7700
Potentiometers was to make possible operation at higher frequencies
with 0° phase shift-thereby eliminating compensation circuitry,

In nearly all multi -turn potentiometers, resistance wire is wound
on an insulated copper -wire mandrel. This type of mandrel is used
because it has uniform diameter, good heat conductivity and high
thermal capacity. However, a disadvantage of such construction is the
relatively large distributed capacitance between the resistance wind-
ing and the mandrel. When such a potentiometer is used as an AC
voltage divider, the output generally differs in phase and magnitude
from the desired output. This interferes with the effective use of high
accuracy potentiometers unless compensation is applied somewhere
in the circuit.

Helipot engineers desired to eliminate these problems by eliminat-
ing the copper -wire mandrel. But the elimination of the mandrel also

eliminated the support for the winding. Needed, therefore, was a type
of wire that would make a self-supporting air -core winding.

At Helipot's request, Driver -Harris went to work with these sped-
fications: The wire must be of dependable uniform hardness so that
in stretching it, equal spacing between turns is obtained, free of creep
This is essential to linearity. The wire also must be of unvarying di-
ameter for uniform resistance. And its surface must be extremeLy
clean-free of oxide coating to minimize contact "noise".

Driver -Harris produced the wire-a special hard -drawn form of
Karma* and Nichrome* V. And Helipot produced its new 10 -turn
series 7700 potentiometers in a resistance range from 200 to 5000
ohms. With this radically new air -core winding, linearity approaches
the resolution of the unit without resort to padding or shunting. And
phase shift in AC circuitry is reduced to less than 0.1°.

Since 1899, Driver -Harris has produced 132 special-purpose alloys
in just this fashion-in answer to a particular problem and extraor-
dinary specifications. If your own engineering and product develop-
ment plans currently hinge upon a special alloy-why not bring your
problem to Driver -Harris. Your inquiry is invited.

Driver -Harris* Company
HARRISON, NEW JERSEY BRANCHES: Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Louisville
Distributor: ANGUS-CAMPBELL, INC., Los Angeles, San Francisco In Canada: The B. GREENING WIRE COMPANY,

REO. U.S, PAT. OFF.

Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

MAKERS OF THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF ALLOYS FOR THE ELECTRICAL ELECTRONIC, AND HEATTREATING INDUSTRIES
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Spectrum Analyzer
precision unit
LAVOIE LABORATORIES, INC., Mata-
wan-Freehold Road, Morganville,
N.J., offers a no-klystron spectrum
analyzer of laboratory precision,
with rock -stable oscillators permit-
ting observation of signals with
minor instability characteristics.

A simplified band -switch arrange-
ment permits coverage of 10 mc to

21,000 mc range in seconds, and a
single head construction precludes
misplacing expensive tuning units.
Triple shielding allows operation in
fields exceeding 4 megawatts with-
out spurious responses.

The spectrum analyzer has a
shock performance of 37 g 10 milli -
sec duration in transit case, vibra-
tion of 10-55 cps, 10 g, and meets
all environmental specifications.
Circle 306 on Reader Service Card.

Coaxial Capacitor
meets MIL -C-109508
VITRAMON, INC., Box 544, Bridge-
port 1, Conn., offers coax capaci-
tors made by its process of combin-
ing porcelain dielectrics and fine
silver electrodes in a monolithic
block. A terminal at the center of

the square capacitor permits cur-
rents to flow radially through the
electrodes and dielectrics to the

four terminals at the periphery of
the part. The geometry results in
cancellation of magnetic fields of
these radial currents and low effec-
tive inductance of the capacitor.
Rugged design can take vibration
up to 2,000 cps with 20 g of accel-
eration applied. Circle 307 on
Reader Service Card.

Pulsed Oscillator
high power unit

ARENBERG ULTRASONIC LABORA-

TORY, INC., 94 Green St., Jamaica
Plain 30, Mass. Model PG -650
oscillator is a variable frequency
pulse modulated r -f source for ap-
plications requiring high power
output as well as extreme stability.
Its principal use has been in meas-

uring the various parameters of
ultrasonic delay lines whose high
initial insertion loss as well as

operation at low impedance levels
have presented many difficulties in
the past.

The r -f output may be displayed
directly on the plates of a cro, and
the output of a delay line (60 db
into 50 ohms) can also be shown
at r -f using only the vertical ampli-

fier of the cro and no other. Circle
308 on Reader Service Card.

Adjustment Pot
is humidity proof
BOURNS LABORATORIES, INC., Riv-
erside, Calif., announces a new
leadscrew-actuated adjustment po-
tentiometer which is sealed against
humidity and capable of 135 C

operation. Model 236 Trimpot
meets military humidity specs. It
has a 0.8 w power dissipation, and
employs a new element termina-
tion termed Silverweld, and ce-
ramic card, providing maximum
stability and reliability. Circle 309
on Reader Service Card.

Frequency Meter
precision device
VARO MFG. CO., INC., 2201 Wal-
nut St., Garland, Texas. Model
6506 is designed to fill the need for
a precision frequency measuring de-
vice for missile and aircraft 400 cps

power sources. The transistorized
meter provides 0.05 percent ac-
curacy at 400 cps by calibration of
the discriminator with an internal
tuning fork. Accuracy of 0.1 per-
cent is achieved at full scale, 397
to 403 cps. Circle 310 on Reader
Service Card.

Tiny Resistor
has wide range
ELECTRA MFG. CO., 4051 Broad-
way, Kansas City, Mo., has avail-

able a new w deposited carbon
resistor with standard coating
(DCX i) that has a resistance
range of 25 ohms to 1 meg.

This precision subminiature re -
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C

WHEN IT

COMES TO

MINIATURE

CONTROLS...

CHECK THE OVERALL SIZE...

including switch, if needed. For practical space -saving ability,
Stackpole miniature "F" Controls lead the way - only 0.637"
in diameter behind the panel for the entire length of both
control and switch.

r....1 r.--.......1
.:- .

.
a

1,
11,.

;

.K

r£ ...

ii,...............,..... :
11

MI II
.i I OO EA w

Photos show side and rear views of a Stack -
pole F Control with 2 -pole switch. Dotted
lines indicate behind -panel space occupied
by a conventional "miniature" control.

Notice how Stackpole's small switch size
perfectly complements the miniature control
... saves precious chassis space where it's
needed the most.

FEEL and HEAR THE SWITCH ACTION...

for the tease -proof, positive "feel" and audible
"click" only a true snap -action switch provides. "B" -
Series switches used on "F" Controls have the same
time -proven mechanism as larger Stackpole control
switches. They're U.L. Inspected for 1 amp. @ 125v
ac -dc; 4 amps @ 25v dc.

CHECK THE COMPLETENESS OF BOTH

CONTROL and SWITCH LINES

Printed wiring, wire -wrap, or standard lug termi-
nals as well as fold -tab or threaded bushing mount-
ings are available on all Stackpole miniature "F"
controls. Both SPST and DPST switches can be
supplied.

miniature "F" -series
VARIABLE RESISTORS

Electronic Components Division

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, St. Marys, Pa.
In Canada, Canadian Stackpole Ltd., 550 Evans Ave., Etobicoke, Toronto 14, Ont.

FIXED IL VARIABLE COMPOSITION RESISTORS SLIDE & SNAP SWITCHES IRON CORES CERAMIC MAGNETS
FIXED COMPOSITION CAPACITORS CERAMAGO5 FERROMAGNETIC CORES

HUNDREDS OF CARBON, GRAPHITE, AND METAL POWDER PRODUCTS.
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THIS

STOCK

PAYS

DIVIDENDS

Helipot declar a 3 -in -1 potentiom-
eter dividend for you:
Quality blue chip!
Price best buys!
Delivery same day!

Every Heliport representative carries
these market -leaders on his shelf for
over-the-ccunt:er sales:

Series A -.10 turns. 1-13/16" diam-
eter. Total resistance: 15 standard
values from 25 to 300,000 ohms. Lin-
earity ±0.5% o

Series turns. 1-13/16" diam-
eter. Total resistance: 10 standard
values from 10 to 50,000 ohms. Lin-
earity

Series RB D-uodiar turns -counting
dials ... occuracy 0.01 turn. A perfect
match for Series A potentiome.ters.

Most reps also stock Series AJ, 10 -
turn, 7/8" diameter miniatures...
HELIPOT 7 single -turns ...Duodial
series 90), R and SR.

All can pitt 1de modified FIELIPOT
precision patennometers in 1: days
or less, et n: extra cost!

As you can see,your Helipot repre-
sentative is a n an to see find
him listed ir. the adjoining c:Itunn.

Becket
Heir pot

Helipot Co--)orntion
Newport Beach, CtIf)rnia

a d of
Beckman Instruments, Inc.

Engineering repres* ntc.tives
ir. 17 cities
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Canada: R -O -R Associates, Ltd.1470 Don Mills Road
Don Mills, Ontario, CanadaToronto Hickory 4-4429
6201 Cote St. Luc RoadMontreal, Quebec, DExter 0845

3%

2
31,4

1.%
8%
8
7%
q.

8
9

5

0%
4

Your Helipot Rep
is the Man to See
For same -day delivery of stockmodels... for modified pots in 10days or less at no extra cost... forany potentiometer requirement...
get in touch with
Angus -Sloane Associates
13 East Main St., Moorestown, N.J.BElmont 5-1900
Teletype MOORESTOWN NJ 1050
Blvins & Caldwell, Inc.
1923 No. Main St., High Point, N. C.HIgh Point 2-6873
Teletype um' POINT NC 454
3133 Maple Dr., N.E., Atlanta 5, Ga.CEdar 3-7522, Teletype AT 987

Eltron Engineering Sales Co.

246 Walnut Street
Newtonville 60, Mass.
DEcatur 2-6975
Teletype NEWTON MASS 211

2345 Whitney Ave..Hamden, Conn.

ATwater 8-9276

Harris -Hanson Company
2814 South Brentwood Blvd.

St. Louis 17. Missouri
MIssion 7-4350, Teletype WEB 237

7916 Paseo Avenue
Kansas City 30. Mo.
HIland 4-9494, Teletype xc 448

ArthurAssociates
35 West North Shore Ave.
Fort Myers, Fla., WYandott 5-2151
Teletype yr MYERS FLA 458

P.O. Box 2492, Gainesville, Fla.
FRanklin 2-8028

Roy J. Magnuson
3347 West Irving Park Road
Chicago 18. Illinois

1,y KEystone 9-7555,
Teletype cc 913

1359 West Maynard Drive
St. Paul, Minn.. Midway 6-7943

G. S. Marshall Company
2065 Huntington Drive
San Marino. California
RYan 1-6781. SYcamore 5-4304

Teletype PASA CAL 7797

2015 El Camino Real
Redwood City. Calif.
EMerson 6-8214

Ik 3915 East Broadway, Tucson, Ariz.

EAst 7-1501
3525 Fifth Ave.. San Diego. Calif.

Cypress 8-8234, 8-8235

Norvell Associates
3603 Lemmon Ave.,

Dallas 19, Texas

A LAkeside 6-7861, Teletype in. 1082

E. A. Ossmann Corp.
830 Linden Ave..

Rochester 10. N.Y.
LUdlow 6-4940, Teletype RO 189

1204 South Ave..
Syracuse 7. N.Y.

GRanite 6-7073
147 Front Street, Vestal, N.Y.
ENdicott 5-0296

Chase
Chem
C evel
Cont
First
First
First
First
First
First
First.
Fran)
Guar
Hanc
Irvin
Man
Men
Nati
Nati
Nat
Pee,
Rep
Seal
Sec)
Vat

814 Sheridan Associates
Roselawn Center Bldg.
Cincinnati 37, Ohio, MElrose 1-2460ys 5348 Pearl Rd.,

Cleveland 29. Ohio
1/2 TUxedo 4-8060
V

S. Sterling Company
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sistor has a diameter of only 3z in.,
a length of only A- in. The resistor
is made to meet or exceed MIL -R -
10509B . Circle 311 on Reader
Service Card.

Connecting Lead
spring action tip
ASSOCIATED ENGINEERING CORP.,
65 Kent St., Brookline 46, Mass.,
has announced the new hi -axial
Addaplug connecting lead for gen-
eral purpose hookup and inter-
connection of equipment, instru-
mentation work, breadboards, servo
set-ups and the like. Addaplug re-
duces equipment setup time and
insures safe, positive connections.
Exclusive spring action tip is self -

wiping and always insures a good
connection, with uniform, low con-
tact resistance (less than 0.001
ohm). Addaplug will withstand a
tensile force of at least 20 lb and
will resist failure due to flexing at
junction of plug and wire. Circle
312 on Reader Service Card.

Tiny Capacitors
radial series
VITRAMON, INC., Box 544, Bridge-
port 1, Conn. Radial series capaci-
tors illustrated offer a 300 v rating
up to 100 pg. They feature thin
design-h in. to Js in.-and can be
mounted axially, radially, or on
edge. Due to the company's manu-
facturing process no case or her-
metic seal is needed. They feature
complete humidity immunity, Q in

excess of 2,500, dissipation factor
less than 0.0003, insulation resist-
ance greater than 50,000 ohm
farads, capacitance drift less than
0.05 percent. Circle 313 on Reader
Service Card.

D -C Power Supply
all -transistorized
SILA-KON ENGINEERING CO., P.O.
Box 282, El Monte, Calif. Pow-
ered from 115 v a -c, the model 550
variable d -c power supply utilizes
transistor circuitry throughout to
achieve a high degree of regulation.
It incorporates overload protection
that can be pre-set with a cali-
brated panel control for protection
of the load. Another feature pro-
vides for remote sensing of the volt-
age at the load. Circle 314 on
Reader Service Card.

D -C Power Supply
medium voltage
OPAD ELECTRIC CO., 69 Murray
St., New York 7, N. Y. Model
RS40B is a medium voltage ger-
manium rectifier power supply. It
has a continuously adjustable out-
put of from 0 to 110 v d -c with a
maximum load current rating of
20 amperes. Ripple does not ex -
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Its VSWR monitor,

OUTLINE DRAWING MODEL 575N DOUBLE COUPLER

WHEN YOU BUILD MicroMatch
Directional Couplers into your trans-
mitters, you add an invaluable feature
at extremely low cost - positive con-
firmation of transmitter performance.
Your customers stay sold by the cou-
pler's continuous RF Power indication.
in addition, stands watch over your

customer's transmission line and antenna.
Now incorporated in most modern Government and

commercial transmitters, MicroMatch Directional Couplers
produce an output essentially independent of frequency.
Units are available for use within the range of 20 to 4000
megacycles. Couplers are adjusted to produce full scale
meter deflection at power levels of 1.2 watts to 120 KW.
Accuracy of power measurements is plus or minus 5% of
full scale.

For complete details on the MicroMatch line of monitor-
ing equipment, write for our 68 -page catalog.

WHEN MICROMATCH IS BUILT IN -

YOU KNOW WHAT'S GOING OUT

aJONES ELECTRONICS CO. In
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

ceed 1 percent of the average d -c
output throughout the range of the
equipment. Regulation is 5-6 per-
cent from 1/10 load to full load
at 110 v output. Circle 315 on
Reader Service Card.

E

X

T

0

E

0

Stretch Cables
2 -ampere capacity
STRETCH WIRE CORP., P.O. Box
893, New Rochelle, N. Y. Illus-
trated is a single conductor of 2
ampere capacity with a resistance
of 0.18 ohm in a relaxed and ex-
tended state. It has a stretch factor
of 200 percent, and stretches and
retracts easily.

Cables can be constructed with
controlled extension factors in the
required number of conductors and
built to meet the current capacity
of the required cords. Terminations
arc in spade, clip, probe or round.
rackets are of nylon, rubber or
neoprene. Circle 316 on Reader
Service Card.

Level Recorder
for rugged conditions
SOUND APPARATUS CO., Stirling,
N. J. The marine level recorder,
model SL -4M, has been specially
designed for operation in humid
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and rugged conditions which often
exist in tropical climates, or aboard
ships or in the field. It is a compact,
rack -mounted recorder (4 in. re-
cording width) for frequency re-
sponse, sound, noise, and vibration
measurements.

The unit features complete mois-
ture -proof, anodyzed metal enclo-
sure; Plexiglass hinged door on front
panel, protecting the entire record-
ing mechanism; chart take-up de-
vice; and lifetime cooling fan. Cir-
cle 317 on Reader Service Card.

Delay Lines
millisec units
FERRANTI ELECTRIC INC., Elec-
tronics Division, 95 Madison Ave.,
Hempstead, N. Y. A new range of
acoustic delay lines provide delays
up to 5 millisec and operating fre-
quencies up to 1 mc, with tempera-
ture coefficients of less than 5 parts
per million per deg C. The lines
are available in four packages, to
any specified delay in the range 20
to 5,000 psec, with a ± 4 //see ad-
justment available to the user. The
packages can be supplied complete
with transistor input and output
amplifiers. The shorter lines can be
supplied with taps at specified posi-
tions. Circle 318 on Reader Service
Card.

Stability Tester
measures drift, f -m

LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS,

INC., 75 Pitts St., Boston 14, Mass.
Model 5009 microwave stability

ELECTRONIC

Battery operated VOLTMETER

VOLTAGE RANGE:
100 microvolts to 1000
volts rms of a sine wave
in 7 decade ranges.

INPUT IMPEDANCE:
2 megohms shunted
by 10 mmfd on high
ranges and 25 mmfd on
low ranges.

FREQUENCY RANGE:
2 cps to 150,000 cps.

ACCURACY:
3% except 5% below 5 cps
and above 100,000 cps

and

for any point on
meter scale.

MODEL 302C-Price $245.

 Available accessories increase the voltage range from 20 mhcrovolts
to 10,000 volts.

 Available precision shunt resistors permit the measurement of AC
currents from 10 amperes down to one -tenth of a microampere.

 Features the well-known Ballantine logarithmic voltage and uniform
DB scales.

 Battery life over 100 hours.

 Can also be used as a flat pre -amplifier with a maximum gain of
60 DB. Because of the complete absence of AC hum, the amplifier
section will be found extremely useful for improving the sensitivity
of oscilloscopes.

For further information on this and
other Ballantine instruments

write for our new catalog.

BALLANTINE
ORATO

Mon, New
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TUNG-SOL G-127
Sensitive Overvoltage Relay

OPERATES AT
6.9 VOLTS TO
LIMITS OF
+ 0.2 VOLTS
In addition, the G-127 has a calibra'
tion change of only .2 volts over a
temperature range of -40° to +80° C
. . . resists damage from vibration in
a range of 10 to 55 cycles and from
shock of 50Gs . . . employs snap ac
tion contacts for consistent opera-
tion. The G-127 is characteristic of
the precision -in -performance of the
entire line of Tung -Sol thermal re-
lays. Whatever your relay require.
ment, contact Tung -Sol for complete,
confidential engineering assistance.

NOMINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Operating Voltage
Operating Time

eset Voltage

6 9 volts
Within 10 secs.

Approx. 4.0 volts
Contact Capacity 2 amps at 16 volts
Contact Arrangement SPS

For additional data write: Electroswitch Division, Tung -Sol Elec-
tric Inc., Newark 4, N. J. Sales Offices: Atlanta, Ga.; Columbus,
Ohio; Culver City, Calif.; Dallas, Tex.; Denver, Colo.; Detroit,
Mich.; Irvington, N. J.; Melrose Park, Ill.; Newark, N. J.; Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Seattle, Wash._Canada: Montreal, P. Q.

tester measures drift and f -m in
frequency bands between 10 mc and
10,800 mc. It will measure these
same parameters at 30 mc and 30
kc to 70 kc. All information is pre-
sented on two large, easy -to -read
meters which are calibrated to read
peak f -m deviation in cps and drift
in kc. It is composed of two units:
a power supply with a plug-in r -f
head and an indicator. Circle 319
on Reader Service Card.

Power Supply
12-kv unit
FILM CAPACITORS, INC., 3400 Park
Ave., New York 56, N. Y. A 12-kv
power supply, model PS 12-T, fea-
turing an oil -filled, hermetically
sealed unit incorporating a full -wave
voltage -doubler circuit, and rugged
183-6T tubes, is now available.

Model PS 12-T delivers up to 12,-
000 v d -c at 1 ma, and up to 1.75
ma at 11,500 v for short periods of
time. Output voltage is variable
from 0 to 12 kv at rated load by
varying input voltage to the sepa-
rate plate transformer. Regulation
from no load to full load is close to
7 percent.

Output ripple is 0.75 percent
maximum at rated output. Circle
320 on Reader Service Card.

Power Supply
high current unit
ELECTRONIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATES,
INc., 67 Factory Place, Cedar
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Grove, N. J. Model TR32-2 tran-
sistorized power supply is intended
for all types of high current labora-
tory and industrial applications. It
features an all -semiconductor de-
sign and characteristics include fast
transient response, small size and
light weight, adjustable regulation
control, low ripple content, and in-
dependence from line frequency
change. Circle 321 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Precision Pots
high resolution
G. M. GIANNINI & Co., INC., 918
East Green St., Pasadena 1, Calif.
Built to NAS standards in 1-A in.
and 11 in. sizes, a new line of pre-
cision pots can be supplied singly
or as externally phaseable ganged
units.

Standard resolution for model
1437 (1I4 in.) is provided as high
as 3900 wires, with a resistance
range from 100 to 160,000 ohms.
Model 1750 (11 in.) is available
with resolution to 5000 wires, and
with a resistance ranging from 100
to 300,000 ohms. Standard linearity
range for both units is 0.5 percent
to 0.1 percent. Circle 322 on
Reader Service Card.

Vibration Pickups
high sensitivity
SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIAL ELEC-
TRONICS Co., 2831 Post Oak Road,
Houston 19, Texas. Development
of a unique magnetic circuit now
enables SIE to offer the new TD -
Series vibration pickups which com-
bine the temperature stability of

Tape Wound Cores

Bobbin Cores

Not only G -L but our customers, too, claim consistent'
uniformity with every G -L Tape Wound Core and
Bobbin Core. This consistent uniformity is the result
of: an accuracy of control never before achieved
in each and every step of the manufacturing
process; the use of the highest quality raw materials
and new and exclusive manufacturing technologies.

Prove our claims and the claims of our customers.
Write, wire, call or teletype us about your re-
quirements and for our technical bulletins.

Cd utuettaixtee
2921 ADMIRAL WILSON BOULEVARD

CAMDEN 5, NEW JERSEY
WOodlawn 6-2780 TWX 761 Camden, N.J.
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PRECISION FREQUENCY

STATIC /AVV.EARTER .61/ORLY
INPUT 28V D.C. ± 10%

OUTPUT Nom. 115V ± 2% 400 CPS 0.01%
1 o :2- or 3 -phase output available)

RATINGS: 30VA SOVA 100VA
Higher ratings available.

APPLICATION:
For gyro wheel supplies and where

precise 400 cycle voltages are re-
quired in aircraft, radar and missile

computers.

FEATURES:
PRECISION OUTPUT FREQUENCY

RUGGED
EXCELLENT WAVEFORM

SIMPLICITY OF CIRCUITRY
FAST STARTING TIME

GOOD VOLTAGE REGULATION
throughout an adjustable range

ISOLATED CASE DESIGN
HIGH RELIABILITY

VIBRATION ISOLATED
COMPACT

LIGHTWEIGHT
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS

(Send for Bulletin S-864)

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL

NUMBERS

± .01% CPS 515 40311 SIS 40511 SIS 410011

± .05% (PS SIS 40315 SIS 40515 SIS 410015

INPUT VOLTAGE 28V DC ± 10%
MAX. OUTPUT POWER 30VA SOVA I 100VA

OUTPUT VOLTAGE 115V AC (Adjustable ± 10%)

OUTPUT FREQUENCY 400 CPS ± .01
400 CPS ± .05

VOLTAGE REGULATION ±1% For Line Variations --F. 2% For LoadjVariations

FREQUENCY DISTORTION 3% Maximum At Full Load
LOAD POWER FACTOR 4-0.5 to - U.S Maximum

MILITARY SPECS. MIL -E -5400A 8 MIL -E -5272A

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
- 55°C to .- 71"C when

mounted to heat sink

VIBRATION 20G 10 to 2000 CPS

UNIT DIMENSIONS
L5- D 2 7/8-

H 1 13/16-
L8- 0 1 7/8-

H 2 13/16-
L10- D 4 1/2"

H 1 13/16 -
WEIGHT (Approx ) 2 lbs. 3.5 lbs. 5 lbs.

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS INC.
632 TINTON AVENUE  NEW YORK 55, N. Y. CYPRESS 2-6610

West Coast Division

136 WASHINGTON ST. EL SEGUNDO, CAL.  OREGON 8-2665

mag7.etie damping with sensitivity
previezzly available only in fluid
damped units. Using completely
nev., design features, TD pickups
produce sensitivities of over 300
my/in./sec. Weighing only 9 oz,
five compact models are available
with natural frequencies ranging
from 1.8 to 5.6 cps and response to
2,500 on undamped models and
1,500 cps on damped units. Circle
323 on Reader Service Card.

Rectifiers
silicon -cartridge

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP.,
1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo,
Calif., has available a complete
series of hermetically -sealed, high
current silicon cartridge -type recti-
fiers featuring current ratings three
to four times greater than those of
standard h -v units. Designed for
forced -air or liquid cooling, these
miniature rectifiers utilize metal-
lized ceramic housings with ferrule-
type terminals for insertion into
standard 30 ampere fuse clips.
They are available in pia ratings of
from 1,500 to 16,000 v at rectified
d -c output currents ranging from
210 to 360 ma. Circle 324 on
Reader Service Card.

Connectors
small and light
AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORP.,
Chicago 50, Ill. MIL -C -5015C "E"
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construction MS connectors, trade
named Stub E, are now available.
Claimed to be the smallest and
lightest made, they fully conform
to the environmental -resistance re-
quirements of the cited specifica-
tion.

Available in shell types 3100,
3101, 3102 and 3106, the con-
nectors incorporate standard MS
insert configurations. Features in-
clude a fully unitized rear grommet
and cable clamp which can be
quickly assembled and disassembled,
prefilled contact solder pockets for
instant, easy soldering, and the
weight -saving, space -saving shell de-
sign.

L -F Crystal Units
in glass holders
REEVES-HOFFM.\\ Div., Dynamics
Corp. of America, Carlisle, Pa. Pre-
cision low -frequency crystal units
in glass holders, type RHG-DP, are
built to provide more accurate fre-
quency control in the audio range
of from 1 to 15 kc. They may be
used in aircraft navigation equip-
ment, telephone carrier systems,
communication systems and test
equipment. Components are her-
metically sealed in glass bulbs
(T 54 with noval basc), assuring
internal cleanliness and reliable
evacuation. Circle 325 on Reader
Service Card.

Power Supply
transistorized
\VESTRON SEMICONDUCTORS, INC.,
2312 So. Robertson Blvd., Los An-
geles 34, Calif., has available a

Air_ /40: I

"PREssF ®

JACKS
PLUGS

Only Sealectro - originator, pioneer
and leader in Teflon* terminals-has
a wide selection of "Press -Fit" jacks,
plugs and connectors. And in color, too,
for coding purposes. The one-piece con-
struction does away with screws, nuts,
washers, lockwashers, to save labor
and space alike. Just "Press -Fit" -
that's it !

So, for miniature and sub -miniature
jacks, plugs and connectors, insist on
genuine Sealectro "Press -Fit".

 Ideal jacks and mating plugs for patch-
cord boards. Jacks mount directly in
metal, eliminating breakable plastic
panels. As many as 14,400 "Press -Fit"
jacks have been mounted on single
metal plate, for computer assemblies!

 Handy breakaway connectors. Mated
male and female members. Mount di-
rectly in metal. Widely used for plug-in
components and circuitry.

 Outstanding choice of miniature jacks.
Stamped or machined beryllium -copper
contact members. Bull -dog grip !

 And tiny! These subminiature test-
point jacks take standard test probes.

.41

Be sure you have the "Press -Fit"
catalog in your reference file. Then
get "TERMINALOGY" - jam -full of
practical data - right along by
mail. Write on business stationery.

*Reg. Trademark of E. I. Du Pont
de Nemours & Co., Inc.

CORPORATION
61( FAYETTE AVENUE  MARMARONECK, N. Y.
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ACEPOT®
SUB -MINIATURE, PRECISION, WIRE -WOUND

LINEAR

POTENTIOMETERS

Small pot size Big pot performance

Only 1/2" in diameter, the ACEPOT excels in a combination of all
around top performance characteristics comparable to larger units.
For example, these precision units feature ± 2% resistance tolerance
and ± 0.3% independent linearity. Every potentiometer is complete-
ly sealed against sand, dust and foreign matter to avoid abrasive ac-
tion between moving parts. All materials and metals are treated for
maximum resistance to salt spray, corrosion, humidity and conform
to shock and vibration tests. ACEPOTS are designed and assembled
MIL -A -8625A, QQ-M-1512, JAN -T-152, MIL -E -5272A, MIL -R-
19A, NAS-710 and MIL -R-19518 (ships).

ACEPOT LINEARITY TEST

Plot of voltage ratio error versus ro-
tation illustrates linearity to better
than = 0.3 %.

VIM
ACEPOT RESOLUTION TEST

Section of oscillograph trace of elec.
trical resolution shows voltage
change for each turn of wire.

ACE offers a wide variety of linear and nonlinear precision, wire-
wound potentiometers in standard, special and AIA sizes. Custom
designs to meet special requirements can be made available on short
lead time. Call, write or teletype Dept. F, ACE ELECTRONICS
ASSOCIATES, INC., 99 Dover Street, Somerville, Mass., SOmerset
6-5130, TWX SMVL-181.

ACEPOT R

ACETRIM R
ACESET 9

ACEOHM R

ACEELECTRONICS ASSOCIATES, INC.

transistorized power supply for two-
way communication gear. It comes
in. two models, one for 30 w r -f
power, and another for 60 w r -f
power. This unit replaces the vi-
brator in the present existing equip-
ment and can be installed in
minutes. The power supply makes
possible transmission and reception
at A of the present initial cost of
transistorized power supplies now
available on the market, according
to the company. Circle 326 on
Reader Service Card.

Quartz Crystals
I -f devices

MONITOR PRODUCTS Co., 815 Fre-
mont Ave., South Pasadena, Calif.,
announces new low frequency
quartz crystals to meet high vibra-
tion requirements. The MC -13/U
crystals are fully tested from 2 to
2,000 cps vibration. Typical tol-
erance is ± .012 percent from
- 40 C to + 70 C. Circle 327 on
Reader Service Card.

Crystal Oven
controls temperature
BLILEY ELECTRIC CO., Union Sta-
tion Building, Erie, Pa., has avail-
able a new crystal oven which
maintains temperature within

0.1 C. The temperature control
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oven when used with a Bliley type
BG7 crystal at 1,000 kc provides a
frequency stability of 4 parts in 100
million per day under ambient con-
ditions at 25 C 15 C. The oven
heater rating is 115 v a -c, 10 w.
Bulletin 508 is available. Circle
328 on Reader Service Card.

Oscilloscopes
d -c to 200 kc
fir,,.I:FT-PACKARD Co., 275 Page
Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif. The
120A (cabinet mount) and 120 AR
(rack mount) arc d -c to 200 kc
oscilloscopes with automatic trig-
gering and simplified controls.
They have a sweep speed range of
1 lisec/cm to 0.5 sec/cm. Included
is a times -5 sweep expansion on all
ranges, with vernier for continuous
control. Fifteen calibrated sweeps
are provided, in 1-2-5 sequence.
Instantaneous, automatic smchro-
nizing is provided on any internal
or external voltage; scopes max, also
be triggered by line voltage. Cali-
brated identical bandwidth vertical
and horizontal amplifiers provide
convenient phase measurement.
Circle 329 on Reader Service Card.

Trimmer Pots
minimalized
CARTER MFG. CORP., 23 Washing-
ton St., Hudson, Mass., has avail-
able two new minimalized trimmer

END YOUR

RINTS FOR

UOTATION

SPURS HELICALS WORM AND WORM GEARS STRAIGHT BEVELS

LEAD SCREWS  RATCHETS  CLUSTER GEARS  RACKS  INTERNALS  ODD SHAPES

1021 PARMELE STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
CIRCLE 103 READERS SERVICE CARD

Caledonia combines four functions in
miniaturized, shock -resistant package.

Electronics today is partly packaging
PROBLEM: Design a small (50 cubic in.)
and light (33/4 lbs.) unit that contains:
1. a positive d.c. pulse selector
2. a negative d.c. pulse selector
3. a high level 60 cps band pass filter
4. a 400 cps detector circuit
(all with tight tolerances, naturally).

Design it to operate within the usual
military environmental conditions, in-
cluding high vibration and shock.
SOLUTION: We assembled the
components shishkabob
style. Then mounted the

kabob in a metal case filled with an epoxy
foam compound to hold the parts in a
firm cushion.
TIME ELAPSED: From original assign-
ment, through design to volume produc-
tion-two months.

If such quick, dependable assistance in
design and production can make your
work more effective, we'll be glad to
hear from you. We offer experience,
good production facilities, and a recog-
nized quality record.

CALEDONIA
ELECTRONICS AND TRANSFORMER CORPORATION

Dept. E-5, Caledonia, N.Y. In Canada: Hackbusch Electronics, Ltd., 23 Primrose Ave., Toronto 4, Ont.
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for high reliability applications
n MODEL 3 Radiohm ®

1/4 watt sub -miniature
variable resistor

I

6

Cr

.24

ACTUAL .?

SIZE

Your local Centralab
distributor carries a
wide variety of these
units in stock. Ask him
for Model JP and JL
controls-as listed in
Catalog 30.

The Model 3 utilizes Centralab's ICE (Interfused
Composition Element) to provide exceptional heat
dissipation and electrical stability under the most
severe operating conditions. It is recommended for
high temperature operation in both military and
commercial equipment.

 Will meet MIL -R -94B resistance change require.
ments under twice its rated load.

 Meets or exceeds MIL -R -94B requirements for
moisture resistance, insulation resistance, ther-
mal cycling, etc.

 Completely enclosed case can be sealed or potted.
 Resistance range: 200 ohms to 2.5 megohms,

linear taper and 5000 ohms to 2.5 megohms
10% log audio taper.

Write for Technical Bulletin EP -63 containing de-
tailed specifications or contact your Centralab repre-
sentative.

A DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION, INC.
914E E. KEEFE AVE.  MILWAUKEE 1, WIS.

In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant Rd.  Toronto, Ontario

VARIABLE RESISTORS PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS ELECTRONIC SWITCHES

CERAMIC CAPACITORS ENGINEERED CERAMICS SEMI -CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS

potentiometers in 15 standard re-
sistance values from 47 ohms to
10,000 ohms. All values are manu-
factured with 20 ppm resistance
wire and can dissipate w to 100 C
(derated to zero at 150 C) for a
period of 1,000 hr.

Type 101F may be mounted by
' its leads alone, in a fuse clip or a
0.290 in. hole. Type 101G is sup-
plied with a nut for mounting in a
5/16 in. hole and a nut for locking
the shaft against rotation. Circle
330 on Reader Service Card.

Decade Amplifier
transistorized
ZACHARIAS ELECTRONICS CORP.,

P.O. Box 172, Livingston, N. J.
Model 40-A transistor decade am-
plifier lends itself to a wide variety
of fixed or portable applications.
The amplifier noise figure is made
independent of the magnitude of
the driving impedance through the
use of a vacuum tube at the input
stage. The input impedance, in
excess of 10 megohms, minimizes
loading of circuits under test. The
constant tO0 ohm output imped-
ance is useful for driving many pas-
sive networks. A gain of 10 or
100 is available over the 2 to 1,000,-
000 cps range throughout the 800
hr life of' the batteries, with an ac-
curacy of ± 0.2 db from 10 cps
to 300,000 cps and ± 1 db from
5 to 500,000 cps. Maximum out -
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put is 3 v rms or 1 my. Circle 331
on Reader Service Card.

Crest Voltmeter
switch controlled
SENSITIVE RESEARCH INSTRUNIEN1
CORP., 310 Main St., Ncw Ro-
chelle, N. Y., has available a new
crest voltmeter for measuring posi-
tive and negative peaks and rms.
All three functions are measured
by means of switching. Choice of
pulse response from 10 to 99 or 100
and above is also by switch.

Range of the basic instrument is
0.1 kv. External multipliers are
available up to 100 kv. Accuracy
is 1 percent of full scale for rms and
for peaks of 100 per sec and faster
on FAST position or, 10 to 99 per
sec on sLow position. Input im-
pedance is as follows: rms-10,000
megohms and 25 i.wf; positive and
negative peaks -10,000 megohms
and 15 I.LtLf . Circle 332 on Reader
Service Card.

Circuit Breaker
sub miniaturized

HEINEMANN ELECTRIC Co., 455
Plum St., Trenton 2, N. J. Model
SM3 is a hermetically scaled sub -
miniaturized circuit breaker. A
series -overload breaker, it is de-
signed for operation at 110 v at

RECTANGULAR & SQUARE

2- and 4 -Gun Tubes

. . . exclusive with ETC, give raster areas
equal to 7" round tubes. I

Plug-in PRE -AMPLIFIERS

Choice of 5 types for each chan-
nel. Matches sensitivity and re-
sponse requirements from 50 my/
cm to 50 µv/cm, dc to 50 kc to
5 mc. Any combination of pre-
amplifiers may be used simultane-
ously on all channels.

kat
Ie

Plug-in CALI-MARKER

Calibrator 8. Time -Mark
Generator

The first compact, plug-in unit
of its kind. Combines a stable,
square -wave calibrator and a
crystal -controlled time -mark gen-
erator. Interchangeable with a
second plug-in sweep generator.

Plug-in SWEEP GENERATORS

One or two identical plug-in
sweeps may be used on each
instrument for common or sepa-
rate calibrated time bases as
needed. Second sweep inter-
changeable with Cali -Marker.

Announcing
THE WORLD'S MOST

VERSATILE OSCILLOSCOPES!
with Plug -ins for All Needed Ranges ...

All Needed Features No Obsolescence.

2- and 4-

Channel Types
Models K-270
and K-470 ...

Display multiple, high-speed sig-
nals without switching. From DC
to 5 megacycle bandwidths.

Here is true multi -channel oscillography
with features, performance, and prices "tail-
ored" to your exact needs. Versatile plug-in
pre -amplifiers, sweeps, and marker -calibra-
tor circuits need be purchased only as you
need them . . . when you need them. No
worries of having "too much" scope now
. . . not enough scope flexibility a few years
later.

From simple one -channel monitoring jobs
to difficult medical, biophysical and low-
level strain gauge recording involving two,
three or four channels, you'll find no jobs
too small or few too large for these versa-
tile ETC instruments.

Write for detailed specifications and prices.

skefrosle Pas
CORPORATION

1200 E. MERMAID LANE PHILADELPHIA 18, PA.

PIONEERS IN MULTI GUN C R TUBES AND MULTI CHANNEL OSCILLOGRAPHY.
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SEALED
ELAPSED TIME
INDICATORS

SCHEDULE MAINTENANCE - STUDY PRODUCTIVITY

Glass -to -metal sealed ELAPSED TIME indi-
cators. Compact, low cost, tamper -proof.
Standard ASA/MIL dimensions, 21_:" and 3IT'
sizes. Easy to read standard size counter
registers 1/10 hour steps to 9999.9 or hour
steps to 99999. Hermetically sealed. Shielded.
Starts, operates continuously from -55°C
to +85°C. For 110.125 or 220-250 volts
60 cycle A.C. Bulletin on request. Marion
Electrical Instrument Co., Manchester, N. H.,
U.S.A.

Voin'r18bt © 1958. Marton

marion
meters

CIRCLE 107 READERS SERVICE CARD

I'm Building a College Fund
for My Kids with the

EXTRA MONEY

,01°i

r.

I'm earning in
Mobile -Radio

ointenance I

I couldn't set aside from my
engineer's aolary enough
money to send the kids
through college. So when I

learned of the boom,in mobile radio I decided
to start my own porttime business. Now my
income from mobile -radio maintenance goes
into a "college bank account:

This <an be your story. too. Send coupon
for your free copy of "HOW TO MAKE MONEY
IN MOBILE -RADIO MAINTENANCE." Published
by Lampkin Laboratories, Inc., manufacturers
of the 105-B Micrometer Frequency Meter and
205-A FM Modulation Meter.

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Instruments Div., Bradenton, Fla.

At no obligation to me please send "HOW
TO MAKE MONEY IN MOBILE -RADIO MAIN-
TENANCE."

Name

Address

City State

CIRCLE 108 READERS SERVICE CARD
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either 60 or 400 cps, or for 50 v
d -c. It is available in ratings from
50 ma to 10 amperes. A choice of
two time delay curves is offered, for
fast or slow overload response, and
the breaker is also available with
instantaneous -trip response.

Since the S\13 combines mag-
netic actuation with hydraulic time
delay, its current capacity and must -

trip points are free from ambient
temperature effects. The breaker
will maintain its 125 -percent must -

trip point from - 65 to + 125 C.
Circle 333 on Reader Service Card.

Molding Compounds
for cable breakouts
COAST PRO -SEAL AND MFG. Co.,
2235 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles,
Calif. 'I'm) non:Iliac)] perma-
nently flexible cable molding com-
pounds with virtually 110 cold flow
at room temperature have been de-
veloped. Designated as Pro -Sea!
787 and 788, the compounds arc
designed for use on "Y" break-
outs and "multiple finger" break-
outs.

The properties of the two corn -
pounds have been prepared to with-
stand prolonged exposure to 300

and shorter periods of 325 F.
They have excellent resistance to
fuels, oils, water and other liquids
encountered in missiles and air-
craft. Circle 334 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Synthetic Sapphire
in large shapes
LINDE Co., 30 E. 42nd St., New
York 17, N. Y., has available single
crystal sapphire in large shapes,

CABLE
CLIPS

4 a" Two.
for severe conditions

Se41
edicelede
for maximum

economy

WEEKESSEE
molded

&ie.% -74.10,,

SCREWS
and NUTS

*
Acid resistant

*
Need no insulation

*
Can't rust

*
Can't corrode

WECKESSER COMPANY
5 701 Northwest Highway Chicago 30, Ill.

CIRCLE 109 READERS SERVICE CARD

quality .. .
uniformity .

service ...

GLASS for

HERMETIC SEALING

 EPDXY PREFORMS

 PRESSED
CERAMICS

ants nsell
CERAMICS CO.

138 LITTLE ST. THORNTON HEATH

BELLEVILLE ,NEW JERSEY SURREY,ENGLAND

CIRCLE 110 READERS SERVICE CARD
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such as for windows, also in the
form of rods, domes, balls, slugs and
many special shapes. The material
is transparent, has good dielectric
characteristics, a high melting point,
strength at elevated temperatures,
extreme hardness and excellent in-
frared and ultraviolet transmission
characteristics. Uses include output
windows for high power klvstrons,
magnetrons, traveling wave and
TR tubes. Circle 335 on Reader
Service Card.

Load Control Relay
watt -sensitive

ACHINERY ELECTRIFICATION,INC.,
56 Hudson St., Northboio, Mass.
The MEK-2134 load control relay
was designed for use with three-
phase induction motors. Since any
change in motor loading requires
a change in input power (watts)
the MEK-2134 series controls
offer advantages over devices which
respond only to changes in current
(amperes). Circle 336 on Reader
Service Card.

Ot

t
Bobbin Cores
use ultrathin tape
DYNACOR, INC., 10431 Metropoli-
tan Ave., Kensington, Md. Bobbin
cores using ultrathin tape offer

Dynamic Analysis of
Frequency Response

THE

MARCONI

V. F -I. F.

ALIGNMENT
OSCILLOSCOPE

TYPE 1104/1

A combined sweep generator and c.r.o. suitable
for E.h.f., if., and vf. response analysis

F EAT U R ES
Sweep width variable up to 10 Mc/s  Crystal controlled

fixed frequency -marker pips  Calibrated continuously variable
frequency marker  High output  Sensitive Y amplifier
 Calibrated output attenuator

APPLICATIONS:
Alignment and response

measurement on televi-
sion and f.m. v.h.f. re-
ceivers; v.s.w.r. of feeder

lines; matching feeders to

antennas; direct tests on

i.f. and r.f. transformers;

use as a general purpose

oscilloscope.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range: R.F. 50-75 Mc, 75-115 Mc, 150-
216 Mc; I.F. 10-45 Mc; V.F. 5 kc-I0 Mc.
Output Range: 100 NV -100 mV.
Sweep Width: variable from 500 kc to 10 Mc.
Calibration: continuously variable marker oscillator
provides pip corresponding to known frequency,
3 -frequency crystal oscillator generates pips at
intervals of 5.0, 1.0 and 0.5 Mc.
Time Base: 12 to 50 cps for sweep. 12 cps to 10 kc
for general purpose.
TUBES: 5Z4G. I2AT7, 12AU7, I2AX7, 6C4, 6AK5,
6AK 6.

Send for leaflet 13145/B

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

CANADA: CANADIAN MARCONI CO 6035

Ill CEDAR LANE
ENGLEWOOD
NEW JERSEY

Tel: LOwell 7-0607

COTE DE LIESSE MONTREAL 9

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD ST. ALBANS HERTS ENGLAND

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - May 9, 1958 CIRCLE 111 READERS SERVICE CARD
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A SUBSIDIARY

GREATER...
NEW!

OUTPUT,

STABILITY

* ACCURACY
Cox and Stevens

LOAD CELLS

 Multi-columr

 Smaller size

 Hermetically
sealed

For greater accuracy and stability in all types of weight and force
measurement, specify new Cox and Stevens hermetically sealed load cells.
Sixteen strain gages in multi -column design provide up to 250% greater
output, improved stability and better uniformity between cells. Capacities
range from 500 to 200,000 lbs. All cells with 30 feet of special moisture -
and chemical -resistant cable in stainless steel jacket.

Cox and Stevens' fifteen years experience in designing and manufacturing
load cells, plus dead weight testing facilities which make possible calibra-
tion to higher accuracies, assure maximum reliability. Write for technical
bulletins.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS
1. Recommended Input: 20 volts
2. Change in Output, No Load to Full Load 1 750 ± .1% millivolts/volt input
3. No Load Output: .25% of full load output
4. Output Linearity: 0 to + .20% of full load output
5. Temperature Effect on

Cell Output (15 to 115°F): -..0008%/°F of output at applied load
6. Temperature Effect on

No Load Output (15 to 115°F).
7. Input Impedance at 75°F: 450 ± 1 ohms
8. Allowable Load: 225% of rated capacity
9. Deflection Under Rated Load. Less than 0.003"

0013%/°F of full load output

APPLICATIONS

BATCH WEIGHING PLATFORM SCALES MISSILE WEIGHING
also Continuos Weighing Proportioning Truck, Track, Tank and Crane Scales Thrust Measurement

53

REVERE CORPORATION OF AMERICA

11111,16
Wallingford, Connecticut

OF NEPTUNE METER COMPANY

greater uniformity and reliability.
They should interest designers
using magnetic core logic for com-
puter, counter and control circuits.
The bobbin cores find ideal appli-
cation in critical magnetic shift
register, switching transformer and
other logic circuits which require
tile utmost uniformity in switching
time and signal-to-noise ratio.
Circle 337 on Reader Service Card.

Capacitors
microminiature
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Schenec-
tady 5, N. Y., announces a new
line of slug -type microminiature
Tantalvtic capacitors. These polar
units permit higher microfarad
ratings than can be obtained by
wire -type units with the same case
size. The capacitors are normally
enclosed in a Mvlar sleeve which
affords excellent insulating qual-
ities.

The new capacitors are designed
for low voltage transistor applica-
tions-such as hearing aids-where
high microfarad values are re-
quired in extremely small spaces.
Circle 338 on Reader Service Card.

Beam Power Tube
high perveance
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, Har-
rison, N. J., has introduced the
7094 high perveance beam power
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tube with high power gain. In
continuous -wave service it can be
operated with 500 w input (inter-
mittent commercial and amateur
service) at frequencies up to 60 mc
and with reduced input up to 175
mc. It has a maximum plate dissi-
pation of 125 w (ICAS) in mod-
ulator and c -w service.

The new tube can be operated
with relatively low plate voltage to
give large power output with small
driving power. Circle 339 on
Reader Service Card.

Filter Trap
in two models
BENCO TELEVISION ASSOCIATES

LTD., 27 Taber Road, Rexdale,
Ontario, Canada, announces de-
velopment of their new improved
adjacent channel interference filter
trap, known as the Filter Matic.
The unit incorporates Hi -Q traps as
well as band pass filters. It is avail-
able in single and dual models.
Circle 340 on Reader Service Card.

Transformer
miniature unit
ADVANCE INDUSTRIES, INC., 640
Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Mass.,
has available a new miniature,
asymmetric, laminar power toroid
for use in either airborne or ground
equipment.

This 25 -watt, 400 -cycle trans-
former is available in voltage rat-

wrelotpm. s<4..ctols-nr.0

ABSOLUTE
o ACCURACY

The new Millivac MV -32A preci-
sion RMS VTVM is a "transfer'
voltmeter in which the inknown
voltage is carefully matched by a
very accurate calibratior signal
Thus, all measuring errors created
by the range attenuator, AC am-
plifier, rectifier and indicating in-
strument are complete!. elimi-
nated.

TOMO

This new precision meter should
not be confused with the so-called
"true" RMS vol-meters which use
biased diodes or other "synthetic"
RMS-sensitive circuitry. This is a
real EMS voltmeter, incorporating
an e ectronically protected ther-
mo-couple as its RMS-responsive
meter -rectifier.

MILLIVAC
INSTRUMENT S

Divisiol of :7,0 -IU Electrorics, Inc.

BOX 997, SCHENECTADY, N.Y.

RROW IS OU R YESTERDAY
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STIFF DOSE I
OF SALT

Exposure ... to the equivalent of
a stiff sea spray ... on a hot, humid
day-one more test the G -M Servos
take in stride.
Not just a promise-but a tested fact.

G -M Servo Motors are built to de-
liver the ultimate in performance.
The salt spray test shown above is
just one of a battery of tortures de-
signed to prove G -M Servos under all
extremes of humidity, temperature,
altitude, vibration and salt spray.

At G -M "Designed to Meet Mil. En-
vironmental Specifications" is backed
by production testing that does just
that!

1

GOOD REASONS WHY
G -M SERVO MOTORS
SERVE YOU BEST!

G -M Servo Motors are available in
standard sizes.

2 Standard G -M Servo Motors can also
be modified to meet specific require.
ments.

3 Creative engineering in designing spe-
cial servo motors with special charac-
teristics.

4 Fast production-better service.

Write Now for information, or
send for complete G -M charts
and specifications. No
obligation, of course.

GA Servo Motors
nsonolothoed by Ow Compfinobb lboXf fox of

G -M LABORATORIES INC.
4776 fg Knox Are, or f_11,o o 41

CIRCLE 114 READERS SERVICE CARD
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ings up to 1,000 v. Extreme re-
liability with very small size and
low heat rise are its principal de-
sign features. The unit is capable
of meeting MIL -T-27 require-
ments. Circle 341 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Rotary Converter
changes d -c to a -c
KATO ENGINEERING CO., 1415 First
Ave., Mankato, Minn. This rotary
converter can be mounted easily in
a vertical position as a component
of test equipment, on boats or
ground mobile equipment which
are supplied only with d -c and must
have a small source of a -c.

The unit is 111 in. tall with a
diameter of 7i1 in. It weighs 65 lb.

Precise 60 cps output frequency
is maintained within a fraction of
a cycle as the attached speed gov-
ernor holds the speed at 3,600 rpm.
Another interesting feature is that
the unit is both fungus proof and
corrosion proof. Circle 342 on
Reader Service Card.

Shielded Mount
for 2K25 klystron
NARDA MICROWAVE CORP., Mine-
ola, N. Y., announces a completely
enclosed and shielded tube mount

May

now

you can wind your filter coils

WITHOUT CORE ADJUSTMENTS

on

pre-adjusted
filter cores
 guaranteed effective permeabilities within
±3%, ±2% or ±1% of specifications, in-
stead of usual 10% to 50% spread
 measured, adjusted and grouped for mag-
netic characteristics at the factory
 a complete line of pot -type ferrite cores
from %" to 13/4" diameter, with bobbins and
hardware for each size
 available in quantity to manufacturers of
communications, telemetering and computer
equipment

There's Nothing
Else Even Remotely
Like These Pre -
Adjusted Potcores

by
Write for literature describing standard sizes avail-
able from stock, exact permeability values, and
number of turns required for any given inclitctance.

FERROXCUBE CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

50 East Bridge Street, Saugerties, New York
CIRCLE 115 READERS SERVICE CARD
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for the 2K25/723AB klystron in 1
by wave -guide. Providing the
correct impedance match for maxi-
mum power output, model 980B
mount permits the klystron shell to
be operated at potentials above
ground, without danger of shock.

Internal wiring is readily acces-
sible and leads are brought through
Narda-iron, which is a dissipative
plastic that will not chip or shatter
due to mechanical shock. Circle
343 on Reader Service Card.

Phase Shifter
0.1 deg accuracy
DYTRONICS Co., P.O. Box 3676,
Columbus 14, Ohio. Model 440
phase shifter uses precision R -C ele-
ments in the basic phase determin-
ing networks. Features include
unity gain independent of phase
setting and the direct digital set-
ting of phase angle. Input imped-
ance is 200 K and output imped-
ance is 500 ohms. Circle 344 on
Reader Service Card.

Connectors
meet MIL specs
CANNON ELECTRIC Co., 3208
Humboldt St., Los Angeles 31,
Calif. The new EX line of con-
nectors, resistant to heat and
vibration and sealed for use at ex-
treme altitudes, is announced.

EX connectors meet all require -

N NVI-CP hi Frr
from FE

Economically mass pro-
duced on fully automatic,
patented machines, these
stock GRC nylon parts
are available in many sizes
and types. GRC uses sin-
gle cavity techniques,
molds in one automatic
cycle, gets accurate, uniform
parts, ready for
immediate use.
These advantages, these
economies, apply too on
parts made to exact specifi-
cations . . . in quantities
of 50,000 to many millions.
Write for bulletin
describing GRC's unique
methods for injection
molding small plastic parts
or send prints for
quotation., Ask about
our zinc alloy die
castings, too!
Maximum size:
11/4" long, .03 oz.
No size too small

Write, wire,
phone NOW

*ow for detailed
spec. sheets

= 'AIL and prices.

GRIES

SVE°A/N

INSULATORS
BUSHINGS

COIL
BOBBINS

WASHERS

GRC NYLON WASHERS
Molded Uniform Accurate
Used as insulators, antifriction bearings, guides
and spacers . . . well suited to shock load ap-
plications . . . ideal in a variety of applica-
tions . . .

These GRC nylon washers have built-in electrical
insulating properties . . . natural elasticity and
resiliency . . . are non -corrosive, non-magnetic,
chemical resistant . . . conform to irregular
surfaces, seal, dampen vibration, prevent gal-
ling under screw heads.
Available from stock in 5 sizes, from #4 thru
1/411. Many others also from
stock in a variety of inside
and outside diameters and
thicknesses.

REPRODUCER CORP.
W. rid's Foremost Producer of Small Die Castings
151 Beechwood Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y. NEw Rochelle 3-8600

CIRCLE 116 READERS SERVICE CARD

DISTORTION METER
Type BKF5

FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
RANGE:

20 cps to 20 ice/ s

DISTORTION FREQUENCY
RANGE:

20 eps to 60 kc/s

FULL SCALE DEFLECTIONS:
0.5% to 100% distortion

INPUT IMPEDANCE:
200 Kilohms

Total distortion, harmonics, and hum meas-
ured separately. Meter readings are all r.m.s.
values. This instrument makes distortion
measurements easy, fast and dependable.

RADIOMETER
72 Emdrupvej, Copenhagen NV, Denmark

Represented in Canada by
BACH-SIMPSON London/Ontario

Represented in the United States by
WELWYN I NT. INC.  3355 Edgecliff Terrace, Cleveland 11, Ohio

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - May 9, 1958
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NOW! GO-NO GO-COMPARATIVE
MEASUREMENTS AT A GLANCE

For Quality Control and Production Tests From DC to 250 MC!

NEW HIGH SPEED
COAXIAL SWITCH

APPLICATIONS:

Audio - Video - Intermediate - R.F.
Circuitry - Passive Networks -Vacuum
Tubes - Diodes - Transistors - Etc.

Permits Dual Scope Presentations-
Reference and Test

$250.00

F.O.B. PLANT

Model FD -30*

For further information on Appli-
cations and Specifications write to:

Specify 50 ohm or 75 ohm impedance

An oscilloscope presentation of a
typical Amplifier in Production Test.

Frequency range of coaxial circuit is from DC to
250 MC with a VSWR of less than 1.1 at 50 or
75 ohms impedance. Switch contacts "Mercury-

Wetted" with an adjustable switch rate of 30, 15
or 10 cps.

via ERROL.. C)
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, Dept. TED -15

Philadelphia, Pa.

CIRCLE 118 READERS SERVICE CARD

NEW

CRYSTAL FILTER NETWORKS

AT STANDARD FREQUENCIES
5 mc - 10.7 mc - 13 mc

BLILEY FILTER NETWORKS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THREE
STANDARD DESIGNS WITH CHARACTERISTICS SELECTED FOR
GENERAL APPLICATION IN COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS.
ESPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR USE IN SSB AND MINIATURIZED

EQUIPMENT, AS WELL AS HIGH SHOCK AND VIBRATION MILI-

TARY APPLICATIONS. FOR CUSTOM APPLICATION, BLILEY
WILL DESIGN FILTER NETWORKS OVER THE RANGE 2 mc
TO 20 mc. REQUEST BULLETIN #509.

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
UNION STATION BUILDING  ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

ments of MIL -C-5015 and MIL -E-
5272. They may be operated con-
tinuously at temperatures up to
325 F, and maintain the sealing
characteristics necessary to prevent
voltage flashover at high altitudes.
Circle 345 on Reader Service Card.

Core Tubes
high temperature
SILICONE INSULATION, I \ ., 1383
Seabury Ave.. Bronx 61. N. Y.
Rectangular and round high tem-
perature core tubes or coil forms
without flanges in almost any size
are available. Class H tubes arc of
laminated silicone glass cloth.
They arc designed to meet the re-
quirements of military specifica-
tions MIL -E -917B for electrical
power equipment and MILE -
16400A for electronic equipment.
Class B tubes arc of laminated
polyester glass cloth or laminated
epoxy glass cloth. Circle 346 on
Reader Service Card.

Gas Noise Source
for shf uses
BliNnix AVIA1 ION CORP., Red
Bank Division, Eatontown, N. J.
Type TD -22 gas noise source tube
is designed for use in super high
frequency measurements. It is
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Protect the life line of
your electrical products
with Nylon HEYCO
Strain Relief Bushings

Anchor & Insulate
power supply cords
SAVE TIME...
...SAVE MONEY

Send for samples to fit your wire, today!

HEYMAN
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

KENILWORTH 15, NEW JERSEY

constructed for use with a 90 deg
H -plane mount in RG/48U wave -
guide to provide noise in the 7.6-
11.5 cm waveband. When used in
the suggested mount assembly it
functions essentially as an untuned
noise generator over the recom-
mended transmission bandwidth
of the mount.

Typical applications for the
tube arc: radio receiver calibration,
radiometer, microwave radio relay,
radio telescope reference and noise
measurement standard. Circle 347
on Reader Service Card.

Digital Voltmeter
transistorized
RANSOM RESEARCH, 323 W. 7th
St., San Pedro, Calif. The DVM-1
digital voltmeter may be set for
full scale readings of plus 10, 100
or 1,000 v or minus 10, 100 or
1,000 v and measures voltages to
a full-scale accuracy of better than
0.5 percent.

It operates from a 117-v a -c

source (20 w) and consists of tran-
sistorized computer elements in-
cluding a precision digital -to -analog
converter, comparator, logic and a
reference power supply, which is
held to an accuracy of better than
0.1 percent. Circle 348 on Reader
Service Card.

Converters
voltage to digital
ADAGE, INC., 292 \ lain St., Cam-
bridge 42, Mass, announces Voldi-

HEAVY DUTY
MINIATURE

RELAYS
for Industrial

Special heavy duty
contact arms and
contacts switch 10

amperes (non-induc
tive) reliably in

heavy duty service.

Contact combinations up to 4PDT for DC
operation and DPDT for AC. Operating
voltages to 230 V, DC and 440 V, 60 C.
Resistance to shock, vibration and tem-
perature change to meet military specifi-
cations.
Heavy duty contacts can also be furnished
in combinations with normal or low level
signal load contacts.
Available with plug-in mounting, also dust
tight or hermetically sealed enclosure.

Class 22P
6PDT Relay

with 20 -pin Plug.

Magnecraft Plug-in Relays
 Simplify wiring - may be plugged in

after equipment is installed.
 Easily removed or replaced - no

special skill or equipment required.
 Permit inspection, testing or adjust-

ment with negligible down time.
Available for wide range of requirements.
Tell us what you need or send for catalog.

MAGNECRAFT
Electric Company
33508 W. Grand, Chicago 51, III)

CIRCLE 120 READERS SERVICE CARD
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the specs are the proof ...
the BEST BUYS areL7E/Ca
for COLOR & Monochrome TV servicing

"COLOR
and Monochrome

DC to 5 MC LAB & TV

5" OSCILLOSCOPE
=460
Factory -wired

and tested $129"
Also available as kit $79"

. Features DC Amplifiers!

Flat from DC -4.5 me, usable to 10 me.
VERT. AMPL.: sons. 25 rms mv 'in: input Z7
melts; direct -vita pled & push-pull thruout:
K -follower coupling bet. stages: 4 -step freti-
compensated attenuator up to 1000:1.
SWEEP: perfectly linear 10 cps -100 he (ext.
cap. for range to 1 cps): pre-set TV V & II
positions auto. sync. ampl. & Lim. PLUS:
direct or cap. coupling; hal. or unlial. inputs;
edge -lit engraved lucite graph screens; dint -
mar: filter; bezel fits std, photo equipt. High
intensity trace CRT. 0.06 user rise time. Push
pull her. ampl., ttat to 400 k,. sons. 0.6 ruts
my/in. Built-in volt. calib. Z-axis mod. Saw -
tooth & 60 cps outputs. Astig. control. Re-
trace blanking. Phasing control.

at:r7=tev- - NEW TV-FM
' SWEEP GENERATOR

& MARKER

"368
Factory -wired $1 1 995

and tested
Also available $6995

as kit

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no mech-anical devices) with accurately -biased in-crt.fltieliir for excellent I, ntarit y. Extremelyflat 13.1l' output; new Al.( circuit atitimiatie-
ii I ly arljusts osc. for in, S. 1.111 n orb hand
\Nit sari,, ional tun-ing edge -111 I., Ii1111nat,parallax. Swept Os,'. In, in 5
1.1111(1. mottle. Variable Ilat IL 2-75 lite
o It final. bands. ; rttionic

hand tia At:II Nlarle ral.c stai
lixt. 1: me
:,,1resi _It nlaX.
ticy hiallisttig. Nat too tatige phasing.
.At Hi,. Size, 1{1, Fine, RI, Coarse

I -Si el, 111,,1111 ). Ca hit,: uutt ttt, st,PI
sc.], reel ,:11.

NEW DYNAMIC
01110

 .11/1 CONDUCTANCE
ft

II- 4 Tube &
9** "11" , Transistor Tester

4' t tfttfttftit 
:mwoomigismem

=666
Factory -wired

$10995and tested
Also available

as kit

COMPLETE with steel cover and handle.

SPEED, ease, unexcelled accuracy & thor-
oughness. Tests all receiving tubes (and
picture tubes with adapter). t'omposite indi-
cation of tint, Cp & peal: emission. Siintilta.
111.011S sel of any 1 of 4 combinations of It plate
voltages, screen voltages. 3 cane's 111 con-
tinuously variable grid voltage (with 5', ac-
curate pot). New series -string: voltages: for
600, 450. 700 ma types. Sensitive 200 ua
meter, 5 ranges meter sensIstivity (ll'', shunts
& 517l, pot.) 10 SIX -position lever switches:
free point connection of each tube pin. 10
push -buttons rapid insert of any tulte ele-
ment in leakage test tircuit & spetely set. of
individual seetions of multi -section tubes in
merit tests. Direct -reading of inter-elenrent
leakage in ohms, New gear -driven rollchart.
C'heeks & p-tt-p transistors: st  pa ra to
muter readings of isollector leakage current
& Beta using internal de power supply. l'ItA
Adapter $11.50

Sec the 50 EICO models IN
STOCK at your neighbor- Prices 5%
hood distributor. Write fox higher on
FREE Catalog E.5 West Coast

33-00 NORTHERN BLVD
LONG ISLAND CITY

CIRCLE 122 READERS SERVICE CARD

NO

EICO

con, an instrument designed to op-
erate either as a digital voltmeter
or as an analog to digital converter.
It is capable of 2,000 completely
independent conversions per sec,
and is completely transistorized to
eliminate noise and heat and to re-
duce maintenance to a minimum.
One of the new features of Voldi-
con is printed -circuit cards which
are designed to prevent error.
Circle 349 on Reader Service Card.

Ground Power System
for aircraft
VAR() Mir(:. Co., 1Nc., 2201 Wal-
nut St., Garland, Texas. Model
2615 is a 15 kva motor -clutch -gen-
erator set having 400 cps -± 0.1
percent frequency regulation. It is
tic -signed for automatic pre -launch
checkout of missile systems. A

unique control allows tracking of
an external reference, automatic
synchronization with and load
transfer to the missile airborne sup-
ply. Circle 350 on Reader Service
Card.

Silicon Rectifier
nine cabinet styles
CHRISTIE ELECTRIC CORP., 3410
W. 67th St., Los Angeles 43, Calif.,
has developed a line of automatic -

reliability

At Hughes the Systems Engi-
neering approach is considered

essential for optimum reliability.

The basic design of complex elec-

tronic systems is relatively more

advanced than the Reliability

Engineering which will ensure

their successful operation.

Thus, the challenge of the reli-

ability barrier now requires the

optimum application of creative

engineering.

Several openings for both senior

and junior engineers-preferably

with radar systems, missiles, or

communications backgrounds-

now exist in these areas of relia-

bility: Prediction, Design Review,

Analysis, Promotion. Your inquiry

is invited. Please write Mr. J. C.

Bailey at the address below.

the West's leader in advanced electronics

HUGHES
L..

Scientc and Engineering Staff

RILSEARCH 8 DEVELOPMENT
LABORATORIES

Culver City, California
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ally regulated silicon power recti-
fiers. Designed principally for mis-
sile testing and general use, the new
line includes standard models from
30-1,500 amperes in nine different
cabinet styles. Voltage ranges from
51 to 135 v d -c.

Through a highly stable mag-
netic amplifier control (using only
static components, the manufac-
turer claims precise regulation ±
0.5 percent, fast response 0.1 sec,
and low ripple of 1 percent rms.
Circle 351 on Reader Service Card.

Solid State Device
two configurations
TEXAS INSTRIU\ 1 LINTS INC., P.O.
Box 312, Dallas, Texas. The Sen-
sistor silicon resistor has a 0.7 per-
cent per deg C positive tempera-
ture coefficient of resistance. It is
expected to have wide application
as a temperature compensating de-
vice in miniaturized amplifiers,
servos, computer switching circuits,
magnetic amplifiers and power sup-
plies. There are two configurations,
both in standard resistance ratings
ranging from 100 to 1,000 ohms at
25 C. Circle 352 on Reader Service
Card.

Coax Components
microminiaturized
ELECTRO - PHYSICS LABORATORIES,

2065 Huntington Drive, San Ma-
rino, Calif., announces two new
rugged microminiature coaxial corn -

AN Oittl-qMj-1-ilie ELECTRONIC CONTROL

3" Wide. 2 13/16" Deep by 1 5/16" High

COMPACTROL is a thyratron ampli-
fier with power relay, associated
circuitry and 115 V a.c. power
supply. It is self-contained and
compactly packaged in a plastic
case of high impact styrene.

INPUT -1/4 microwatt to operate
OUTPUT - 1 to 3 poles, each 5

amps. at 250 volts a.c.

Shown
Without Case

APPLICATIONS

 Super -sensitive relay
 Temperature control
 Automation
 Time delay relay
 Touch control
 Photo -electric device

Intruder alarm
Safety device
Sales promotional display

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER V-318

Victory ENGINEERING CORPORATION
101 SPRINGFIELD ROAD UNION, N. J.

Telephone: MUrdock 8-7150
MANUFACTURERS OF THERMISTERS & VARISTORS

CIRCLE 124 READERS SERVICE CARD

cwt THAT NEW IDEA

IN ANALOG COMPUTING

IN ANALOG PLOTTING

IN DIGITAL PLOTTING

IN CONTROL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING Write Dept. EL -5

Electronic Associates,
Manufacturers of Precision Analog Computing Equipment

LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY
TEL. CAPITOL 9-1100
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Here's information you'll want
on

REQUEST BULLETIN NO. 198

THE STANDARD EL

precision
timers

Accurate, reliable, versatile Elapsed
Time Indicators. Synchronous

motor drive, manual or electric
zero reset. Electric clutch controlled

by manual or automatic switch
or output of electronic tubes.

Units available for flush panel
mounting or portable use.

Model
Scale

Divisions Totalizes Accuracy

S- I 00 1/5 sec. 6000 sec. ±.1 sec.

S-60 1/5 sec. ;SO min. ±.1 sec.

SM-60 1/100 min. 60 min. ±.002 min.

5-10 1/10 sec. 1000 sec. ±.02 sec.

S-6 1/1000 min. 10 min. .0002 min

S-1 1/100 sec. 60 sec. ±.01 sec.

MST 1/1000 sec. .360 sec. ±.001 sec.

MST -500 1/1000 sec. 30 sec. ±.002 sec.

RIC TIME COMPANY
89 LOGAN STREET  SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

CIRCLE 126 READERS SERVICE CARD

TRANSISTORIZED

743" * 1" * 13f6" * 2" * 21i" CRT NECK DIA.

for MILITARY and COMMERCIAL PRECISION DISPLAYS

L

-HIGH RESOLUTION

-FAST RECOVERY

-HID' SENSITIVITY

-LOW L12

-CONTROLLED

MAGNETIC FIELDS

Write for CELCO DEFLECTION YOKE Catalogue & Design Sheets or for
immediate engineering assistance Call your nearest CELCO Plant:

Mahwah, N. J. Miami, Fla. Cucamonga, Calif.
Davis 7-1123 Plaza 1-9083 Yukon 2-2688

eafectecuctifte Eregleeettag Zetearatolle4 eo,

ponents-attenuators with a preci-
sion of ±0.5 db, and impedance
matching pads haying a low loss.
Dimensions of both are in. diam-
eter by 2 in. length. These units
are designed for w input power,
and mate with EPL microminiature
coaxial connectors. Both com-
ponents are carried in stock for
most impedance ratios and values.
Circle 353 on Reader Service Card.

Power Amplifier
for X -band use
RESDEL ENGINEERING CORP., 330
So. Fair Oaks Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
No. 90173 X -band pulse/c-w power
amplifier consists of a wide -band
twt, power supply, and air cooling
assemblies requiring a total of ap-
proximately 38 in. of 19 -in. relay
rack space.

Specified minimum output is

4 w, 8,000-10,000 mc, but up to
14 w is commonly obtained at the
Upper end of the range. Hum and
noise are 30 db below full output
minimum. Leakage is -80 dbm
maximum. Circle 354 on Reader
Service Card.

D -V Storage Tube
black background
ALLEN B. Du\ I ONT LABORATORIES,

INC., 750 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton,
N. J. Images on radar screens, half -
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GET THE EXACT
TERMINAL YOU NEED

000/10/1/PRASY

POST

DOUBLE TURRET SUB MINIATURE

SINGLE TURRET

FROM THE LARGEST
STANDARD and CUSTOM
LINE AVAILABLE...
Over 100 varieties are furnished as stand-
ard. This includes a full range of types,
sizes, body materials and plating combina-
tions. Specials can be supplied to any spec-
ification. The Whitso line is complete to
the fullest extent of every industrial, mili-
tary and commercial requirement.

Standoff terminals include fork, single and
double turret, post, standard, miniature and
sub -miniature body types-male, female or
rivet mountings-molded or metal base.
Feed through terminals are furnished stand-
ard or to specification.

Whitso terminals are molded from mela-
mine thermosetting materials to provide
optimum electrical properties.

Body Materials: Standard as follows-mela-
mine, electrical grade (Mil -P-14, Type
MME); melamine impact grade (Mil -P-14,
Type MM I); and phenolic, electrical grade
(Mil -P-14, Type MFE).

Plating Combinations: Twelve terminal and
mounting combinations, depending on elec-
trical conditions, furnished as standard.

Specials: Body materials and plating com-
binations, also dimensions, can be supplied
to any custom specifications.

PROMPT DELIVERY IN ECONOMICAL
QUANTITY RUNS

Get facts on the most corn
plete, most dependable
source for terminals
and custom molded
parts. Request
catalog.

9328 Byron Street, Schiller Pork, Illinois
(Chicago Suburb(

CIRCLE 128 READERS SERVICE CARD

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - May

tone or black and white, can now
be retained for more than five

minutes and viewed in virtually
any ambient light environment, by
use of the black background direct -
view storage tube. Applications are
for fire -control radar; airplane -cock-
pit radar display; airport surveil-
lance; transient studies; and visual
communications. Circle 355 on
Reader Service Card.

Video Transformers
tiny, wideband
ESC CORP., 534 Bergen Blvd.,
Palisades Park, N. J., announces
a new line of wideband video
Transformers. These subminiature
units with wide bandwidth (50 cps
to 8.0 me) are used to replace
bulkier components, for creating
greater economy and increasing
equipment efficiency. Transformers
arc supplied with solder terminals.
They meet all applicable Mil -Specs.
Circle 356 on Reader Service Card.

Panel Meter
miniaturized
INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS INC.,

P.O. Box 2954, New Haven, Conn.,
announces a new 11 -in. 300 deg
scale panel meter. Model 173 has
a 3.4 -in. scale length, which is

comparable to that of 41 -in. meters

9, 1958

THERMISTORS

SUPPRESS INITIAL

SURGE CURRENTS...

TIME

SURGE SUPPRESSED BY

PROTECT FILAMENTS
Application of voltage to tubes in re-
ceivers, transmitters, computers, and
other electronic equipment subjects
their filaments to initial current surges
(top oscillogram).

These surges cause premature fail-
ure or unsatisfactory service life. Bot-
tom oscillogram shows how a G -E
thermistor can suppress the surge
and protect the tube filaments.

The thermistor has a large negative
temperature coefficient of resistance.
The high resistance holds surge cur-
rent to a low value during initial
application of voltage. As the cold fila-
ment gradually heats up - raising its
resistance to normal level - the ther-
mistor's resistance lowers to a negli-
gible value, permitting full current to
flow after a brief period.

G -E thermistors can also be used
to prevent surges from operating re-
lays, or disturbing sensitive apparatus.
They can provide time delay, control
warning circuits, sequence switching.

For more information, or thermistor
test kits, write: Magnetic Materials
Section, General Electric Company,
7806 N. Neff Blvd., Edmore, Michigan.

THERMISTOR TEST KITS

$12.50 each

Nit A: 11 DISKS (10-500 OHMS).

I SIZES.

kit B: IS DISKS (I000100.000 OHMS).
I SIZES. 2 GRADES.

Bit C: I/ WASHERS AND RODS
(10.11! OHMS). I SIZES. 2 GRADES.

Blt D: 10 DISKS (1000 OHMS).
1 SIZES. 2 GRADES.

Regress Is Ow. Most int,OOMMt1:1110'1,C,

GENERAL ELECTRIC
CIRCLE 129 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Krohn -Hite
VARIABLE

ELECTRONIC
FILTERS

=I:Z.
ti ---

MODELS 330-A and 330-M

FEATURING
'ULTRA -LOW
FREQUENCY COVERAGE

100,000 to 1
FREQUENCY RANGE
IN ONE INSTRUMENT

DIRECT FREQUENCY
CALIBRATION

The Krohn -Hite Filter Line

Model Type Frequency Range Price

310 -AB* Band Pass 20 cps to 200 kc $295.00

330 -As Band Pass .02 cps to 2 kc $475.00

330-M* Band Pass 0.2 cps to 20 kc $475.00

340-A Servo .01 cps to 100 cps $385.00

350-A* Rejection .02 cps to 2 kc $475.00

360-A* Rejection 20 cps to 200 kc $295.00

'Available for rack mounting at $5.00 additional.

For further information on:
 Filters
 Power Supplies
 Oscillators
 Power Amplifiers

write for our free catalog D

./:,-----"----N\----....---.\\

Krohn -Hite
CORPORATION
580 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS., U. S. A.

of conventional type. Accuracy is
held to ± 3 percent of full scale
deflection, and it is expected that
this meter will find wide applica-
tion in portable, airborne and other
equipment where weight or panel
space must be saved.

The meters, featuring a min-
iaturized D'Arsonval movement,
arc self-contained, individually cali-
brated for use on magnetic or non-
magnetic panels, and supplied
ready for use. Circle 357 on
Reader Service Card.

Indicator
phase sequence
MASTER SPECIALTIES Co., 956 E.
108th St., Los Angeles 59, Calif..
announces a 6 -oz pocket-size phase
sequence indicator. It detects and
signals correct phase sequence of
three phase power supplies. No
moving parts are used. A resistance -
capacitance phase sequence sensing
network drives a neon indicator
lamp. The neon lamp will illumi-
nate only if phase sequence is cor-
rect, and all leads energized. Circle
358 on Reader Service Card.

Angular Divider
for synchros and pots
THETA INSTRUMENT CORP., 48
Pine St., E. Paterson, N. J. Shaft,

CABINETS
Precision con-
struction to exactspecifica-
tions! Complete
packaged alumi-
num cabinets -
basic structure,
side panels, doors,
front panels, inte-
rior chassis and
frame structures
for support of
electronic equip-
ment.

ANTENNAS
Circular and rec-
tangular parabolic
antennas with reflec-
tor tolerances to
meet the most rigid
specifications .

fabricated to order.
CONSULT OUR ENGINEERING
STAFF in pre -designing or develop-
ment.stages of any project at No
Obryoion.

WASHINGTON ALUMINUM CO. INC.
Dept. 255 Baltimore 29 Md. Circle 2-1000

CIRCLE 131 READERS SERVICE CARD

FOR PUBLIC
ADDRESS, RADIO,
and kindred fields,
JONES sl,?,?s
PLUGS & SOCKETS

of proven quality!

Socket Co nt a ct

phosphor
bronz

hard
plated;

plug

S e OP%., k

brass

Pmpioulgdsedondbaskel4ite6.,

toted. Insulation

12 contacts

crackle enamel.

givCeastalnogcoNmop.i2etle

Elec-

trical Conne_c.tuigngs,

Devices
Pi

re ; Jones

full inform°.

Ter -
MSockets on

ina% strips. Write

OWARD B. JONES DIVISION
INCH ssANUFACIUSING COSPOSfION
CHIC:AC;0 24. ILLINOIS

USSIDIArf OF UNITIDCAR FAS lllll CORA

CIRCLE 130 READERS SERVICE CARD
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of rotating components are posi-
tioned to an accuracy of 20 sec of
arc, and flexible couplings are
avoided by a new technique of
using the svnchro shaft to locate
the center of rotation of the syn-
chro housing in the model D-3 pre-
cision angular divider.

Unskilled operators can handle
this mechanism since collecting is
automatic and readings are direct.
Adaptation to all housing and
shaft sizes can be accomplished in
approximately one minute at a cost
of 5100 per adapter. Circle 359
on Reader Service Card.

Electronic Symbols
pressure applied
TECII-TAC, INC., -27 NV. Seventh
St., Los Angeles 17, Calif. Pressure
applied electronic symbols on clear
acetate as a drafting aid are avail-
able. All standard symbols to fit
JAN, MIL, ASA requirements are
included. Complete system consists
of 165 numbered paper backed ace-
tate sheets on each of which are
an average of 48 symbols, depend-
ing on size. Circle 360 on Reader
Service Card.

Pulse Generator
high powered
NAVIGATION COMPUTER CORP.,
1621 Snyder Ave., Philadelphia 45,
Pa. Model 1015A power pulse gen-

ESTERLINE-ANGUS
"The Meter With a Record"

for Over 50 Years

CAN CUT COSTS

FOR YOU NOW

100
X $ Savings = $ Sales

% Profit

Reducing costs, eliminating waste, saving power-Any Reduction
in Operation Cost-contributes directly to profit. In many plants,
a cost reduction of $100 a month has the same effect on profit as sales

of $20,000 a year.

Start now. Trim costs with Graphics.
Ask for Graphic 856-How to Make Plant Surveys

The ESTERLINE-ANGUS Company, Inc.
Pioneers in the Manufacture of Graphic Instruments
Dept. E, P. 0. Box 596, INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

CIRCLE 133 READERS SERVICE CARD

Continuous electroplating methods permit
coating of many metals on to wire (or rib-
bon) in specified thicknesses of plate ... This
very flexible operation makes it possible
to designate a desirable base or precious
metal with a coating of another metal for
its own particular characteristics. In our
laboratory Tungsten wire as small as
.00015" has been electroplated with Gold.
... New combinations of plating on wire are
being developed by our research
staff from time to time.

SINCE 1901

Consult us, without obligation,
4'fOUNT J about your specific wire problems.

Write for list of products.

121 SOUTH COLUMBUS AVENUE MOUNT VERNON. NEW YORK
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ARNOLD/ TOROIDAL COIL WINDER
/ sets up quickly . .. easy to operate...

takes wide range of wire sizes

SPECIFICATIONS:
 Min. finished hole size: .18 in.
 Max. finished toroid O.D.: 4.0 in.
 Winding speed: 1500 turns/min.
 Wire range: AWG 44 to AWG 26
 Dual, self -checking turns counting system
 Loading Iwire length) counter
 Core range: 1/4" I.D. to 4" O.D. to 11/2" high

LABORATORY USE
 Change wire and core size in 45 sec.

PRODUCTION USE
 1500 turns per minute
 Insert core and load in 20 sec.

includes all rings, counters and accessories

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. Literature on request

ARNOLD MAGNETICS CORP.
4615 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif.
REpublic 1-6344

CIRCLE 135 READERS SERVICE CARD

We also wind

toroidal trans-

formers for

military envi-

ronment to your

specifications.

MINIATURIZED
CARRIER TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

FOR RADIO AND 4 -WIRE CABLE

FOUR OR 24 CHANNELS

Two miniaturized voice -multiplex systems providing
four or 24 voice channels over radio or 4 -wire cable
are available. They have many advantages over earlier
designs: high performance, small size, light weight, low
cost, circuit simplicity, low power requirements, small
number of tubes of a single type only, low operating
cost, low maintenance and high reliability.

These systems provide a voice -channel flat within 1 db
from 300 to 3500 cycles, for each 4 kc of bandwidth
occupied. Each channel is equipped with hybrid, signal-
ling, and dialling circuits for all the standard 2 -wire and
4 -wire loop options.

The basic unit provides an order -wire and 4 carrier -
derived channels. These units can be stacked in groups
of 2, 3, 4 or 5 by means of a group modem to provide
9, 14, 19 or 24 channels. Full flexibility is provided for
dropping and inserting channel groups at repeater and
terminal points. Moderate lengths of 4 -wire cable or
open -wire line may be inserted between the multiplex
equipment and the radio terminals.

24 -channel carrier -telephone terminal complete with hybrids,
ringing and dialling circuits, and test facilities. Dimensions are
58" high, 16" wide and 8" deep. Power input 250 watts. Weight
326 lbs.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY ST., MONTREAL 3, CANADA

TELEPHONE CABLES
UNiversity 6-6887 RADENPRO. MONTREAL

erator contains three independent
sections which produce 0.1 µsee
pulses of 30 v amplitude, when
triggered by external voltage tran-
sients. Output amplitude is varia-
ble from 0 to 30 V, and in both
positive and negative polarities. In-
put is a -c coupled and may be trig-
gered by any negative transient of
at least 1 psec per 1 v. Circle 361
on Reader Service Card.

Pulse Counter
linear amplifier
TECIINICAT. MEASIIILL.MLNI. CORP.,
140 State St., New Haven, Conn.,
has developed the model PA -3B dif-
ferential integral pulse height selec-
tor with linear amplifier. The ana-
lyzer section features three modes
of operation: an integral mode for
counting all pulses above the base
line; a 0-10 v window mode; and
an upper limit mode which makes
the window control a 0 to 100 v
upper limit, for counting pulses
between lower and upper limits.
Amplifier section has binary gains
controls from 1 to 64; maximum
gain is 8,000; RC clipping is fixed.
Circle 362 on Reader Service Card.

c.R.Nosel

101/167

Sealed Relay
ultrasmall, light
C. P. CLARE & CO., 4101 Pratt
Blvd., Chicago 45, Ill. Type F her-
metically sealed relay-no bigger
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AN INVITATION

TO JOIN ORO

Pioneer In
Operations Research

Operations Research is a young
science, earning recognition rapidly
as a significant aid to decision -mak-
ing. It employs the services of
mathematicians, physicists, econo-
mists, engineers, political scientists,
psychologists, and others working
on teams to synthesize all phases of
a problem.

At ORO, a civilian and non-
governmental organization, you
will become one of a team assigned
to vital military problems in the
area of tactics, strategy, logistics,
weapons systems analysis and
communications.

No other Operations Research
organization has the broad expe-
rience of ORO. Founded in 1948 by
Dr. Ellis A. Johnson, pioneer of
U. S. Opsearch, ORO's research
findings have influenced decision -
making on the highest military
levels.

ORO's professional atmosphere
encourages those with initiative and
imagination to broaden their scien-
tific capabilities. For example, staff
members are taught to "program"
their own material for the Univac
computer so that they can use its
services at any time they so desire.

ORO starting salaries are com-
petitive with those of industry and
other private research organiza-
tions. Promotions are based solely
on merit. The "fringe" benefits
offered are ahead of those given
by many companies.

The cultural and historical fea-
tures which attract visitors to
Washington, D. C. are but a short
drive from the pleasant Bethesda
suburb in which ORO is located.
Attractive homes and apartments
are within walking distance and
readily available in all price ranges.
Schools are excellent.

For further information write:
Professional Appointments

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

OFFICE

The Johns Hopkins University

6935 ARLINGTON ROAD
BET HESDA 14, MARYLAND

than a postage stamp-is designed
to fill the demand for a smaller,
lighter relay stalwart enough to
withstand extremes of temperature,
heavy shock and extreme vibration,
vet fast and more than moderately
sensitive.

Type F is rated for ambient tem-
peratures from -65 C to +125 C.
It is tested for shock of 50 g for 11
millisec. Vibration tests show from
5-75 cps at maximum excursion of
I in. (75-2,000 cps at 20 g acceler-
ation). Pickup time is 3.5 millisec
nominal; drop -out time, 1.5 milli -
sec nominal. Circle 363 on Reader
Service Card.

Electrocardiograph
transistorized
SANBORN CO., I 75 NN'vman St.,
Waltham 54, \ lass. The direct -
writing model 300 Visette ECG
electrocardiograph is the size of a
small overnight case and weighs
only 18 lb complete. Three vac-
uum tubes and a dozen transistors
and diodes arc used in the circuit,
which records fractional -millivolt
action potentials of the heart as a
permanent tracing on a strip chart,
by means of a recording galvanome-
ter. All amplifier circuitry is con-
tained on plug-in printed wiring
panels, to facilitate any servicing
that may be necessary. Circle 364
on Reader Service Card.

For the most complete line of Flutter Meters,
there is only one source -d & r LTD. From the
meters used in simple maintenance test equip-
ment to the most complex standardization and
analysis equipment for missile flight systems and
telemetering systems - we make them all.

Model FL -48

WIDEBAND FLUTTER METERS

MODEL FL -3D FLUTTER AND WOW METER

Features
A convenient instrument of moderate cost for use in field main-
tenance of music -system tape recorders and reproducers, and
phonograph turntables.

Specifications
Carrier frequency - 3000 cps. stabilized oscillator
Bandwidth - within 3 db to 250 cps modulation
Bandwidth Selection - 0.5 to 6 cps, 6 to 250 cps, 0.5 to 250 cps
Scale Ranges - 2% and 0.5% full scale rms

Price: $225.00

MODEL FL -4B WIDEBAND FLUTTER METER

Features
A very sensitive broadband instrument for laboratory use in the
precise measurement of small amounts of flutter with compo-
nents up to 5000 cps. Most frequently used in telemetering and
data reduction systems.

Specifications
Carrier Frequncy - 14.500 cps, crystal controlled
Bandwidth -D -c to 5000 cps within 6 db
Bandwidth Selection - Full range above. 0.5 to 30 cps,

30 to 300 cps, 300 to 5000 cps.
Scale Ranges - 0.2%, 0.6% and 2.0% rms full scale
Drift Meter - ±2.0% frequency change d.c. to 4 cps
Display -3 -inch flat -face oscilloscope for flutter analysis

Price: $965.00 rack mounted, $1000.00 in cabinet

MODEL FL -5A LABORATORY STANDARD FLUTTER METER

Features
An extremely stable (temperature controlled discriminator) in-
strument with great sensitivity and extended bandwidth for labo-
ratory work in connection with precision instrumentation data
recorders. Galvanometer outputs provided.

Specifications
Carrier Frequencies - 40 kc. and 70 kc., crystal controlled
Bandwidth - D.c. to 10 kc. with 70-kc. carrier

to 4 kc. with 40 kc. carrier
Indicating Instruments - Level Meter, and ±2% Drift Meter
Output Signals - Scope. two galvanometer outputs
Sensitivity - 0.05%, 0.2% and 2.0% selectable
Drift - On d -c galvo. output, less than 10 parts per million

in Vz hour

Price: $3450.00 rack mounted

MODEL FL -6A BROADCAST FLUTTER METER

Features
An instrument designed for accurate measurement and analysis
of flutter and wow in high -quality audio tape recorders.
Specifications
Carrier Frequnecy - 8000 cps., stabilized oscillator
Bandwidth - D.c. to 1200 cps.
Bandwidth Selection - Full range, 0.5 to 30,

30 to 300, 300 to 1200 cps.
Scale Ranges -0.2%,0.2%, 0.6%, and 2.0% rms full scale
Display -3 -inch oscilloscope for waveform observation

Price: $845.00 rack mounted, $880.00 in cabinet

WRITE FOR

COMPLETE INFORMATION AND PRICES

depeadablo I. reliable

402 East Gutierrez Street
. P. O. Boo 1500
Santa Barbara, California

Telephone: WOodland 5-4511
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CERTIFIED T_ZrEST
MIL-R-1:: SPECS

Type Oil v..
Style RV4

Newly Developed CTS Military Variable Resistors

Complete line composition and wi rewound military variable resis-
tors now in production. Dependable, exceptionally good delivery
cycle. Tested and certified to meet latest specs of MIL -R -94B
characteristics X and V, and MIL -R -19A.

Composition controls Styles RV2 (1 watt), RV4 (2 watts) and RV5
(1/2 watt miniaturized) meet latest MIL -R -94B specs. Wirewound
controls Styles RA20 (2 watts) and RA30 (4 watts) meet latest
MIL -R -19A specs. All are available in a variety of shafts, bushings
and resistances. All except Type 65 are available in 2 or 3 section
concentric shaft and straight shaft tandem constructions.

Founded Gil 1896

Specialists in Precision Mass Production of Variable & Fixed Resistors
CIRCLE 139 READERS SERVICE CARD

RIBBONS STRI PS
of

* PURE TUNGSTEN * THORIATED TUNGSTEN
* MOLYBDENUM * SPECIAL ALLOYS

and OTHER METALS
IN

ULTRA THIN SIZES
to

TOLERANCES CLOSER THAN COMMERCIAL STANDARDS
by

OUR SPECIAL ROLLING TECHNIQUE
Note: for highly engineered applications-strips of TUNGSTEN

and some other metals can be supplied

ROLLED DOWN TO .0003 THICKNESS
Finish: Roll Finish-Black or Cleaned
Ribbons may be supplied in Mg. weights if required

For HIGHLY ENGINEERED APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED BY

H.0 ROSS CO.' 5 BEEKMAN ST., N. Y. 38, N. V.

TE EPHONE WOrth 2-2044
L

COrtlandt 7.0470

Literature of
MATERIALS

Alumina Ceramic. Coors Por-
celain Co., Golden, Colorado.
Bulletin No. 358 is a 4 -page folder
covering AD -99 alumina ceramic,
a dense, nonporous, 99 percent
aluminum oxide ceramic. The
material described features high
strength at high temperatures, and
ultra low dielectric loss characteris-
tics at microwave frequencies.
Circle 250 on Reader Service Card.

COMPONENTS
Electrical Connectors. Compo-

nent Mfg. Service, Inc., Compo-
nent Park, West Bridgewater, Mass.
A 4 -page illustrated folder discusses
the company's custom service for
producing electrical connectors of
Molded -On one-piece construction.
With the technique mentioned,
wire ends and soldered joints are
embedded and isolated from each
other in a solid body of high impact
insulating material. Circle 251 on
Reader Service Card.

Miniature Chopper. The Bris-
tol Co., Waterbury 20, Conn. A
single -page bulletin illustrates and
describes a new syncroverter dpdt
miniature chopper designed for
high reliability and long life in dry
circuit applications. Characteris-
tics and dimensional drawing are
given. Circle 252 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Reflex Klystrons. Eitel-McCul-
lough, Inc., San Bruno, Calif., has
available an illustrated booklet
which covers the adaptation of
ceramics to a new line of Eimac
reflex klystrons. Specifications are
included. Circle 253 on Reader
Service Card.

Relays. Iron Fireman Mfg.
Co., 2838 S. E. 9th Ave., Portland
2, Ore. A new catalog describes
miniature and subminiature relays
manufactured by the company. A
special section includes data and
charts for computing the character -
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the Week
istics of relays under varying condi-
tions of resistance, current, voltage,
power and temperature. Circle 254
on Reader Service Card.

Silicon Rectifiers. Audio De-
vices, Inc., Rectifier Division, 620
E. Dyer Road, Santa Ana, Calif.,
has published a 64 -page silicon
rectifier handbook which explains
the technicalities of these devices,
how they are made, where they are
used, and how to use them in many
applications. Price is $1. Circle
255 on Reader Service Card.

Solderless Terminals. NNW Inc.,
Harrisburg 30, Pa. The Selectalog
is a 20 -page, four-color booklet
summarizing the information con-
tained in AMP's catalog series. In-
tended as a reference index for
those concerned with modern elec-
tric circuitry, the brochure also
constitutes a digest of solderless
termination techniques. By using
it, the engineer can select the cat-
alog which offers the information
he seeks. Circle 256 on Reader
Service Card.

Tantalum Capacitors. Pyramid
Electric Co., 1445 Hudson Blvd.,
North Bergen, N. J. A 4 -page
bulletin contains engineering data
and electrical characteristics for a
new slug -type tantalum capacitor
line. Circle 257 on Reader Service
Card.

Teflon Terminals. Scalcctro
Corp., 610 Fayette Ave., Mamaro-
neck, N. Y. A condensed listing of
the most popular Press -Fit types-
stand-offs, feed-throughs, connect-
ors, test jacks, probes, plugs and
taper -pin receptacles-is presented
in a new catalog. Circle 258 on
Reader Service Card.

Thermistor Probe Assemblies.
Fenwal Electronics, Inc., Mellen
St., Framingham, Mass. Nine spe-
cially designed thermistor probe
assemblies are described in detail
in a new 4 -page brochure. Each
assembly is identified by its most
common application, and has com-

data control

The quickest; surest way to achieve
true data control in digital systems is
to specify an Epsco Model B DATRAC
voltage -digital converter.
RELIABLE-Epsco pioneered the field
of high-speed data conversion tech-
niques .. . is today considered its
leader. Epsco DATRACS have been
field -proven in hundreds of installa-
tions, coast -to -coast.
ACCURATE - +0.05% ± least sig-
nificant binary digit.

ECONOMICAL-High speed operation
-up to 44,000 independent conver-
sions per second - makes possible
virtually any degree of economical
system expansion.

AVAILABLE MODELS

Model B -611 -11 -bit straight binary
code, including sign
Model B-613 -3 decimal digits
plus sign, binary coded 8-4-2-1
or 4-2-2-1
Model 13-617 -4 decimal digits
plus sign, binary coded 4-2-2-1

starts

DATRAC

Epsco
Model B

DATRAC,
EPSCO SYSTEM BUILDING BLOCKS

low-level differential amplifiers
high-speed electronic multiplexers
quick -look oscillograph recorders
voltage -digital converters
magnetic core buffer storage units

 transistorized logic circuits
Complete engineering data on request.

voltage -digital
converters

st-InielData Control

Epsco, Incorporated, 5 Commonw ith A e., Boston 15, Mass. For service in the West:

Epsco Service Corp. of California, 1722 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 24, California
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MOLDED RESISTORS
retain their values!

S. S. WHITE Molded Resistors retain their
original values and never deteriorate due
to age!
S. S. WHITE resistors serve dependably
in hundreds of commercial ... industrial

. and scientific applications. They are
characterized by low noise ievel pre-
cision . . stability .. negative tempera-
ture and voltage coefficients. Non-hydro-
scopic base withstands temperature and
humidity They are compact, have ex-
cellent stability and mechanical strength.
For full details, write for our Bulletin
5409. We'll be glad to help you apply
these high -quality, "all-weather" resistors
to your product. Just drop us a line.

FIXED RESISTANCE VALUES
RANGE FROM 1000 OHMS TO

10,000,000 MEGOHMS!
65X Molded Resistor 1 watt
80X Molded Resistor 3 watts

S. S. WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
10 East 40th Street, New York 16, New York

Western Office: Dept. R
1839 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

CIRCLE 142 READERS SERVICE CARD
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plete dimensions and mounting
arrangements. Circle 259 on
Reader Service Card.

Transistor Physics. Texas In-
struments Inc., P.O. Box 312,
Dallas, Texas. An 8 -page reprint
of an illustrated article entitled
"Transistor Physics" is available.
It contains information on the
element germanium, discusses
diode action and the diode equa-
tion. The author then introduces
the concept of transistor action
developing the necessary associated
equations. Circle 260 on Reader
Service Card.

EQUIPMENT

Analog Computer. Donner Sci-
entific Co., Concord, Calif. Eight -

page data file 310 describes the
model 3100 high accuracy, medium
size analog computer. In design,
analysis, or control problems, the
computer discussed affords an ac-
curate, time -saving model of an
arbitrary physical system. Circle
261 on Reader Service Card.

Cable Supporting Systems. T. J.
Cope Division, Rome Cable Corp.,
Collegeville, Pa. A new 60 -page
loose-leaf catalog contains the
latest information on the company's
complete line of cable supporting
systems, including cable trough,
cable ladder, cable channel, and
Rak-it system supports and acces-
sories. Circle 262 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Electrical Control Equipment.
Zenith Electric Co., 152 W. Wal-
ton St., Chicago 10, III. A 64 -page
brochure gives detailed informa-
tion, technical data and prices on
all types of automatic electrical
control equipment. Applications,
construction details, engineering
information and operating features
are included, as well as general data
and design specifications. It is
indexed in four sections-automatic
transfer switches, contactors, spe-
cial controls and timing devices.
Request copies on company letter-
head.

Instruments Data. Acton Labora-
tories, Inc., 533 Main St., Acton,

May

PERFORMANCE
into every coil!

Regardless of type or
quantity, every coil is
quality manufactured

to your exact specifi-
cations.

 Encapsulated  Paper Interleave
 Bobbin  Cotton Interweave

 Form Wound
 Vacuum Impregnated
 High Temperature Application

Also, Transformers Made To Order

NOW AVAILABLE! New 20 -page Dano
illustrated catalog including technical coil
designing data.

THE DANO ELECTRIC CO.
MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN.

CIRCLE 143 READERS SERVICE CARD

Precious

Metals

Plated
ON ANY PART-
TO ALL SPECS

GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM,
RHODIUM, PALLADIUM... the
precious metals generally cost the
same, no matter where you buy
them. But you do get more for
your money when you buy pre-
cious metal plating from Harper -
Leader. You get the full benefits
of the engineering, metallurgical,
and other highly specialized serv-
ices of Harper -Leader's technical
staff.

Send for Bulletin E-58

HARPER -LEADER, INC.

Waterbury 20, Conn.
CIRCLE 144 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Mass. A file type brochure pro-
vides condensed catalog data on a
complete line of instruments.
These include phase meters, phase
standards, impedance meters.
vtvm's, amplifiers, oscillographic
recorders, potentiometer test equip-
ment, knobs, dials and dual speed
drives. Circle 263 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Microwave Frequency Meter.
Polytechnic Research & Develop-
ment Co., Inc., 202 Tillary St.,
Brooklyn 1, N.Y. A single -sheet
bulletin contains features and speci-
fications of the type 587-A micro-
wave frequency meter which has an
extended range of 250 to 1,000 inc.
Price of the unit described is S250.
Circle 264 on Reader Service Card.

Portable P -A System. Polvtron-
ics Inc., 7326 Westmore Rd.,
Rockville, Md. A four -page folder
illustrates and describes the Porta-
Vox, a new portable self -powered
p -a system. Applications and prices
are included. Circle 265 on Reader
Service Card.

FACILITIES

Printed Circuitry. Printed Elec-
tronics Corp., North St., Natick,
Mass. A new brochure on printed
circuitry, in file folder style, con-
tains full descriptive data on mate-
rials, specifications, design toler-
ances, and application information.
The patented Narcus Process for
plating holes is described. PEC
provides complete engineering serv-
ices and manufacturing facilities
for printed circuitry. Circle 266 on
Reader Service Card.

Pulverizing Service. Liquid
Nitrogen Processing Corp., 451
Booth St., Chester, Pa., has avail-
able literature announcing its serv-
ice of pulverizing heat -sensitive ma-
terials with liquid nitrogen. The
service discussed is indicated where
(1) the materials might thermally
degrade during pulverizing; (2) a
reactive compound would be con-
verted because of heat elevation:
and (3) where the materials will
soften or melt at a low temperature.
Circle 267 on Reader Service Card.

aLergit
WE ARE SPECIALLY ORGANIZED
TO HANDLE DIRECT ORDERS OR

ENQUIRIES FROM OVERSEAS

SPOT DELIVERIES FOR U.S.

BILLED IN DOLLARS-
SETTLEMENT BY YOUR CHECK

CABLE OR AIRMAIL TODAY

LOW
capacitance

&attenuation
TYPE mu FM IMPED.a O.D.
C 1 7.3 150 .36'
C 11 6.3 173 .36'
C 2 6.3 171 .44
C 22 5.5 184 .44'
C 3 5.4 197 .64'
C 33 4.8 220 .64'
C 4 4.6 229 1.03'
C 44 4.1 252 1.03'

N EW 'MX
and SM' SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS

Constant 50n 63n -70n impedances

TRANSRADIO LTD,138A Cromwell Rd. London SW7 ENGLAND CABLES TRANSRAD, LONDON

CIRCLE 145 READERS SERVICE CARD

Save SPACE

and WEIGHT with

The A. W. HAYDON COMPANY'S unique Line of

RELIABLE SUB -MINIATURE REPEAT CYCLE TIMERS
TINY!

1 x 2 inch cross section
61/2 ounce basic weight
Up to 10 switches
TOUGH!
Temperature: - 54' C. to 85' C.
Vibration: 500 CPS, 10g
Shock: 30g
Hermetically Sealed Housings! Direct
Current or 400 Cycle Operation! Custom
Designed to Meet Military Specifications!
Write for Bulletin AWH-RC-301.

235 NORTH ELM STREET,

WATERBURY20,CONNECTICUT

Design and Manufacture of
Electra -Mechanical Timing Devices
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PLANTS and PEOPLE

Leach Opens New Facility
AN ELECTRIC CURRENT generated
by the warmth of a human hand-
shake literally turned on the power
and put a new $1} million manu-
facturing facility (picture) to work
in Compton, Calif., recently.

Kenneth F. Julin, president of
the Leach Corp., which produces
controls and power for aircraft and
missiles, held a small electric cur-
rent producing device called a

gratulatory open house handshake
from Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce president George B.
Gose.

Warmth of the handshake gen-
erated enough electricity in the
thermistor to activate a system of
sensitive Leach relays and set up a
circuit which, amplified, turned on
the new plant's lights and started
its machinery.

The new Leach facility in subur-
ban Compton contains 101,000 sq
ft and houses corporate offices and
two divisions-the Inet, which
produces aircraft, missiles and con-
trol system equipment, and Special
Products, which engages in new
product development.

The original company, the Leach
Relay, which claims to account for
one -tenth of all relays produced in
the U.S. for military and commer-
cial airplanes, missiles and indus-
trial purposes, is housed in a plant
nearer the heart of Los Angeles.

Dedication of the new facility
brought to a climax one third of a
century of Leach history that be-
gan in San Francisco shortly after
World War I with formation of a

company making an automatic an-
tenna switch and power relay.
Founder was a former U.S. Navy
radio operator, V. A. Leach.

Appoint Epstein
Chief Engineer
CONTROL ELECTRONICS CO., INC.,
Huntington Station, N. Y., has
appointed Markus M. Epstein
(picture) as chief engineer.

Epstein, formerly with Empire
Devices, Inc., also was associated
at one time with the Fairchild
Pilotless Plane Division and his
background includes, as well, work
with the Bell Aircraft Corp.,
Lewyt Corp., and the U. S. Army
Signal Corps. His developments
have covered the broad field from
d -c devices through microwave sys-
tems and components. He has

completed projects in radar, guided
missiles controls, autopilots, mi-
crowave components and systems,
noise and field intensity receivers,
and precision power supplies.

Name Lehne V -P
APPOINTMENT of Henry Lchne
(picture) as vice president of
Sylvania Electronic Systems, a di-
vision of Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., is announced. He continues
as general manager of the division
with headquarters in Waltham,
Mass.

Lehne joined Sylvania in 1953
after serving for 14 years in various
engineering and sales positions with
Republic Aviation Corp.

Set Up New
Firm In West
Six executives (one marketing ex-
pert, five engineers) left a leading
L. A. engineering firm at the end
of January to organize their own de-
velopment and manufacturing com-
pany, PARABAM, in El Segundo,
Calif. Headed by Thomas A.
Feeney, president, they expect
their experience, ranging from 13
to 20 years apiece and their proven
ability for teamwork to carry them
through the current slump and up
into the predicted third quarter
defense spending upsurge. Apply-
ing stock speculation principles
PARABAM decided to plunge in
while the market is low.

Using their combined back-
grounds in aircraft design, aircraft
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new constant delay filters
give minimum intelligence distortion and ma

in radar, telemetering and other missile applic. ns
BAND PASS FILTERS

Now . . . Burnell & Co.'s new Type 60051 Constant Delay Channel Frequency Part T

Filter series provide delay constant to within 5% over the
Pass Band - solve troublesome distortion caused by non-

1

2
3

.4 KC

.56 KC

.73 KC

5.60051
$60052
5.60053

linear systems. 4
5

.96 KC
1.3 KC

5-60054
5.60055

It has become apparent that the phase characteristics of
6
7

1.7 KC
2.3 KC

5.60056
S-60057

telemetering filters are of greater importance than amplitude
8
9

10

3.0 KC
3.9 KC
5.4 KC

S-60058
S-60059
5.60060

characteristics in creating intelligence distortion and mini- 11
12

7.35 KC
10.5 KC

5.60061
5.60062

mum transient response of frequency modulated signals.
13
14

14.5 KC
22. KC

5.60063
5.60064

Inasmuch as delay is constant where the derivative of the
15
16
17

30. KC
40. KC
52.5 KC

5.60065
S-60066
5.60067

phase function is truly linear it is an important measure of 18
A

70. KC
22. KC

5.60068
560069

phase linearity. To obtain constant delay, a complete circuit
8
C

30. KC
40. KC

5-60070
5.60071

configuration revision based on a lattice structure is required.
0
E

52.5 KC
70. KC

5.60072
S-60073

For compactness, a standard type 60051 housing is avail-
able. Upon special order JHUAPL housings for circuit re-
placements can be supplied.

For more detailed information on constant delay filters
write for Bulletin CD -051.

TECHNICAL DATA FOR BAND PASS FILTERS

FOR ± 71/2% PASS BAND
1 Flat within 3 db over pass band
2 21 db at ± 15% of center freq.
3 40 db at ± 22% of center freq.
4 Time delay over the pass band, constant to ± 5%
FOR ± 15% PASS BAND
1 Flat to 3 db over pass band
2 Flat to 23 db at ± 30% of center freq.
3 Flat to 40 db at ± 44% of center freq.
4 Time delay over pass band constant to ± 7%

0

camezeitcfa 8,

ase linearity

LOW PASS FILTERS
Delay in ms. B/W Frequency Part # Delay in mS

34.00 15%
24.30 15%
18.60 15%
14.20 15%
10.50 15%
8.00 15%
5.93 15%
4.40 15%
3.38 15%
2.44 15%
1.80 15.,
1.26 15.,
0.91 15%
0.60 15%
0.44 15%
0.33 15%
0.252 15%
0.189 15%

.305 30%

.224 30%

.168 30%

.128 30%

.096 30%

CASE SIZE -4.15, 8 2 a 3.5" H ICS -600511
INPUT IMPEDANCE = 500 ohms
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE = 500 ohms and lo arid

400 cps.
560 cps.
730 cps.
960 CP4-

I 300 cps.
1700 cps.
2300 cps.

3 KC
3.9 KC
54 KC
7.35 KC

705 KC
145 KC
22. KC
30. KC
40 KC
52.5 KC
70. KC
22. KC
30. KC
40. KC
52.5 KC
70 KC

S.60101
5.60102
5 60103
5-60104
S.60105
S.60106
5.60107
5.60108
560109
560110
5.60111
S 60112
560113
5.60114
S.601I5
560116
5,60117
S 60118
S 60119
S 60120
$ 60121
560122
5 60123

2.95 ms
2.11 s
1.62

m
rns

1.23 ms
905 ms
681 rns
.511 ms
.392 ms
.302 ms
.218 ms
160 ms
.112 ms
.0812 ms
0535 ms
0392 ms
0294 ms
0224 ms
.0168 ms
0738 ms
0541 ms
.0412 ms
0309 ms
0233 ms

CASE SIZE -I",', a ly,,  2.,4"
INPUT IMPEDANCE equals 500i600 ohms
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE equals 500,600 ohms

*optional impedance available on special order.

CONSTANT DELAY BAND PASS AND LOW PASS FILTERS
ARE AVAILABLE WITH ATTENUATION SLOPES ILLUSTRATED:

WM ME=
MUM

E
ErnErn

1. T DEVIATION FROM CENTER .
pum FREQUENCY MMMM
MMMM MOM. MEM
MEM MMMM MEM
MEM MMMM MEM
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PIONEERS IN TOROIDS, FILTERS AND RELATED NETWORKS
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EASTERN DIVISION:

10 PELHAM PARKWAY, PELHAM MANOR, N. Y.  PELHAM 85000

PACIFIC DIVISION:
720 MISSION STREET, SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA RYAN 1 2841
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SOLDERING LUGS
 TERMINALS 

PRINTED CIRCUIT
HARDWARE

Tell us about your application and
production requirements. We'll
supply your needs from our com-
plete line-or adapt to your speci-
fications-and show you how to cut
costs and speed up production!

 Miniature Tubular Terminals,
Wire Wrap Terminals and
Contacts for Automated Printed
Circuit Applications

 Solderless Crimp -on Terminals

 Line Cord Interlock Terminals

 Automatic terminal inserting,
crimping and staking machines

Contact us today. Send blue print
or specifications for specific infor-
mation. Request bulletins for gen-
eral information.

TOOL and MANUFACTURING CO.

4023 W. LAKE ST. CHICAGO 24, ILL.
CIRCLE 147 READERS SERVICE CARD
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systems and components, range in-
strumentation, and data handling
systems, etc. PARABAM's princi-
pals will produce such items in their
2,000 sq ft facilities subrented from
Consolidated Aircraft Products Co..
next door. By written agreement
PARABAM has available the pro-
duction facilities and capabilities of
Consolidated on a specific job
basis. PARABAM has its own labs
and room for 25 employees; does
its own wiring and final assembly.

Philco Promotes
Hockeimer
NEW MANAGER of the field engi-
neering department of Philco
Corporation's Government and In-
dustrial Division is Henry E. Hoc-
keimer (picture) ). He has been
with Philco since 1947 and has
served in various field and head-
quarters assignments. He joined
the G and I Division in 1951 as a
project engineer on Philco's early
microwave installations and has
been assistant manager of field en-
gineering since 1955.

Corning Glass
To Expand
CORNING Glass Works, Corning,
N. Y., will build a new plant at
Bradford, Pa., for the manufacture
of electronic components. The one-
story factor' will have 142,560 sq
ft of floor space. It will employ
approximately 450 people, all of

MEGACYCLE METER
0.1 Mc to 940.0 Mc

Model 59-LF
Oscillator

100 Kc -4.5 Mc

Model 59
Oscillator

2.2 Mc -420 Mc

Model 59-UHF
Oscillator

420 Mc -940 Mc

Write for Bulletin

Determines resonant fre-
quency of tuned circuits,
antennas, transmission
lines, by-pass condens-
ers, chokes, etc. Mea-
sures inductance and
capacitance. Also used as
a signal generator, wave
meter, frequency meter,
and in many other ap-
plications.
This compact, light-
weight grid -dip meter is
available in the frequency
ranges indicated.

MEASUREMENTS
A McGraw -Edison Division

BOONTON, NEW JERSEY
CIRCLE 148 READERS SERVICE CARD

Men on the Move
Now available

in a new edition ...
with new figures.

This popular booklet points up the
important sales problem of personnel
turnover in industry. Out of every
1,000 key men (over a 12 -month pe-
riod) 343 new faces appear . . . 65
change titles . .. 157 shift and 435
stay put. These figures are based on
average mailing address changes on a
list of over a million paid subscribers
to McGraw-Hill magazines.

Write us for a free copy

Company Promotion Department

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West 42nd Street,
New York 36, New York
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whom will he transferred from
facilities now leased in Bradford.

Ground was broken recently and
the plant is scheduled to be in op-
eration by the end of the year. This
will be the tenth new manufactur-
ing unit to have been constructed
by the company in the past ten
years.

Appoint Miller
Chief Engineer
Ross F. MILLER (picture) is named
chief engineer of the electronic sys-
tems and equipment element of
Nortronics, Hawthorne, Calif. The
appointment follows the establish-
ment of Nortronics as an operat-
ing division of Northrop Aircraft,
Inc., and the formation of operat-
ing elements of the new organiza-
tion.

Miller is known for his work in
the field of military electronics. He
played a prominent role in the
development of a successful inter-
continental guidance system for the
Northrop SN1-62 Snark missile.

Navy Honors
Missile Men
FOR OUTS ANDING contributions to
the national defense in the fields of
scientific research and development
and missile guidance technology,
six men were recently honored by
the U.S. Navy.

Recipient of the Distinguished
Public Service Award, the Navy's
highest civilian award, was Royden

Fully tested from 2 to
2,000 CPS vibration. Accel-
eration of 15 to 30 G's.
Frequency range 16 to 100
kc - typical tolerance
± .012% from -40°C
to + 70°C. Lower fre-
quencies down to 400
cycles available in other
Monitor types with less
rigid requirements.

NEW
at

Monitor!
Low Frequency

crystals to
meet high
vibration

requirements
Monitor's modern
facilities and tech-
niques insures the
quality of all units.

Small size
MC -13 U

If you have a special crystal problem,
call, wire or write.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG!
MONITOR PRODUCTS COMPANY

815 Fremont Ave , South Pasadena, Calif.
Ryan 1-1174

)
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20th. June I 26th. June

PARIS
SALON

INTERNATIONAL
DE LA

PIECE DETACHEE
ELECTRONIQUE

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

The largest technical display
in the world
in the field of electronics.

EXHIBITION PARK
PORTE DE VERSAILLES

PARIS - FRANCE

For all enquiries, apply to :
"Commissariat General du Salon de la Piece Detachee"
23, rue de Lubeck, PARIS 16' - Telephone : PASsy 01-16
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ENGINEERS - CLIP THIS SCHEDULE

GENERAL ELECTRIC HMEE

INTERVIEWING PROGRAM

FOR NEXT TWO WEEKS

INTERVIEWS
DATES

Minneapolis, Minn.
Boston, Mass.
St. Paul, Minn.
Washington, D. C.
Milwaukee, Wisc.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Akron, Ohio
Indianapolis, Incl.
Columbus, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio
Baltimore, Md.

May 12-13
May 12-13
May 14-15
May 14-15
May 16-17
May 16-17
May 19-20
May 19-20
May 21-22
May 23-24
May 26-27

Assignments Open On

BALLISTIC MISSILE
DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTS

For complete details on a wide diver-
sity of positions. including D & D on

long range surveillance radar, see our

ad on page 163.

Make arrangements
now for an inter-

view in your hometown by wiring
collect to the address below. If your

city is not listed write us to find out
when interviews will be scheduled
there. Replies held in strict confidence.

Mr. George B. Callender, Div. 27 WR

*Heavy Military Electronic Equipment Dept.

GENERAL* ELECTRIC
Court Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

ENGINEERS- CLIP THIS SCHEDULE

Men on the Move
Now available

in a new edition .
with new figures.

This popular booklet points up the
important sales problem of personnel
turnover in industry. Out of every
1,000 key men (over a 12 -month pe-
riod) 343 new faces appear . . . 65
change titles ... 157 shift ... and 435
stay put. These figures are based on
average mailing address changes on a
list of over a million paid subscribers
to McGraw-Hill magazines.

Write us for a free copy

Company Promotion Department

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West 42nd Street,
New York 36, New York

C. Sanders, Jr., president of Sanders
Associates, Inc., Nashua, N. H.
Navy Meritorious Public Service
Citations were presented to Martin
R. Richmond, executive vice presi-
dent of Sanders Associates; William
R. Mercer, Director of Research,
Sanders Associates; T. C. \Visen-
baker, assistant manager of the
missile systems division, Raytheon
Mfg. Co.; Thomas L. Phillips,
manager and chief engineer of Ray-
theon's Bedford, Mass., laboratory;
and Joseph H. Leiper, manager of
Raytheon's Oxnard, Calif., labora-
tory.

ERA Adds to
Exec Staff
ExPANsioN of the executive staff
brings Patrick B. Daniels (picture)
to the position of assistant to the
president of Electronic Research
Associates, Inc., Cedar Grove, N. J.
The firm manufactures semicon-
ductor and transistorized products.

Daniels will be responsible for
sales and production liaison, and
also for budgeting and financial
control methods.

Prior to his association with
ERA, Daniels was with the Kay
Electric Co. for six years, and was
responsible for accounting and fi-
nancial procedures. Ile has also
been associated with the Chase
Resistor Co. and Pyro Film Re-
sistor Co.

Nevada Firm
Transfers R&D
2 1 sT CENTURY Electronics, Inc.,
which was formed last year in Reno,

A L LT 1,01BrErsgT I C

LINE VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
Model

KVR- I A

Price

'295.00
 Independent of load and load

power factor
 Adds no distortion
 Full load losses only 55 watts
 Small and compact, weighs only

40 lbs.
Write today for catalog

ktnvon
Transformer Co., Inc.
840 Barry St., New York 59, N. Y.
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MARTIN - DENVER
has opening for Communications
Specialist to work in Guidance
Department. Ph.D. in electrical
engineering or physics to work
in the field of space communica-
tions. Should be familiar with
ionosphere and experience

should include radar and bea-
con development. Six to ten

years related experience. Tech-
nical supervisory experience de-
sirable but not essential.

Write giving complete details of
education, experience (including
personal technical accomplish-

ments) and salaries earned to:

DAVID POTTER F-8
MARTIN-DENVER
P. 0. BOX 179
DENVER 1, COLORADO
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Nevada, by a group of electronics
engineers and scientists for the pur-
pose of undertaking advanced elec-
tronics and infrared research and
development, has transferred its
main operation to Palm Springs,
Calif. A new and modern plant
with 12,000 sq ft of laboratory area
is under construction, and when
completed will handle R&D con-
tracts only, with the Reno facilities
devoted entirely to production.

The management consists of
W. E. Osborne, president and di-
rector of engineering; Claude Allen,
vice-president and general manager;
and A. W. Herbert, chief engineer.

Plant Briefs
Nuclear -Electronics Corp. recently
completed moving its engineering
and administrative departments to
2925 N. Broad St., Philadelphia,
Pa.,. where its production depart-
ment has been located for some
time.

Haller, Raymond and Brown, Inc.,
a division of The Singer Mfg. Co.,
has moved to its new 42,000 sq ft
permanent headquarters at Science
Park in State College, Pa.

News of Reps
B. B. Taylor Corp., manufacturer's
reps for New York City and New
Jersey, is named to carry the minia-
ture pulse transformers of Pulse
Engineering Inc., Redwood City,
Calif.

Martin Mann Associates, manu-
facturers rep in southern California
and Arizona, has completed its
move into new enlarged quarters
at 14751 Keswick St., Van Nuys,
Calif.

The American Rectifier Corp. of
New York City, manufacturers of
d -c power supplies, transformers,
magnetic amplifiers and control
equipment, will be represented in
the New York metropolitan area,
New Jersey and eastern Pennsyl-
vania by Wally Shulan & Co.

A Plastic Shielded Cable

B Shielded Intercomm. Cable

C Intercommunication Cable

D TV Leadin Cable
E Microphone Cable (Rubber or Plastic)

As the fabulous Electronics industry ad-

vances, CORNISH Wires and Cables stride
along in cadence. For superior electrical
characteristics, brute stamina and all-around
satisfaction - be SURE - specify
CORNISH. We welcome inquiries

CORNISH WIRE CO., INC. 50 Church St., New York 7, N. Y.
REPRESENTATIVES

 ATLANTA BRIDGEPORT *CHARLOTTE *CHICAGO *CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND *DALLAS DENVER *DETROIT *KANSAS CITY

*LOS ANGELES  MINNEAPOLIS *PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH
*ROCHESTER *ST. LOUIS  SAN FRANCISCO *SEATTLE  WILLIAMSTOWN

*Stock carried
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not just

spa

. "Smaller than a
postage stamp"

miniature, but

MINIATURE

Actual Size o.

SMT ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Tubular and Upright for Regular and Printed Circuits

Available in wide temperature ranges --40°C to +65°C and 20°C to +85°C
A complete line with exclusive patented construction in a variety of miniatur-
ized sizes. Features: hermetically -sealed; stabilized for high and low tempera-
ture operation; excellent life characteristics; immersion -proof; resistant shock
and vibration leakage currents extremely low.

Write for technical information and illustrated literature.

ILLINOIS
Telephone: EVerglade 4-1300

CONDENSER COMPANY
1616 N. Throop Street  Chicago 22, Illinois
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IDE FASTENERS
PROVIDE VIBRATION -PROOF HOLDING

AND QUICK, FOOL -PROOF RELEASE!

APPROVED UNDER ARMY -NAVY STANDARDS

Here's a simple, easy means of securely
fastening assemblies to withstand shock or
vibration, and yet allow quick removal for
inspection or repair. Instant snap action en-
gages or releases fastener . . . no tools
are required! After installation, fasteners
never need adjustment . . . even with re-
peated use.

Three sizes available for different load
requirements. Large and medium sizes are
made of corrosion -resistant stainless steel.
Small size is made of nickel -plated brass.
Stock parts fit various thicknesses of flanges
and mounting plates . . . special parts
can also be supplied.

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS TODAY I

-GRAY COMPANY

(

202 E. SIXTH STREET DAYTON, OHIO
CIRCLE 155 READERS SERVICE CARD

follow under ideal
your A conditions at

RASOOPE

Computer-Controls-Components
Design-Development-Manufacturing
You can be assured of ideal working conditions at well located Librascope. Why?
Because of the physical plant: air-conditioned, ultra -modern; the location: at the
edge of the foothills; near Los Angeles, Hollywood and the pleasant residential family
areas of Burbank, Glendale, Pasadena.

A company with highest professional and technical standards. If you are an M.E. or
E.E., mathematician or physicist, interested in Analog or Digital Computers  Logical
Design Instrumentation Servo Mechanisms Electro-mechanical Systems
 Transistor Applications  Controls for commercial and Military Equipment, you're
invited to investigate the opportunities at Librascope which has just held its 20th
Anniversary -a sound, stable organization growing with automation. Write Glen
Seltzer, Employment Manager.

LI BRASCOPE,
INCORPORATED
808 Western Ave.

Glendale, Calif.
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LI BRASCOPE uses
the engineering

project team
method.

Write today for this
interesting booklet
about Librascope.

NEW BOOKS

Electrical Measurements
and Their Applications
BY WALTER C. -MICHELS.

D. \'an Nostrand Co., Inc., New York,
1957, 322 p, $6.75.

THIS book is based on an earlier
text entitled "Advanced Electrical
Measurements" by Walter C.
Michaels, which initially appeared
in 1932 and again subsequently in
1941.

The book is in two parts; the
first part, comprising nine chap-
ters, deals with fundamental meas-
urement instrumentation, the elec-
trical theory underlying the basic
design of the instrument and the
parameters that these instrumenta-
tion can be used to measure. The
text is categorized so that instru-
ments to be treated and the param-
eters to be measured are discussed
in order of ascending frequency.

Part II deals with the applica-
tion of the basic technique of
measurements to the determination
of magnetic and nonelectrical
parameters including temperature,
pressure, force, radiation and sound
level.

Actual Emphasis-The title of the
book, "Electrical Measurements
and Their Applications" is some-
what misleading. A critical
reading of the text indicates that
methods and techniques of meas-
urement are subordinated to a
presentation of basic instrumenta-
tion used in electrical measure-
ments. Thus, while most of the
information contained in the text
is sound, because of the categor-
ization by instrument (e.g., null -
type, deflection type, amplifier -
type, many basic measurement
methods are ignored; hence criti-
cism because of omission or mis-
placed emphasis may therefore be
justified.

To illustrate, less than three pages
of text are devoted to the measure-
ment of frequency throughout the
entire spectrum while approxi-
mately 17 pages are devoted to the
measurement of resistance at d -c,'
in one form or another. Less than
one page of text is devoted to the
measurement of resistivity and
dielectric constant; the word con-
ductivity is not even indexed.
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Power measurements, per se, arc
similarly given only cursory treat-
ment.

Categorization by instrumenta-
tion is discarded in Chapters 8 and
9, and the author randomly de-
scribes components and instrumen-
tation used at r -f and microwave
frequencies. There results a fair

from complete picture of measure-
ments at these frequencies. It is

not clear why the author chooses
to devote four pages to a presenta-
tion of the impedance character-
istics of coaxial cables, while at the
same time chooses to ignore such
fundamental devices as calorim-
eters, frequency standards and
spectrum analyzers.

Commercial Instruments-In the
preface, the author indicates that
"no attempt was made to describe
and evaluate all of the commercial
instruments now available for the
laboratory." While this qualifica-
tion is necessarily true for most
texts, the reader is apt to be mis-
led by incomplete descriptions of
the instruments that are described.
Thus, for example, no mention is
made of the attenuator device de-
scribed on pages 97 through 99
other than in connection with its
matching properties. Its use as a
level -set device or its application in
power and attenuation measure-
ments is not indicated.

Although the slotted -line is de-
scribed in Chapter 9 in connection
with the measurement of vswr
and impedance, no mention is

made of the use of the slotted line
for frequency, attenuation or
Q -factor measurements.

In the Oct. 1957 Proceedings of
the IRE, G. B. Hoadley points out
several misleading statements ap-
pearing in the text. Others arc as
follows. On p 215, the author de-
fines a slotted line as ". .. a coaxial
line . . .", thus inferring that all
slotted lines are coaxial. On p 219,
he infers by the sentence "... since
the inner conductor of the line
must be supported at its ends by
dielectric beads . . ." that all co-
axial slotted lines must be sup-
ported by dielectric beads at both
ends. This, of course, is not neces-
sarily true. The criteria for differ-
entiating between transmission -
type and reaction -type wavemcters,

S -D 211 SEQUENCE
RELAY

Contacts can transfer on
either the energizing or re-
lease stroke for countless
sequence combinations.

HERE'S REAL
SEQUENCE VERSATILITY
. . . backed by absolutely positive operation

You can get a million operating sequences from
this little relay . . . including a lot of unusual ones
that previously required much more complicated
control systems. For instance, the optional
feature of contact transfer on the de -energizing
stroke of the armature has provided simple, low-
cost schemes for alternating pump and com-
pressor operations. In addition, of course,
Struthers -Dunn 211 Relays find wide use in
automatic process and machine tool control,
traffic control, door and window openers and
the like.

Heavy flexing contacts are DP, ST or DT,
rated 5 amperes at 115 AC.

SEND FOR DATA BULLETIN 5211 for
complete details.

HAVE YOU READ RELAY ENGINEERING?
Struthers-Dunn's famous, 640 -page
RELAY ENGINEERING HANDBOOK is
a comprehensive guide to relay selec-
tion, circuits, auxiliary equipment and
maintenance. Over 20,000 copies in
use. Price $5.00 per copy.

STRUTI-IERS -DUNN, Inc.
Pitman, N. J.

5,348 Relay Types . . . WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE

Sales Engineering Offices in: Atlanta  Boston  Buffalo  Chicago  Cincinnati
Cleveland  Dallas  Dayton  Detroit  Kansas City  Los Angeles  Montreal  New
Orleans  New York  Pittsburgh  St. Louis  San Francisco  Seattle  Toronto
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Trans Electronics, Inc.

DESIGNERS MANUFACTURERS

power supplies  semiconductor test equipment

AC
or

DC

SUPPLIES
Transistor or Hard Tube

Regulated
Or

Unregulated

Voltage
regulated
or current
regulated

Variable
or

Fixed

IM RENATE DELIVERY

MODEL RS410A

Rack mounted $125.00
Rack mounted with
meters $160.00

Modular for easy
substitution

Floating output
For bench or rack use
Barrier type

terminal strip
For breadboard or

original equipment
60-400 cycle operation

RS410A
400-550 VDC
at 0-100 MA

Supplies with other ranges
or mothhcotions of this unit
also avoilob/e.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Filament Output: 6.3 volts CT AC
(a 8 amperes (unregulated).
Current Range: 0-100 milliamperes,
continuous duty; floating output.
Ripple and Noise: 7 millivolts
peak -to -peak maximum.

'DC Voltage Range:
400-550 volts, continuously adjustable.
Recovery Time: Less than 25
microseconds.
Input Voltage: 105-125 volts,
60-400 cps, AC.
Internal Impedance: Less than 1 ohm.
Load Regulation: 0.1%
Line Regulation: 0.1%
Dimensions:
71/4"x 51/2"x 61/2" height overall

Note: We welcome opportunities
to discuss your special
power supply requirements.

Trans Electronics, Inc.
7349 Canoga Avenue
Canoga Park, California

described on p 227, are not those
generally considered and arc some-
what vague.

Undergraduate Textbook-Incom-
plete as the text is, augmented by
good instruction, "Electrical Meas-
urements and Their Applications",
should prove a useful one for a

first undergraduate course in elec-
trical measurements. Its treatment
of such instrumentation as gal-
vonometers, yoltinct'ls and am-
meters, is quite complete- An ex-
cellent feature of the b xik is that
it is liberally supplemented by a
series of over 40 laboratory experi-
ments, created around the text ma-
terial presented. The experiments
themselves arc well written and pro-
vide a nucleus for a good first
electrical measurement laboratory
course.

Part Il of the text eomprkes an
excellent portion of the book and
is invaluable in giving the student
reader an insight into electrical
measurements with which he ordi-
narily is not familiar. This latter
portion of the book is quite modern
and includes relatively new ma-
terial, as evidenced by some of the
more recent references.--NioE
WIND, Chief Applications Engi-
neer, Polytechnic Research & Di-
velopment Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Elektronenrohren

(Electron Tubes)
BY M. J. 0. STRUTT
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1957, 391
p, DM 58.50.

Tills book represents a thoroughly
icviscd third edition of Dr. Strutt's
earlier work "Modern Multi -Grid
Electron Tubes" whose second edi-
tion appeared in 1940. The present
work covers a wide variety of tube
types with the exception of micro-
wave tubes, including, however,
semiconductors and transistors.

Three major divisions cover eke-
trophysical and technical funda-
mentals; electron interaction with
the electromagnetic field; data and
characteristics of typical examples
of electron tubes.

The first section presents a brief
but thorough review of the physical
nature of the electron and the elec-
tronic nature of metals, insulators
and semiconductors. Electron emis-

TEMP-R-TAPE®

New .00r 2750 v/m
pressure -sensitive tape

for 500° F operation
New TEMP -R -TAPE C, Teflon* film
with pressure -sensitive, thermal curing
silicone adhesive is only .002" thick over-
all, has 2750 v/m dielectric strength,
-100°F to 500°F (-70°C to 260°C)
temperature range. Easy -to -apply, it
presses in place on any surface and
can be cured to form permanent bond.
Send for data on TEMP -R -TAPE C
and CHR's other extreme temperature
tapes. duPont TM.

CONNECTICUT
HARD RUBBER

407 East St., New Haven 9, Conn. Spruce 7.3631
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A GREAT
LITTLE

Wonderful for Odd
Jobs and Short Runs

8 -TON
LEVER
PRESS

CAPACITY

1/2" HOLE THRU

Y16" MILD STEEL

WHITNEY-JENSEN
Nos. 31/32/33/34

DEEP THROAT LEVER PRESSES
--g

Write for BIG NEW CATALf was

WHITNEY METAL TOOL ,° in-
, un-

Vair22 Forbes St., Rockford, Ill. Sin
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needed on

this convenient

order card . . .

PRESENT

SUBSCRIBERS

- please note I

This subscription card Is for
NEW subscribers. It is not In-
tended as a renewal notice. If
you are already personally sub-
scribing, we shall appreciate
your passing the form to one of
your associates. Thank you.

now WELKLT ... added value at same price!
 subscription provides both an ENGINEERING EDITION
and a BUSINESS EDITION . . . alternately each Friday
ELECTRONICS' new and unique WEEKLY publishing program is in pace with
the dramatic speed of electronic technical and economic developments.
Promptly and completely, the service meets the vital need of engineers and
executives to be posted on what's new and important.
All subscribers get the ENGINEERING EDITION and the BUSINESS EDITION
which are published in turn every Friday . . . providing added benefits in
technical data and news ... delivered faster than ever.
This new WEEKLY plan enables the subscriber to keep abreast of the latest
advances in Design, Research, Engineering, Manufacturing ... New Applica-
tions in Industrial, Scientific and Military Electronics . . . New Products,
Components and Materials.
-and insures speedy profitable contact with all the fast -breaking NEWS ...
economic developments, markets, production figures, business conditions and
trends, news of men companies and events. With authoritative analyses of
the economic impact of new technical advances.

SAME RATES AS BEFORE-despite expense of augmented editorial staff
and greatly increased production costs. GET UTMOST VALUE FROM
THIS EXPANDED ELECTRONICS SERVICE-place your personal subscrip-
tion by means of the card below.

NEW subscription ORDER FORM
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scription to "electronics" ... giving me bene-
fit of your weekly editorial service .
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 Payment
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sion is reviewed including therm -
ionic, photoelectric and secondary,
and field emission. A summary of
electromagnetic theory is presented
including field plotting by relax-
ation methods and by electrolytic
tank plots. The final chapter in this
section collects a good deal of use-
ful and very practical information
on material and construction tech-
niques including interesting detail
on grid construction and glassing
techniques.

Tube Types-The second divi-
sion contains a comprehensive
analytical treatment of the major
tube types. These are diodes, with
high -vacuum and semiconductor
types, triodes, including transistors
and multigrid tubes. Cathode-
rav tubes are discussed after a

section on electron optics. The final
chapter in this section treats the
noise generation in tubes and semi-
conductors.

The last division presents the
characteristics of several typical
tubes, triodes, pentodes, thyratrons,
transistors, etc. Each of these is

shown as an application of the
analysis of the earlier sections. The
interest is centered on the tube per-
formance and the circuit applica-
tions are essentially ignored.

The format and typography are
on the high level characteristic of
the Springer-Verlag technical pub-
lications.

The tube engineer will find this
book a mine of useful information
and the circuit engineer, too, may
find it interesting.-M. ETTEN-
BERG, Sperry Gyroscope Co. Div. of
Sperry Rand Corp., Great Neck,
N. Y.

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS

1956 Supplement to the Bibliography
and Abstracts on Electrical Con-
tacts. American Society for Testing
Materials, 1916 Race Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa., 1957, 44 p, $1.75
(paper). Latest supplement to
1952 edition.

Introduction to Operations Research.
By C. W. Churchman, R. L. Ack-
off and E. L. Arnoff, John Wiley
St Sons, Inc., New York, 1957,

48 p, $12.00. Introduction to
rations research based on lee -

presented at Case Institute
-chnology.

GET
THE ANSWERS
TO YOUR NOISE
& VIBRATION
ANALYSIS
PROBLEMS

too,

/ n the leader

This picture of NOISE pro-
vides a simple rapid means
of locating the most offen-
sive spectral regions . . .

It is what you see on the screen of Panoramic's Sonic
Spectrum Analyzer. Model LP -la. Used in conjunction
with a standard sound -level meter, it automatically dis-
plays the frequency vs. amplitude distribution sensed
by a microphone or other suitable transducer.
When modifications are tried, improvement factors can
readily be seen. By weighting (Fletcher -Munson curves)
the overall decibel horse level, the vertical deflections
become a measure of loudness in the psychological sense.
The LP-ia analyzes the 20 cps -22,500 cps spectrum on
highly resolved variable linear scans and 40 cps -20,000
cps on the broadband log sweep (shown). 40 db log
and linear vertical scales are provided.

Write, wire, phone TODAY for Technical
Bulletin giving full information.

quickly, accurately with ...PANORAMIC

PANORAMIC
RADIO PRODUCTS. INC.

INSTRUMENTS
Send for our new CATALOG DIGEST and
ask to be put on the mailing list for
The PANORAMIC ANALYZER featuring
application data.

PANORAMIC RADIO PRODUCTS, Inc.
530 So. Fulton Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y. Phone OWens 9-4600
Cables: Panoramic, Mount Vernon, N. Y. State

CIRCLE 160 READERS SERVICE CARD

prm ,

MPAPeffeIN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

offers SENIOR ENGINEERS
Interesting Engineering Positions in

sr'N

Please send your resume to W. C. Walker or fill in the coupon
and mail it today.

W. C. Walker, Engineering Employment Mgr., Pacific Division,
Bendix Aviation Corporation, 11600 Sherman Way, North Hollywood, California

I am interested in  Electrical  Mechanical Engineering (check one)
11 I am a graduate engineer with degree.

I am not a graduate engineer but have years experience.

111

Microwave, Circuit Design, IF-RF
Design, Antenna Design, Test
Equipt. Design, Transistor Design.

Packaging, Heat Transfer, Gear
Design.

Name

Address

City
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Advantages of
Air Gap vs. Toroidal

Construction in
Pulse Transformers

As pointed out in previous Pulse Notes, a
pulse transformer wound on a core with an
accurately controlled air gap performs more
satisfactorily in some applications than one
wound on a toroidal (gapless) core.

B

Br, A B,

Fig. 1

Consider for a moment the two B -H loops in
Figure 1. The loop shown in solid lines is for
a toroidal sample of a typical magnetic mate-
rial used in pulse transformers. The dashed
loop is for the same material with an air gap
included in the magnetic circuit. In the case
of the toroid, removing the pulse magnetiz-
ing force causes the core flux to return to
the value Br,*. On the next pulse the total
flux swing possible is AB,.

The gapped core, on the other hand, returns
to Br, which allows the much greater flux
swing AB,. Consideration of the voltage -
time integral, ET= NA.1c1B, indicates that a
pulse transformer wound on the gapped core
passes a pulse of greater area without core
saturation than one wound on the gapless or
toroidal core.

*This discussion is valid only for cases in which
no reverse (resetting) current flows in any of the
transformer windings.

For further technical information including
diagrams, specifications, and schematic
applications of pulse transformers, write for
your free copy of our new 12 -page catalog.

2

4

Pulse
Engineering

Inc.
2657 Spring Street

REDWOOD CITY
CALIFORNIA

COMMENT
Radar History

The article "Behind the Blair
Patent" (Nov. 20, '57, p 21) tells
of the recent granting of a patent
on pulse -echo radar to retired Col-
onel William R. Blair. A couple
of remarks pertinent to the story
may he in order.

Col. Blair's patent describes an
early type radar known as SCR -268.
Pictures of it, and a description,
can be found in ELECTRONICS,

Sept. '45, as well as in Vol. I, pp
203-4 of the Radiation Laboratory
Series. The SCR -268 employs three
antennae and its operation is based
on the well-known lobe -switch-
ing and pip -matching technique.
Due to the shortcomings of this
technique, this radar was replaced
by the microwave radars, the first
and most widely used of which was
SCR -584. The work on this radar
began in MIT's Radiation Lab in
January, 1941. It was described in
detail in ELECTRONICS, Nov. '45,
Dec. '45 and Feb. '46.

The operation of SCR -584 con-
sists, in the essence, in actuating
the sweep of a scope at the mo-
ment corresponding to the leading
edge of the rectangular envelope of
each transmitted pulse, and in de-
termining the time lag from the
position of the leading edge of the
rectangular envelope of the received
rectified pulse.

It would be of interest to point
out that the radar circuit which
makes use of two rectangular
pulses was first described in patent
2,404,5.27, granted to G. Pota-
penko of California Institute of
Technology. This patent, Electric
Distance Meter, had been applied
for on May 2, 1939; it was kept in
the government files under secrecy
order until the end of the war and
issued on July 23, 1946.

The official statement of Army
Signal Engineering Lab calls Blair's
patent basic for the pulse -echo
method. It may be mentioned that
the pulse -echo method had been
described in 1926 by G. Breit and
M. Tuye of the Carnegie Insti-
tution, Washington, D. C., in
Physical Review, Vol. 28, p 504.

I have no intention to under-
mine the credit due to Col. Blair
for his "pip -matching" SCR -268,
but believe the record will he made

a hit more clear when the facts
mentioned are taken into consider-
ation. I assume Prof. Potapenko's
name is not unknown to readers.
His picture appeared on the cover
of ELECTRONICS, Nov. '33, in con-
nection with his work on centi-
meter waves. He looks different
now, but this cannot be helped.

F. A. UTECHT
FULIVIDER, MATTINGLY & HUNTLEY
LONG BEACH, CALIF.

Reader Utecht's analysis is most
interesting, and Prof. Potapenko's
patent, in the light of everything
that's happened in the microwave
field since 1939, provided us with
a fascinating evening's reading.

Shutter Timer

In your article "Tinier Shutter
CRT for Single Frame Photos"
(Apr. 11, p 83) you mention timers
using complicated digital type
counters for triggering the single
frame picture "on" for the proper
duration.

I wish to bring to your attention
to a similar device which was built
several years back for gating one
frame of a television receiver for
photographic purposes. Although
the particular tv system used 40
frames per second, the gating prob-
lem was the same. It was solved by
using a relatively simple analog
counter operating off the vertical
scanning frequency to constantly
control the crt gating pulse width.

This device was described in
ELECTRONICS, Mar. '50 in an article
titled "Single -Frame TV Photog-
raphy" by Maurice Distel and Allan
Gross.

IAURICE DISTEL
U. S. ARMY SIGNAL ENGI-
NEERING LABORATORIES

BELMAR, N. J.
And while we're on the subject

of our Apr. 11 issue: a couple of
readers have asked if we supply
inverting magnifiers for the picture
of the pulse analyzer, product of
Technical Measurement Corp., that
appears on p 145 of that issue.
Seems the picture shows the ana-
lyzer standing on its head. We
checked and discovered that our
composing room people were do; -
headstands when that page
made up. They have bee
strutted to desist from sir
seemly springtime revelry.

CIRCLE 162 READERS SERVICE CARD
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS

general Electric
Announces Opportunities

in grea of

BALLISTIC MISSILE
DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTS

Wide Dii,ersity of Tositions Inclu3e 6,-,E) on Eong-Jange Sudeillance Saaar

These openings are with the Heavy Military Electronic Equipment
Department of G. E., designer and producer of what are believed to
be the most powerful long-range radar detection systems in the world.

Current programs involve work on still more advanced systems
-among them Ballistic Missile Early Warning Surveillance and
other super radar systems to detect ICBMs as they rise over the
horizon at distances up to several thousands of miles.

No technical area makes greater demands on the scientific skills
and creative imagination of the engineer than Ballistic Missile
Defense Environments.

Openings fey
engineers with 4-10,
or more, 'years'
experience in:

SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT

Radar Systems
Development

Systems Analysis
Data Analysis

Electronic
Countermeasures
Systems

Openings for engineers with
degree and 2 or more years'
experience in:

Antenna & RF Components
UHF & M/Wave Receiver Development
Video Display
Analog Techniques
Transistor Circuitry
Computer Applications
Data Processing
Digital Techniques
Logical Circuitry Design

Computer Programmers Electronic Packaging

Qualified engineers will be invited to visit the Heavy Military Electronic Equip-
ment Department and judge at first hand the unusual opportunities offered for
professional growth-and the excellent living conditions in -and -around Syracuse,
New York. Please write in confidence to: Mr. George B. Callender, Div. 27WR

HEAVY MILITARY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DEPT.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Court Street, Syracuse, New York
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

. .. and there's big opportunity
at BENDIX-prime contractor
for the TALOS MISSILE
If you have the qualifications, you
can build yourself an enviable en-
gineering career with Bendix-and
enjoy living in one of America's fine
residential and recreational areas.

Bendix Missiles has opportunities
now for engineers of exceptional
ability. You'll be in the technical
forefront of your profession at
Bendix, working with men who have
sparked some of the most important
technological achievements of our

r

L

time. You'll have the use of facilities
and equipment that are unmatched.

You'll enjoy a pleasant four -
season climate, have excellent edu-
cational facilities available to you
and your family, and have easy
access to Chicago. Most of all, you'll
find satisfaction in doing important
work alongside men who are profes-
sional engineers. Mail the coupon
today for a copy of "Opportunities
Abound at Bendix Missiles".

Bendix Products Division-Missiles

40S So. Beiger St., Mishawaka, Ind.

Gentlemen: I would like more information concerning opportunities in guided
mi,siles. Please send me the booklet 'Opportunities Abound at Bendix
Mi::siles."

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

J

P

H

0
PHOENIX

X

At the cross roads of
opportunity for men

in Electronics

GOODYEAR
AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION
ELECTRONIC LABORATORY

Arizona Division
Litchfield Park, Arizona

A Subsidiary of the

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO

ENGINEERS

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING

RELIABILITY
CIRCUITRY

TEST EQUIPMENT
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
COOLING SPECIALIST

Leisure Living At Its Best
"In the Valley of the Sun"

Modern Inexpensive Housing

Send resume to: A. E. Manning

Engineering and Scientific Personnel

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT
LITCHFIELD PARK

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Similar opportunities available in
our

Akron, Ohio Laboratory
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Engineers  Physicists  Mathematicians

We recognize
that an overly

formalized organization -
with inflexible channels of protocol

-can quench the professional enthusiasm of
even the most able engineers and scientists.

A company must offer its men a suitable environment in which
to exercise their innate talents.

Here at Sylvania we believe we offer this kind of opportunity. Added to this are
assignments that provide incentive for your best thinking.

Our projects include R & D on a diversity of electronic systems and
equipment. Two major programs are PLATO-the anti -missile mis-

sile, for which Sylvania is Weapons Systems Manager-and a
multi -million dollar subcontract for the development of a

super -radar system to detect ICBMs.

Opportunities are now open to work in advanced areas
with Sylvania. Your inquiries will be welcomed.

Research Engineers: New
systems techniques & ap-
plications in operations
research, analysis & ap-
plied physics.

Sr. Project Engineers: Eval-
uate project require-
ments; determine respon-
sibility; schedules; bud-
gets; technical negotia-
tions with customer.

Sr. Computer Engineers:
Transistorized digital de-
sign, magnetic core mem-
ory and input-output
systems. Experience re-
quired in digital compu-
tation & data processing,
prototype design,systems
& evaluation testing.

Sr. Reliability Engineer: Act
as consultant on reliabil-
ity problems (components
and equipment). Estab-
lish specifications. Set up
procedures.

Missile System Analysis
Group Leaders: Radar and
antenna system prelim-
inary design.
Missile System Development
Group Leaders: Low noise
receivers, pulse transmit-
ters, broad band tech-
niques, antenna arrays,
phase measurement and
other instrumentation.
Sr. Transistor Engineers:
Circuitry, systems, and
hardware.

Sr. Microwave Engineer:
Development of crystal
mixers, detectors, filters,
transmission line coup-
lers, harmonic generators
and special transmission
circuits.

Sr.Aerodynamicist:Perform
theoretical studies in mis-
sile aerodynamics, boun-
dary layer heat transfer,
missile kinematics, aero-
elasticity.

Sr. Mechanical Engineers:
Design and packaging
airborne and ground elec-
tronic and electromechan-
ical equipment. 5-10 years
pertinent exp. required.

11=Pmwmm.

Send your resume to
Erling Mostue

Interview and relocation
expenses paid by Sylvania.

Inquiries will be answered
within two weeks. Conven-

ient Saturday interviews
arranged.

WALTHAM LABORATORIES
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION

v- SYLVANIA
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC

100 First Ave., Waltham, Mass.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Engineers and scientists...
grow with Stromberg-Carlson
Fast-growing division of General Dynamics

STROMBERG-CARLSON
S -C A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION GD
..

z,.41,6

afi
;,iar 1461 N. GOODMAN STREET  ROCHESTER 3, N. Y.

Electronic and communication products for home, industry and defense

If you qualify, we can offer you challeng-
ing, important assignments in some of to-
day's most fascinating areas of electronics.

Many openings are senior positions, in-
cluding opportunities for group leaders
and section heads. We're particularly in-
terested in men with substantial experi-
ence in solid state circuitry for applica-
tions in the most advanced state of the art.

Our business is well balanced between
commercial and military products. To you
this means stability as well as rapid
growth with the company.

These are some of the areas where you
may find your greatest challenge:

 Missile Electronics
 Air Traffic Control
 Telecommunications
 Automatic Test Equipment
 Countermeasures
 Nucleonics
 Electroacoustics

You would be located in Rochester,
N. Y., a beautiful progressive city in the
heart of the Upstate vacationland. Invig-
orating four -season climate; educational,
recreational and cultural facilities unsur-
passed anywhere in the U. S.

To arrange for a personal interview,
send a complete resume now to:

FRED E. LEE, Mgr. of Technical Personnel.

RECONNAISSANCE
DATA PROCESSING
programs at

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation
have created the following new openings:
Display Development. EE, ME, or psychology background
with experience in creative development of large-scale infor-
mation displays.

Optical Design. Significant experience in high -acuity optics.

Console Design. Creative experience in design of operating
consoles utilizing electronic, mechanical, and optical
techniques.
Wire Communications. Senior design experience in teletype,
associated switchgear, message centers. Knowledge of inven-
tory and terminal equipment desirable.

Please address inquiries to Mr. W. J. Coster at

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation
P.O. Box 45215, Airport Station Los Angeles 45, California

TECHNICAL

WRITER
We need a skilled writer to
manage all phases of techni-
cal writing in rapidly -growing
electronics company. Must

have solid engineering back-
ground and proven experience

in advertising, promotion, tech-

nical reports, and instruction
books. Patent disclosure ex-

perience helpful but not essen-

tial. Salary range: $10,000 up.

Please send complete resume

to:

Elton T. Barrett, Pres.

CGS Laboratories, Inc.
Ridgefield, Connecticut
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS

needed at

MARTIN
New long-term develop-
ments at Martin in the
field of electronics have
created exceptional op-

portunities for top elec-
tronic engineers. At least
5 years experience re-
quired. Salaries from
$9,000 to $12,000.

Openings
in these areas:

 Circuit Design
 Systems
 Inertial Guidance
 Countermeasures
 Digital Computers
 Test Equipment Design

WRITE TO:

William Spangler, Manager
Professional Employment
The Martin Company
Baltimore 3, Md.

MARTIN
BALTIMORE

RCA- leader in military electronics-
now needs imaginative engineers for

Scientists and engineers have probed, and the mysterious world of electronics
has steadily yielded rich rewards. But the massive door to electronic won-
ders is only slightly ajar. The greatest discoveries still lie ahead!
In the field of national defense, Project "X" takes many forms at RCA. It
might be found in airborne electronics, surface communications, missile
weapons systems, radar, ballistic missile detection systems. Or, it might be
something entirely new in concept-something vital to the defense of the
free work'.
We are int ,rested in talking with all experienced engineers and engineering
managers who can contribute to this important work.

Attractive salaries ... Desirable locations ... Liberal benefits

TC ARRANGE INTERVIEW WITH ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT,
SIMPLY CALL COLLECT OR SEND RESUME

AT CAMDEN, N.J.
-in Greater Philadelphia near many

suburban communities

 AVIATION ELECTRONICS
 COMMUNICATIONS AND MILITARY TV
 SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

AT TUCSON, ARIZ.
-healthful, western climate

 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
APPLICATIONS

TO: MR. C. 8. GORDON, RCA, DEPT. X -2E
BLDG. 70-7, CAMDEN 2, N.J.
WOODLAWN 6-3300

AT NEW YORK, N.Y.
-center of cosmopolitan living

 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

TO: MR. E. BAGGETT, RCA, DEPT. X -2E
75 VARICK ST., N.Y. 13, N.Y.-CANAL 6-4080

AT WEST LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
-ideal West Coast location

 AIRBORNE RADAR
 COUNTERMEASURES
 MISSILE GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT
 SYSTEMS PLANNING

TO, MR. R. W. STEPHENS, RCA, DEPT. X -2E

11819 W. OLYMPIC BLVD., LOS ANGELES 64, CALIF.

AT MOORESTOWN, N.J.
-modern engineering facility close to Philadelphia

 ICBM DETECTION SYSTEMS
 MISSILE GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
 SURFACE RADAR SYSTEMS

AT WHITE SANDS, N.M.
-key location in nations missile testing program

 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
 RADAR SYSTEMS
 LAUNCHING SYSTEMS

TO: MR. W. J. HENRY, RCA, DEPT. X -2E
MOORESTOWN, N.J.-BELMONT 5-5000

RAD/0 CORPORATION of AMER/CA
DEFENSE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

.64

IgmAERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS

Aircraft Instrumentation Specialist,
M. S. with experience or Ph. D. in Elec-
trical or Aeronautical Engineering.
Background in aircraft instrumenta-
tion, especially air -speed and altitude
measurements. Flight test experience
desirable. Thorough knowledge of
servo -mechanisms and electronics nec-
essary. Must have creative talent and
interest in working on new methods of
aircraft instrumentation.

Aeronautical Engineer, M. S. in Aero-
nautical Engineering with math minor.
Two years' experience in: evaluation of
airborne systems, both digital and
analog; navigation techniques, includ-
ing inertial navigation; and aerody-
namics. Experience in data reduction
and photogrammetry desirable. To
analyze flight test data, do systems
analysis, and solve problems in spheri-
cal trigonometry and photogrammetry.

Advantages of IBM
A recognized leader in the electronic computer field ... stable balance of military
and commercial work ... advancement on merit ... company -paid relocation
expenses .. . liberal company benefits ... salary commensurate with ability and
experience.

Immediate openings at Owego, N. Y.
WRITE, outlining qualifications and experience, to:

IBM

Mr. P. E. Strohm, Dept. 554Q
Military Products Division
IBM Corp.
Owego, New York

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES
CORPORATION

DATA PROCESSING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MILITARY PRODUCTS
SPECIAL ENG'G. PRODUCTS
SUPPLIES
TIME EQUIPMENT

ENGINEERS
If you have been looking for an Employment Agency
that is skilled in the STATE OF THE ART of
Technical Recruitment and RELIABILITY OF IN-
FORMATION concerning positions, why not com-
municate with us at oncel

ALL POSITIONS FEE PAID.
FIDELITY PERSONNEL SERVICE

1218 Chestnut St. Phila. 7. Pa.
Specialist in Aviation, Electronics and Nucleonics

ADDRESS BOX NO. REPLIES TO: Box No.
Classified Adr. Div of this publication.

Send to office nearest you.
NEW YORK $6: P. 0. BOX 12

CHICAGO 11: 520 N. Michigan Arr.
SAN FRANCISCO 1: 68 Post St.

Position Vacant

Academic appointment is available as Re-
search Collaborator or Assistant Professor
to supervise designing, fabricating, and
maintaining specialized electronic equipment
for research in chemistry, physics, and engi-
neering. A properly qualified person will, if
he desires, have the opportunity to partici-
pate in electronic research or teach. Salary
in range of $7,000. Annual appointment
with one month vacation. Application or
further inquiry should be made to Dean Virgil
W. Adkisson, Research Coordinator, Uni-
versity of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas.

Selling Opportunities Wanted

British manufacturer with moulding and
light engineering facilities and Television,
Radio & Electrical technical staff, would be
interested to discuss producing good sales
lines for British market with progressive
American manufacturer. RA -7886, Electron-
ics.

Experienced, Well Established Representa-
tive, Licensed, Graduate Engineer. Now
available to represent you to the aircraft,
missile and nuclear industries in the Seattle
Area. RA -7898, Electronics.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER PHD.
10 years business experience seeks
supervisory position instrumentation in-
dustrial controls, systems engineering.

l'W-7866, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, III.

NEED ENGINEERS

Place an "Engineers Wanted"

advertisement in this EMPLOY-

MENT OPPORTUNITIES sec-

tion. It's an inexpensive, time
saving method of selecting

competent personnel for every

engineering job in the Elec-

tronics industry. The selective

circulation of ELECTRONICS

offers you an opportunity to
choose the best qualified men

available throughout the in-

dustry.

How to design

ELECTRONIC

CIRCUITS

Practical handbook gives
you . . .

 Clear explanations of
basic theory

 Applications of theory
to real design prob-
lems

 A wealth of needed design data

THIS handbook of fundamentals and data
will help you in the design of all types of
electronic equipment. A large number of the
circuits used in many different applications
is coveret together with theoretical and
technical discussions and explanations, de -
'sign examples to show application of theory,
and graphical and tabular data needed in
day-to-day design work. The entire elec-
tronic field is covered, ranging from vacuum
tube and transistor fundamentals, voltage
and power amplifiers, to such topics as com-
puter and servomechanism techniques, wave-
form and network analysis.

The aim throughout the book is to present
detailed, practical design data in a clear
and concise manner. The hook covers many
topics at great length,
and the treatment of
several subjects, such
as receivers, is not only
unusually complete, but
by far the clearest ex -
Planation of the essen-
tials of the particular
field available to the
engineer or designer.

10 -Day

FREE
TRIAL

EASY
TERMS

ELECTRONIC
DESIGNERS'
HANDBOOK

COVERS:
transistor circuits

 computer elements
 servomechanisms

and applications
 low -noise r -f am-

plifiers
 chopper -stabilized

amplifiers
 low -power trans-

formers
 antennas
 and many more,

for a complete
coverage of the
field of electronics

ROBERT W. LANDEE
General Manager and Chief

Electronic Engineer,
Potter Pacific Corp.

DONOVAN C. DAVIS
Assistant Director

of Engineering
Gilfillan Bros. Inc.

ALBERT P. ALBRECHT
Assistant Director

of Engineering
Gilfillan Bros. Inc.
1016 pages, 6 x 9,

982 illustrations, $16.50
EASY TERMS: $4.50 in 10
days, then $4.00 monthly

until $16.50 is paid

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept. FL -5-9
327 W. 41st St., New York 36, N. Y.
Send me Lander, Davis and Albrecht's ELEC-
TRONIC DESIGNERS' HANDBOOK for 10days
examination on approval. In 10 days, I will
(check one) El send you the full price of $16.50;
or 0 $4.50, then $4.00 a month until the full price
is paid. Otherwise, I will return book postpaid.
1We pay delivery costs if you remit with this

saute return privilege.)
PRINT
Name

Address

Zone.... State
Company
Position
Nor price and terms outside U.S.,

marile 9lcGraw-11M Intl., N.Y.C. FL -7,-!1
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

PROFESSIONAL

SERVICES

AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL &
INSTRUMENT CO.

Oliver W. Osborne
Design & Development Of Electrical

Instruments
Repairing AU Types of Electronic Equipment

1723 Market Street Gardena, Calif.
O.5vis 3-7387 DAvis 4-4858

CROSBY LABORATORIES, INC.
Murray G. Crosby & Staff

Radio - Electronics
Research Development & Manufacturing

Communications, FM & TV
Robbins Lane. Hicksville, N. Y.

WElls 1-3191

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES, INC.

"TRANSISTORIZE" YOUR PRODUCT!
Complete Service in consulting, research, develop-
ment. and production on Transistor circuitry,
products and instrumentation.
67 Factory Place Cedar Groove, N. J.

CEnter 9-3000

ERCO RADIO
LABORATORIES, INC.

Radio Communications Equipment
Engineering - Design - Development - Production

Our 27th Year in Air to Ground
Communication and Radio Beacons

Garden City  Long Island  New York

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION
Research & Manufacturing Engineers

Harry W. Houck
Specialist in the Design and

Development of Electronic Test Instruments
Boonton, New Jersey

ALBERT PREISMAN
Consulting Engineer

Television, Pulse Techniques, Video
Amplifiers, Patent technical consultation.

616 St. Andrews Lane, Silver Spring, Maryland

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, Inc.

Research -Design -Development

Electro-Chemical Generators of Energy

40-98 Leonard Street WOrth 6-3100
New York 13, N. Y.

CONSULT
THESE SPECIALISTS:

Let them save your time by
bringing their broad experi-
ence in their specialty to
bear on your problems.

To the talented
engineer and scientist

APL OFFERS

GREATER FREEDOM

OF ACTIVITY

APL has responsibility for the technical direction
of much of the guided missile program of the
Navy Bureau of Ordnance. As a result staff mem-
bers participate in assignments of challenging
scope that range from basic research to prototype
testing of weapons and weapons systems.

A high degree of freedom of action enables
APL staff members to give free rein to their
talents and ideas. Thus, professional advance-
ment and opportunities to accept program re-
sponsibility come rapidly. Promotion is rapid,
too, because of our policy of placing professional
technical men at all levels of supervision.

APL's past accomplishments include: the first
ramjet engine, the Aerobee high altitude rocket,
the supersonic Terrier, Tartar, and Talcs missiles.
Presently the Laboratory is engaged in solving
complex and advanced problems leading to future
weapons and weapons systems vital to the na-
tional security. Interested engineers and physi-
cists are invited to address inquiries to:

Professional Staff Appointments

The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory

8609 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland
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MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT
X BAND -1" x 1/2" WAVE GUIDE
PARABOLOID DISH Is" dia. Spun Aluminum. 8"

Focus. For AN/AL'S-6 54.50
3 CM. DIPOLE and Feed Assembly. (May be used with

above dish.) 8 inches long 55.00
FLEXIBLE SECTION 9 in. tong. Cover-to-cover 55.50
ROTARY JOINT (APS-61 Sperry PT r658275, 180 (leg.

;elation, choke to choke. Bass "Ituilt-in" Di -Coupler,20 lilt., hith "N" Takeoff 522.50
3 CM. DIPOLE FEED, 15" L. for APS-IS 514.50
MITRED ELBOW. Cast aluminum, 1)4" x %" W.G.

W.E. Flanges. "E" Plane 53.50
Bulkhead Feed-thru Assembly 515.00
Pressure Gauge Section with 13 16. gauge 5111.1.10
Directional Coupler. U(1 -411/U Take off 20db 517.50
MAGNET AND STABILIZER CAVITY For 2.141 Mag-

netron 524.50
90 degree elbows. '1!:" Plane 234," radius 58.50
CROSS GUIDE directional coupler 1'(1411 output flange.

Main guide 10 II" long with 110° "E" plane bend at one
end, and is fitted with std. 1(::19/143411 flanges.
Coupling figure 201)11 522.50

10 CM.-RG48/U Waveguide
iocM ECHO BOX: Tunable from 3200-3333 MC. For

checking out radar transmitters, for spectrum analy-
sis. etc. Complete with pickup antenna and coupling
devices 517.50

POWER SPLITTER for use with type 726 or any 10 CM
Shepherd Klystron. Energy is fed trout Klystron an-
tenna through dual pick -tip system to 2 type "N"
connectors 512.50

LHTFL LIGHTHOUSE ASSEMBLY. Parts of RT39
APG 5 & APG 13, Receiver and Trans. Cavities h
assoc. Tr. Cavity and Type N CPLG. To Rem'. Uses
2C40, 2043, 11327, Tunable APX 2400-27011 TICS. Sit-
er Plated 515.00

BEACON LIGHTHOUSE cavity p/o UPS -2 Beacon to
m. Ang, Iternmil Bice, each 527.50

MAGNETRON TO WAVEGUIDE Coupler with 721-A
Dueleim I 'atitY, gold plated 531.5072IA TR BOX with tube and tuning plungers 812.50

ASI4A AP -10 CM Piek up Dipolq with "N" Cables 54.50
HOLM DELL -TO -TYPE "N" Male Adapters, W. E.

=11167284 52.75BEACON ANTENNA. AS31/APN-7 In Lucite Ball.Type "N" feed 522.50
ANTENNA, AT49A/APR: Broadband ('onical, 300-33011

MC Type "N" Feed 512.50
"E" PLANE BENDS, 90 deg. less flanges 57.50

300 MC WAVEMETER
Mfd. by G.E. for Armed Services
3000-3700 MC. Comes furnished with
variable attenuator, coax. adapter
cord. Cal. chart and pickup antenna.
Has output jack for external meter
or other monitor device. Resonance
indicator is 31, 20 mieroamp meter.
Brand new, in portable wooden car-
rying case $63

1

V. H. F. U. H. F.

1000 RDO RECEIVER
38 MC precision receiver covering complete
range using 3 turning units. The RDO is c.

high quality Navy search receiver using the
same turning units as the APR -4, but hos
additional features, such as input and output
signal strength DB meters, audio output
metering, noise limiter, greater stability, for
noise measuring etc. Input 110V6OCYC.
Panadaptor output avail. Complete W 3
turning units.
Brand new, original boxes. $159.5°
icvt. acq. cost $1500.00

3 CM Radar Installation in Brand New origina!
'stmts. This is a complete) self-contained rolls;
reef-iier and transmitting unit with paraholic an
tenna complete with 76 tubes. Indicators 111,1
control boxes. Tube complement consists of:

2 ea.-723AB 30 ea. -616 I ea. -725A
2 ea. -4 622 9 ea. --6V G GT I ea. -807
4 ea. -3624 II ea.-6AK5 I ea.-VR105
2 ea.-3FP7 4 ea.-fiSL7GT 4 ea.-VR150
3 es. -5U4 2 ea. -724A

(nod. acquis. cost over $4,000.00). Ship. wt. 431
lbs. W/operating instructions.

$69.50Your special price

Write for flyer.

R. W. ELECTRONICS
Dept. L.

2430 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago 16, III.

I

FOR

ALL

METERS

MEDIUM POWER PULSER
The MIT MOD III PULSER t, a lightweight, Ille11111111
power radar modulator using an 829 It in a regenera-
tive blocking oscillator circuit feeding a 71511 power
amplifier. Peak output is 12 KV at 12 Amps into a
1000 ohm 1pad. PuLse widths are 0.5/1/2.1) usec at a
duty ratio of (1.001. Primary power requirements are'
115 vac, 400-1200 cps/3.5:1. Also 28 vdc at 5 Atop. An
external trigger of at least 50 v. peak is required. All
units are new, complete with all tubes, pressumzed
housing, and schematic diagram. $97.50

COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT CO.
343 Canal St.

New York 13, N. Y.
CHAS. ROSEN

Phone: CAnal 6-4882
DIRECT ALL INQUIRIES TO DEPT. E-5

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
AT49/APR-Broadband Conical, MC...$8.95
3 CM ANTENNA ASSEMBLY: 17" paraboloid

dish, operating from 24 'de motor. Beam pattern: 5
deg. in both Azimuth and elevation. Sector Scan;
over 160 deg. at 35 scans per minute. Elevation Scan.
over 2 deg. Tilt. Over 24 deg

5 cm. Horn. I" x '4", with twist and 1811 deg. 513a5m.0110.
With dielectric window $22.50

Discone Antenna. AS 123 APR. 1000-3200 nits Snub
supported with type "N" Connector

AS14A/AP. 111 I'M pick up dipole assy, compleSte14.w50/

30' Parabolic Reflector Spun Aluminum dish 1$(4) A(' 5, '0,

length of (5;05 and "N" connectors

AN/APA-12-Sector Scan adaptor for APS-2 ralta4r.-85
Focus

Complete Klt 537.50
10 CM. ANTENNA ASSY. (Airborne), 30" dish with

coax. dipole feed. Focal length is 1111/2" floriz polari-
zation. 3311 (leg. azimuth. Tilt: WU. and MID", 20

s It. drive motor, selsyn takeoff. $65.00

NEED METERS?
STANDARD or SPECIALS

ANY QUANTITY -NEW -MILITARY

ELECTRONIC -MILITARY

AIRCRAFT -HAMS

MAKES -MODELS

RANGES -SIZES

REPAIRED

RESCALED

RECALIBRATED

WRITE - PHONE - WIRE

A & M INSTRUMENT SERVICE

INC.

76-14 Woodside Ave.
Elmhurst 73, N. Y.

CAA No. 4264 Ltd. HA 9-2925

Thats A Buy
New! International Rectifier Corp.
Full Wave Bridge Rectifier
130 Vac Factory Rated 350MA/IOOVDC
GTD Output Up to One -halt Amp. Mtgrs Write for

Qty Prices!
20 Plates 4.5.1: NettLy Mfgrd /or (het Cont.
Cost $8.10. "TAB" Special $1.25@. 5 tor 55

"TAB"
P.tpaid 48 Stoles

111EJ Liberty St., N. Y. 6, N.

PULSE NETWORKS
H -616101(V 2.2 user. 375 PPS, 50 ohm- m0 $22.50
H-615 IOKV, 0.85 user, 730 PPS, 50 ohms imp $22.50
H-605: 23 KV, "E" CET. 1.5 usec. 400 PPS. 50 Ohms

Impedance, 5 aeetions 562.50
7 -5E3 -I -200-67P, 7.3 KV E" ('ircuit. I micros:et% 2110

PPS, 67 oluns impedance 3 sections 57.50
7 -5E3 -3-200-67P, 7.5 KV "E" Circuit, :: microsec.

200 l'I'S, ohms imp. 3 sections $12.50
G.E. 6(1:3-.5-2000 511 1)2T: 6 KV, "11" Circuit 11 5 usec.

/20110 PPS/50 ohms/2 sections 56.00
G.E. (3-84-810) 18-2.24-405) 50P4E: 313.V "E"

CET Dual 'Unit; Unit 1, 3 sections, 0.84 Microsec.
81. ITS. Toi imp.; Unit 2, 8 Sections 2.24

obms Imp 56.50

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
Primary 50 oluns. Secondary

Iona oluns, 12,911tiv, 12.0 Amp.
Pulse: I or 2 usec. at .001 duty
ratio. Fitted with magnetron well
and bitilar winding for filament
supply $22.50

MAGNETRON PULSE TRANS =964:
Prim. hop. 30 oluns, 16)1)1 v pulse.
Secondary imp. is 1250 ohms, 12

K) , )'arms ratio see:pri. is 7.1;1. Duty ratio
is 0.0o; 5' 1.2 usec. Ititilar winding 1.2A $8.50
K-2745 Primary: 3.1/2.5 KV, 311 ohms Z. Secondary:

14/12.6 KV' 1(125 ohms Z. Pulse length: 0.23/1.0 usec.
@ 600/600 PPS 1'k Power 200/150 KW. Billlar: 1.3
Atop. Ilan "built-in" magnetron well $32.50

K -2461-A Primary: v.1/2.6 KV-50 ohms (line), Sec-
ondary 14/11.5 KY -11100 oluns Z. Pulse length: 1

usec. @ lilt)) II:. Power Out: 200/120 KW.
Itifilar 1.3 Atop. Fitted with magnetron well $29.50

K35145 -Pulse inversion: Pltl: 5 KA" PK, Pulse nega-
tive. See: Pos. Pulse. 4 KV; I usec'. and .001 DUTY
RATIO $6.50

UTAH X -1311T -I: Two sections. 3 Wdgs. per section
I:I:1 Ratio, Allt, l; ohms DCR per Wdg $5.00

68G71 I: Ratio: 4:1 Pit 200V, Sec. 53V, 1.11 us@ Pulse
Lie 2090 PPS, 0.016 KVA 54.50

TR1049 Ratio 21 l'ri. 2211 MD. 511 01111,, see. 0,75 H.
DC It 11111 ohm: $6.75

GE 0K -2449A. Primary: :1:33 KV. 30 ohms imp Sec-
ondary: 28 KV, 430 ohms. Pulse length: 1.11-5,3 used
@ 033/1211 PPS, PK Power Out: 1.7411 KW. Bitilar:
1.3 :1111115 Ins ,-.1101111/ 562.50

GE = K -2449A. Primary: 9.33 KV, 311 Mons imp. Sec -
32 K.W impedance 40:100 ohm output. l'ri. volts 2.3
KV Pk. Sec. volts 11.5 KV l`k. Itifilar rated at I.::
Amp. Fitted with magnetron well $24.50

10 CM R.F. HEAD
Complete R.F. Head and Modulator delivers 50 K W

Peak R.F. at 3000 MC. Pulser delivers 12KV pulse at
12 Amp. to magnetron of .5. I. or 2 microsec. duration
at duty cycle of .001. Unit requires 115V, 400-2300
Cycles. I phase @ 8.5A. Also 24-28 VDC Or) 2A. Ex-
ternal sync. Pulse of 120V Req'd. Brand New. Com-
plete with magnetron, magnet, plumbing and all tubes.
Schematic diagram 5150

BEARINGS -
Miniatures; Precision; Stainless Steel;
Special Sizes, Tolerance & Construction.

RAWAY BEARING CO.
4.8 Forsythe St. Walker 5-8150 N. Y. C. 2. N. Y.

500 COMMERCIAL
RCA MULTIPLIERS 931A

Quantities -100 up $3.50 Each
HENLEY & CO., INC.

202 East 44th St. New York 17, N.
Y Ukon 6.5544

HARRY KRANTZ CO.
the largest RESISTOR
stock in the Country

Tremendous Quantities -1/2, 1 & 2 W.
40 to 70°0 off mfg. prices

89 Chambers St., N. Y. C. 13 WO 2-5727

GENUINE OAK WOOD

`sLAr1ii1(///C

TELEPHONES!
As is SUMP complete. Tested work-

onler $12.00. Shipments FOB
Simpson. Pa. virile for free list.
TELEPHONE ENGINEERING CO.

Dept. E-40 5 -ml son

New Advertisements
received by May 2nd will appear in the
May 23rd issue subject to space limitations.

Classified Advertising Division

ELECTRONICS
P. 0. Box 12 New York 36, N. Y.
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ELECTRONIC
WAR TERMINATION INVENTORIES

WRITE OR WIRE FOR INFORMATION ON OUR
COMPLETE LINE OF SURPLUS ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS. ALL PRICES NET F.O.B.
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

INVERTERS

10042-1-A Bendix
DC Input 14 volts;
Output: 115 volts;
400 cycles. 1 -phase; 50 watt $35.00

12116-2-A Bendix
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cyc; single phase; .45
amp. Input: 24 VDC, 5 amps $25.00

12117 Bendix
Output: 6 volts; 400 cycles, 6 volt amperes,
1 phase. Input: 24 VDC; 1 amp. $15.00

12121 Bendix
Input: 24 volt D.C. 18 amp. 12000 r.p.m.
Output: 115 volts, 400 cycle, 3 -phase. 250
volt amp, 7 pf. $49.50

12123 Bendix
Output: 115 V; 3 phase; 400 cycle; amps.
.5; Input: 24 VDC; 12 amp. $49.50

12126-2-A Bendix
Output: 26 volts; 3 phase; 400 cycle; 10
VA; 6 PF. Input: 27.5 volts DC; 1.25 amps.

$24.50
12142-1-A Bendix

Output: 115 volts, 3 phase, 400 cycle, 250
VA. Input: 27.5 VDC, 22 amps. Voltage
and frequency regulated. $99.50

12147-1 Pioneer
Output: 115 VAC, 400 cycles; single phase.
Input: 24-30 VDC; 8 amps. $19.95 each

10285 Leland
Output: 115 volts AC; 750 VA, 3 phase, 400
cycle, .90 pf and 26 volts. 50 VA single
phase, 400 cycle, .40 pf. Input: 27.5 VDC,
60 amps. cont. duty, 6000 rpm. Voltage and
frequency regulated. $59.50

10563 Leland
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycle; 3 -phase; 115
VA; 75 pf. Input: 28.5 VAC; 12 amps. $25.00

F16 Jack & Heintz
Output: 115 volts, 400 cycle, 1 or 3 phase,
250 VA pf. 9. Input: 27.5 volts, 20 amp.
Electronic frequency and voltage regulated.

$99.50 each
PEI09 Leland

Output: 115 VAC, 400 cyc.; single phase;
1.53 amp.; 8000 rpm. Input: 13.5 VDC; 29
amp.

PE218 Leland
$50 00

Output: 115 VAC; single phase pf. 90;
380/500 cycle; 1500 VA. Input: 25-28 VDC;
92 amps.; 8000 rpm.; Exc. Volts 27.5
BRAND NEW $30.00

AN 3499 Eicor, Class "A"
Input: 27.5 volts at 9.2 amps. AC. Output:
115 volts, 400 cycles; 3 phase, 100 voltamp;
continuous duty. Price $39.50 each

MG54D BENDIX INVERTER
Output: 200/115 volts; 400 cycle, single or
3 phase; .80 pf, 250 VA. Input: 28 VDC, 22
amps. $99.50

MOTOR GENERATOR
TRANSICOIL TYPE 7500

115 volts, 400 cycle. Output 4
volt per 1 000 rpm. Motor speed

0-7000 rpm. Gear Train ratio
2000:1. Price $39.95

MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL
RATE GYRO (Control Flight)
Part no. JG7005A-11 series
9. 115 volts A.C., 400 cy-
cle, single phase. Poten-
tiometer take off resist-
ance 530 ohms. Speed
21,000 r.p.m. Angular
momentum 21/2 million,
CM2/sec. Weight 2 lbs.
Dimensions 4-7/32 x

3-29/32 x 3-31/64.
Price $22.50 each

C&H
SALES CO.
2176.E East Colorado St.
Pasadena 8, California

RYan 1-7393

GYRO (flux gate compass)
Mfgd. by Bendix.
Part #12002-1 B

(AN5751-1). Gyro
motor 115 volt,
400 cycle, single
phase. Speed 20,-
000 rpm. Leveling

accuracy better than
1/2°. $15.00 each

Amplifier. Part #12076-
1A for gyro system.

$15.00 each
Indicator. Part #12005-

10 -Al, used with above system $15.00 each

SELSYNS-
SYNCHROS

1CT cont. Trans 90/55V 60 cy.
1 DG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
IF Syn.' Mtr. 115/90V 60 cy
1G Gen. 115V 60 cy.
1FIDG
1HCT
1HG
1SF Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 400 cy.
2J1F1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1F3 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1FA1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2.11G1 57.5/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1H1 Diff. Gen. 57.5V 400 cy.
215D1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
2J5F1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
2J5H1 Gen. I15/105V 60 cy.
2115M1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
5CT Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
50 Diff. Mtr. 90/90V 60 cy.
50DG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
5F Syn. Mtr. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
50 Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
5HCT Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
5SDG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 400 cy.
600 Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
6G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
7G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
C56701 Type 11-4 Rep. 115V 60 cy.
C69405-2 Type 1-1 Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C69406 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C69406-1 Type 11-2 Rep. 115V 60 cy.
C76166 Volt. Rec. 115V 60 cy.
C78248 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C78249 Syn. Diff. 115V 60 cy.
C78863 Repeater 115V 60 cy.
C79331 Transm. Type 1-4 115V 60 cy.
851 Bendix Autosyn Mtr. 22V 60 cy.
403 Kollsman Autosyn. Mtr. 32V 60 cy.
FPE-25-1I Diehl Servo Mfr.

75/115V 60 cy.
FPE-43-1 Resolver 400 cy.
FJE-43-9 Resolver 115V 400 cy.

$34.50
34.50
34.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
12.50
7.50

10.00
7.50
5.00
7 50

17.50
17.50
17.50
17.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
37.50
12.50
25.00
34.50
42.50
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
12.50
5.00
7.50

20.00
7.50
7.50

19.50
19.50
15.00

60 CYCLE AC SERVO
MOTOR

with gear reduction
Mfgd. by Diehl. Type FPE-25-1I.
Low inertia; 75/115 volts; 60
cycle, 2 phase, 4 watt output,
3200 rpm. Gear case: worm gear,
spur gear and pinion, reduction
ratio 100:1. $24.50

TACHOMETER OR RATE GENERATORS
J-36 E.A.D.; 2 volts per 100 rpm;

max. rpm 5000 $22.50
PM -1 Elinco; 2 volts per 100 rpm;

max. rpm 3000 $17.50
PM -2 Elinco; 2 volts per 100 rpm;

max. rpm 3000 $1 7.5 00 B-35 Elinco; 2 volts
per 100 rpm; max.

,_ rpm 10,000 $22.50
'" 6-68 Elinco; 1.2 V.A.C.

per 100 rpm; max.
rpm 10,000 $17.50

HIGH -QUALITY
OPTICAL PARTS
5" Schmidt Ultra
Hi -Speed Objective
Lens System

Eastman Kodak in-
fra -red receiver,
formerly known as
U.S. Navy Snooperscope, Type
B, 7" long with 5" SCHMIDT
ultra -high speed Objective
Lens (approx. f 0.5). Elabo-
rate optical system, many
coated lenses. Uses 2 pen-
light batteries. Govt. cost ap-
prox. $300. Factory -new. Ship-
ping wt. 9 lbs. Price $19.95

Waterproof Carrying Case, extra. Shipping
wt. 3 lbs. Price $3.00
Dual purpose U.S.N. floodlight throws
strong beam of invisible infra -red rays.
With infra -red lens, spare sealed beam
lamp, batteries. Shipping wt. 23 lbs.

Price $14.95

POWER PLANT MODEL EG-107
120/208 V AC, 400 CYCLE

Generator rated at 7.5 kw, 400 cycle, 120/
208 volt A.C. Single and 3 phase at 95%
pf. Current Drain at rated load 21.7 amps
per phase. Also has 28 volt D.C. at 750
watts.

pl) ia it

Ai.

This unit con-
sists of a 4 -
cylinder water-
cooled gasoline
engine directly
connected to
an alternator
generator.
Complete with
control panel.
Approximate
weight 500 lbs.
Price $495.00

SIMPLE
DIFFERENTIAL

1 to 1 reverse ratio; 48
teeth on input and out-

put gear, 1-1/32 inch diameter.
Total outside diameter 1-25/32
inches. Shaft size is 1/4 inch.
One shaft is 9/16" long; other

Stock No. 151 shaft is 3/16" long. $5.00

VARIABLE SPEED BALL
DISC INTEGRATORS
Forward & Reverse 4-0-4. In-
put shaft 5/16" dia. x 3/4"
long. Output shaft 15/64"
dia. x 9/16" long. Control
shaft 11/64" dia. x 11/16"
long. Cast aluminum con-
struction. Approx. size 41/2"
x 41/2" x 4".

(All Shafts Ball Bearing Supported)

No. 146
$17.50 ea.

SMALL DC
MOTORS

(approx. size o 33" x 11/4" dia.:
5067126 DelcoveraPM,ll 27/4 VDC, 125 RPM,

)

Governor Controlled $15.00 ea.

5069600 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 250 rpm 12.50
5069230 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 145 rpm 15.00
5068750 Delco 27.5 VDC 160 rpm w. brake 6.50
5068571 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm

(1x1 22") 5.00
5069790 Delco PM, 27 VDC, 100 RPM,

Governor Controlled 15.00 ea.
5BA1OA118 GE 24 VDC 110 rpm 10.00
5BA1OAJ37 GE 27 VDC 250 rpm reversible 10.00
5BAIOAJ52 27 VDC 145 rpm reversible 12.50
5BA10AJ50, G.E., 12 VDC, 140 rpm 15.00
206-1001 PM Planetary Gear Reduced

Motor with Magnetic Brake. Mfgd. by
Air Equipment 26 volts 600 ma 145 rpm 17.50

5BAI0FJ33, G.E., 12 VDC, 56 rpm reversible 15.00
806069 Oster series reversible 1/50 h.p.

10,000 rpm. 27.5 VDC 15/8" x 31/2" 5.00
C -28P -1A 27 VDC 1/100 h.p. 7,000 rpm 3.00
7100 -B -PM Hansen 24 VDC 160 rpm 7.50
SSFD-6-25 Diehl PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm 4.00
6 -volt PM motor mfgd. by Hansen 5,000 rpm

11/4" in dia., 2" long overall 4.00
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- CAPACIT I RS -

4 mfd-200 V
Metalized paper bathtub capacitor.
2 mfd sections with 3 side
ard dimensions. The perfect
network capacitor. Qua. discount.

$.35
Two

terms. Stand-
crossover

32 mfd.-600 V
4 individual 8 mfd sections. Dim
Top Quality Brand.

$2.98
4340(3' ,x (..

I4 mfd.-400 V
Metalized paper bathtub
Standard dims. and mount.

$ 791
capacitor.

Mfd Volts Price
.001 10KV 5.25
.101 511K V 24.95
.0025 10KV 5.95
.005 25KV 29.95
.01 1500 .55

Mfd Volts Price
.5 4000 3.25
.5 5000 3.05
.5 7500 5.75
.5 25KV 38.50
.5-.5 600 .49

Mfd Volts Price
I WOO 18.50
4 5000 24.95

4 7500 59.50
4 10KV 74.50
4 15KV PUR

.01-.01 3000 .40

.012 25KV 12.95 1.5-.5 9000 8.951 5 220 1.09
5 330 1.19

.015 16KV 14.50
M2 11000 4 75 1 .5-.1 2000 .321 5 600 .95

5 1000 1.69
.02 10KV 5.25 1 115VAC .32

2x5 400
.02 20KV 9.95 11 600V .441

.891

,x5 600 1.19.025 50KV 32.95
.03 7500 4.25 1000V .69 6 330 1.29
.04 17KV 7.95 1500V .99

2000V 175 , 6 600 1.291
.05 2500 .75
.05 7500 4.25
.05 16KV 7.95
.05-.05 12KV 8.95
2,05 45KY 60.00
.08 12.5KV 7.95

3000V 2.95
3600V 2.45
4000 4.95
5000 6.25
6000 8.95

6 1000 1.95
6 1500 2.95
7 600 1.35
7 BOO 1.55
8 330VAC 1.50

.1 1500V .45 11 7500 7.501
/it

600 1.25
600VAC 2.40.1 2000V .65

.1 2500V .69 1 7500 14.75
10KV 25.95

8 1000 2.15
8 1500 3.65

1.1 3000 .65 1 12.5KV 34.50 8 2000 7.45
.1 3000 1.19 1 15KV 38.50 8 2500 9.95

1000 1.29 l 16 37.50 ..,
1 8 600 1.891

.1 5000 1.49

.1 5000 3.25,
1 25KV 69.501

I 30KV PUR
6' 8 600 2.98
9 10KV PUR

1.1 7500 .891 2x1.25 7500 20.00 10 400 .65
.1 7500 4.25 1.25 3301/ke. .49

1.5 25KV PUR 110 600 .981
.1 12KV 6.95

I 15KV 8.95
.1 20KV 9 95

2 200 .25
2 600 .55

10 600 1.19
10 600 1.49

.1 25KV 24.95 12 1000 .791 r, 1000 ig
27.5 21.95 2 1000TLA 1.29 10 1500 4.25.125

11.25100KV PURI 2 1500 1.15 10 2000 6.75
2,1 6000 2.29
2x.1 7000 1.35
.2 IOKV 8.35
2 13KV 9.50
." 15KV 12.50
.2 50KV 69 50

2 2000 2.75
2 2500 3.45
2 3000 5.25
2 4000 7.10
2 5000 12.50
2 6000 22.50

10 2500 10.95
10 2500* 6.25
10 1000 20.95
10 5000 PUR
12 600VAC 4.25
12 1000 2.95

.25 2000 .89 12 7500 23.501 12 2000 7.75
4.25.25 3000 1.45

95 4000 1.98 2 16KV 59.50
2 10KV 35.95

14 660VAC
15 44OVAC 3.25

1.25 6000 .89 3 10(10 .98
15 600 2.65
15 1000 4.10

.25 15KV 15.95

.25 20KV 19.95

.25 25KV 49.50

.25 32.5KV 53.00

3 2000 1.95
3 4000 8.50
3 15KV PUR
4 600 .75

15 5000 PUR
16 660VAC 2.50
20 330VAC 3.25
20 4000 PUR

.25 SOKV 69.50 4 600TLA .951 25 600 3.75
1.3 2000 .3914 330 1.25

25 Tgr lig
2x.25 2000 .89 4 400 .50 30 2500 13.50
.4 10KV 10.95
.4 37.5KV 60.00

4 500
4 600 11 132 600 2.981

2x 4 7500 .75
.5 440V AC 49

.
14 1000 1.101

32 9500* 59.50
40 600 5.85

.5 600 .45 4 1000 1.50 50 100 4.10

1.5 1500 .591
,41 l'gg11)

2.65 5060

3.1210AC3:1
.5 2000 1.19

5 2500
4 3000 6.99 100 4000 59.50

1.29
.5 3000 2 98

1 ,4 3000 4.951 * Photo Flash

HIGH
Mid Kv Price
.000051 6 9.75
.00005 20 29.95
moot 6 9.95
.000125 10 14.95
.00015 6 10.25
.1(0015 10 14.95
.00015 20 34.50
.0002 6 9.95
.0002 15 25.50
.00024 6 9.95
.00024 8 9.95
.00025 6 9.95.00025 6

30 49.50
.0004 6 9.95

VACUUM
Mmfd

12
12
50

CAPACITORS
Subminiature -Oil
Mica Trans. & R'cving.

TYPE
"11.1" Linear Taper
-1LU" Linear Taper
"11" Linear Taper

MONMOUTH
Oakhurst, N. J.

Art

KVA MICA
Mfd Ku Price
.0005 6 9.95
.0005 20 32.50
.0006 30 52.50
.0008 20 34.50
.001 6 11.95
.001 25 57.60
.00124 15 32.50
.002 8 29.50
.002 10 25.95
.002 15 35.50
.002 20 56.50
.002 30 135.00
.003 30 140.00
.004 6 17.50

CAPACITORS
Kv
20
32
I:,

filled tubular
Prices quoted

"J" POTS

RADIO

Hankins, Prop.

CAPS
Mfd Kv Price
.004 8 19.95
.005 6 17.50
.01 5 17.95
.01 15 54.50
.02 3 8.95
.03 2 15.95
.09 1.5 8.95
.1-.1 250V 3.95
.115 2 5.15

µ,
rite

,
v` ."... ''''' quota -
lions on those not
11.1,1

Price
57.95

9.95
8.95

5 .75
5 .85
52.50

TABS.
Capitol 2-0121 -

ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST MICROWAVE,
TEST EQUIPMENT AND TUBE ESTABLISHMENTS!!

NEW TS -147 X BAND SIGNAL
GENERATOR

Test Set TS 147 UP is a portable
Microwave Signal Generator designed
for testing and adjusting beacon
equipment and radar systems which
operate within the frequency range
of 8500 MC to 9000 MC.

We carry one of the largest tube
inventories in the USA. Thou-
sands of Magnetrons, Klystrons,
Receiving and Transmitting tubes,
Semiconductors, etc. Write, giv-
ing your requirements. If you
have similar items for disposal,
please offer us.

WHOLESALE and EXPORT ONLY
Minimum tube order 525

"ifi:.-(1:0 NEW UNUSED SURPLUS STAND -
V9 ARD LABORATORY RECEIVERS

AN/APR4 complete with five tun-
ing units 38 to 4000 m.c.

($)
AN/APR-5, 3000-6000 m.c.
AN/APR10, 2000-4400 m.c.

NEW TS148/UP SPECTRUM
C)(1)

ANALYZER

OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT USED CHECKED OUT SURPLUS
1-53A AP
R14 AP
TS12 AP
TA13 AP
TS14 AP
TS15
TS16
TS27
TS28
TS33, AP
T534, AP
TS34A/AP

T35, AP
TS36/AP
196A
TS -45
TS46
T547/APR
T561
TS62
TS69/AP
TS100
TS1.02A/AP
T5108

TS110/ AP TS239C
TS111 TS251
TS117 TS254
T5125/AP TS258
T5126/AP TS259
TS173 TS270
TS174/AP TS299
TS175/AP TS419
TS182 T54970
TS186 TS535
TS204 TS545
TS226 TS597

TF890/1
APA10
APA38
APS3 APS4
APT2-APTS
BC152C
BC788C
UPM1
UPM7
UPM30
UPM33
URM64
and many others

Phone: ORegon 4-7070

119 PRINCE ST.
NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

Cable: TELESERUP

 WHOLESALE 
Headset HS -33 W/cushions and ex-

tension cord w/plug S4 50

JB-70 Junction Box ready to connect
w/BC-312, BC -610, PE -95 35 00

BD -71 Switchboards 12.50
BD -72 Switchboard 20.00
SCR 625 Mine Detectors 20.00
TS -9 & TS -13 Handsets 3.50
AN -130A Antennas .50
RA -43 & RA -63 rectifiers 37.50
ARC -1 Receiver -Transmitter Radio Set,
8 -watt -10 channels -100-156 MC 24V

DC ea. 125.00
SCR 510 Radio Set 20-27.9 mc, BC -620

Receiver -Transmitter, PE -120 Power
supply, CS -79 Case w/tubes com-
plete 12.50

ARC -3 Receivers 150.00
BC -603 Receiver 10.00
BC -604 Transmitter 5.50
BC -683 Receiver 15.00
BC -684 Transmitter 8.50
BC -620 Rec-Trans 6.50
R 77/ARC-3-Certificated 375.00
J68/ARC-3-Certificated 50.00
2 Motors for J 68/ARC-3 40.00
C 118/ARC-3 5.50
C87/ART-13-New 2.75
CU26/ART-13-New 2.75
BC 788 AM -New 50.00
EE8 Field Phones -Used 12.50
RM 29 with GM 38 etc. -New 5.50
BC 611 Handie Talkies -New No Case 9.50
RC 184 -New 75.00
TS 35 A/AP with Cables 55.00
TS 45A/AP 17.50
TS 146/UP 50.00
TS 245/TRT 27.50
TS 270/UP 50.00
BD89 SWBD 50.00
TS9-Handset New 3.50
CA355-Capacitors .20
MC 131 Ringer Coils .15
EE 65 Test Sets 11.50
F-1 Transmitter Capsules -Used .25
310 WE Plug -Used .25
BC 968 -Trainer New 69.50
SCR 206 Direction Finder Complete 350.00

ARC -3 Receiver Certified 375.00

ARC -3 Control Box J 68 with 2 Motors 50.00

APN-1 Sets Complete -New 37.50

R9B Receivers 17.50
R 89 ARN 5 Receivers 37.50
AS 27 A/ARN-5 10.00
RT 22/APX-2-Receiver 28 Tubes 12.50

BC 1000
HS 30 New
ARN 7 Complete Circuit Diagram
SCR 269 -Instruction Manual
SCR 284 -Instruction Manual

TALLEN CO. INC.

65 00
90

1.00

1.50

1.50

159 Carlton Ave. TR 5-8241 Brooklyn 5, N. Y.

LARGEST STOCK OF

RELAYS
IN THE WORLD

SOLENOIDS  STEPPERS
SENSITROLS

PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
MOST MAKES IN STOCK

Send for Latest Catalog E

niversal RELAY CORP.
Forreertii thavorsal General Corp.

1/4,42WHITE ST., NEW YORK 13,N, Y. WAlker 5.9257)

Money saving prices en tubes. TV. Radio, Trans-
mitting. and Industrial Types. New, 1st quality.
guaranteed. Top name brands only. Government
surplus and commercial test, lab, and communica-
tions equipment in stock. Sell us your excess tubes
and equipment. Unused, clean tubes of all types
wanted. Send specific details in first letter. Write
for "Green Sheet" catalog 250.

BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP.
512 Broadway WA 5.7000 New York 12, N. Y.

CAPACITORS
MIL -C -25A

1600 VDC oil paper insulated
tubular 5°o with solder lugs

5400 pcs .1 mfd
4600 pcs .2 mfd
3500 pcs .14 mfd

HARRIS TRANSDUCER CORP.
Woodbury, Conn.
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5,000 SERIES & UP
5517 51.00 5718 51.75 5963 S1.25
5633 4.00 5719 1.40 5967 9.50
5635 4.00 5744 1.00 5969 9.50
5636 2.40 5751 2.00 5992 6.75
5637 3.00 5763 .90 5993/TE-10 8.00
5639 5.75 5783 3.75 5995 9.75
5641 4.00 5784 4.00 6000 2.00
5643 3.85 5784WA . 6.00 PIL710/6011 12.00
5644 5.00 5787. . . 3.75 6012. 4.00
5645 4.75 5787WA . 4.75 6021. 3.00
5646 3.75 5814 .40 6073 1.50
5747 3.75 5814A 1.50 6080 3.50
5651 1.25 5814WA . 3.00 6111 3.75
5651WA . . . 3.25 5829WA . 3.50 6112 4.00
5654/6A K5W 5840 3.00 6130 4.50

1.25 5840A 4.25 6201/
5654 z6A K5W 5841 . .. . 3.75 12AT7WA 2.50
/6096 2.75 5844 1.40 6211 1.00

5663 .95 5854 1.30 6263 9.50
5670 1.95 5886 3-00_ 6280/4165 35.00
5670WA . 4.00 5894 17.00 6336 11.50
5691 4.75 5896 3.00 6524 11.00
5692 5.00 5898 7.50 8012 1.005696
5702 WA .

.75
. 3.85

5899
5902

3.25
4.00 8013A 4.50

5703WA . .. 3.85 5932 3.00 9002 .45
5704 1.20 5933 1.50 9003 .90

RECTIFIERS & REGULATORS
0B2 $ .50 3B28 $4.00 371A S1.00
052WA ... 2.25 3B29 4.75 3715 1.50
0B3 .90 5R4GY . 1.25 575A 10.00
0C3 .50 5R4 WGA 3.75 583 5.00
OC3W 2.25 5R4WGY . 2.75 8695 30.00
OD3 .50 SY 3WGT . 1.30 705A .65
OD3W 2.25 5X3 2.20 836 1.20
1V .90 218 12.00 872A 1.00
2C53 9.00 249B 2.50 876 .75
RX-21 4.50 249C

2505
2.50
3.95

878
V XR2700 .

.50
6.003524W . . 4.25 267B 4.95 991 .32

3B24WA... 7.00 313C 2.25 5931/5U4WG 4.00
31326 92.50 314A 80.00 8013 3.00

KLYSTRONS
111015XA/ X481 21(55 $14.00 707B

$13,C,D $40.00 31(30 90.00 723A/B 61..5705

SR X16 100.00 413L6 24.00
10.00 6B ms

4.75
2K25 27.50 Mt.WE 18.00
21(28 24.00 726C.RAY . 11.50
21(45 25.00 6BM6A 28.50 5611....... 40.00
21(48 45.00 WL417A 2.00 5981/5650. 45.00
21(54 14.00 Q K405 48.00 6116 45.00

IGNITRONS AND THYRATRONS
C1K 56.50 FG154 $9.00 NL1052/5552/
1C 1.00 VT -158.... 9.00 FG235A . $82.00
211121W .80 FG-271 .... 22.00 2050 1.00
3C45 5.00 3235 3.45 2050W 3.50
41325 5.00 354A 8.00 5559/FG57. 8.00
C55 1.00 393A 3.35 5560/FG-95 17.00
EL5B 5.00 394AWE... 3.00 5796 7.00
5C22 .

C6M/5528 .
20.00
5.00

KU -627....
WL6535 ., .

7.00
75.00 5948/1754 100.00

FG-32 4.00 NL1051FG- 5966/636... 33.50
FG105 11.00 271/5551. 50.00 6130 4.50

QUALITY TUBES!
WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES

100-1886 70-6BM6 200-313C 250-872A
100-2C46 1000-6J4 150-418A 4-889RA
700-2029 1500-65117 700-359A 100-922
500-2E29 300-65K7GTY 260-374A 3000-957
100-2G21 350-65117W 100-381A 2000-1625
300-3AP1 200-65K7Y 250-387A 300-2050W
50-3C22 600-6Y6G 500-407A 30-5559
200-3C45 300-7CP1 300-408A 300-5702WA
700-3FP7 800-12AT7WA 250-417A 100-5703 WA
500-NS4 1000-12C8 100-703A 2000-5718
500-N SS 100-12H6 400-C K-705 300-5719
100-4 X150A 600-12SH7 20-714AY 300-5763
300-055 400-14J7 400-7155 5000-5814
700-6AB7 400-H 11-24 100-723A/B 500-5886
1000-6AC7 100-15E 1000-815 100-5993
100-6AT6 600-15R 200-726C 200-5915
300-6A U6WA 100 -VT -158 300-838W 2000-6045
400-65A6 4002675 16-853 200-6211
200-65A7 200-272A 100-864 1000-9002

RADAR AND IFF EQUIPMENT
APS-3 APN-12 Tansponder
APS-4 APX-6 IFF Equipment
APS-10 SCR -682
APS-15 SCR -834
APS-19

MISCELLANEOUS TUBES
2H21 $25.00 305A $2.50

AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION &
NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

2C51 3.00 WE3O5A .. 2.85 All items listed below are in stock, in quantity,
2E24 1.95
2E22 2.35
3C22 59.95

WE306A .. .
WE311A ..
WE3115 ..

1.75
5.00
5.75

and ready for immediate shipment. Prices on
request.

3C33 5.00 WE313C .. 2.10 APN-9 ILS System
3E29 8.00 WE314A... 80.00 ARC -1. 10/20/50 Channels
3X2500A3. .150.00 327A 3.40 ARC -3 10/20/40 Channels
4C27 8.50
4C X300A 30.00
4 X150A 18.50
4X15011 20.00
4 X250B 38.00

WE328A
WE331A
WE337A
WE348A ..
WE249A

3.25
7.50
5.50
4.00
4.00

ARC -19 MN -20
ARC -27 MN -26
ARR-15 MN -31C
ARN-5 MN -36

4E27 7.00
..

WE350A .. 2.25 ARN-6 MN -60B
4-250 28.50 WE35013 .. 2.00 11tN-7 MN -62A
4-125A 18.50 WE354A .. 15.00 ARN-12 MR -39B
4-400A 38.50 WE3565 .. 2.95 RHO Receiver 30-1000 Mc .. POR
4-1000A . 125.00 WE359A . 1.45 ARN-14 RTA-1B
5021 5.00
5023 RK65 7.00
6C21 13.50
ISE 1.20
24G 3.00

WE368AS..
WE371B...
WE372A ...
W E373A...
WE374A

.75
2.00
3.00
3.50
1.75

ART -13A 10/20/40 Channels
AT-256/ARC SCR -522
BC -348 SCR -578

(Gibson Girl)
H K24 2.50

...
381A 5.00 CRT -3 Gibson Girl SCR-718ABC

53A 5.00 WE387A . 3.50 51R3 OMNI Rec.
H Y65 1.00 WE388A... .85 171,3 VHF Xmtr
1586 5.00 WE396A 3.00
100TH 6.00 WE401A 3.95
C100A 10.00 WE403A .90
101D 2.75 WE403B 2.75
101F 2.75 WE404A 14.00
1040 2.75
121A 1.50

WE407A
WE408A

3.75
2.25 TEST EQUIPMENT

VT -127 1.00 WE412A... 3.50
BOONTON NO. 202D Signal

Generator $675.00
VT -127A... 2.50
F -128A.... 7.00
VT -158 9.50

WE415A...
WE416A...
WE4165 .

3.00
25.00
30.00

H F200 13.00 WE417A .. 12.00 TEKRONIX Scope 514D
201C 13.75 WE418A . . 17.50 Certified 550.00
204A 22.50
WE205F 4.00211.........40

WE419A ...
WE421A ...
WE422A

48.00
6.75
7.00

GENERAL RADIO GR 1533A High Speed
Motion Picture Strobe Light.

WE215A 15.00
...

WE423A ... 5.00 With or without camera. POR
22013 55.00
227A 3.75
250TH 23.00

WE426A .
WE427A ...
WE429A

2.75
8.50

12.50 TS -3 $275.00
250TL 12.00

. .

WE431A .. 45.00 TS -10C 130.00
WE251A .. 42.50 WE436A... 10.00 TS -12 125.00
WE252A . . 9.50 WE437A . . 12.00 TS -13 250.00
WE253A ... 2.75 WE441A ... 7.00 TS -15A, -B 75.01)
WE254A ... 2.25 450TH 40.00 TS -23 130.00
261A 7.00
WE262B 5.00
WE2675 5.00
WE272A 6.50
WE27413 .75

471A
508
H K654
750TL
813

4.00
190.00
15.00
30.00
8.50

TS -28 Oscillator 89.51)
TS -35 60.01)
TS -45 45.00
TS -62 300.00

WE275A 2.75 815 1.25 TS -67C 1400.00
WE2760. 7.00 8295 3.50 TS -89 25.00
WE282A 2.00 837 1.25 TS -102 100.00
WE282B... 17.50 813 2.00 TS (XA11S) APA-59 200.00
WE287A ... 2.00
WE290A . 6.75
VIE293A ... 19.00

922
935
1625
1632

1.75
3.50
.40
.45

TS -110 POR
TS -120 175.00
TS -127 30.00

304TH 10.00 ZB3200 .. 60.00 TS -155B 100.00
TS -155C 250.00
TS -173 FUR

SCOPE TUBES TS -197 200.00
TS -258 175.00

2AP1 $2.00 SCP11 $7.00 TS -268D 75.00
3AP1 1.50 SCP11A.... 8.50 TS -323 350.00
3CP1 1.75 5FP7A 2.50 TS -348 150.00
3DP1S2.... 12.50
3 FP7 1.00
3GP1 2.00
3W2P1 50.00

5JP1
5JP1A
5NP1
7BP1A

8.75
25.00
2.00

15.00

TS -352W 135.00
TS -382/B 310.00
TS -419 650.00

3EP1 1.25 7CP1 2.00

HEWLETT-PACKARD EQUIPT.5BP1A 8.50
5BP4 2.25

9LP7
12DP7

10.00
12.00

SCP1 1.75
5CP1A 7.00

51UCP1.1...
902P1

25.00
2.25 212A 300.00

4108 175.00
805A 285.00

MAGNETRONS
APR -1 $200.00
APR -2 70.002J21A $4.75

2.122 4.50
4.133
4.134

545.00
25.00

2.126 4.50 4.135 75'00 APR -4 700.00
2.127 4.50 4J42 25.00 APR -5 250.00
2.128 25.00 4J50 90.00 APR -10 300.00
2J29 25.00 4.151 75.00

3C -49A Target Scoring Set . . . POR EE -1A
175.011

GR-715A 200.00
1-208 70.00
1E-19 250.00

2J31 12.25
2.132 9.50
2.133 28.50
2.134 10.00
ZJ 28.50
2J38 28.50

4J52
4J58
4J64
5J23
Q K60
Q K62

50.00
125.00
40.00
75.00
19.50
19.59

2142 50.00 QK284 . . 95.00 ME -51U 175.00
2-148 24.00 Q11366 . 60.00 SG-55/URM34 400.00
2.150 32.50 QK367. . . . 65.00 SPERRY GYROSCOPE Remote Flight Control
2.151 130.00 706AY-GY. 9.50 Line Analyzer ... POR
2.151A 148.00
2J55 45.00
2.156 38.00
2.161 9.95
2.162 4.00

714AY
720AY/CY.
728AY /CY .
725A
5657

50.00
32.00
40.00
2.50

100.00

OSC. COSSOC #3339 75.00
Lab. Jack, Cenco-Lerner #19089 16.00
URM-15 500.01)
URM-64 675.00

4J21 35.00 5780 150.00 URM-80 Freq. Meter 900.00
4.126 45.00
4.131 125.00

6177 75.00 Note: All above test equipment can be certi-
fied to meet original specs.

PARTIAL LIST! Write for prices on thousands of other tubes now in stock.
SAME DAY SHIPMENT -ORDER NOW! Minimum order $10.00

All items F.O.B. Los Angeles, subject to prior sale and change of price without notice.
Write for unlisted Items or call REpublic 5-0215. Cable: VH RADELECT. Bell Telephone: TWX LA 1460

THIS IS

V 6E. H RADIO
2 02 9-2 047 W. VENICE BLVD.

ELECTRONICS
LOS ANGELES 6, CALIF.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

INC

87-17 124th St., Richmond Hill 18, N. Y.
Phone Virginia 9-8181-2-3

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CALL US DIRECTLY BY
TELEX OVERSEAS TELETYPE TWX N.Y 4-4361

SATELLITE RECEIVER

PE -95
This is a 10 KW 110-220 volt 60
cycle gasoline power plant. The
engine used in this unit is a
standard Willys Jeep type. Push
button starting is incorporated in
this unit utilizing a 12 volt hat-
tery system. Remote starting may
be used up to 200 feet away. This
power plant has a large gasoline
tank. fuel pump and its own bat-
tery charging equipment. This is
completely overhauled ready to
operate. POR

This receiver is designed for single frequency reception 01 modulated radio signals within the frequency rangeof 30 to 200 me. At the frequency of 108 MC the receiver has an approx. sensitivity of -I microvolts Inc anoutput of 50 milliwatts. Input voltage is 110 60 cycles. The output was designed for 500 ohms, antennaimpedance 70 ohms. This receiver makes a fine satellite monitor or lah type receiver. This receiver wasmanufactured by Wilcox Electric and is brand new. complete with tubes but less crystal. Price 5169.50 ea.

APA-17
This is a direction finder that is used with the
APR -I and APR -4 receivers. This unit provides a
visual indication as to the relative bearing of the
radio or radar signal that is received on the receiver
unit. Power input 110v 400 cycle and 24v DC
APA- 17B units cover frequencies up to 10.1100 me.
POP

ANTENNA PEDESTALS
We have a large inventory of radar type antennas and
associated pedestals. such as SCR -584. MPG -2,
SCR -545, SA. SK. SC. SCR -982, APO. APS. APQ,
and many others. Please send your requirements.
Other data on request.

RDO RECEIVER
This Receiver was originally designed as a RADAR Countermeasure unit. The frequency covered by thisreceiver is 38-4000 Mc. The receiver uses 5 separate RE tuning unit heads to cover the entire range. TheIF frequency is 3OMc. Provisions are incorporated in this receiver for the operator to use a Panadapter.Pulse Analyzer' or both to view the incoming signal, also included are input and output signal strengthmeters. Input voltage 110v 60 cycle. All tuning units and receiver are tested before shipment as to operationand calibration. Frequency calibration is approx. 1.0 from 38-1000 Mc. and 2°., from 1000-4000 Mc. POR

MILITARY TYPE TEST EQUIPMENT
TS -3
TS -12
TS -13
TS -14
TS -15
TS -33
TS -34
TS -35
TS -36
15-45

WE HAVE

TS -61
TS -62
TS -69
TS -89
TS -100
TS -102
TS -108
TS -111
TS -117
TS -120

TS -125
TS -126
TS -146
TS -147
TS -148
TS -155
TS -173
TS -174
TS -175
TS -239

TS -247
TS -250
TS -251
TS -258
TS -259
TS -268
TS -270
TS -311
TS -323
TS -352

TS -382
TS -419
TS -488
TS -497
TS -545
TS -587
TS -667
BC -221
ALL URM
ALL UPM

MANY OTHERS -SEND US YOUR REQUIREMENTS

3" Round
Elapsed Si 2 75 0

Time Meter
WESTON PHOTRONIC CELL 01.i,n
PHOTO ELECTRIC Switch
I 6rrlorr,..- 1 Irrrm. th ',witch
-ruin lip au:it illi,lt . . . 1(di al ,Ittit)i. Paul. huiLlar..th. tt:11111 far ,I,.11-. 1,1 :111

,IpIi- 11,1,,.
S10.95 11%

la;l TELECHRON Motors
I RPMb,.....

eqN
53.95

2 RPM 2.90
4 RPM 3.90
3.6 RPM 3.15

I RPM -50
Laboratory Special I

GO RPM ...54.85
3 PR r ... 2.85
I RP.2Hr.. 2.80
I RP I2Hr.. 3.25

Cycles. $1.85
of Each Motor S25

D -E -L -A -Y -E -D A -C -T -1-0-N LIGHT SWITCH
,hut- ii -ht oft. allIt..tically ahn.,I a likillIttO hit,.
K.ih, imiltli Iit ttilla, IhAl nn :nth,r iIll Atilt it :0

$3.50
DEALERS WRITE FOR PRICES

6 WATT MOST POWERFUL
TELECHRON. MOTOR ;Lir;

1 1 0 - V . 60 CY ., tAiiip,
I RPM 6.50

r .
HAYDON TIMING MOTORS

.

 1
I REV I Hours $1.70
I RPM 230v 60cy 1.00
I RPM 110v 60cy 2.130
2 RPM 230v 60cy 1.00

30 RPM 110v 60cy 2.60
v. 450 RPM, yeses 4500RPM 1.30

--,_. HANSEN Synchron 3 RPM 4.24
CRAMER 4 RPM 4.65

Laboratory Special 1 of Each Motor $15

RELAY CONTACT BURNISHERS .59-2 for $1.00

PM MOTORS ri
Made by $3/5 'll- ,DELCO. or DIEHL

Removed from equipment

BLAN
EST. 1923

INCLUDE
POSTAGE

64 B Dey St.
New York 7.

N. Y.IIIIIIII.

SCR 584 ANTENNA

Complete 360 azimuth & full eleva-
tion sweep. Fully equipped with azi-
muth & elevation motors, potentiome-
ters, selsyns, and amplidynes. The ideal
antenna system for sky sweeping,
tracking, telemetering.
In Excellent Condition. Delivery from
Stock. An outstanding buy at our spe-
cial price.

RADIO RESEARCH

INSTRUMENT CO.

550
FIFTH AVE.
NEW YORK

JUDSON
6-4691

a TERRIFIC BARGAIN in a

SOLA CONSTANT -
VOLTAGE

TRANSFORMER
Ends fluctuating line

voltage!

Big Discount Off ...
the factory price at a 1 -input2.000 VA unit! And here's
another bonus! This Air Forces 2.000 VA over.
stock. Solo Cat. No. 30768. has 4 inputs!90-125 V., 190-250 V.. 60 cy. or 50 cy. Isolated
secondary is constant 115.0 V. loo from no-load
to full -load at 17.4 amp. So. if you choose, use
it as a 220:115 V. step-down. And slash 997.50
tio,fLntl,:enef awctionry..4.; tw:,,aorfc,,10x

4 cu. ft. Ship. wt. 254 lbs

price! S-

50F. 0. IL Pasco. Wash. Only.
THE M. R. COMPANY

P. 0. Box 1220-B Beverly Hills, Calif.

TS -403 SIGNAL GENERATOR

Frequency: 1800-4000 MC. This unit is
equivalent to Hewlett-Packard 616-A.
Checked out and in
excellent condition. $950.00 ea.
We have extensive inventory of military
and commercial Test Equipment. Immediate
action on all inquiries. Write today.

J. J. CANDEE CO.
4002 W. Burbank Blvd., Burbank, Calif.

Phone: Victoria 9-2411.

SEARCHLIGHT

Equipment

Spotting Service
This service is aimed at helping you, the
reader of "SEARCHLIGHT", to locate Surplus
new and used electronic equipment and com-
ponents not currently advertised. (This serv-
ice is for USER -BUYERS only). No charge or
obligation.

How to use: Check the dealer ads to see if
what you want is not currently advertised.
If not, send us the specifications of the equip-
ment and/or components wanted on the cou-
pon below, or on your own company letter-
head to:

Searchlight Equipment Spotting Service

c/o ELECTRONICS,
P. 0. Box 12 N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Your requirements will be brought promptly
to the attention of the equipment dealers
advertising in this section. You will receive
replies directly from them.

Searchlight Equipment
Spotting Service

c/o ELECTRONICS

P. 0. Box 12 N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Please help us locate the following equipment
components:

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

STREET

CITY
5'9 58
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a

the multi -channel

heart of any

automation

system...

BEATTIE-COLEMAN's

LPR-6

PROGRAMER

a

This

LPR-6

Programer

is the inexpensive

laboratory version

of the famous Beattie -

Coleman MPR-13 missile

Programer. Immediate

delivery. Let us show you

how the LPR-6 can help solve

your programming problems.

B EATTI E -
COLEMAN

1000 N. Olive St., Anaheim, California
CIRCLE 163 READERS SERVICE CARD

175



PRECISION
DEFLECTION

Slip Ring

Two -Axis Fixed Yoke

Component Development
Engineering at its BEST!
 ADVANCED ELECTRICAL DESIGN

PRECISION MECHANICAL DESIGN
 ACCURATE PRODUCTION METHODS

Custom Built to the most
Exacting Specifications
by Cossor Engineers

In Mumetal Corm for Optimum °mammy
In Ferrite Cores for Spmd and Sensitivity

In Non-magnetic Corm for P. rfection of Response

Any of Cossor's Three Core Types can be
made in single or double ads with single or
push-pull windings, and encapsulated for
fixed or slip ring (rotating) use.

Normal characteristics of yokes for 1-1/2 in.
neck tubes are:

Positional accuracy - the spot position will con-
form to the yoke current
co-ordinates within 0.25%
of tube diameter. For de-
flection angles less than
I 25° better accuracy can

easily be achieved.

Memory 0.5% max. without over -
swing:
0.1% or less with controlled
overswins..

Complete encapsulation in epoxy (stycast) or
silicone resins is standard for all Cossor deflection
yokes, and is done with special moulding tools
ensuring accurate alignment of the yoke axis. When
slip rings are added, solid silver rings are mounted
in encapsulating resin. The finished slip ring yoke
is precision turned to centre bor., and can include
bearing mounting surfaces isith dimensional toler-
ances approaching those associable. with high quality
metal parts.

Settling Time /Micro sec.) a
120 J Inductance in Henri.

Sensitivity degrees/ milliamperes s,

I/Inductance - millihartries
0'095 Acceierator Voltage  kV

tato

sl*"

COMPONENTS DIVISION

COSSOR
CANADA LIMITED

301 Windsor St, Halifax, N. S..
8230 Mayrand St., Montreal, Que.
648A Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.
Corporation House, 160 Laurier West, Ottawa, Ont.

CIRCLE 164 READERS SERVICE CARD

176

Narda Corporation
Naive!. Corporation

32G

55

EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus New)
For Sale 170-174
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(ACTUAL SIZE}

SILICON

TRANSISTORS
(ACTUAL SIZE)

45 WATTS at 100°C   OPERATION TO 200°C
100

90

a 80

70

0 60

50

r:g 40

30

20

10

0
0 2S 50 100 150

Tr- CASE TEMPERATURE - °C

200 225°C

For your audio servo applications ... for your
circuits that demand high power at high tempera-
tures, specify TI 2N389 and 2N424 high power
silicon transistors. Obtain optimum performance
from - 65°C to = 200°C.
Both units are derated from 85 watts at 25°C to
200°C and combine the additional advantages of
low distortion ... stability ... high reliability.

2.0

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100 110

PERCENT OF UNITS LESS THAN ORDINATE

2N389 2N424

Test Conditions min max min max units

BVCEX IC = 10mA, REB = 33 ohms 60 - SO - volts

BVEBO 113
= 10 mA -10 - -10 - volts

Pcs IC = 1A,18= .2A - 5 - 10 ohms

VBE VCE =10V , lc = 1.5A - 8 - - volts

VBE tov, IC = .75AVCE =- - - 8 volts
hFE IC = 1A, VCE = lOy 10 60 - -
hFE IC = 1A, Vc E = 15V - - 10 60

PC TC = 25'C - 85 - 85 watts

PC TC = 100'C - 45 - 45 watts

Storage Temperature -65°C to +200'C

AVAILABLE TODAY IN 1 - 9 9 QUANTITIES FROM YOUR NEAREST TI DISTRIBUTOR

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SALES OFFICES
DALLAS NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES

CAMDEN DAYTON DENVER

DETROIT OTTAWA SYRACUSE SAN DIEGO

SAN FRANCISCO WALTHAM WASHINGTON D. C.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

SEMICONDUCTOR - COMPONENTS DIVISION
POST OFFICE BOX 312  DALLAS. TEXAS



RCA

'PHs.
No.

Typical RCA Traveling
'Tubes for saw! (2000 to 4000 Mc) Operation

length
tin.) Weight

Dia

Saturated
Focusing

lib,

Small S1g.
(in.) Approx.

power
Meshed

Gain Lab)
Output

 I 0

Light -weight 23/4
111111

20 Solenoid*

RCA

VELIN)G-

Function

Driver for 4010

power TYPe

Power TYPe

power Type

A milestone. RCA's 2,000,000,000 tube year

I@
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

® Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J.

r ow er Ty pe

100
(Peak)

1,000

(Peak)

# Noise igure
10 db

Integral Peri-
odic Permanent
Magnet

Integral Peri-
odic Permanent
Magnet

18V2

Integral Peri-
odic Permanent

30
Magnet

 Including solenoid available
seporotely

121/2

for every job
in microwaves

Pacing the fast-moving advance-
ments in tubes for microwaves,
RCA offers designers a comprehen-
sive line of low -noise and power
traveling -wave tubes-for any ap-
plication in the L, S, C, and X
bands. These tubes feature a major
improvement in traveling -wave
tube manufacture: high uniform-
ity of characteristics maintained
through rigid RCA quality control.

RCA power types incorporate in-
tegral periodic -permanent -mag-
netic focusing-a design advantage
that eliminates the need for sole-
noid power and reduces package
size and weight.

RCA low -noise receiving types
provide increased receiver sensi-
tivity across octave bandwidths.
And they are "tailored" to meet the
requirements both in new equip-
ment designs and in modernization
of existing microwave systems!

Reflecting RCA's traditional en-
gineering knowhow, RCA travel-
ing -wave tubes are designed for
military environments. For prompt
service on your needs for traveling -
wave tubes, get in touch with the
RCA Sales Office nearest you.

GOVERNMENT SALES
 415 South Fifth St., Harrison, N.J.
HUmboldt 5-3900
 224 N. Wilkinson St., Dayton 2, Ohio
BAldwin 6-2366
 1625 "K" St., N. W., Washington 6, D.C.
District 7-1260

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS SALES
 744 Broad St., Newark 2, N.J.
HUmboldt 5-3900
 Suite 1154, Merchandise Mort Plaza
Chicago 54, Illinois
WHitehall 4-2900
 6355 E. Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 22, Calif.
RAymond 3.8361


